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Preface
Thakur College of Engineering and Technology (TCET) was established in the
academic year 2001-02 with a clear objective of providing quality technical education
in tune with international standards and contemporary global requirements. Currently
the institute runs six UG, three PG and three Ph. D programmes. In its last twenty
years of its existence, the institute has marked its presence at different levels and is
recognised by different certifying and accrediting bodies of India such as NBA,
NAAC, ISO 9001-2015. The institute is also a recipient of national and international
quality awards and has received autonomy status for ten years.
To continue on the journey of excellence, the Institute initiated by organizing an
annual Conference and Workshop in the year 2010 with the objective of providing a
common platform to nurture young minds of the 21st century and provide them with
an opportunity to interact with experienced educationists, researchers, technocrats and
industry experts. This ensures learning from them to improve upon their critical
thinking, problem solving and innovative skills to face the challenges arising because
of emerging disruptive technologies. The remarkable success of the International
Conference and Workshop on Emerging Trends in Technology (ICWET) 2010, 2011
and 2012 motivated us to initiate the second edition of the International Conference
under the banner of MULTICON-W in 2013, a platform for multiple conferences and
workshops. We began once again with new vigour by adding conferences from ever
engineering and technology domain with the theme of "Invention and Innovation".
TCET has also understood the importance of enhancing the quality of technical
education, and therefore, in its second edition, it has added a new domain of
engineering and technology along with quality of skill development and quality
assessment and evaluation. Discussion on such multiple domains on a single platform
is a unique idea which provides an opportunity for educationists, academicians,
technocrats and almost all stakeholders to contribute towards meeting the demands of
engineering and technology.
MULTICON-W 2021, planned for 26th and 27th February 2021, is the 12th conference
in this series. It includes 4 conferences where around 254 articles online and 20
articles offline were presented and 3 workshops were conducted within two days with
some international articles and a few articles from industry in the field of Electronics
and Telecommunication, Electronics Engineering, Information Technology,
Computer Engineering, Civil Engineering, Mechanical Engineering, Engineering
Sciences and Humanities, Training & Placement and Examination & Assessment
Reforms. Other special features of MULTICON-W 2021 comprise of Industry
Workshops, Research Engineering Colloquium and Engineering Workshop and Paper
Presentation Contest. The primary objectives are knowledge sharing, promoting
research, networking amongst the researchers and experts, industry-institute
interaction, interdisciplinary learning and research, promoting upcoming technologies,
understanding future trends and challenges, exploring emerging opportunities in
engineering education and innovating to improve quality in technical education. Such
an endeavour provides direction to technical education planners to reorient future
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technical educational programmes to meet the global demands and challenges in the
domains of academics, industry and research.
There were 40 session chairs in online and offline mode. Five guests had been present
for inauguration and valedictory function. In MULTICON-W 2021, two institutes had
participated as partner institutes by contributing 10 articles from each institute:
Muthayammal College of Engineering, Tamilnadu, India and Vardhaman Engineering
College, Hyderabad, India.
On the second day, the valedictory function was organized from 3.30 P.M. onwards.
The function was started by giving brief report about the event. In the end, closing
address was delivered by AICTE chairman, Prof. Anil Sahasrabudhe and Dr. Prashant
Pillai.
The Proceedings of MULTICON-W 2021 contain 41 research papers selected from
all the four conferences under its umbrella. The Proceedings include research papers
on fundamental engineering, technological advancement, basic engineering sciences,
skill development and education. All the papers are scrutinised and reviewed at
multiple levels to ensure quality. The Institute has taken due care to check the
plagiarism level and conform to recommendations from UGC with the help of Urkund
software. All the papers are kept in the format similar to IEEE paper format and
reviewed by 25 internal and external experts. While editing the Proceedings, we faced
a challenge of articles not compliant with the IEEE format. The institute level editors
took the help of authors to improve the quality and structure of the articles.
MULTICON-W has begun a campaign from the last few years to promote original
research of scholars in relevant fields, to create new products and processes, and
further innovate on ideas in engineering and technology for the coming era. We are
confident that the conference will help in addressing issues such as global warming,
environment and carbon footprint, resource optimization, safety and security and
opportunities for life-long learning with professional and social values. The theme
is dedicated to India as a vibrant nation through a culture of invention & innovation.
The organization of MULTICON-W 2021 is a team effort of TCET. I would like to
take this opportunity to thank the Management of Thakur Education Group for their
support, world class infrastructure and online facilities. I am grateful to all the authors
who have contributed research papers and the articles for this conference. I also wish
to acknowledge the members of the Review Committee for carrying out the arduous
task of the peer review process of the submitted research articles. Last but not the
least I wish to thank all who are directly or indirectly involved in the compilation of
the conference proceedings.
Dr. B. K. Mishra
Chief Editor
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Abstract – Co-creation is hindered because of trust factors
between the parties. This trust can be related to the credit of
work or can be related to the money earned from the work
contribution. As a result, often contributions are not spontaneous
which affects the creativity and the end product. There are many
such creative work in the field of literature; be it poem, art work,
short story or even fiction which aren't co-owned by multiple
authors in almost all of the cases. Such creative works can get
additional boost from technology to reach a new height where
very atomic nature of creative works also get contribution
through co-creation activity from other co-owners. This cocreation is supported in a blockchain based platform which allows
anyone to contribute for co-creation activity in an absolute
transparent manner. Since platform manages the trust factor
through consensus mechanism of blockchain technology,
untrusted parties can contribute without being worried about IP.
Platform also manages the collaboration in absolute transparent
manner so there is no provisions of dispute in future. Multiple
remotely located owners can contribute without any hesitation.
Public Blockchain allows every individual to have a view of every
co-creation which also boosts motivation for more co-creation.

1) Dialogue: This encourages participation of different
parties in the network.
2) Access: It challenges the idea about ownership.
Having an open and trusted network, will bring out
much more co-ordinated effort.
3) Risk: The authors become the co-creator of value and
thus become more vulnerable to risk. Every involved
parties would demand information about the potential
risks from work and contribution.
4) Transparency: It is required to create the trust
between parties in the network
Below are some of the commonly faced problems by cocreation activity in the field of literature:
A. Trust Factor
Co-creation activity gets stopped or hampered progress
because of trust factors. The pace of progress is much faster
where trust is there between the contributing parties. Since this
is a very basic human nature to apply logic before accepting
anything or before sharing anything, technology can actually
remove this obstacle and can bring the trust factor. Building
trust between all the parties is difficult when multiple parties
are involved. Centralized control somehow manages this
between all the parties but in the case of decentralized world,
building the trust becomes very difficult.

Index Terms – Blockchain, Co-creation, MainNet, Trust,
Literature.

I. INTRODUCTION
Significance of co-creativity is immense in the field of
literature. Like many other areas, co-creativity can bring a new
dimension how field of literature is evolving. Spread of
internet and cheap faster communication makes the
collaboration much easier what could have been done in a
decade earlier. However collaboration is not free of issues for
any co-creation activity. Trust, transparency and control factor
is significantly important for an effective co-creation. These
critical factors can't be handled effectively where human
interaction is required at each and every step. It is also most
important that sometimes errors are happened unintentionally.
Eventually it creates a hiccup so if one such solution can be
achieved where technology manages the collaboration and
communication part and human intervention happens for
creativity that helps the overall solution.

B. Money Matters
No clear track of contribution in case of co-creation
makes it difficult to claim the monetary benefit. When there is
no proper tracking of contribution, false claim may also
happen on the negative side. From legal aspect, it is utmost
important to have proper tracking so that money related issues
can be handled if there are any.
C. Transparency
This is the most common issues faced by co-creation
activity. Unless transparency is achieved which satisfies the
need of all the participants, it impacts the quality of creative
product.

II. PROBLEMS FACED BY CO-CREATION ACTIVITY
As suggested by Prahalad and Ramaswamy describing
value co-creation by means of four building blocks in the
DART framework [5] [14]:

D. Literature field and co-creation
1
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out many new types of creative works which can be cherished
by the readers.

Literature field doesn’t experience co-creation by multiple
authors very often. The nature of creativity work in the field of
literature needs creativity more and it doesn’t need co-creation
always. As a reader we are experienced and habituated to see a
short story is written by one author all the time. This is true for
poems, fictions, and novel and in the modern world even
blogs. As a matter of fact we miss that ultimate level which can
be achieved through collaboration of imagination,
collaboration of creativity and collaboration of judgement
between the co-authors. It is true that there is no driving factor
so such co-creation isn’t happening. For the sake of literature
and taking creativity into new high through effective
collaboration and co-creation, there should be some motivation
and some driving factor so that co-creation happens even for
creative work like story writing, poetry etc. Let’s imagine that
one creative author collaborates with the main author and both
of them gives a new dimension to the original story and the
new co-created product liked by readers. This is actually a too
good thing to happen but the points remain critical that it is not
easy to happen. There are many factors like copyright which
makes it difficult to happen [10]. Some of them are highlighted
below in this diagram:

IV. HOW BLOCKCHAIN CAN BE HELPFUL
Blockchain is a distributed ledger which is immutable in
nature. Being immutable, it helps building trust between the
participating nodes of the network. Below are some prominent
features of Blockchain from our research work area
perspective:
1) Distributed: Network is not managed by any single
party. Every node will have view of every transaction
happening in the network.
2) Enhanced Security: Blocks in the ledger contains
unique hash. Block also contains hash of the previous
block. Tampering blocks is an almost impossible task.
3) Immutable: Transactions can’t be altered or changed
once added. This is the key aspects which helps in
acquiring and building the trust.
4) Consensus: This is most important aspect as it helps
to reach a decision where there is no trust between the
parties in the Blockchain network.
5) Smart Contracts: A set of rules which are stored on
the Blockchain and there are executed automatically.
Helps in speeding up transactions.

Types of Blockchain networks
Blockchain network can be of different categories on the basis
of participation. They can be private, permissioned, and public
or can be built by a consortium [3]
Fig. 1 Critical aspects associated with Literature creativity work

In our research scope, we are not focusing into these aspects
whilst our solution approach focuses on creativity through cocreation and some of these aspects will get addressed
inherently.
III. OPPORTUNITIES LIES AHEAD
Technology can boost the co-creation in the field of
literature by addressing the issues faced by co-creators. In such
cases co-creation will see lots of more participation which
aren't happening now because of these issues. This will also
help to achieve more innovation through effective
collaboration. Technological help will also make it more
global in nature rather than focusing on local resources.
Technology advancements in recent times also make it
possible to address the issues in best suited manner which will
be future oriented. With the advancement of technology it is
possible to reach out to potential authors in their local
language. It is also possible to support multiple devices like
desktop, mobile and tab etc. Combining the power of
technology with the creative nature in the literature can bring

Fig. 2 Types of blockchain network

Comparing different blockchain network and the nature of
problem which we are trying to address, public Ethereum
blockchain makes it most suitable [3] [9]. Below are some of
the features of Ethereum public blockchain or Ethereum
MainNet implementation to be precise:
1) Privacy and Security: The privacy and security
solutions are getting matured on public
2
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blockchain solutions like Ethereum and that is a
significant feature for any open-to-all application
[11].

by different disciplines. The platform consists of two main
layers: a Decentralized/Centralized Hybrid Backend Layer and
a Client Side Layer. The Hybrid Backend Layer contains two
main facilities, Decentralized Computation Facility (based on
DLT) and Lightweight Centralized Platform Backend [7].

2) Permissionless: Any node can join the network.
3) Decentralized: There is no controlling node.
There is no process to limit which all users will be
able to read contract code and data [12].

Another approach draws attention where blockchain as a
tool utilized for effective value co-creation in the field of
insurance. Blockchain applied to the traditional insurance
business model and absence of intermediaries along with
enhanced level of security compliance makes it similar to the
DART scheme [8].

4) Discouraging Transaction spamming: It offers an
economic system to discourage transaction
spamming.

In the field of health-care, co-creation of trust is managed
by utilizing blockchain as a database and also as a technology.
A token is received containing healthcare transactions and a
historical block identifier is used as the genesis block. The
token which is a set of healthcare transactions is peer
reviewed. Validation is done once the peer review is
completed. Digital signatures get added to the block. The
miners then create a new block basis of recent healthcare
transactions. Then it is broadcasted to peers on the blockchain
by the miners [9].

5) Non-repudiation: It ensures that authenticated
transactions are stored and can’t be revoked [12].
Decentralization nature of blockchain will make the
platform a desired and freely available place for effective
transparent collaboration through open contribution. Choosing
blockchain over RDBMS is primarily because of distributed
nature with transparency and enhanced security [4].
Commercialization aspect

This can be stated that similar blockchain backed approach
has been taken by many researchers into different fields.
However it has not been experienced in the field of literature
and our research area focuses on boosting co-creation in the
field of literature.

Platform targets to enhance creativity from budding
authors through co-creation however it can’t be successful
unless commercial viability is there. To assess the commerce
aspect, first and foremost is the users who will be using the
platform. The typical users of the platform are new or
experienced authors, artists, publishing house representatives
and readers who love reading creative literature products. So
the platform offers something or other interesting to all these
users. Though it is technology backed solution but the
interface to customer is completely non-technical and user
friendly. The Technology Acceptance Model is an information
systems theory that models users response to accept and use a
technology. TAM suggests that when users are presented with
a new technology, there are various factors which influence
their decision about how and when they will use the new
technology: One of them is perceived usefulness and another
one is perceived ease-of-use:

VI. BLOCKCHAIN BASED PLATFORM FOR CO-CREATION
Blockchain based platform brings some unique facilities
which removes the barriers of non-trust factors and
transparency. Every interaction between the parties are not
tracked in this platform rather it works differently where initial
contributor sends invitation to open public for contribution.
When contributions are received, someone with
commercialization intent reviews and accepts it. Immutability
nature of Blockchain ensures that contribution made by other
contributors can’t be hidden by initial contributor or publisher.
Below are the functional model how the platform works:

Perceived usefulness is the degree to which a person
believes that using a particular system would enhance his or
her job performance and perceived ease-of-use is the degree to
which a person believes that using a particular system would
be free from effort.
Perceived playfulness and habit which are like some nonrational assessment factors have more significant effects on
user's intention than perceived usefulness [15].

V. RELATED WORK
Blockchain backed similar approach has been taken in the
field of social value co-creation and exchange. The value
creation is co-created by society categories, communities and
3
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VII. PLATFORM FEATURES
Blockchain based co-creation platform consists of the
following features:
1)

2)
3)
Fig. 3 How the Co-creation platform contributions and acceptance works

4)
5)

As shown in the diagram, platform tracks the contributions and
allows everyone to view the contributions and acceptance. The
miners enjoys the role of administrator of the contributions and
accepts or rejects any contributions. Blockchain
implementation ensures that nobody can tamper any
contributions. Anybody can view who has originated and who
all have contributed. Platform only allows the text and image
entries to boost co-creation in the field of literature. Below
steps elaborate how a short story can be co-created by two
authors:

6)

7)
8)

A. Elaboration with real-life example

Author pens down a short story and opens for cocreation by some artist to create some nice arts to go
with the short story. In real world, all such
collaboration happens off-line and then it is published
by some publisher online or in printed format. In our
Blockchain based platform, options are open to all the
artists globally for contributions. Not just options are
opened for artists to contribute some art to go along
with short story, it can also be opened for other
authors to take the short story into a new end which
makes the short story even more appealing.
Immutability makes it absolutely transparent who has
created and how others are contributing for cocreation.




Open to all: Public blockchain ensures that it is open
to any one for co-creation activity. Platform manages
the security aspect which comes inherently from
blockchain based implementation.
Transparency: Transparency is achieved through
inherent natures of Blockchain.
Immutability: It ensures that all contributions are
visible and no modification is possible.
No centralized control: It ensures that no one controls
the creative work.
Trust factor: Transparency brings the required trust
factor which is must for effective collaboration.
Blockchain based platform ensures that all the
contributions are tracked.
Public Blockchain: Public blockchain ensures the free
unrestricted access to all. Miners will add new block
on the basis of commercialization intent shown by
them.
Cost factor: It is very unlikely that the economic cost
of storing information on Ethereum MainNet would
be incurred at all.
Digitized Solution: In the context of recent pandemic
outbreak, this platform also targets to reduce human
interaction and increases online interaction while
achieving the desired output.

Below diagram shows the implementation in a public
Blockchain:

Author pens down some poem and shares for cocreation by some author. Interested authors contribute
to amend the poem and all the co-creators are shown
as co-author of the poem.

Fig. 4 Public blockchain implementation

Author pens down some fiction and shares for cocreation by some author to add some humour in the
fiction. When some publisher is interested to
commercialize the content, decides which co-creation is
best suitable to get added into the initial work. Platform
shows it clearly what kind of contributions are done by
which authors.

Ethereum Transaction mining process
Mining process in Ethereum blockchain typically involves
following sequential steps [13]
1) Writing and signing a transaction request by an user.
It will be done by using the private key of some
account.

These real-life examples are indicative how co-creation
between the authors can bring out variety and innovation
in their creative work. In true sense, lot more variety can
happen what we have sighted here as some examples.
4
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2) Then the transaction request will be broadcasted to
the entire Ethereum network from some node.

VIII. ISSUES AND CHALLENGES
Blockchain implementation doesn’t allow any content to be
modified once it is added into the block. This acts as a
constraint where authors need to be very careful to add content
for co-creation. Once added for co-creation, it can’t be
modified. Content can be added with the original content
without modifying the original content. So it can be viewed
clearly what was the original content and what has been added
by any co-creator and what is the finalized content.

3) Each node hears about the new transaction request.
Each node in the Ethereum network adds the request
to their local mempool. It will have a list of all
transaction requests they’ve heard about that have not
yet been committed to the blockchain in a block.
4) Mining node then aggregates hundreds such
transaction requests at some point of time. It
aggregates into a potential block. Target remains to
maximize the fess earning without crossing the block
gas limit. Mining node the does the following:

The main issue lies with public blockchain implementation
is scalability of the platform [2]. To achieve the required
decentralization level which is the demand of the platform,
permissioned blockchain implementation is not considered.
Commercial viability isn’t factored in during the initial
analysis and solution approach however this is one critical
factor which needs to be validated with proposed solution.

It verifies the validity of each transaction request and
then executes the code of the request altering the state
of their local copy of the EVM. The miner awards the
transaction fee to their own account. This is done for
each such transaction request.

IX. CONCLUSION

5) Once all transaction requests in the block have been
verified and executed on the local EVM copy, it
begins the process of producing the Proof-of-Work
“certificate of legitimacy” for the potential block

The platform manages the trust factor through consensus
mechanism of blockchain technology. Also it manages the
collaboration in absolute transparent manner. Public
Blockchain allows every individual to have a view of every cocreation activity. Platform will boost creativity in the literature
field through effective transparent collaboration. Platform
provides the opportunity to the budding authors to showcase
their talent and get noticed. The creativity in the field of
literature doesn’t depend on external factors rather it is more
spontaneous in nature. Technology backed platform will help
authors to showcase their spontaneous creativity without being
worried about other external factors.

6) Eventually, a miner will finish the work of producing
a certificate for a block with our specific transaction
request. It is then broadcasted by the miner the
completed block. The completed block includes the
certificate and a checksum of the claimed new EVM
state.
7) Hearing about the new block, other nodes verify the
certificate, execute all transactions on the block
themselves. This includes the transaction originally
broadcasted by our user. The other nodes then verify
that the checksum of their new EVM state after the
execution of all transactions matches the checksum of
the state claimed by the miner’s block. Only then
these nodes append this new block to the tail of their
blockchain, and accept the new EVM state as the
canonical state.

X. FUTURE SCOPE
In the field of literature future scope includes crosslanguage support where technology manages the barriers of
un-known language. Future scope may include extending the
co-creation through open collaboration in other fields of work.
The platform has the potential to be extended to other
collaboration based work which demands lots of co-ordination
and tracking of each contribution from all the participants in
the network.

8) Each node removes all transactions in the new block
from their local mempool of unfulfilled transaction
requests.
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image, file, message, image or video with
another image, file, message or video. [1].

Abstract—Information transmitted over
the internet may be vulnerable to
interception and attacks from any unknown
sources hence data being transmitted is not
completely secure. In today’s world, it has
become exceedingly important to reduce the
chance of information being attacked and to
provide
for
a secure
means
of
communication of digital information. A
solution is to be discussed where the attacker
is unaware to even the slightest presence of
the information being transmitted. The main
goal of this paper is to give a new
understanding and insight into how the
existing
methods
of
transmitting
information can be improved, we have
approached this by combining both
steganography and cryptography methods.
We have introduced a procedure that will
enhance the current data hiding methods
and will help in achieving a more secure data
transmission.

Cryptography deals with security of data
especially when it is to be communicated at a
distance (eg, integrity of messages,
confidentiality
of
messages,
sender
authentication and many other related issues),
regardless of the medium being used.
Cryptography reorder/replace the data such that
it becomes difficult to recover the original data
without a key. Steganography hides the data
within other media making it less obvious that
any sort of secret data exists. This made-up the
motivation to benefit from both, i.e. combining
cryptography and steganography assuming
more privacy. The research proposes using
cryptography to encrypt a message such that it
cannot be understood easily along with
steganography that is concealing text or image
within another image.

Keywords - Steganography, cover image,
stego-image, cryptography.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are several ways to hide sensitive
data in a digital system. Cryptography and
Steganography are known common security
methods used to conceal information.
Steganography is the practice of hiding an

Fig. 1. Steganography System Scenario [3]
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II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Many methods have been proposed to
perform image steganography. The main
criterion for the design of steganographic
algorithms includes the level of invisibility,

There are many methods available that can
be used to secure data combining cryptography
and steganography using various multimedia
contents motivating this research. For example,
Kirti Shukla et al [4] proposed to hide data bits
in an image by changing the last 4 bits of each
RGB image pixel's colour byte. In this method,
the twelve bits were stored in each pixel by
changing the least significant bits ( LSB ) of the
RGB ( Red, Blue, Green ) components. This
research highlighted the advantages of LSB
method where change in the pixels was barely
noticeable and correspondingly it was
successful in hiding secret information as well.
[5].

robustness
against
various
attacks,
imperceptibility, payload capacity etc. The
novel scheme incorporates the positive
aspects from the existing methods and
introduces an efficient and highly secure
version.
As for cryptography, the cryptographic
system must be secure enough so that it cannot
be decoded in a reasonable time frame. Noorah
Alanizy et.al [11] have presented a 3-layer
personal computer text security system. The 3
layers are compression, cryptography and data
hiding. For cryptography AES is used whereas
LSB method is used in case of data hiding. The
authors have used 2 LSB method i.e. only 2 bits
can be changed per pixel so this limits the
capacity of data hiding and if we increase the
number of bits for capacity the security is
compromised as a noticeable distortion in
image quality is observed with increase in each
LSB. One way to solve this is that we can have
images of larger sizes so that they contain more
pixels
and
the
capacity
increases
correspondingly. A. SaiKrishna et.al [12] have
combined use of K-Means and LSB Technique
for performing Steganography. The work is
done only on Black and White Images which
can be further improvised to work on color
images and the BPP (Bit per pixel) of data
hidden can also be inflated.

R.O. El Safy et al [6] used a different
approach by Transforming the image from
spatial domain to frequency domain by using
Integer Wavelet Transform along with adaptive
data hiding technique and pixel adjustment.
This technique performs well as the data is not
directly hidden in the pixels, hence making it
less vulnerable to attacks.
Hetal N. Rao et.al [7] have enlightened us
about the various facts and results about
cryptography,
steganography
and
watermarking (sub-branch of steganography
according to various researchers). The authors
have measured and evaluated the above 3 in
terms of PSNR, MSE, SSIM. and mentioned
some of their applications in the tele-medicine
field.
Shumeet Baluja [8] used a Neural Network
to compress the image into least noticeable
portion of cover image and a reveal network
reconstructs the image. On a similar domain,
Jamie Hayes et.al [9] used deep neural networks
to generate steganographic image, which is
analyzed by another steganalyzer network.

IV. PROPOSED SYSTEM
Our proposed method is for the secure
delivery of messages. It is based on an image
steganography technique making use of the
unique feature of clustering. This system is
proposed to ensure reliable transaction of
messages.

Vikas Verma et.al [10] has provided an
alternate approach to the LSB method to
enhance security by using midpoint circle
algorithm to identify the pixels for hiding the
information.

At first, we encrypt the text message using
the AES algorithm [13]. The Advanced
Encryption Standard(AES) is a block cipher
which makes use of symmetric keys. AES is
implemented in hardware and software
throughout the world to encrypt sensitive

III. EXISTING SYSTEM
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information. It is essential for cybersecurity,
government computer security and electronic
data protection. We use least significant bit
(LSB) technique for embedding the secret
message into the cover image [17]. The image
formed after this process is called stego image,
which is then securely sent over to the receiver.

AddRoundKey- In this step, the subkey is
combined with the state. Rijndael's key
schedule is used to derive the subkey from the
mainkey. Each subkey is the same size as the
state. Each byte of the subkey is XOR’ed with
each byte of the state in order to combine the
two.

At the receiver’s end, the file is decrypted
layer wise i.e. first the hidden data is recovered
from the stego image from the LSB position and
then it is decrypted to get the original
information [18].

4. Final round – In the final round, all the
rounds mentioned before are carried out except
for MixColumns. This round gives the
encrypted output information.

A. 128-bit AES encryption
The AES algorithm ( also called as Rjindael
block cipher ) . For our purpose, we will be
using the version with block size and key length
of 128 bits. AES is based on a substitutionpermutation network and operates on a 4x4
column-major order array of bytes, called as
states. The number of transformation rounds
required to convert the plain text into encrypted
text are determined by the size of the key. For a
128-bit key cipher, 10 rounds are needed. In
order to transform the ciphertext back to its
original text, a series of reverse rounds are used.
The steps followed are:

Fig. 2. AES encryption and decryption

1. KeyExpansion – AES key Schedule is
used here to derive the round keys from the
cipher key. A separate 128 bit round key is
required by AES for each round plus one more.

B. Least Significant Bit(LSB) method
An image is described using a 2-D array of
the colour intensities at each grid location (i.e.
pixel). Typically, greyscale image uses 8 bits,
whereas colour images uses 24 bits to describe
the colour pattern, such as RGB model. The
Steganography system uses data in form of an
image as the cover, to conceal the data which
can be either in text, image or an audio/video
file. The spatial domain technique makes the
changes in the cover image pixel bit values to
hide the secret information. The secret bits are
written directly to the cover image pixel bytes.
The Least Significant Bit (LSB) is one of the
most important process in spatial domain
Steganography [14]. The LSB is the least
significant bit in the byte field of the image
pixel.

2. Initial round key addition AddRoundKey – Each byte of the round key is
xor’ed with each byte of the state.
3.The 9 rounds for 128-bit key consists of
these steps:
SubBytes – This is a substitution step which is
non-linear and where a lookup table is referred
to replace each bye with another.
ShiftRows – Here transposition takes place and
the last three rows of the state are shifted in a
cyclic manner
MixColumns – Four bytes in each column are
combined by a linear mixing operation
operating specifically on the columns of the
state.

The LSB based image steganography hides
the secret in the least significant bit of pixel
values of the image [15]. Least significant bit
9
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(LSB) insertion is a naive approach to insert the
information in a cover image to provide
security. The least significant bit that is the 8th
bit of the bytes inside an image is converted
with a bit of the secret message. When using a
24-bit image, 3 sets of 8 bits are used for each
red, blue and green pixels respectively, and the
LSB of each pixel is then replaced.

Fig. 3. Flow of data from sender to receiver

VI. PROCESS FLOW
For Hiding Data:

An 800 × 600-pixel image, can thus store
data equivalent of 1,440,000 bytes or
11,520,000 bits of embedded data. In this
method, we can take the binary format of the
data to be hidden and rewrite the LSB in each
byte in the cover image. If we are using 24-bit
colour, the amount of change will be so little
that it won’t be particularly visible through
naked eye. As an example, suppose that we
have two adjacent pixels (6 bytes) with the
RGB encoding as shown below:
0010001 11001001
10010111 11001010
10111111 11001011
Now if we want to "hide" the following 6
bits of data: 101101101. We overlay these 6 bits
over the LSB of the 6 bytes above, we get the
following:
10010001 11001001
10010111 11001011
10011111 11001011
Note that we have successfully hidden 6 bits at
a cost of only changing 1 bit, or roughly 17%,
of the LSBs [16].

Step 1. The Steganographic image to be
hidden is selected first

V. BLOCK DIAGRAM

Step 2. The quality and resolution of the image
chosen is set according to need.
Step 3. The data file to be sent is selected.
Step 4. All the data within the medium
capacity is selected.
Step 5. The data is then hidden and the file is
saved.
For Unhiding Data:
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Fig. 4. The secret message entered as input
Our Cover Image is of 1920 x 1280
resolution. This is large enough to hold data of
around 921600 bytes or 921 KB. The file
format of image is png as it uses lossless
compression whereas using a jpeg format
would have caused us to lose the data due to
its lossy compression technique.

Original Cover Image

Step 1: The data to be extracted is selected
Step 2: Decryption and Reverse
Steganographic algorithms are used to unhide
data
Step 3: The path where files to be stored is
entered

Stego Image containing the data
Fig. 5. Original Image vs Stego Image

VII. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

At the receiver’s end, we run the same
process but the order is reversed, i.e first we
recover the bits of encrpted from the image
and then run the AES decryption algorithm to
recover the original message.

For testing our system, we use the data “A
Steganographic
Approach
for
Secure
Communication of Digital Information” as our
message that is to be hidden. It consists of 75
characters or 600 bytes. These 600 bytes are
hidden in our cover image after applying the
encryption and later recovered back during the
decryption phase at the receiver’s end.

11
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Fig. 6. Output at the receiver’s end

Sciences (JREAS), Vol. 2, No.2, pp. 50-58,
April 2017.

Distortion measures are of several types that
depend on various factors. For example: Mean
Square Error is used to calculate the difference
in the carrier image before and after
steganographic implementation. The hiding
capacity can further be measured by using
parameters such as Euclidean distance,
Correlation, PSNR, WPSNR, K-L Divergence
etc.

[3] N. Akhtar, P. Johri, S. Khan, "Enhancing the
Security and Quality of LSB Based Image
Steganography," Computational Intelligence
and Communication Networks (CICN), 2013 5th
International Conference on, vol., no.,
pp.385,390, 27-29 Sept. 2013.
[4] K. Shukla, P. Vijaywargiya,” Dual
Stenography Approach for Secure Data
Communication”, 2015 International Journal
of Computer Science and Information
Technologies [IJCSIT-2015], vol. 6(2)

VIII. APPLICATIONS
This system of secure communication is
used in many fields such as in Telemedicine
where using steganography and its algorithms
for the transmission of various Medical
images/reports is now becoming more popular.
Another are it can be used in is for Digital
certificates where forgery is a problem that can
be tackled easily. Using steganography, we can
always differentiate between legal and illegal
documents by digitally verifying the
documents. Digital watermarking that is using
invisible watermarking in copyright images and
documents can be done using the method
proposed in this paper.

[5] W. W. Zin and T. N. Soe, "Implementation
and analysis of three steganographic
approaches," 2011
3rd
International
Conference on Computer Research and
Development, Shanghai, 2011, pp. 456-460,
doi: 10.1109/ICCRD.2011.5764173.
[6] R. O. El Safy, H. H. Zayed and A. El
Dessouki, "An adaptive steganographic
technique based on integer wavelet
transform," 2009 International Conference on
Networking and Media Convergence, Cairo,
2009,
pp.
111-117,
doi:
10.1109/ICNM.2009.4907200.

CONCLUSION
Steganography allows individuals to carry
out secret communication. We have used a
combination of both cryptographic and
steganographic techniques which provide
greater security against any attacker as opposed
to simple steganographic systems. This project
will be helpful for various establishments in
different sectors to help them provide a secure
communication platform.

[7] H.N. Rao, M. Pandya, K.M.V.V. Prasad,”
An Evaluation of Data Security for
Telemedicine Application Development”, 2013
International
Journal
of
Computer
Applications(IJCA), vol. 79(1).
[8] S. Baluja, "Hiding images in plain sight:
Deep
steganography", Proc.
Neural
Information Processing Systems NIPS, pp.
2069-2079, 2017.
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Abstract—

Deep learning enables designed
computational
models
to
learn
features
automatically from data at multiple levels. Deep
learning algorithms pass the data through a number
of layers; each layer can extract the features and
pass it to the next layer. DL for time series data
such as financial data is an important field.
Selection of number of hidden nodes
and hidden layers in neural network is one of the
major problems in the field of Artificial Neural
Network. The random selections of hidden neurons
may cause the problem of either Underfitting or
Overfitting. Overfitting arises because the network
matches the data so closely as to lose its
generalization ability over the test data. By
selecting suitable number of hidden layers and
hidden nodes accuracy in financial data prediction
can be increased.
Here, by using traditional time series
analyses and neural network, it is shown how to
implement time series forecasting using neural
networks and deep learning, and finally present an
example with real data from banks. Bank revenue
forecasting using deep neural networks achieved a
higher level of precision than is possible with
traditional techniques
Artificial neural network (ANN), Deep
Learning (DL), Recurrent Neural Network (RNN),
LSTM (Long Short-Term Memory)
Keywords—

I. INTRODUCTION

Neural Networks are set of algorithms which closely
bear a similarity to the human brain and are
designed to identify/learn patterns. They interpret
sensory data through a machine perception, labelling
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or clustering raw input data. They can recognize
numerical patterns, contained in vectors, images or
time series data.
1.1 Artificial Neural Network
Artificial Neural Network can be defined
as an information processing system which is
inspired by the models of biological neural network
[1]. It is an adaptive system that changes its
structure or internal information that flows through
the network during the training time [2].
In terms of definition Artificial Neural
Network is computer simulation of a "brain like"
system of interconnected processing units.
Architecture Artificial neural network (ANN) is a
machine learning approach that models human
brain and consists of a number of artificial
neurons.[2] Neuron in ANNs tend to have fewer
connections than biological neurons. Each neuron
in ANN receives a number of inputs. An activation
function is applied to these inputs which results
output value of the neuron.
Knowledge about the learning task is given
in the form of examples called training examples.
Architecture of the Artificial Neural Network
consists Input layer, Hidden layer, Output layer.
1.1.1 Input Layer: The Input Layer communicates
with the external environment and it presents a
pattern to neural network. Once a pattern is
presented to the input layer, the output layer will
produce another pattern. It also represents the
condition for which purpose we are training the
neural network [3].
1.1.2 Output Layer: The Output layer of the neural
network is what actually presents a pattern to the
external environment. The number of output
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neurons should be directly related to the type of the
work that the neural network is to perform [3].
1.1.3 Hidden Layer: The Hidden layer of the neural
network is the intermediate layer between Input
and Output layer. Activation function applies on
hidden layer if it is available. Hidden layer consists
hidden nodes. Hidden nodes or hidden neurons are
the neurons that are neither in the input layer nor
the output layer [3]

on. This way, it keeps remembering the context
while training.[1]
The formula for the current state is
Ht = f (ht-1, Xt)
Applying Activation Function

1.2 Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
Ht = tanh(Whhht-1+WxhXt)

Recurrent Neural Network is a generalization of
feedforward neural network that has an internal
memory. RNN is recurrent in nature as it performs
the same function for every input of data while the
output of the current input depends on the past one
computation. After producing the output, it is copied
and sent back into the recurrent network. For
making a decision, it considers the current input and
the output that it has learned from the previous
input.[1]

W is weight, h is
the single
hidden
vector, Whh is the weight at previous hidden
state, Whx is
the weight
at current
input
state, tanh is the Activation funtion, that implements
a Non-linearity that squashes the activations to the
range[-1.1]
Output:

Unlike feedforward neural networks, RNNs can use
their internal state (memory) to process sequences of Yt = Whyht
inputs. This makes them applicable to tasks such as
unsegmented, connected handwriting recognition or
speech recognition. In other neural networks, all the Yt is the output state. Why is the weight at the output
inputs are independent of each other. But in RNN, state.[1]
all the inputs are related to each other.[1]
1.3 Long Short Term Memory (LSTM)
Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM)
networks are a modified version of recurrent neural
networks, which makes it easier to remember past
data in memory. The vanishing gradient problem of
RNN is resolved here. LSTM is well-suited to
classify, process and predict time series data. It
trains the model by using back-propagation. [8]
A common LSTM unit is composed of
a cell, an input gate, an output gate and a forget
gate. The cell remembers values over arbitrary time
intervals and the three gates regulate the flow of
information into and out of the cell. [4]

Figure 1 Recurrent Neural Network

First, it takes the X(0) from the sequence of input
and then it outputs h(0) which together with X(1) is
the input for the next step. So, the h(0) and X(1) is
the input for the next step. Similarly, h(1) from the
next is the input with X(2) for the next step and so
16

LSTMs contain information outside the
normal flow of the recurrent network in a gated
cell. Information can be stored in, written to, or
read from a cell, much like data in a computer’s
memory. The cell makes decisions about what to
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store, and when to allow reads, writes and erasures,
via gates that open and closes. Unlike the digital
storage on computers, however, these gates are
analog,
implemented
with
element-wise
multiplication by sigmoids, which are all in the
range of 0-1. Analog has the advantage over digital
of being differentiable, and therefore suitable for
backpropagation. [4]
Those gates act on the signals they receive, and
similar to the neural network’s nodes, they block or
pass on information based on its strength and
import, which they filter with their own sets of
weights. Those weights, like the weights that
modulate input and hidden states, are adjusted via
the recurrent networks learning process. That is, the
cells learn when to allow data to enter, leave or be
deleted through the iterative process of making
guesses, back propagating error, and adjusting
weights via gradient descent. [4]

the deduction of interest and taxes is excluded from
the calculation. Liquidity describes the degree to
which an asset can be quickly bought or sold in the
market at a price reflecting its intrinsic value. Net
NPA stands for Net Non-Performing Assets. Net
NPA is a term used by commercial banks to
indicate less allowance for poor and uncertain debts
than the amount of non-performing loans.[6]
III. FORECASTING METHODOLOGIES

Dataset is divided into training, validation and
testing sets. Training dataset will generate result as
shown below in fig3.

II. COLLECTED DATA AND INPUT VARIABLES

To predict revenue based on past datasets,
banks revenue data is considered of past 10 years.
Each year has four quarters march, June September
and December. Dataset used is financial data of
last 10 years of axis bank and HDFC bank of four
quarters in a year
Fig.2 Input variables for bank net profit/loss prediction

Operating
Profit

Interest
Earned

Liquidity

Net
NPA

No of Shares

Fig.3 Training dataset

Above mentioned five figures are considered
as input variables for calculating net profit and loss
of each financial quarter. Bank specific factors in
view to understanding bank performance in the
global context, studies on profitability have largely
used returns on bank assets (ROA), net interest
margin (NIM) and return on equity (ROE), as
common measures. Bank-specific determinants
include financial statement ratios in four areas: (1)
capital; (2) earnings, profitability, and efficiency; (3)
liquidity; and (4) asset quality [6]
Macroeconomic Determinants and other
industry specific factors also affect the bank net
profit/loss to certain level, but only bank specific
factors are considered for prediction because they
have more impact comparatively. Bank specific
factors mentioned above are the three measures of
profitability supported by the literature review.[6]
The term “operating profit” refers to an
accounting metric measuring the profits a company
generates from its core business functions, where
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We use the long return of the revenue
between two consecutive quarters as an output. It is
in terms of net profit/loss of banks for consecutive
financial quarters. The approach in this study is as a
sequence classification problem. Due to the
complexity of the problem, we use deep learning
approach in modelling the classification algorithm.
Considering the fact that we make feature
extraction of long time-series, we use LSTM
algorithm.
Models are developed using the training
dataset and will make the predictions on the test
dataset.
A rolling forecast scenario will be used. It is
also called as walk-forward model validation. Each
time step of the test dataset will be walked one at a
time. A model will be used to make a forecast for
the time step, and then the actual expected value
from the test set will be taken and made available to
the model for the forecast on the next time step.
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Finally, all forecasts on the test dataset will
be collected and an error score calculated to
summarize the skill of the model. The root mean
squared error (RMSE) will be used as it punishes
large errors and results in a score that is in the same
units as the forecast data of net profit/loss.
IV. RESULT DISCUSSION

Backward Approach: This approach is opposite of
the Forward approach. In this approach we start
with large number of hidden neurons. Then train
and test the Neural Network. After that gradually
decrease the number of hidden neurons and again
train and test the NN. Repeat the above process
until training and testing improved.

4.1 Hidden nodes and its effect
Hidden nodes are nodes which are neither
in the input layer nor output layer. There are two
types of effects occurred due to the hidden nodes
[7].
Overfitting: If there are so many neurons in the
hidden layers it may cause Overfitting. Overfitting
occurs when unnecessary more neurons are present
in the network. [7]
Under fitting: If the number of neurons is less as
compared to the complexity of the problem data it
takes towards the Under fitting. It occurs when
there are few neurons in the hidden layers to detect
the signal in complicated data set. [7]
4.2 Number of hidden layer selection
Deciding the number of neurons and the
hidden layer is a very important part of deciding
your overall neural network architecture. Hidden
layers do not directly interact with the external
environment but still they have a tremendous
influence on the final output.
There are some various approaches to find
out number of hidden nodes and hidden layers. Try
and Error method is approach is used for studying
number of hidden layers required and as per Rule of
thumb method [3] the number of hidden nodes are
taken as three in each layer, minimum and
maximum number of hidden layers for study also
restricted based on this method.

4.2.2 Rule of thumb method [3]
Rule of thumb method is for determining the
appropriate number of neurons to use in the hidden
layers, such as the following:
 The number of hidden neurons should be in
the range between the size of the input layer
and the size of the output
 The number of hidden neurons should be 2/3
of the input layer size, plus the size of the
output layer
 The number of hidden neurons should be less
than twice the input layer size
By using above trial and error method and
forward approach performance of DNN is
validated for prediction of corporate revenue
for banking dataset collected from annual
revenue reports.[6]
Experiments are performed on real training
data by changing the number of hidden nodes
and layers with epoch around 20.

4.2.1 Try and Error Method [2]
Try and error method categorized by repeated,
varied number of attempts which are continued
until success or the model stops trying. This method
divides into two approaches [5].
Forward Approach: This approach begins by
selecting a small number of hidden neurons. We
usually begin with two hidden neurons. After that
train and test the neural network, then increased the
number of hidden neurons. Repeat the above
procedure until training and testing improved.
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Fig. 4 Performance plot obtained by adding 1 hidden layer

Forecasting Corporate Revenue by Using Deep-learning Methodology

Fig. 8 Performance plot obtained at 5 hidden layers

Fig. 5 Performance plot obtained by adding 2 hidden layers

From the above results it is observed that more
accurate prediction is obtained when number of
hidden layers is three, with each layer having 2
nodes and one bias. Problem of overfitting
arises as we go on increasing the number
hidden nodes and layer, so it affects accuracy
of prediction.
V. CONCLUSION

By increasing the number of hidden
layers up to three to five layers, accuracy can
be achieved up to great extent for prediction of
financial time series data. If accurate prediction
is the main criteria for designing a neural
network then hidden layers are increased so
resultant number of hidden neurons should be
in the range between the size of the input layer
and the size of the output.
Also, unnecessary increment in the
neurons or layer will lead to overfitting
problem. So, it is relatively essential that before
designing the neural network, training database
samples (the size of input layer and the size of
output layer) must be analysed so that
approximation of number of hidden nodes and
hidden layers can be guessed properly.

Fig. 6 Performance plot obtained by adding 3 hidden layers
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Abstract -Brain tumor segmentation is a challenging task in
medical diagnosis. As tumor’s are irregular in shape, the
radiologists find it difficult to determine the tumor
boundaries in MRI Images. In recent years, Deep Learning
plays a major role in the field of Computer Vision. In this
paper, a 3-D U-Net Architecture is used to implement
Binary Semantic Segmentation of brain tumor region from
Brain MRI Images. The 3D U-Net Architecture is being
trained with the 150images obtained from BraTs 2019 data
set. The segmentation results are evaluated using Dice
Similarity Measure. From the results obtained it is proven
that Brain tumor segmentation Using Deep Neural Network
offers promising results than the existing segmentation
techniques.

Fig.1. Primary Brain Tumor

Keywords: Brain Tumor, Segmentation, Deep Learning,
3D U-Net, Dice Similarity.

I. INTRODUCTION
Human brain, the most complex part of the
human body contains tissues and cells. Brain tumor is
referred to as abnormal growth of cells inside the human
brain. The tumors that appear in brain are called as
Primary Brain tumor. Secondary Brain tumors appear in
the brain as the effect of cancer that spreads from other
parts of the human body. Brain tumors can be either
benign (non cancerous) or malignant (cancerous). There
are various types of primary brain tumors such as
Medulloblastoma,
Glioblastoma,
Astrocytoma,
Meningioma etc. Astrocytoma, Meningioma found to
appear in adults brain and Medulloblastoma appears in
the children brain.

Fig.2. Medulloblastoma

Fig.3. Glioblastoma
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Fig.4. Astrocytoma
Fig.7. Computed Tomography (CT) Machine

However, still it is a challenging issue for the
radiologists to segment and identify the tumor inside the
human brain, as tumor’s varies in size, shape and location.
Segmentation, one of the Image Processing Steps provides
the required Region of Interest (ROI) from the given
input MRI or CT image. There are various techniques for
brain tumor segmentation from MRI images in the
literature. In this paper, binary semantic segmentation of
brain tumor from MRI images is implemented using 3D-U
Net Architecture.
II. BACKGROUND REVIEW
Brain tumor segmentation is a challenging task
as the segmentation process is based upon differences in
the gray level values of the pixels in the MRI images [2].
Thresholdingis a segmentation technique that works by
comparing the pixel intensity values with the threshold
values. Local thresholding suits for images with different
intensities and Global thresholding for the images with
uniform intensities. But, the major limitation with
thresholding based brain tumor segmentation is, due to
intensity variations in the image, tumor segmentation
might not be properly performed [3]. Region growing
segmentation method is purely based on the process of
seed selection. The seedssimilar to itsneighbor are
grouped to form a region. The process of forming groups
is continued until no more seed is left over[4].The major
drawback of this method is that manual selection of seed,
as this manual selection may lead to poor segmentation
results.

Fig.5. Astrocytoma

The major symptoms in patients with brain tumor are
nausea, vomiting, headache, seizures etc. The patients
with such symptoms are suggested for scanning by the
doctors. Patients may be saved if tumors are detected and
treated earlier.
Imaging Systems such as Magnetic Resonance
Imaging (MRI), Computed Tomography (CT) provides
the images of tumor within human brain [1].

Watershed segmentation technique [5] uses
gradient from the images rather than the local minima
obtained from the images. Hence this technique provides
accurate boundary of the tumor region in the Brain MRI
Images. But, sometimes watershed techniques might
provide over segmentation. Morphological operations
such as dilation and erosion employ filters to segment
tumor region from Brain MRI Images. Additional
features such as area, size and location of tumor are
Fig.6. Magnetic Resonance Imaging (MRI) Machine
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needed to be extracted for accurate segmentation of brain
tumors from MRI images [6].

Fig.8. Convolution Neural Network

Traditional CNN’s supports only fixed size
images. Since tumor’s can be of any size, shape and
appear in any location, traditional CNN’s are not suitable
for accurate segmentation. Hence Multiscale CNN [14]
might be used for brain tumor segmentation. Multiscales
CNN [15] combines the features obtained from various
modalities and hence offers better results than traditional
CNN.

Deformable models define curves or surfaces in
an image through internal or external forces. These
models are widely used for brain tumor segmentation
from MRI images. The drawback of this model is that the
computational complexity is more when compared with
other existing segmentation techniques [7].Atlas based
segmentation proposed in[8]defines the atlas for the
healthy and pathological brain. The segmentation
accuracy is based upon the topological graph measures.
Clustering techniques are the most efficient
method of brain tumor segmentation.
Clustering
techniques such as K-Means, Fuzzy C-Means,
Hierarchical clustering are widely used for brain tumor
Segmentation from MRI images. The major drawbacks of
these clustering techniques are inadequate robustness to
noise, sensitivity to outliers etc. [9]. Hierarchical Fuzzy
Clustering Algorithm [10] performs brain tumor
segmentation by forming optimized clusters. Fuzzy Local
Approximation of Membership function (FLAME)
clustering technique [11] provided better segmentation
than existing clustering techniques.
But, FLAME
clustering techniques requires the threshold values as the
initial parameters.
The Convolution Neural Network
(CNN)
architectures can be used for brain tumor segmentation
[12]. The input brain MRI Image is processed by several
convolution and pooling layers in the network. Finally,
brain tumor is detected from the processed image. The
CNN architectures extract image features where as the
traditional methods extracts the hand-crafted features from
the images [13]. Hence CNN predicts brain tumor more
accurately from MRI images than any other existing
techniques.

Fig.9. Multiscale CNN

Multiscale CNN Architectures can combine features from
different scales and the network is capable of processing
Brain MRI images from different modalities. The
performance of Multiscale CNN can be further improved
by implementing self learning features into the
architecture.
Considering the drawbacks and limitations of the
existing techniques and to improve the segmentation
accuracy in this paper, 3D-U Net Architecture [16] has
been proposed for Binary Semantic Segmentation of
brain tumors from MRI images.

III. PROPOSED WORK
The proposed work comprises of three stages. Initially,
the brain MRI images area cquired from BraTS dataset.
Preprocessing is carried out on the inputted image to
reduce the size of the input data. Finally, binary semantic
segmentation technique is applied over the preprocessed
image to segment the tumor region from brain MRI. The
proposed flow diagram is given in Figure 9.
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Fig.11. Input Brain MRI Image

Fig.12. Cropped Brain MRI Image

B. Binary Semantic Segmentation Method
The de-noised Brain MRI image is inputted for
Segmentation. The 3-D U-Net architecture used for
Binary Semantic segmentation method labels each pixel
as either tumor pixel or background pixel. The 3-D U-Net
architecture is trained to work on input brain MRI image
patches thus avoiding the need of storing the entire 3D
volumes. The main advantage of 3-D U-Net architecture
is that it avoids the artifacts found in the MRI image
automatically.

Fig.10. Flow diagram

A. Preprocessing of Brain MRI Images
In this work preprocessing is done in 3 steps. In
the first step the given input Brain MRI image is cropped
such that the cropped region contains only the brain and
the tumor. This reduces the size of the input data.
Secondly,
each volume of the cropped image is
normalized independently by subtracting the mean and
dividing by the standard deviation of the cropped brain
region. Thirdly, divide the input data source into training,
testing and validation data sets. The training data for 3-D
U-Network is formed by extracting Random patches from
ground truth images and corresponding pixel label data.

Fig.13. 3D-U Net Architecture

The 3-D U-Net architecture consists of series of
convolutionl layers with maxpooling layers thus reducing
the resolution of the input Brain MRI images. Following
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this, there exists a series of convolution layers with
upsampling operators that increase the resolution of the
input Brain MRI images. A batch normalization layer
exists before each and every ReLU layer. For better
segmentation of smaller tumor regions this 3-D U-Net
architecture uses dicePixelClassificationLayer as the
Output layer. The parameters for 3-D U-Net network in
MATLAB is set as

TABLE I.

2

Parameters

Values

1

Training Options

Adam

2

Maximum Epochs

50

3

Learn Rate Schedule

Piecewise

4

Learn Rate Drop Factor

0.95

5

Validation Frequency

400

6

Verbose

false

Convolution Neural
Network

V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the brain MRI images were
obtained from BraTS 2019 dataset. The images were
denoised and segmentedfor brain tumor from MRI images
using 3D-U Net Architecture. From the Dice Similarity
measure obtained it is evident that, the 3D-U Net
Architecture provided better segmentation results than
Convolution Neural network.

Once the parameters are set and the data source
are configured, the 3-D U-Network is trained to perform
segmentation on the test data. Since the images in BraTS
2019 database are available with ground truth values, Dice
Similarity (DS) measure is sufficient for evaluating the
segmentation accuracy. Dice Similarity is computed
between the predicted and ground truth segmentations.
Hence, the segmentation accuracy is evaluated using Dice
Similarity (DS) measure.

𝐷𝑆 =

2𝑇𝑃+𝐹𝑃+𝐹𝑁
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Abstract— The utilization of the Internet creates
tremendous information volumes. Information
mining is the technique for searching for the subtle
through the amounts of information and finding the
likenesses in the informational collections. In
numerous territories, information mining can be
utilized to upgrade dynamic in any industry or
association, to upgrade plan and gauge research, to
improve proficiency, and some more. In this paper, we
tended to information mining techniques and their
applications and an exertion was made to do a relative
examination of various characterization calculations
utilizing the data mining tool called WEKA, an
examination performed on the NSL KDD dataset. To
survey the exactness of the characterization
calculations for appropriately grouped occasions,
wrongly ordered cases and numerous different
boundaries, this dataset is assessed with various
arrangement calculations.

their applications. Section 3 deals with the Weka
Tool. In Section 4 highlights the proposed
methodology. Section 5 focuses on the
Experimental Analysis and this paper concludes
with Section 6 Conclusion and Future work.
A. Data mining Process
It is not feasible to complete the entire data mining
process in one single step. It is very difficult to
extract valuable data from the sum of available data.
This needs a variety of procedures to collect the
results. In the given order, the procedures including
data cleaning, integration, data collection, data
transformation, data mining, pattern assessment and
representation of knowledge need to be performed.

Keywords—Data Mining Techniques; WEKA;
Random Forest, Naïve Bayes, Classification
Algorithms, NSL KDD Dataset

I.

INTRODUCTION

The emergence of Data Mining in 1990 helped to
promote Important data retrieval from large raw
data volumes. In recent years, however, this sector
has accumulated a number of The attention of
research schools and markets. This Data Mining is
the process of getting the information from the raw
data. Data Mining searches the huge volumes of
data to determine the patterns that would be helpful
in making decisions in a company or in an
organization. It also finds the anomalies,
correlations and determining connections amongst
the data. It is a multi-disciplinary ability that uses
machine learning, statistics, and AI and database
technology. The insights received from the data
mining has applications in multiple fields like
scientific and research. It can be used in making
decisions in business, marketing, healthcare
bioinformatics, spam filtering, sentiment analysis
and fraud detection, etc.
This paper is structured in the following manner:
Section 2 presents the Data Mining Techniques and

The process of data mining is shown in figure 1.
Fig. 1. Data Mining Process

B.

Trend for the keyword indices – Data
Mining Techniques
Conducted a search of the keyword indices on
multiple databases and on search engines like
Google Scholar, Springer, IEEE and Elsevier for the
keyword ‘Data Mining Techniques’. The results
received for the keyword ‘Data Mining Techniques’
shown in table 1 is: Google Scholar returning about
3,170,000 results, IEEE Xplore returning about
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B. Algorithm architecture and its applications
Traditionally, algorithms are conceived as 'efficient
machines for problem solving.' An algorithm is an
efficient method or technique represented as a finite
list of function calculation instructions that are
logically specified. [14] An algorithm is a step-by-

29,938 results, Springer returning about 65,962
results and Elsevier returning results about 24,077
results [1][2][3][4]
TABLE I
TREND FOR KEYWORD INDICES

Data Mining Technique
Google Scholar
IEEE
Springer
Elsevier

Results
3,300,000
31,156
68,747
20,028

Algorithm Architecture
applications
Gap statistic algorithm
Chi-square automated
interaction detection
K-Means

II. DATA MINING TECHNIQUES AND THEIR
APPLICATIONS
Data mining involves approaches and techniques
from numerous disciplines, such as deep learning,
analytics, artificial intelligence, neural networks,
data manipulation, data storage, visualization of
data, interpretation of spatial data, probability
diagram theory, etc. We will explore different data
mining techniques and their implementations in this
subsequent section. This paper reviews data mining
approaches using the following categories: neural
networks, algorithm architecture, dynamic
prediction-based architecture, system architecture
analysis, along with their implementations in
various fields of science and practice.[7]

Classification and
regression tree
Euclidean distance

Radial basis function networks
Bayesian confidence
propagation neural networks
Fuzzy recurrent neural
networks
General regression neural
networks

(Amira M. El-Mandouh,
2019)[5]
A.A. Onoja 2018 [6]
Md. Zakir
Hossain,2019[6]
Shuang Liu, 2020[6]

step approach for logically solving a problem. [15].
Gap statistical algorithms, chi-square automatic
interaction identification, k-means, classification
and regression trees, Euclidean distance, are several
applications that are applied by algorithms. The
architectures
of
algorithms
and
their
implementations are described in Table 3.
TABLE III
ALGORITHM ARCHITECTURE AND THEIR APPLICATIONS

C.

A. Neural networks and their applications
The neural network signifies neuronal systems;
it may be of either organic or artificial form
whatsoever. The neural network is a system of
techniques that recognise simple correlations in a
collection of data by a practice that mimics the
manner in which the human brain regulates them.
The Neural Network achieves the best possible
outcome and is independent of the performance
standard architecture. The idea of neural networks
is related to artificial intelligence and its roots. The
role of object recognition is an example of a neural
network that analyzes repeated patterns. [8]
Neural networks application
Feed forward neural networks

Authors

Dynamic prediction based approach and
Dynamic prediction based Authors
applications
Grid computing
David Villegas, 2010
[17]
Fault prediction model
Md. Razu
Ahmed,2020[18]
Real time vehicle
Muruganandham,
tracking
2010[19]
Anomaly detection
Liron Bergman,2020

[20]
its applications
For real-time estimation of a particular patient's
prognosis, dynamic prediction uses longitudinal
biomarkers. Over time, it achieves reliable
prediction of biomarker effects and has good
predictive performance. [16] For stochastic
dynamics, this is a mathematical approach. It is used
to forecast health effects, financial prices, user
applications, and several industries. [15].
Grid computing, Fault prediction model, Real
time vehicle monitoring and Anomaly detection are
several apps that use a complex prediction-based
approach. Table 4.

Authors
Graczyk, 2015
[9]
Goh, 2019 [10]
Dr.A.Bharathi,
2014 [11]
Nagaraj, 2020
[12]
Yin, 2016 [13]

TABLE IV
DYNAMIC PREDICTION BASED APPROACH AND THEIR

Feed forward neural networks, radial base
function networks, Bayesian belief propagation
neural networks, fuzzy recurrent neural networks
and general regression neural networks are some
applications for neural networks. Table 2 outlines
the methodology of the neural network and its
implementations.

APPLICATIONS

III. WEKA TOOL
Waikato Environment for Knowledge Analysis
(Weka) is a tool developed in the year 1997 at the
University of Waikato, New Zealand [21] for data
mining that performs a series of machine learning
algorithms. Weka is an open source software
solution developed and licensed under the free
GNU GPL license by the international science

TABLE II
NEURAL NETWORKS AND THEIR APPLICATIONS
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community. [21]. It was built to work with data files
and predefined datasets with 49 JAVA language
data pre-processing software that have an Interface
style. It contains 76 classification algorithms, 15
attribute assessors and 10 feature search algorithms
[22]
The Weka tool is available with three graphical
user interfaces [21]: The Explorer, the
Experimenter and the Information Flow. ARFF is
the file format or extension used in WEKA for
storing data. The complete version of ARFF is the
Attribute-Relationship File Format. It features
modeling software as well. To incorporate new
algorithms, WEKA has the ability to extend; the
Machine Learning dataset can be applied directly to
these generalized algorithms.

identified that may have a substantial impact on it.
These parameters are known as information
variables here. In this work, data is filtered and the
filtered data is then converted to the format that
WEKA uses. Furthermore, specification of
parameters and identification of attribute selection
was
achieved.

A. Dataset Description
Essentially, a dataset is a collection of records.
This collection consists of equal, separate, related
data objects that can be presented individually or in
combination, or can be shown as a whole entity. In
a worksheet or CSV tabular form, it is shown (rows
and columns). Often, a zip file or archive containing
several data tables and related data may be a dataset.
Here, two types of datasets are mainly listed and
are: KDD99 Dataset and NSL KDD Dataset.[23]

Fig 2: Architecture of Proposed Methodology
V.EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS
In WEKA, all data is viewed as example
attributes in the data. Simulation results for easier
analysis and measurement are split into several subitems. In the first part, correctly and incorrectly
classified instances are split into nominal and
percentage values, followed by Kappa figures,
indicating absolute error, and divided into
numerical values only by root mean squared error.
This dataset is analyzed and evaluated under a given
classifier by cross-validation of the 10 folds. With
the corresponding precision and prediction rate of
the classifiers for given instances, it calculates all
the necessary parameters. Correctly and Incorrectly
Instance Classification Among Various Algorithms
It can be concluded from table 5 that for correctly
classified instances, the accuracy of classification
algorithms such as NaiveBayes, BayesNet,
DecisionStump, J48, RandomForest is greater than
that of incorrectly classified instances. As seen in
Figure 3, the bar graph indicates the right and
incorrectly graded instances of the algorithms
obtained.

B. KDD99 Dataset
The Fifth International Conference on
Knowledge Discovery and Data Mining was held in
conjunction with the KDD-99 Third International
Competition for Knowledge Discovery and Data
Mining Software. The usual connections are a
network intrusion detector, a mathematical model
capable of distinguishing between' negative'
connections, called intrusions or attacks, and' good'
normal connections. The influential and widely
used data set for evaluating anomaly detection
techniques has been KDD99. The KDD training
dataset consists of only about 4,900,000 single
relation vectors, each of which comprises 41
characteristics and is classified as either an attack or
a normal attack that records estimated attacks.[24]

TABLE V
TIME TAKEN TO BUILD THE TRAINING MODEL

C. NSL KDD Dataset
NSL-KDD, which is the baseline for modern-day
web traffic, is the most common data collection. A
competition for data processing applications and
global exploration of information was the KDD
cup. This competition was carried out in 1999 with
a view to collecting traffic statistics. A vast number
of internet traffic records were collected and
bundled into a data set called KDD'99 as part of this
challenge, and from this, the NSL-KDD data set
was developed as an updated clean-up version of
KDD'999.[24]
IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
For this analysis, an experimental technique was
used. Once the available dataset has been
extensively checked, few criteria have been

CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHM
NAIVEBAYES
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CORRECTLY
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CLASSIFIED
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D ERROR

RELATIVE
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ERROR

0.052

0.2192

22.7103

0.0262

0.145

11.4156

DECISION
STUMP
J48

0.1115

0.2361

48.6666

0.0024

0.0344

1.0341

RANDOMT

0

0

0

ATION
ALGORITH

MEAN
ABSOLUTE
ERROR

M

NAIVEBA
YES

BAYESNE
T

REE

BAYESNET
DECISIONSTUMP
J48
RANDOMTREE

93.631
83.0159
99.6627
100

and the RMSE, but only for the analysis of the
various model prediction errors.

ROOT
RELAT
IVE

TABLE VII

SQUAR
ED
ERROR

Fig. 5. Errors comparison graph

F.
Comparison of Values of TP, FP,
Precision, Recall, F-Measure for algorithms are
shown in table 8 and fig 6.

64.78
57
42.85
73
69.77
51
10.17
11
0

TP Rate: In machine learning, the true positive rate,
also referred to as sensitivity or recall, is used to
measure the number of actual positives that are
observed correctly.
FP Rate: A false positive is the incorrect detection
of anomalous data as such, i.e. the classification of
"abnormal" data which is actually normal.

6.369
16.9841
0.3373
0

Precision: The number of true positives is defined

Fig 3: Bar Graph of correctly and incorrectly classified
instances of algorithms

D. Kappa Statistics
Kappa corresponds to a chance-corrected
estimate that is calculated between classifications
and actual categories. Taking the expected attribute
from the value of the attributes observed, this
calculation is calculated. The value is then separated
by the highest value of an attribute. A value greater
than zero in comparison to chance indicates
improved outcomes.
Compared to other algorithms, Random Tree
works well with the dataset viewed as seen in Table
6 and Fig. 4

as accuracy divided by the number of true positives
plus the number of false positives.

TABLE VI

CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHM
NAIVEBAYES
BAYESNET
DECISIONSTUMP
J48
RANDOMTREE

Recall: The percentage of those cases listed by a
category separated by the total instances included in
the classification defined.

KAPPA STATISTICS
0.07993
0.8918
0.688
0.9941
1

The F-measure is determined by integrating the
Recall and Precision measurements.
With the assistance of parameters such as TP rate,
FP rate, precision, recall and F-measure, the
accuracy of algorithms is calculated.
CLASS
IFICATI
ON
ALGO
RITHM

NAIVE
BAYES
BAYES
NET
DECISI
ONSTU

Fig. 4. Bar Graph of Kappa Statistics

E.
Table 7 and Figure 5 demonstrate the
relation of errors such as Mean Absolute Error
and Root Mean Squared Error..
The Mean Absolute Error Measure (MAE) is a good
measure of accuracy for the absolute mean distance
between the data observed and the predicted data

TABLE VIII

FP
RATE

PRECI

REC

SION

ALL

FMEAS
URE

1.00

0.007

0.964

1.00

0.953

0.969

0.001

0.998

1.00

0.958

0.924

0.087

0.924

0.92
4

0.924

J48

0.999

0.001

0.998

0.999

RAND
OMTR
EE

1

0

1

0.99
9
1

MP
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Fig. 6. Graphical representation of FP, TP, Precision, Recall, Fmeasure of different algorithms

Fig 7. Comparison of algorithms in terms of Sensitivity,
Specificity, Accuracy

VI. CONCLUSION
The classification algorithms were
contrasted with different methods, including
NaiveBayes, BayesNet, RandomForest, J48,

G. Confusion Matrix
Table 9 illustrates the example representing
confusion matrix for classification.
TABLE IX

CONFUSION
MATRIX
SELECTED
NOT SELECTED

CORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED
TP
FN

INCORRECTLY
CLASSIFIED
FP
TN

DecisionStump, etc. The findings found that the J48
(97.67%) method performs the best classification of
the algorithms tested. In the future, our attention
will be on detecting different types of attacks in the
intrusion detection system, such as DoS, Probe,
U2R and R2L.
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approach on things is taken into consideration. The customer
demographic, that is their gender preference on products, based
on age products are displayed, income and family size is taken
into consideration. The customer behavioural, decides
readiness to buy, brand loyalty, occasion and user status is
taken into consideration. And the last, customer geographic
segmentation is based on their location, state, city, country and
all the measures that define customer locality. By considering
these factors, proper segmentation can be performed. These
factors will help in generating highest revenue for companies.[1]

Abstract— Ecommerce is a world largest segment for online
business. Customers are the king of markets whether it is online
business or offline business. But, in today’s world, online business
has gained the trend as customers exploration is the reason behind
this success. Every minute a transaction is been made and every
organization intends to build their online platform to promote, sell
and make their brand recognisable for their products. The
customer journey is noticed at all step as companies cannot falter
to provide down performance on the website in order to retain
their revenue. Customer segmentation technique can target
potential customers to increase sales by boosting customer
journey. The paper aims to perform a comparative study for
different machine learning algorithms for customer e-commerce
dataset with an optimization approach. The study also discusses
various segmentation approach like recency, frequency and
monetary methods which, in turn, helps to gain insights for better
marketing strategies by analysing these valuable features.

Many researchers have performed customer segmentation on
either demographic information or transaction history. Data
pre-processing is an important step in customer segmentation.
If not performed properly, proper results may not be achieved.
The paper aims to analyse customer segmentation based on data
pre-processing, performing RFM modelling and lastly,
performing machine learning model measuring against how
precisely the model predict values, precision score.

Keywords— Machine Learning, Customer Segmentation, Online
Business, Customer Lifetime Value, RFM Segmentation.

I.

INTRODUCTION

II.

Online business is a way for selling products to a large customer
segment. E-commerce world has a lot of competition among
multiple sites. Today, Customer are not much interested to shop
from an outing physical store rather they preferred for a ton of
options in an online shopping. The J-bend for digital era has
increase day by day. Basically, an e-commerce companies are
built to narrow down customer idea from board bend and make
them ready to choose their final product which are customise
from their purchasing behaviour. Segmentation is a key role for
knowing your customer.

LITERATURE SURVEY

In the paper, "An Introduction to Customer Segmentation",
Magneto [3] characterizes a methodology for recognizing most
productive clients to expand income for market. The paper
additionally specifies that online retailers should centre their
advertising procedure from normal clients to best clients to pull
in whatever number guests as would be prudent to their stores.
Magneto characterizes clear factor client division.
In 2019, "Internet business Market Segmentation dependent on
the predecessors of Customer Satisfaction and Customer
Retention", Brian [4] contemplates spellbinding and cooperative
exploration. Impact of client maintenance through client
division is decide by way investigation. Segment factors for
market division are recognize utilizing bunch investigation.
The paper portions E-commerce market division into three
groups in particular active shoppers’ customers, creditability

E-commerce companies are explored, made recognisable and
the most important, visitors on the site are measured by their
buying behaviour, past interactions, journey of customers,
referral pages and much more. The customer psychographic,
that is their opinions, interest in a product, their class, attitude,
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customers and cash dietary customers. Nonetheless, the papers
gather to have a few restrictions. Not many factors are
estimated for segmenting the customers, significant boundaries
like considering psychographic factors and furthermore if
segment factors joined with psychographic factors, the
outcomes might have prompted more complete client profile
division in web-based business firm.

potential, past buy and some more. Another application talks
about client division model by considering customer lifetime
value and consumer loyalty including RFM model and customer
lifetime esteem assurance. A few scientists have examined
customer division strategy considering Customer profiling,
Business rule, Supervised and Unsupervised learning, Customer
likeliness grouping and Purchase partiality grouping. Some
philosophy has closeness in the middle of them.[8]

The paper "The Research and Application of Customer
Segmentation on E-Commerce Websites" proposes Customer
lifetime value and its assurance through RFM model. For
Customer fulfilment assessment, kano model methodology has
been taken which is trailed by a survey for example fulfilled,
ought to be, detached, average and disappointed alongside
property with and without. The paper follows some measurable
methodology like likelihood distribution function utilizing
gamma and beta appropriation. Xixi [5] research shows threedimensional model consolidates with three factors to segment
customers precisely, dissimilar to one-dimensional or twodimensional model which prompted fuzzy outcomes. Although,
the research has some disadvantages that is the paper doesn't
focus on consumer buying patterns, which is a tremendous
downside and the exploration for further deals has issue of cold
beginning.

Fig. 1: Customer Segmentation Strategies

IV. FEATURE ENGINEERING

The paper by Xiongjian Fang and Gang Fang [6] proposes a
framework CV-CL Index Determination which arranges
portions into silver client, gold client, jewel client as high worth
client and quiet client, essential client as low worth client which
gives successful practice on web-based business activities for
great client division.

Customer Segmentation dataset is pre-process in order to
achieved accurate results. The pre-processing steps taken into
consideration basically are checking for null values or missing
values, creating data frames, removing some attributes, either
by replacing them or merging them. Performing general
operations like renaming a column, dropping them and
III. CUSTOMER SEGMENTATION
extracting valuable features. By analysing feature engineering,
Customer division is the technique for separating an objective suitable values from dataset can be used for further operations.
market into portions utilizing explicit factors and different
displaying. As it recognizes the specific requirements of each
V. RFM DATA SEGMENTATION
fragment, finding the best fit for an item, at last serving the
section better. To make an item captivating or administration, Data segmentation is a procedure used to divide data or either
one has to know whom they are offering to. Through customer
merge them in order to use these features parallelly, on chosen
segmentation examination, advertisers and sponsors can think of
the correct messages, using the correct words, to advance their parameters. This helps to make data to be used more efficiently.
items. While that time, ceaseless refinement of the market and The values of RFM model are recency, frequency and
its sections illuminate the plan regarding the item or monetary. Recency calculates how recent a customer visits to
administration itself; by sorting out additional about each portion the website. Frequency is for calculating how frequently the
and how they utilize the item, organizations can introduce a few customer visits to the website. And lastly, monetary calculates
qualities forward and drop others. Online organizations work on how much does the customer spent each and every time during
STP system: Segmentation-Targeting-Positioning [2]. As of now, his visits. The combinations of all these three factors gives
customer division is shape with upselling and strategically insights for identifying the customers where special treatment
pitching strategy. Upsell is where you ask your client to buy a is required. RFM Segmentation focuses on most important
more costly choice of the current thought.[7]
category of customer segmentation that is, behavioural
purchase pattern of different groups of segments. This kind of
Cross sell is a strategy at which you supplement a client's current
segmentation is useful in case where historic prediction plays
buy with an alternate classification item. Specialists examine
an important role [9]. So, only past behaviour of customer is
various strategies for client division like Magneto [3] has utilized
a few factors like segment, psychographic, conduct, benefit looked by RFM segmentation. The conclusion is RFM model
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takes only three factors in accountant while equally important
variables are excluded for example, product purchase,
demographic details, responses etc.

and k-nearest neighbours. The selected algorithms are test
against their performance metrics precision. The classifiers are
having been used in customer segmentation for predicting
customer lifetime value between new and existing
customers.[10]

TABLE I: RFM SEGMENTATION PROCESS

Recency
R-Tier1 (most
recent)
R-Tier2
R-Tier3
R-Tier4 (least
recent)

Frequency
F-Tier1 (most frequent)
F-Tier2
F-Tier3
F-Tier4 (only one
transaction)

Monetary
M-Tier1 (highest
spend)
M-Tier2
M-Tier3
M-Tier4 (lowest
spend)

The above table results in specific insights for each segment as:
A. Best Customers
These are the group of customers which are mentioned
as R-Tier1, F-Tier1 and M-Tier1.
 Specifying that the segment is a kind of customer who
have transacted recently, visits so often and spend
most compare to other group of customers.
B. Big Spenders


Fig. 2: Classification Algorithm for Customer Segmentation

The description of classifiers is as follows:
A. Logistic Regression
It is a supervised learning technique for statistical
measure in classification.
 It uses categorical variables and is used in customer
segmentation for predicting new customer and
existing customer to calculate customer lifetime
value (CLV).
B. Support Vector Machine


These are the group of customers which are mentioned
as R-Tier1, F-Tier4 and M-Tier1.
 Specifying that the segment is a kind of customer who
transacted only once, but have been recent and have
spent a lot.
C. Loyal Customers


It best segregates the hyperplane into equivalent
classes.
 SVM makes good decision of target classes.
C. Extreme Gradient Boosting


These are the group of customers which are mentioned
as R-Tier1, F-Tier1 and M-Tier3 and R-Tier1, F-Tier1
and M-Tier4.
 Specifying that the segment is a kind of customer who
transacted recently and are visiting much often, but
constraint as they spent very low in each transaction.
D. Lost Customers






Works very well with large datasets and have good
speed with boosting computational power.
 XGB is highly optimized and accurately predicts a
target variable by merging the equivalent estimates
of weak models.
D. K-Nearest Neighbours


These are the group of customers which are mentioned
as R-Tier4, F-Tier1 and M-Tier1, R-Tier4, F-Tier1
and M-Tier2, R-Tier4, F-Tier2 and M-Tier1 and RTier4, F-Tier2 and M-Tier2.
Specifying that the segment is a kind of customer who
have transacted very frequent and have spent a good
amount of money every time they make a transaction,
but they haven’t made a purchase from long time ago.




The decision of KNN is based on feature similarity.
It is very powerful when used in recommendation
system for collaborative filtering.

These algorithm works well on larger dataset and are
independent. The classification algorithm is chosen as better
predictive technologies for future prediction on customer
behaviour. This will, in turn, overcome the limitation of RFM
Segmentation of prediction as historical method. The use of
machine learning will make the model to be evaluate from
historic to future prediction resulting in two-step segmentation,

VI. CLASSIFICATION ALGORITHMS

After the dataset is processed, a comparative study has been
conducted to experiment classifiers on the dataset for obtaining
the best fit classifier. The chosen algorithms are logistic
regression, support vector machine, extreme gradient boosting
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The research optimises classification algorithm:

which will make the model more robust and more accurate
predictions can be made.[11]
VII. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY DESIGN

The research methodology focuses on five primary steps: from
understanding business approach, to pre-processing data,
followed by descriptive analytics by performing data
segmentation and predictive analysis by performing
classification algorithm in order to yield optimization by
measuring and monitoring performances of the algorithms. The
figure shows phase diagram for proposed methodology is
presented below with optimization algorithm:

Fig. 3: Phase Diagram of Proposed Methodology

Phase Evolution of research work is as follows:

Fig. 5:The Optimised Classification Algorithm

The optimised classification algorithm will be applying on the
best fit classifier against the selected algorithms.
VIII.EXPERIMENTAL RESUTS

The research model is been evaluated as:
A. Data Segmentation of RFM model takes four
attributes into consideration, customer id, recency,
frequency and monetary. The result derives customer
unique id. A histogram showing how recent a
customer is, how often transaction has been done and
the amount spent by customers.

Fig. 4: Detailed steps of research work
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C. Training and Testing Dataset using K-fold Cross
Validation technique on the model estimators as:

Fig. 6: Customer Unique ID with RFM Score
Fig. 9: Training and Testing Datasets

The value of fold chosen here is five, by considering
computational time and memory optimization of the
model. Since the approximate value of fold is between
five to ten for large dataset.
D. Confusion matrix for the performance evaluation of
the test dataset on the classifier model:

Fig. 7:Customer Data Segmentation Histogram Plot

With all customers identified by RFM segment,
promotions can be prioritized by recency, frequency
and monetary targeting cold or inactive users who may
be likely to make more purchases.

Fig. 10: Confusion Matrix of Model

B. Classification Algorithms on data labels (new
customer and existing customer).
The data labels inputted in the classification model:

E. Cross validation score on training samples of each
estimators:

Fig. 11: Cross Validation score on Training samples
Fig. 8:Data labels: New and Existing Customer
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F. Performance Analysis based on precision to evaluate
which algorithm works better on dataset:
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TABLE II: PRECISION PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF CLASSIFICATION
ALGORITHM

Classifier
K-Nearest Neighbour
Support Vector Machine
Extreme Gradient Boosting
Logistic Regression

Precision Measure
67.58%
65.93%
75.23%
71.34%
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Abstract— Pneumonia is a lung infection; it is one such
form of lung disease where viruses or bacteria cause
inflammation or infection in the lungs. The air sacs of
the patient's lungs are filled with liquid substance in the
event of pneumonia, which does not allow the lungs to
function properly. Radiology is a field of medical science
where x-ray image is used to diagnose this disorder.

will then lead to x-ray tests to determine whether or not the
patient is suffering from pneumonia.

As an efficient way to automate the analysis and
diagnosis of medical photos, machine learning has been
encouraged. The widely used method of detecting
pneumonia is the use of chest X-rays, which involve a
specialist to closely analyse X-ray images. Human aided
diagnosis has its drawbacks such as an expert's
inaccessibility, high cost, etc., and thus there is a need
for an efficiently automated system that is invariant to
several factors that can influence the diagnosis of the
radiologist, such as eyestrain, distraction, stress, etc.

The main purpose of the automatic classification system for
pneumonia is to enhance the efficiency and effectiveness of
the radiologist's job by providing a computer system for
disease detection and classification. And for a professional
radiologist, analysing chest X-rays is a difficult task. In
order to improve the accuracy and reduce the time taken,
which is very necessary in the healthcare sector, the
automated system may help the radiologist in their decisionmaking process. The automated system can be used to
enhance diagnostic accuracy, not as a way to replace the
specialist, but rather as a second system, which is invariant
to several factors that can influence the radiologist's, such as
eyestrain, distraction, stress and others. [2]

A chest x-ray image of the patient can be used to
diagnose pneumonia. In the x-ray picture, the radiologist
will search for white spots in the lungs that identify an
infection while analysing the x-ray.. [1]

The purpose of the automated system is to increase the
efficiency and effectiveness of the work of a radiologist
by helping to identify and diagnose diseases more
precisely. The purpose of the proposed paper is a
comparative study of four different Deep Learning’s
Convolution Neural Network algorithms which are:
Basic CNN, AlexNet, VGG16 and VGG19.

II.

Radiology is a branch of medical science that uses imaging
technology and radiation to diagnose a disease and treat it.
An active field of study is Chest X-Rays image
classification in medical image analysis and computer-aided
diagnosis for radiology. The primary objective is to improve
the quality and productivity of the work of radiologists by
providing a computer system for diagnosis and classification
of the disease. [2]

Keywords—
Machine
learning
Pneumonia,
Classification, Machine Learning, Deep Learning, Chest
X-Ray, Healthcare;

I.

ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE IN
COMPUTER AIDED DIAGNOSTICS

INTRODUCTION

A form of lung disease in which there is inflammation or
infection in the lungs caused by viruses or bacteria is
pneumonia. The air sacs of the patient's lungs are filled with
mucus or liquid substance in the event of pneumonia, which
does not allow the lungs to function properly.

A Computer-Aided Diagnosis (CAD) is an automated
system that helps the main radiologist or assists him. This
type of software is used not as a means of replacing the
specialist, but rather as a second one, which is invariant to
many variables that can affect the diagnosis of the
radiologist, such as eyestrain, distraction, stress and others,
to improve diagnostic accuracy. Currently pneumonia is
detected using chest radiographs.

Pneumonia diagnosis mainly requires exams by a doctor that
may require blood tests, such as a full blood count (CBC) to
see whether the immune system of the patient is battling an
infection. Pulse oximetry to assess how much oxygen is in
the blood of patients. Pneumonia will prevent the lungs of
the patient from passing enough oxygen into the blood. This

As an efficient way to automate the analysis and
diagnosis of medical photos, machine learning has been
encouraged. Thus, ML leads to CAD improvement. In
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addition, deep learning has been investigated and proven to
be the most effective medical image analysis Machine
Learning model.

III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

Pneumonia is a lung disease that can be identified by an xray scan of the chest. I reviewed different pneumonia
detection system algorithms used for computer assisted
diagnostics in this literature review.

Machine learning is a subset of artificial intelligence that,
from empirical evidence, can learn complex relationships or
patterns and make precise decisions. ML algorithms are
classified predominantly into three types: supervised
learning, semi-supervised learning, and unsupervised
learning. Classification, regression, and reinforcement
learning provide examples of supervised learning. [6]

Technique 1: X-ray image classification using Machine
Learning Algorithms
In this proposed technique Support Vector Machine
(SVM) and K-nearest neighbours (KNN) scheme is used to
detect the pneumonia.

Machine Learning offers an important way to automate the
study and diagnosis of medical images in the sense of
radiology. With an automated device, the radiologist can
support.

SVM is a classification method in which all types of
problems can be solved, i.e. classification and regression
(curve fitting). It is a supervised method of machine
learning. In this method, data in space is plotted and the
dimension of space is taken equal to the number of
characteristics. By finding the hyper plane that differentiates
between classes quite accurately, we carry out classification
problem. Based on the equation of hyper plane (kernel)
SVM are classified as linear, quadratic, cubic and fine
Gaussian SVM etc.

In medical image processing, there are a few Machine
Learning algorithms which have been implemented. The
techniques that are most used are known as deep learning.
The foundation of most methods of deep learning is focused
on neural networks. With certain activations and parameters,
a neural network consists of neurons. There are several
layers in the Neural Network that relate to the input layer,
output layer, and hidden layers. (i.e., layers in between input
and output). Meanwhile, Convolutional Neural Networks is
the most common deep learning architecture in medical
image analysis (CNNs). The key explanation is that when
filtering input files, CNNs maintain feature relationships. [3]

KNN, the technique is example-based learning, where
function approximation is determined locally and the
computational process is continued until the correct
classification is performed. It is a type of non-parametric
technique that is used for problems of classification and
regression. K-NN is graded as Fine, Medium, Coarse,
Cosine, Cubic and Weighted K-NNN, depending on the
number of neighbors. [1]
Technique 2: X-ray image classification using CNN
The Convolution Neural Network of this deep
convolution neural network system uses architectures to
extract features from chest X-ray images and categorize the
images to detect whether an individual has pneumonia.
CNN is a subset of deep neural networks, such as image
segmentation, image recognition, object detection, etc.,
which have achieved tremendous success in the field of
computer vision. A CNN have convolution layers, pooling
layers and a fully-connected layer.
The Convolution Neural Network of this deep convolution
neural network system uses architectures to extract
characteristics from chest X-ray images and identify the
images to detect whether a person has pneumonia. CNN is a
subset of deep neural networks, such as image segmentation,
image recognition, object detection, etc., which have
achieved tremendous success in the field of computer
vision. By having a visual processing system that is close to
that of humans and an incredibly optimized structure for
handling images, as well as the ability to extract features by
studying, CNNs presides over the DNNs. In training CNNs
models, gradient-based A are used and are less vulnerable to

Fig 1. Architecture of Neural Network

An input is taken as an image by CNNs and results in class
scores or probabilities being allocated. This implies that for
a given input, the class with the highest probability is the
correct class. As well as the implementation of the
backpropagation algorithm, the method of translating the
inputs into the chosen groups has layers close to the neural
network. [4]
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decreasing gradient problem. During training, CNN
frameworks often need pictures of fixed sizes. [2]

IV.

In this system, a model is developed to detect and classify
pneumonia at high validity precision from chest X-ray
images taken from frontal views. The initial algorithm
process involves the conversion of chest X-ray images into
sizes smaller than the original. Then, the convolutions
neural network architecture, which extracts characteristics
from images and images, recognizes and classifies images.

PROPOSED DEEP LEARNING
SYSTEM FOR PNEUMONIA
DETETION

Imaging plays an important role in the identification and
diagnosis of patients infected with pneumonia. X-Ray,
which is more precise, painless, more precise and noninvasive, is the most available imagery.
Chest X-Ray images of normal and contaminated
pneumonia subjects from the kaggle data collection, an open
data set repository owned by Google, are used in the
proposed work.

This approach has been shown to distinguish positive and
negative data on pneumonia from a series of X-ray pictures.
In this, the model is developed from scratch, which
distinguishes it from other strategies that depend heavily on
the approach to transfer learning. To detect and recognize
X-ray images consisting of lung cancer and pneumonia, this
study can be expanded. In recent times, separating X-ray
images containing lung cancer and pneumonia has been a
major problem and our next approach will resolve this
question. [3]
Technique 3: X-ray image classification using Deep
Convolution Architecture
In this system, the two commonly known deep convolution
architectures are studied in classifying and detecting
pneumonia, such as residual network and mask-RCNN.
Deep convolution architecture has led to a number of
breakthroughs in image classification and object detection
because it can combine lower and higher characteristics of
the image details. With the addition of stacked layers, the
data can be enriched. There are several distinct architectures
that are commonly used to identify images. R-CNN is used
as the name suggests Regional Convolution Neural Network
for object detection, i.e. a specific area. These networks
were optimized to preside over the success of previous
architectural innovations.
A further development of the Faster Regional CNN
algorithm is the Mask Regional CNN (mask-RCNN). This
algorithm is widely used to locate and identify objects in an
image by integrating object detection and semantic
segmentation. [7].
The aim of object detection is to use a bounding box to
localize each object in the image. Meanwhile, the purpose of
semantic segmentation is to use object delineation to
classify each pixel into a defined set of categories. In the
object detection process, the Faster Regional CNN
algorithm is involved. This algorithm consists of two stages,
the Area Proposal Network (RPN) proposing candidates for
a region of interest (RoI). The second stage uses RoI-align
to extract the characteristics and identify the class of the
item within RoI. [4]

Fig 2. Proposed Methodology

Image Processing:
There are various image preprocessing techniques which
can be applied on a x-ray image dataset. The techniques are
resizing, greyscale conversion and data augmentation etc.
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We may apply different image processing techniques on
the available dataset, which is the chest x-ray images of
normal and pneumonia. On the input x-ray image, the

preprocessing techniques are applied like RGB to Gray scale
conversion and used suitable filtering techniques. [7]

The algorithms will be applied to classify the images into
three different classes as:
Normal Images,
Pneumonia.

Viral

Pneumonia

and

Bacterial



A convolution method that separates the different
features of the image for analysis and defines them
in a process called Feature Extraction



A fully connected layer that uses the output from
the convolution process and predicts the image

The available dataset is initially in two classes as: Normal
X-ray and Pneumonia. This dataset is further divided into
three classes based on the labels of the images in Pneumonia
class.
Data Augmentation:
Data augmentation is a technique that allows researchers,
without necessarily obtaining new data, to greatly expand
the variety of data available for training models. For the
training of large neural networks, data augmentation
techniques such as cropping, padding, and horizontal
flipping are widely used.

Fig 3. CNN Architecture

Layers of CNN:

Normally used Data Augmentation Techniques:






Convolution Layer: The first layer that is used to separate
the different features from the input images is this layer. In
this layer, between the input image and a filter of a specific
size MxM, the mathematical convolution operation is
carried out. The dot product is taken between the filter and
the sections of the input image by moving the filter over the
input image with respect to the filter size (MxM). The
output is called as the Feature map.

Flipping: vertically or horizontally flipping the
image.
Rotation: rotates the image by a degree defined.
Shearing: one section of the picture moves like a
parallelogram.
Cropping: objects appear in various proportions in
the image at different locations.
Zoom in, Zoom out.

Pooling Layer: A Convolutional Layer is preceded by a
Pooling Layer in most instances. The primary objective of
this layer is to minimize the size of the transformed feature
map in order to reduce the cost of computing.

The CNN architecture is inspired by the organization and
functionality of the visual cortex and is designed to replicate
the communication patterns of neurons within the human
brain.

Fully Connected Layer: Usually, these layers are
positioned before the output layer. In this, the input image is
flattened and fed to the FC layer from the previous layers.
The flattened vector then undergoes a few additional FC
layers where the operations of mathematical functions
normally take place.

The neurons are split into a three-dimensional structure
within a CNN, with each set of neurons analyzing a small
region or function of the image. In other words, every group
of neurons specializes in identifying one part of the picture.
In order to produce a final output, CNNs use layer
predictions that present a vector of probability scores to
reflect the probability of a particular feature.

Dropout: Overfitting occurs when a particular model works
so well on the training data that when used on new data, it
causes a negative impact on the performance of the model.
A dropout layer is used to overcome this issue.

CNNs are a class of Deep Neural Networks that can
recognize and identify specific features from images and are
commonly used for analyzing visual images. Their
applications range from image and video recognition, image
detection, medical image analysis, computer vision and
natural language processing.

Activation Function: It decides which information of the
model should fire in the forward direction and which ones
should not at the end of the network.
Applying Deep Learning Algorithms:

CNN Architecture has 2 main parts:

On the available dataset, that is the chest x-ray images of
normal and pneumonia, we can apply various image
processing techniques. On the input x-ray image, the
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preprocessing techniques are applied like RGB to Gray scale
conversion and used appropriate filtering techniques.

AlexNet

After preprocessing the deep learning algorithms can be
applied on the clean image for further processing.
Basic CNN:
In Basic CNN algorithms, the first layer is input layer, next
there are 1 or 2 convolution layers and equal FC layers. At
the end there is activation function Softmax and finally
output layer.

Conv1
Pool1

Basic CNN

Conv2
Pool2
Conv1

Conv3

Pool1

Conv4

Conv2

Conv5

Pool2

Pool3

FC1

FC1
FC2
FC3

FC1
Fig 4. Basic CNN Architecture

Implementation output for basic CNN:
Algorithm

Data Augmentation Accuracy Precision Recall F1

rotation_range = 10,
Basic CNN Model height_shift_range =
0.1

75.32

76.33

Fig 6. AlexNet Architecture

Implementation output for basic AlexNet:

74.41 75.36

Algorithm
AlexNet Model

Fig 5. Basic CNN Results

AlexNet:
In AlexNet algorithms, the first layer is input layer, next
there are 5 convolution layers and 3 FC layers in total 8
layers. At the end there is activation function Softmax and
finally output layer.

Data Augmentation Accuracy Precision Recall F1
zoom_range = 0.1,
Vertical_flip = True

68.1

Fig 7. AlexNet Results

VGG16:
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In VGG16 algorithms, the first layer is input layer, next
there are 13 convolution layers and 3 FC layers in total 16
layers. At the end there is activation function Softmax and
finally output layer.

Fig 9. VGG16 Results

VGG19:
In VGG19 algorithms, the first layer is input layer, next
there are 16 convolution layers and 3 FC layers in total 19
layers. At the end there is activation function Softmax and
finally output layer.

VGG16

VGG19

Conv1
Conv2
Pool1

Conv1

Conv3

Conv2

Conv4

Pool1

Pool2
Conv3
Conv4

Conv5

Pool2

Conv6
Conv7

Conv5

Pool3

Conv6
Conv7

Conv8

Conv8

Conv9

Pool3

Conv10
Conv9

Pool4

Conv10
Conv11

Conv11

Conv12

Conv12

Pool4

Conv13
Pool5

Conv13
Conv14

FC1

Conv15

FC2

Conv16

FC3

Pool5
FC1
FC2
FC3

Fig 8. VGG16 Architecture

Implementation output for basic VGG16:
Algorithm
VGG16 Model

Data Augmentation Accuracy Precision Recall F1
zoom_range=0.3,
horizontal_flip=True

78.84

80.62

Fig 10. VGG19 Architecture

76.92 78.73
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Implementation output for basic VGG19:
Algorithm
VGG19 Model

very helpful for time reduction in decision making process
which is very effectual in healthcare sector. Usually, deep
learning models are trained over thousands of images.
Training deep neural networks with limited data might lead
to overfitting and restricts the models’ generalization ability.
This limitation can be overcome with data augmentation and
transfer learning techniques.

Data Augmentation Accuracy Precision Recall F1
rotation_range = 10,
zoom_range = 0.1,
vertical_flip = True

75

74.31

69.25 71.69

Fig 11. VGG19 Results
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Abstract - Edge architectures have emerged as a solution for
the development of Internet of Things (IoT) applications,
especially in scenarios with ultra-low system latency requirements
and a huge amount of data transmitted in the network. This
architecture aims to decentralize systems and extend cloud
resources to devices located at the edge of networks. Various
benefits regarding local processing, lower latency, and better
communication bandwidth can be highlighted. This study
proposes an edge architecture which uses computer vision to
detect people in agglomerations. To evaluate the performance of
the proposed architecture, an use-case for agglomeration
detection in the Covid-19 scenarios is presented. A comparative
analysis of the detection is performed through videos from a
public database. The obtained results demonstrate a gain in terms
of computational performance with a video analysis in
comparison to the best solutions available in the literature. The
proposed solution can be a powerful edge tool to support the
combat against Covid-19 Pandemic.
Index Terms - Edge Architecture, Internet of Things,
Computer Vision, Covid-19.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Internet of Things (IoT) has gained great attention due to
the proliferation of a huge quantity of data generated from
connected devices which allows the monitoring and processing
of sensors data anywhere and at any time. The internet has
revolutionized the world through the offering of global
connectivity and IoT is set to sustain significant change on the
evolution known as the next generation of the internet.
Moreover, the combination among IoT and different
technologies has contributed to raise the Quality of Services
(QoS) in several applications in modern days, such as smart
home, connected cars, smart cities, IoT in agriculture, energy
management and IoT health care. The internet is the most
important and powerful creation made by humans and the use
of IoT-based projects is taking us on the journey where the
main goal is for transforming an essentially physical world into
a digital world through interconnected devices [1].
It was estimated by Cisco Global Cloud Index, in 2019, that
the quantity of data generated by IoT devices reached 500
zetta bytes and almost 45% of these data were stored,
processed, analyzed, and acted upon at the edge of networks.
The number of devices connected on the Internet will achieve

Joel Rodrigues
UFPI, Brazil
joeljr@ieee.org

50 billion by 2020 according to estimates of the Cisco Internet
Business Solutions Group [2]. Some applications allow your
information to be transmitted and processed by a server on the
cloud, but other applications, such as video processing,
produce a large amount of data and require very short response
time. Also, these applications may contain private data that
need to be processed before the transmission to the cloud.
Cloud architectures are not recommended for applications in
which uploading and processing a huge quantity of data could
lead to long time operations due to the transmission latency.
The concept of edge architecture was introduced in order
to mitigate this issue. Processing of data is realized at the edge
of network employing the existent resources locally and just
the result of processing is sent to the cloud. Therefore, it
reduces the network resource occupancy drastically, because
only a small fraction of all existent data is transmitted. For
example: a hypothetical application where a smartphone
records a video to detect an object is present to highlight the
benefits of the edge processing. This device uses its own local
camera to make a video, applies filters on the image, performs
a detection algorithm and only then report the result to the
cloud. In this example, it is possible to save energy resources
through reducing the amount of data and computing power and
get the result much faster in comparison to the cloud
architecture. Due to a massive production of IoT devices, the
world just arrived in the post-Cloud era [3], in which the
devices localized on the edge of networks consumes these data
and report only status to the cloud servers.
The year 2020 has been an atypical year because the world
is facing a new and huge threat, the Covid-19 Pandemic, as
named by the World Health Organization (WHO). In
September 2020, numbers have risen over 27 million
confirmed cases, and the number of deaths has exceeded 900
thousand. The America Continent is leading in number of
confirmed and death cases, which is concerning. Brazil is the
third most affected country after the United States and India
[4], because of that, many cities have been locked down due to
this rapidly spreading virus. The technology has taken an
important role in the mission of combating this virus by the
creation of new mechanisms to control Covid-19 spread.
Significant efforts are being made on the available healthcare
facilities, treatment systems and many advanced solutions are
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appearing in order to reduce the problems related to the
pandemic.
In this context, the main objective of this work is to carry
out performance evaluation of a computer vision algorithm to
detect agglomeration using edge architecture responsible for
send alert messages to the authorities about people proximity
with the objective to avoid Covid-19 spread. The proposed
approach aims to minimize the necessary network resources
usage to process the images on the cloud due to the huge
quantity of data from surveillance cameras. This can be
achieved by shifting the resources hosted on the cloud to the
edge of the network. Moreover, a motivation for deploying the
new computer vision algorithm comes from the need of
achieving high accuracy by the usage of an equipment with
low computational power to detect people. Then, the main
contributions of this study are the following:
 The benefits of reducing the amount of data transmitted
because of the processing in the edge of networks in
contrast to sending all data to cloud server to be
processed;
 Deployment of a new computer vision algorithm for
detecting people in real-time applications employing a low
computational power equipment;
 A comparative analysis among the state-of-the-art
computer vision algorithms to detect objects with the
proposed scheme;
 Performance assessment of the proposed solution, which
can serve a basis for the development of other systems in
Covid-19 Scenarios.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Most relevant
related works in the topic are elaborated in Section II. Section
III presents the edge architecture used to deploy the proposed
system and its benefits. Section IV describes the proposed
algorithm, explaining the motivation for its usage and
providing details of its deployment. Section V shows the
middleware communication, demonstrates how data will be
exchanged (end-to-end) and some applications will be shown
in Section VI. In Section VII the experimental results are
presented and, then, the work is concluded in Section VIII,
including suggestions for further works.
II. RELATED WORK
A. IoT and Egde applications
Weisong Shi et al. introduce the concept of Edge
Computing in [5], in which the main applications according
to the metrics of computing power, latency, battery life of
mobile devices, bandwidth costs, security, and privacy are
shown. According to Shi, Cloud Computing is a centralized
architecture which receives data of all the devices connected
and processes the information. In the opposite way, Edge
Computing is a decentralized architecture which makes use of
the resources locally, consequently the computing happens
nearer the data sources, and transmit only the results to the
Cloud. Shi also describes two examples of Edge Computing

implementation. The first one is an example of an online
shopping where the customer makes a lot of changes on the
shopping-cart and the second one is an example of searching
the missing child through the surveillance cameras. On both,
the use of edge architecture optimizes the system in order to
meet the metrics cited above.
In [6], Daniel Zhang et al. introduced a new paradigm
called of Social Sensing based Edge Computing (SSEC),
whose structure consists of Edge Server that receives
heterogeneous data from social devices, as smartphones,
drone, intelligent semaphore, surveillance camera to make data
fusion and create an intelligent local network. SSEC has the
advantage of being a collaborative system, as it could change
the route of data dynamically in case of failure of any Edge
Server, avoiding network unavailability. Another advantage of
SSEC is its hybrid feature, as it integrates Cloud Server with
Edge Server and chooses the best node to process the outcome
data. The combination of these two advantages increases the
coverage and availability, reduces the delay and improves
network utilization. Also, Daniel Zhang et al. suggest some
real-world applications, such as Disaster and Emergency
System, Traffic Monitoring, Crowd Abnormal Event
Detection, Plate Recognition and Massive Video Sharing. At
the end, some research opportunities are suggested, as
Resource Management with Rational Edge, Constrained
Cooperativeness and Pronounced Heterogeneity.
In [7], Zhao et al. also propose a IoT based system which
contains heterogeneous interconnected devices on the Edge
Server, but the main goal of this work is the routing of data
packets. Zhao et al. utilize traffic metrics of diversity and
wireless diversity to increase the network throughput to deploy
a three-phases approach: (i) Discretization of the whole IoT
network into small network and the definition of the candidate
route; (ii) The analysis of each candidate route by utilizing
metrics of performance gain, link quality and link correlation;
(iii) The deployment algorithm is based on the proposed utility
metric. The experiments results shows a greatly improvement
on the routing packets and, consequently, on the throughput.
B. Algorithm of Computer Vision to detect objects
Several algorithms for detect object have been proposed
in the literature in order to improve the performance of the
used device and minimize human interaction in this process,
among which it could be mentioned Regions with
Convolutional Neural Network (R-CNN), Yolo (You Only
Look Once) and Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD).
Girshick et al. propose an algorithm that combines region
proposals and CNN to detect objects, called Region with CNN
(R-CNN) [8]. The detection initiates by a selective search for
regions that may contain objects. To avoid finding a large
number of possible targets, Girshick et al. use the 2000 regions
with greater probability of confidence. Then, a CNN processes
each region and output the results in a vector of 4096
dimensions. CNN is a feature extractor and the information
obtained from the image is sent to the classifier to verify the
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presence of the object within the regions proposals. To
improve the accuracy, there are calibration of parameters with
adjusting bounding boxes of each region. This adjustment is
important to avoid the division of objects in several regions
that may interfere with the quality of detection. Although RCNN was the pioneer on introducing the CNN-based object
detection algorithm, it does have some problems with [8]
performance. Initially, a lot of time and processing is spent
selecting 2000 regions proposals on the image, limiting its
usage for real-time applications. The selective search is a fixed
and unintelligent algorithm, allowing to choose terrible options
for candidate regions and decreasing the detection accuracy.
Due to these problems found, Girshick et al. [8] improve
the algorithm and developed a faster detector, called Fast RCNN. Fast R-CNN eliminate the initial selective search of the
2000 candidate regions, applying the image directly to the
CNN. Consequently, the image is processed once and a feature
map is generated. Then, candidate regions are extracted from
the feature map by a selective search and resized to a fixed
size matrix. Finally, the object is classified and its coordinates
are identified on the image.
In order to increase this algorithm's efficiency even more,
a new improvement that replaces the selective search by
another CNN was proposed and it received the name of Faster
R-CNN [8]. Shaoqing Ren et al. realized that the selective
search used in the R-CNN and Fast R-CNN algorithms
affected the performance of the system in terms of processing
time. Therefore, they proposed a new architecture which
eliminates this search, in order to detect the object faster. The
Faster R-CNN applies the image directly to a CNN, which
generates a feature map. Unlike the Fast R-CNN which uses
the selective search at this step, candidate regions are
identified by another CNN. Then, the regions are resized and
defined to the Region of Interest (RoI) Pooling layer to classify
and identifying the object at image.
Yolo (You Only Look Once) was developed by Joseph
Redmon et al. [8], in 2015. Yolo analyzes a full image to make
object detection. The task of object detection, determines the
location of the target into the image and classifies it according
to a class. Yolo “only looks once” on the image in the sense
that it requires only one forward propagation pass through the
CNN to make the detection. To assure that the algorithm
detects each object once, a stage of non-max suppression is
executed. So, the objects detected are showed together with
bounding boxes on the output of the process.
Redmon et al. [8] enhanced Yolo Algorithm with the
detection of over 9000 object classes by jointly optimizing the
detection and classification stages. Another enhancement in
Yolo is shown in [8], called YoloV3. Redmon and Farhadi
propose a new network for performing feature extraction
through a CNN of 53 layers. Yolov3-Tiny is a variant of
YoloV3, which takes less running time and results in less
accuracy. While the YoloV3 employs several 1x1 convolution
layers along with 3x3 convolution layers for extracting
features, the YoloV3-Tiny uses pooling layer and reduces the

image to convolution layers. In [8], Wei Liu et al. propose the
Single Shot Multibox Detector (SSD) Algorithm to detect the
target using a full frame. Its operation is based on the extraction
of features through several CNN in order to identify the content
of the images. Its accuracy and processing rate are higher than
Yolo and lower than Faster R-CNN. The SSD Algorithm will be
further explained in Section IV-B.
The present work considers the SSD Algorithm as it
requires a lower processing in comparison to R-CNN and
Yolo, in consequence of that, it can be used in embedded
hardware equipment with low computation power.
C. Related works for IoT and Covid-19
In [9], Ting et al. exploit the potential applications of
inter-related digital IoT technologies, Big-data Analytics,
Artificial Intelligence (AI), and Blockchain to augment publichealth strategies for tackling Covid-19. Ting et al. enumerate
examples in four digital technologies and pointed out the
relevance of each one according to monitoring, surveillance,
detection and prevention of Covid-19. In IoT, for instance,
real-time tracking and real-time updates in online databases
and real-time tracking of the high risk vicinity are highlighted.
Regarding AI technology, Covid-19 detection from chest
imaging and automatic diagnose medical are also highlighted.
In [10], Kolhar et al. develop an IoT solution to monitor
people under lockdown condition through face detecting. The
architecture is localized on the edge of networks and it is
divided in three layers: Device layer is the one which contains
the physical devices connected. The main goal is to capture the
images and forward to the next layer; Edge layer is the
backbone which remain between the device and application
layer. This layer contains a Raspberry Pi to receive images,
send to computing units to execute the Multi-task Cascaded
Convolutional Network (MTCNN) Algorithm to detect face;
Application layer is the top layer of the solution and is
controlled by human. According to the information from the
edge layer, it is possible to monitor the movement from people
under lockdown condition in the cities. This solution
outperforms other algorithms of literature in order to detect
face in terms of latency and bandwidth.
Ndiaye et al. [11] provided an in-depth Health IoT-based
Applications Survey with strategies for tracking and tracing
infected people in order to minimize the spread of virus. An
example of a Health IoT Application is the use of Artificial
Intelligence to monitor the posts on social media, creating
probable high-risk areas through reports and opinions from
users. Then, it produces a vital social distancing for affected
communities and the people could be warned by smartphone
notification whenever anyone is near a reported high-risk area.
Ksentini and Brik in [12] propose a new edge scheme to
detect social distancing, which consists to send the geolocation
coordinates from user's smartphone to an application sitting at
the edge. The distance euclidean among everyone located
under the edge coverage is calculated and the users that are
breaking the social limit are warned by an app at their
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smartphones. A case study utilizing the European
Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) multi-access
edge computing (MEC) ecosystem is presented. Important
parameters for edge scheme as low latency, near-real-time
reaction, privacy and anonymity are highlighted. The obtained
results show that proposed scheme is an efficiency option to
inform people about the distance each other.
It is seen that there are relevant contributions in the
literature related to edge/cloud architecture, computer vision
algorithm, and Technology for Covid-19 scenarios. These
works are considered in the proposal of an Edge Architecture
to detect agglomeration presented in this study.
III. PROPOSED EDGE ARCHITECTURE
This section presents the proposed Edge Architecture to
detect agglomerations on Covid-19 Scenario through the use
of a computer vision algorithm. The Fig. 1 illustrates the whole
architecture composed by devices on the edge of networks,
cloud and user application.
The largest computational effort is localized on the edge,
where the videos are captured from surveillance cameras, the
images are processed, and the people contained on each image
are checking. Then, the SSD Algorithm is started up to detect
the localization and the reliability of the data generated from
these people previously checked. Finally, the quantity of
individuals, the distance among them are calculated.

edge devices to enhance the system. The unwanted noise and
interference are removed from videos and the valuable
information is ready to be sent to the cloud without the
addition of redundant data.
Energy: The energy consumption is an important topic in
IoT-based systems due to limited battery capacities. Several
requirements must be considered in this application to increase
the autonomy of the equipment, such as: transmission of the
data; wired/wireless physical layer; quantity of devices; and
the local where the processing is executed. In [13], Wenlu Hu
et al. study the behavior of energy consumption in the edge of
networks and in the cloud server. The results obtained show
that the processing on the edge environment has a better
performance than cloud server in terms of energy
consumption.
Latency and Bandwidth: In the most recent edge
architecture found in the literature, the requirements of latency
and bandwidth converge towards the same point that is shifting
the resources closer to the devices, this meaning that both
these characteristics will be optimized when moving the
processing needs to the edge devices. Real-time applications,
as detection of people from surveillance cameras, the Cloud
can be benefited by processing on the edge regarding the fast
response time and the volume of data transmitted through the
network. An experiment is performed in [10] where the videos
are analyzed on the edge of networks and only a status is
directed to the cloud. This approach obtains a greater
performance gain in latency and bandwidth when compared to
equivalent cloud solutions.
IV. COMPUTER VISION BASED ON DIFFERENCE OF FRAME
IN SINGLE SHOT DETECTION ALGORITHM

Fig. 1: Overview of the proposed Edge Architecture to Detect Agglomeration.

The information are sent to cloud server, and then to the
monitoring center. The data are exchanged through the wellknown Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT)
Protocol. When any distance is less than one meter, a warning
event is sent to indicate agglomeration with information about
geolocation and the number of people. These information
allow the responsible person to monitor locations in order to
mitigate the risk of contamination.
The main advantages of the proposed Edge Architecture
are described as follows:
Local processing of videos: In general, videos have a
large quantity of bytes and the processing in the cloud requires
a powerful equipment. For real-time application, any delay in
this cloud server could compromise the efficiency and quality
of the solution. As a valuable alternative, the videos could be
processed at the edge of the network and only the outcome
data would be sent to the cloud [10]. It mitigates the influence
of latency of the network and minimizes the burden of
computational load. Also, it is possible to use filters closer to

In this section, an enhancement on the SSD Algorithm is
proposed and named Computer Vision based on Difference of
Frame in Single Shot Detection Algorithm (CVDF-SSD).
Firstly, the images are captured from surveillance cameras in
RGB color domain and a pre-processing is realized to evaluate
if there are people in the current frame. Based on this analysis,
the employment of a detection algorithm on every frame could
be eliminated. This step is very important, as it allows an
increased processing rate on the Raspberry PI without losing
accuracy.
Then, SSD Algorithm is applied to analyze the frame, to
detect people and count the amount of people in the images.
When this detection is concluded, a rectangle is drawn around
each person and its central coordinate (x,y) is identified.
Finally, the distance among people are calculated. When there
is a proximity of less than one meter, the respective distance is
highlighted, which may indicate a potential risk of Covid-19
contamination. The structure of CVDF-SSD is discussed, in
detail, as follows. The Fig. 2 describes the flow of whole
system.
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D = |C – P|.

Fig. 2: Flow chart of end-to-end solution.

A. Evaluation of frames based on difference of frame
This stage has the objective of enhancing the processing
rate through a selective application of SSD Algorithm. The
current and previous frames are analyzed to trigger person
detection through deep learning. It is an important requirement
for IoT equipment with limited computational power.
Initially, the video is analyzed and the frames are captured
in the RGB (Red, Green and Blue) color domain.
Computationally, for processing this domain is necessary to be
working with an array of three numbers and these fields
represent the intensities of the red, green and blue colors,
respectively. The color which the human eyes see is the linear
combination of these three colors. For example, the black
color is the RGB (0,0,0), the white color is the RGB
(255,255,255), the yellow color is the RGB (0,180,180) and
the violet color is the RBG (180,0,180).
Another option is using the gray color domain, where the
three colors of the RGB domain have the same intensity and
they are processed by an array of a single dimension. The scale
of gray color starts with black color, represented by RGB
(0,0,0), goes through several shades of gray and reaches the
saturation in white color, represented by RGB (255,255,255).
The equation to convert RGB domain to the Gray domain is
shown by (1), where Gray, B, G and R are matrices of the
same dimensions.
Gray = 0.299R + 0.587G + 0.114B.

(2)

where D, C and P represent the difference of frame matrix,
current frame matrix and previous frame matrix, respectively.
Noise cancellation is executed to mitigate false detection
of people and avoid an unnecessary processing time. It is
initiated by background subtraction [14], which eliminates the
background static parts and leaves only the foreground mobile
parts. Then, the colored remained are converted to black and
white image through an operation called binarization. It
consists of defining a reference color threshold, in which the
brightest colors are changed to white color and the darkest
colors are changed to black color. The threshold used is RGB
(100,100,100). Finally, the operation of morphology of the
binarized frame cancels the remaining noise, which reduces
white points of black background, black points within the
target detected and exhibits the people well defined in the
frame, as exemplified in Fig. 3.
B. SSD Algorithm
The Single Shot Detection (SSD) Algorithm [15] divides
the task of people detection in two distinct stages: classify the
image on classes and detecting the object on image.
Classify stage [16]: The image is classified among one
thousand pre defined classes, where one class is defined as
background to represent the image which does not contain the
other 999 classes. Each image creates a vector of 1000
elements and each one contains the probability of the classes
on the image.
(a) Before cancelling noise

(1)
(b) After cancelling noise

Despite the benefit of gray color domain, a domain
conversion from RGB to Gray domain and some time is spent
in this task. So, for reducing the processing time at this task, it
is used the RGB domain frames and it performs mathematical
operation of the absolute difference between current and
previous frame. As a result, a predominantly black frame
which has colors only in the variations areas is obtained. This
behavior occurs because the operation of the absolute
difference is simpler than the operation for converting to Gray
domain, resulting in the hardware processing it quicker.
Equation (2) shows the operation of the difference of the
frames:

Fig. 3:
Use of morphology to cancel noise.
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For example, suppose that there are 4 classes instead of
1.00 classes namely: dogs, cats, humans and void, then
imagine an image which contains dogs and cats. The expected
result would be a high probability of dogs and cats and low
probability of finding humans and void.
This classifying stage is quick because it divides the
convolution operation in two layers: depthwise and pointwise
convolutions. Depthwise convolutions apply a single filter per
each input channel (input depth) to split into smaller channels,
as it is depicted in Fig. 4a. For example, the result of a
Depthwise convolutions applied in the input of M channels
will be M outputs of single channel. Pointwise convolution is a
1x1 convolution used to create a linear combination with the
M outputs of depthwise layer. The Fig 4b shows the
convolutions layer and M represents the number of input
channels, N represents the number of output channels and DK
represents the filter dimension.
Detect stage [15]: This stage is responsible to detect the
object on the image through its reliability and location. It is
based on a feed-forward CNN which produces bounding boxes
and object scores contained in the boxes according to the pretrained classes. After that, the operation of non-maximum
suppression is applied to produce the final detection.
During the classification time, SSD Algorithm uses 8,732
boxes to find the box that most overlaps with the bounding
box, which contains the objects according to the aspect ratio,
location and scale. Then, a non-maximum suppression layer is
used to remove other overlapping boxes in order to keep only
one bounding box per object contained in the image. Nonmaximum suppression layer uses the Intersection over Union
(IoU) as a parameter to decrease the quantity of boxes. The
IoU consists of percentage of intersection of areas regarding

(a)

Depthwise convolution structure

the union of areas of the two figures. When the IoU between
predicted boxes and ground truth is greater than 50%, it is
considered that the object is predicted.
C. Agglomeration checking
A video calibration is required before the beginning of
the agglomeration checking. It is necessary to indicate the
pixel/cm ratio because this depends on the positions that the
cameras are installed on locations. They can be away or closer
to people and this changes the perspective ratio within the
frame.
After the calibration and noise cancellation steps, all
people contained inside the frame are identified and a green
colored rectangle is drawn around them, saving the central
coordinates (x, y) of each one. Then, the distances between all
individuals are calculated and those who are less than one
meter will have lines between them in red color, for indicating
that there is an agglomeration.
V. MIDDLEWARE CONNECTIVITY
The use of a middleware connectivity is important to warn
public authorities when a place is identified with people
agglomeration. This warning event minimizes the probability
of contamination by Covid-19 and increases the health security
for these places because the monitoring is made remotely,
which avoids the employment of people to surveillance these
locations.
In.IoT is a state of the art IoT Middleware. It performs the
tasks for receiving, storing, and publishing information to
subscribers. All the data received are stored and forwarded,
allowing everyone to know what happens in locations
monitored in real time [17].
The communication protocol chosen to access In.IoT is
the MQTT [18] because this well-known protocol requires low
complexity deployment and low computational power. It easily
broadcasts published information to several people
simultaneously in a secure way.
Fig. 5 shows a case study of the proposed Edge
Architecture which utilizes the CVDF-SSD Algorithm. The
agglomeration monitoring is made through video surveillance
of cameras installed at the Municipal Market of São Paulo and
accessed from a public database of São Paulo, Brazil [19]. The
original frame captured from cameras is shown in Fig. 5a.
When the CVDF-SSD Algorithm is applied on the video, the
number of people and the distance between them are
calculated, as it is depicted in Fig. 5b. So, the information is
published and the public authorities responsible can plot it in a
city map to know where the agglomerations are occurring, as it
is illustrated in Fig. 5c.
VI. COVID-19 SCENARIO USE CASE

(b) Pointwise convolution structure
Fig. 4: Illustration of convolution operation used in classify stage.

In this pandemic period, several places changed their way
of operating to prevent spreading of the coronavirus and the
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proposed architecture can be employed in this context. In
order to help the employees to follow public
recommendations, companies are installing marks on the floor
that specify a minimal distance. However, if people do not
respect the minimum allowed distance, the proximity can
generate a collective contamination and put lives at risk. In this
sense, the use of a system for agglomeration checking becomes
essential in the prevention. The responsible authorities could
inspect multiple locations at the same time without the danger
of exposure and still achieving a better agglomeration
coordination.
Another place where the proposed architecture can be
used is inside classrooms because the students will need to
keep a minimum distance when the schools and universities
classes return. For this reason, rooms will need to be resized to
optimize all the available space and the outdoor activities will
be redesigned. If there are cameras installed inside the schools,
the images can be analyzed by its administration to identify
students who are not respecting the official limits.
The supermarket aisles can also use this solution in
association with surveillance cameras already installed. The
security person will be warned when an agglomeration is
identified and he/she will be able to act, by emitting a light,
audible signal or even go to the place to disperse the people
involved. In the same way, this solution could be applied to
banks and shopping malls in general, as they can receive many
people simultaneously as well.
The proposed Edge Architecture can be applied at every
place where there is a possibility of agglomeration and there is
not specific infrastructure. The images from installed
surveillance cameras can be used and the surveillance people
are remotely warned.
VII. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION AND RESULTS ANALYSIS
In this section, a performance evaluation of the proposed
CVDF-SSD Algorithm for Edge Architecture is presented. The
images processing is made by a Raspberry Pi 3 Model B+
board. Its specifications include 1.2GHz processor, 1GB
LPDDR2 RAM, VideoCore IV 400 MHz, and 2.4GHz and
5GHz IEEE 802.11.b/g/n/ac wireless LAN. The reason by
choice of the Raspberry Pi is because it is a cheaper, portable
and small equipment and it could be easily installed in several
places. In.IoT Middleware is the backbone utilized to
interconnect devices on the edge with applications of users and
its role in this work is to transmit the agglomeration status. An
additional communication overhead introduced by it and by
transport protocol is not assessed. Videos from a public
database of São Paulo [19] were used for comparison
purposes. The solution was carefully studied to be as less
invasive as possible and ensure privacy of people. Then, the
faces of people used were blurred to maintain them
anonymous, as shown in Fig. 5b.
The experiment results are presented in order to compare
the people detection task of CVDF-SSD Algorithm with

traditional and state-of-the-art SSD Algorithm and YoloV3-Tiny
Algorithm in terms of processing rate and time. It is using the
Deep Neural Network (DNN) module from Open Source
Computer Vision (OpenCV) library. CVDF-SSD Algorithm and
SSD Algorithm are using Caffe pre-trained model on 20 classes
of Common Objects in COntext (COCO) Dataset and it could
achieve more than 70% of mean Accuracy Precision (mAP) [8].
YoloV3-Tiny Algorithm uses a pre-trained model on the COCO
Dataset. It was trained by the Darknet team and could achieve
33.1% mAP [8].
Table I demonstrates a notable difference of processing
among the schemes. The processing time is measured running
the same part of video for the three analyzed algorithms. The
measurements are performed thirty times and the result is an
average of them. This proves that is possible to detect people
using deep learning algorithms in an equipment of low
computational power without the loss of accuracy in the
detection.
The pre-processing stage of CVDF is evaluated in terms
of reliability [20]. According to Wiedemann et al., the metrics
to indicate the level of accuracy of the system is divided in
three statistical measures and are defined as follows.




Precision: indicates the precision to detect correctly the
person contained in the frame, in which a high precision
results at great people identifying, as it is shown by:
Precision = TP / (TP + FP).
(3)
Recall: indicates the sensibility of the system to detect
person. A high recall indicates that detection process is
less sensible to the noise, as it is shown by:
Recall = TP / (TP + FN).



(4)

Quality: indicates the quality overall of detection
regarding precision and sensibility. A high quality results
in high precision in the people detection and a low
susceptibility to noise, as it is shown by:
Quality = TP / (TP + FP + FN).

(5)

Where TP (True Positive) is the number of correctly detected
true person, FP (False Positive) is the number of incorrectly
detected false person and FN (False Negative) is the number of
omitted person.
In order to guarantee the results reproducibility and
mitigating any variation, CVDF is executed one thousand
times. The frames are sampled and the number of people
detected correctly, wrongly and the number of people not
detected are counted manually. Table II shows the CVDF preprocessing detected people on images with Precision of 93%,
Recall of 87%, and Quality of 85%. Therefore, it demonstrates
a powerful option to trigger the people detection algorithm and
enhances the processing in equipment with low computation
power.
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TABLE I
Comparison of algorithms in terms of accuracy and processing time.
Accuracy
Processing rate
Algorithm
Person 1
Person 2
Time (sec.)
Rate (fps)
YoloV3-Tiny
60,16%
53,03%
383
0,26
SSD
86,86%
57,43%
158
0,63
CVDF-SSD
86,86%
57,43%
98
1,01

(a)

Frame #
20
40
60
80
100
120
140
160
180
200
220
240
260
280
300
320
340
360
380
400
420

Original frame

(b) Agglomerations checked

TP
FP
1
0
0
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
3
0
3
0
5
0
6
0
3
0
5
1
5
0
4
0
4
0
2
0
2
0
2
1
2
0
Result

VIII.

TABLE II
CVDF Reliability Results.
FN
Precision
0
100%
1
0%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
1
100%
2
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
1
100%
1
83%
0
100%
1
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
100%
0
67%
0
100%
93%

Recall
100%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
33%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
83%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
100%
100%
87%

Quality
100%
0%
100%
100%
100%
100%
50%
33%
100%
100%
100%
100%
75%
71%
100%
80%
100%
100%
100%
67%
100%
85%

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS

In this paper, a new algorithm of computer vision to detect
agglomerations in an edge architecture was proposed. The
motivation and main benefits by employing the edge
architecture were described. Also, it was shown the role of
IoT technology in the Covid-19 scenarios which motivates to
deploy a new algorithm to detect agglomeration.
It is possible to observe from the results that CVDF-SSD
Algorithm has an excellent performance due to an efficient
way to identify humans on images. Compared to other
solutions, the proposed algorithm is capable of enhancing the
processing and to achieve high accuracy.
Finally, a case study to alert public authorities at the
Municipal Market of São Paulo city, in Brazil, was presented
and some scenarios to avoid contamination by Covid-19 in
agglomerations was described. By the combination of
Raspberry on the edge of network and the proposed CVDFSSD Algorithm, the people social distance is found with high
accuracy and the surveillance people are warned in real-time.
Thus, the proposed architecture achieves the purpose of
processing the videos locally to reduce latency, bandwidth and
consummation of energy.
As a future work, it is suggested an intelligent integration
among the edge devices for identifying a metropolitan area in
risk of Covid-19 contamination and alert the population nearby
in their smartphone about this risk.
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user’s opinions every day. These Online opinions are mostly
unstructured or semi-structured textual data containing
insignificant data as well as significant information which
have attracted attention of researchers to extract knowledge
from such textual data [3] [4]. Therefore, an efficient set of
techniques are needed for mining and summarizing the
unstructured reviews from data sets and Web documents
effectively [5]. Opinion mining and Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques help to find information
through the huge number of reviews in the form of
unstructured comments [6].
The main objective of this research is to recommend a
suitable method for analysis of online user’s opinions and try
to increase precision and accuracy of classification of online
user’s opinions using recommended method.
Opinion mining is a way to find information through
search engines, Web blogs and social networks [7] [8].
People’s opinions have always been an important piece of
information for the decision-making process. For instance, in
the past, traditionally people asked their friends’ views about
products before shopping. But now with the widespread use
of World Wide Web, increasing number of people make
decisions based on the opinions and experiences of people via
internet [9] [10] [11].
Several approaches have been used for opinion
classification. These approaches can be divided into two main
categories: supervised and unsupervised approaches. The
semi-supervised approach, however, have also been used by
some researchers. In fact, the supervised learning methods
need the data set which is manually labeled. The most widely
used supervised techniques are support vector machine
(SVM) [12] [13], decision trees [14], Random Forest [15]
[16] [17], K-nearest neighbor (KNN) [18], neural network
[19], and Naïve Bayesian classifiers [11]. However,
unsupervised techniques do not need the labeled data, and
they automatically predict product features based on syntactic
patterns and semantic correlation of an area to extract product
features from opinions [5]. One popular example of
unsupervised learning algorithm is k-means for clustering
analysis.

Abstract— Opinion mining and Natural Language
Processing (NLP) techniques help to find information through
the huge volume of unstructured comments. In this research a
model is proposed for classification of online user’s opinions to
improve its precision and accuracy. More-precisely, in this
research, the opinions are processed using natural language
processing techniques, for instance removing punctuations,
URLs, numbers, spaces, and stop-words. The features are
extracted using Word Tokenization, Stemming and Bag of
words and Bag of N-grams and Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF). The extracted features were
quantified by using term frequency-inverse document
frequency (TF-IDF). Four supervised machine learning
techniques including Random Forest, Neural Network, Support
Vector Machine and Gradient Boosting are used to classify
users’ opinions. The performances of all the classifiers are
evaluated to find the best performance. The proposed model
gave a peak of 88% precision by Random Forest with 140 trees
and bigram feature space. Also, Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, Artificial Neutral Network, SVMs gave 87% precision
for trigram feature space. As the data set is unbalanced,
accuracy is not a good criterion for evaluating a classifier with
very unbalanced data. In such cases precision is a good measure
for evaluating a classifier. Moreover, when trigram feature
space is used, score of all criteria like accuracy (61%), precision
(87%), recall (34%) and F1-score (26%) is the same in Random
Forest, Gradient Boosting ANN, and SVMs.
Keywords— Opinion Mining, Natural Language Processing
(NLP), Word Tokenization, Stemming, Term Frequency-Inverse
Document Frequency (TF-IDF), Supervised Machine Learning.

I.

INTRODUCTION

For a social network, websites, articles, service reviews,
organizations and online stores providing facilities according
to user’s interest is an important issue. For the owners of these
web pages and social networks, users’ opinion is very
important. The analysis of these opinions can help the
managers provide suitable facilities and improve future
performances which can increase the users’ satisfaction [1].
However, the volume of users’ comments is increasing and
the manual analysis of these is very difficult and, in some
cases, impossible [2]. Furthermore, the analysis of users’
opinion by humans need much time and it can be very costly.
Because of these reasons there is a need for a new, effective
and automatic method which can search a large amount of
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II.

RELATED WORK

given in the aspectTerm tag [24]. Along with that, there is an
aspect of the product which has been commented, as well as
the positions of its beginning and end in the sentence are
given in the aspectTerm tag. More precisely, most of the user
sentences have one aspectTerm tag but there are some
sentences which have more than one aspectTerm tag which
may have different terms and values for their polarity. Figure
1 shows part of corpus in XML format.

Keshwani et al. [20] analyzed user’s opinions with
machine learning methods, especially Neural Networks to
predict the trend of stock market for the gold, silver and crude
oil. For example, the text "the Price of Gold will rise again"
is given as an input to the proposed model. In the first step,
after breaking the text into words and stemming them, the
sentence is transformed to the set of words “Price”, “of”,
“Gold”, “will”, “rise”, “again” and they are identified as
noun (NN, it represents noun, singular) verb (VB),
Preposition or subordinating conjunction (IN), adverb (RB),
as follows:
(‘Price’, ‘NN’), (‘of”, ‘IN’), (‘Gold’, ‘NN’), (‘will’, ‘VB’),
(‘rise’, ‘VB’), (‘again’, ‘RB’)
In the second step, positive and negative scores are
calculated. In the last step, the neural network is trained and
predicts future prices [20]. The problem of this method is that
when there is a noise in data, it does not have good
performance. Mean absolute percentage error of 2.38, 2.22
and 3.23 is observed for Gold, Silver and Crude oil
respectively which is quite remarkable. Evermann et al. [21]
proposed a new approach to predict the future behavior in a
business process using Natural Language Processing and
Deep Learning with recurrent neural networks (RNN). The
approach is evaluated on two real datasets such as BPI 2012
dataset, which is a real dataset from a loan application process
in a Dutch financial institute with 13,087 traces and a
combined dataset. Precision of this method is about 80%,
which demonstrates the usefulness of this approach. But
Deep learning approaches are susceptible to over-fitting.
Chaovalitand & Zhou [5] used semantic approach for idea
mining. In this paper, reviews were tagged and then the twoword phrases which have a certain pattern based on parts-of
speech are selected; these words can be placed in 5 possible
states. Then these phrases are scored based on special
formula. If the value of phrases is negative, it is known as a
negative opinion and if the value of phrases is positive, it is
known as a positive opinion. Moreover, one comparison was
done between semantic approach and supervised machine
learning approach and it is shown that machine learning
approach (80% accuracy) is more accurate than semantic
approach (77% accuracy) but more time is needed to train the
model [4] [5].
III.

Figure 1. Part of the raw data in XML form

A. Preprocessing
As it is mentioned, user comments are textual and nonstructured data that is not normally usable in opinion mining.
In other words, machine learning methods will not be able to
use textual data not having any basic structure and concept.
Therefore, some pre-processing steps are required as shown
in the Figure 2.
In Step 1, text data and labels are extracted from XML file
using python library. In Step 2, all the words are converted
into lowercase letters. In Step 3, punctuation is deleted from
the opinions. In Step 4, URLs in users' comments are deleted.
Also, additional characters such as blank spaces and numbers
are removed from the comments. We know that each sentence
represents an opinion and has a label that indicates its
tendency. Each sentence is broken down into its Compound
words, which is a sequence of tokens; this process is called
tokenization. The output of this step is the tokenization of the
comments, each of which is converted into a vector of words.
The tokenization of a comment “i m not sure that any
speakers could offer me high fidelity at very low volumes
though” would be of the form: [ 'i', 'm', 'not', 'sure', 'that', 'any',
'speakers', 'could', 'offer', 'me', 'high', 'fidelity', 'at', 'very',
'low', 'volumes', 'though']. In Step 5, repetitive words such as
articles, prepositions or auxiliary verbs and Stopwords that
are frequently repeated in daily sentences are omitted. Indeed,
insignificant words are deleted, additionally, stemming is
performed. There is no universal stopwords list. In this

DATASET

The data set contains 689 comments, which are extracted
from the users' comments from Amazon.com annotated by
Minqing Hu and Bing Liu [22] [23]. The selected comments
are about “Speakers”. In fact, each comment is written by one
user and it has a certain label that shows the author's desire to
comment. This label can be "positive", "negative" or
"neutral". The data is provided in the form of XML file. An
example of the comments in the XML files is shown in Figure
1. In these files, each comment is presented in XML tags.
Each sentence is placed in a sentence tag. The properties of
the author of the comment (same as the comment tag) are
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research, the Standard English language stopwords list from
NLTK was used.

Figure 4. Proposed method

In the first step of Figure 4, existing data set (people’s
opinions) which is in text form and conversational sentences
are processed. In fact, users' comments are raw, textual, and
unstructured which is not usable without initial processing.
Some steps need to be taken to make new data sets which can
be used to train the model. In the second step, appropriate
features using Natural Language techniques are extracted; the
output of this step will be user comments in a new feature
space, then those features are vectorized by Term FrequencyInverse Document Frequency (TF_IDF) approach [26], so
that they can be used to train the learning models. The
detailed steps for preprocessing and extracting features are
described in Preprocessing section and Feature extraction
section. After building a new data set, the main step is
implementing and training the classifiers. This step is also
done in a number of sub-steps. Finally, the trained model is
used to classify new opinions. In this study, some classifiers
like Neural Network [19], SVM [12] [13], Gradient Boosting
[14] and Random Forest [15] [16 [17] [27] [28] which is
based on ensemble learning technique will be used to analyze
the opinions [29] [30]. The results are presented and
discussed.

Figure 2. Preprocessing steps for opinion mining, used in this thesis

1) Feature extraction
Once all the important words from all the comments in the
data set have been extracted, in the form of a vector of
significant words from each opinion, statistical analysis is
used to extract meaningful features for the learning methods.
The implementation of this approach is described below.
Using a statistical approach [25], all possible unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams are extracted from the comments in the
data set as shown in Figure 3. Moreover, to quantify the
features a statistical measure such as term frequency-inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF) is used [26].
Unigram
Bigram
Trigram

Its sound is great
Its
Sound
Is
Its sound Sound is
Is great
Its sound Sound is
is
great

Great

Figure 3. Unigrams, bigrams and trigrams is extracted

IV.

METHODOLOGY

The objective of this study is to identify the author's desire or
inclination of comment on a product or service. These
tendencies can be positive, negative, or neutral. The
flowchart in Figure 4 shows an overview of the proposed
method.
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A. Natural Language Processing
Data in text and speech is unstructured which can contain
important information; such textual data presents in all
organizations, irrespective of their domain. However,
because of the inherent complexity of processing and
analyzing such an unstructured data, people usually refrain
from spending extra time to analyze these unstructured data.
This issue lead data scientists to introduce Natural language
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Processing (NLP) [31] to extract useful information from
text

and this is the word stem. If stemming is applied on any of its
three inflected forms, the base form is obtained.
Stemminghelps application to find the base stem of the words
regardless of their inflections, this technique helps many
applications, namely classifying or clustering text or even in
information retrieval. This technique largely is used by
search engines in order to achieve better accurate results
regardless of the word form. The NLTK package has some
implementations for stemmers. The Porter stemmer is one of
the most common. Porter stemmer is based on the algorithm
created by Martin Porter [32].

data. Generally, Natural Language Processing (NLP) is about
the techniques and algorithms which help people or robots to
process and understand natural language-based data [32].
Natural language Processing (NLP) is defined as a
specialized field of computer science and engineering and
artificial intelligence with roots in computational linguistics.
The text is passed on to the NLP preprocessing pipeline,
which consists of the following steps:
1. Removal of stopwords
2. Tokenization
3. Stemming

4) Lemmatization
The process of extracting a root word by considering the
vocabulary is called lemmatization. For instance, “good”,
“better,” or “best” is lemmatized into good. Lemmatization
determines Part of speech (PoS) of word. It returns the
dictionary form of a word, which should be a valid word
while stemming just extracts the root word. Stemming was
used in this research instead of lemmatization.

1) Removal of stopwords
Stopwords are words that have little importance or they have
no significance and often are deleted from text document,
when the text is being processed so the words having
maximum significance and context are kept [32]. Stopwords
that are frequently repeated in daily sentences are omitted.
Indeed, insignificant words are deleted.

5) Feature engineering

2) Tokenization
In word tokenization process, each sentence is split into its
words which constitute the sentence. Using tokenization, a
sentence is essentially split into a list of words which can be
used to reconstruct the sentence. Word tokenization is
fundamental in many processes involving text data,
especially in cleaning text data where operations like
stemming is performed on each individual word based on its
respective stems.
Main interfaces in NLTK for word tokenization
provides varied useful interfaces for word tokenization,
similar to sentence tokenization [31]. The main interfaces are
given below:
 word_tokenize
 TreebankWordTokenizer
 TokTokTokenizer
 RegexpTokenizer
 Inherited tokenizers from RegexpTokenizer

a) Bag of N-Grams Model
One word is just an individual token, which usually is known
as a unigram or 1-gram. The Bag of Words model doesn’t
keep the order of words. But if extracting phrases or
collection of words which occur in a sequence is needed, Ngrams model can help to deal with that issue. More precisely,
one N-gram is a collection of tokens (words) in a text
document where the tokens are contiguous and occur in a
sequence of the text document. Bi-grams or 2-grams
represent n-grams which have order 2 (consist of two words
in a sequence), tri-grams are n-grams which have order 3
(consist of three words in a sequence), and so on. The Bag of
N-Grams model is only an extension of the Bag of Words
model which use N-grams extracted from features [32]. For
instance, the output of applying bigram is feature vectors for
text documents, where each feature is made of a bigram
depicting a sequence of two words. In this research, unigrambased features, bigram-based features and tri-gram-based
features are extracted from the corpus.

3) Word stemming
To understand the process of stemming, understanding what
word stemming represents is necessary. Firstly, for
clarification, the term morphemes need an explanation, which
are the smallest independent units in any natural language.
Morphemes consist of units which are stems and affixes.
Affixes are units like prefixes, suffixes, and so on, which are
attached to word stems in order to change their meaning or
create a new word altogether. Word stems are also often
known as the base form of a word and we can create new
words by attaching affixes to them. This process is known as
inflection. The reverse of this is obtaining the base word from
its inflected form and this is known as stemming. For
instance, consider the word “JUMP”, affixes can be added to
it and form several new words like “JUMPS”, “JUMPED”,
and “JUMPING”. In this example, “JUMP” is the base word

b) TF-IDF (Term Frequency- Inverse Document
Frequency)
When the Bag of Words model is used on large corpora, some
potential problems may arise. Due to the fact that the feature
vectors are based on absolute term frequencies in Bag of
Word model, therefore, there might be some terms which
occur frequently across all documents and these terms may
cause the other terms in the feature set seem less important.
Particularly, the words which occur rarely, but those words
might be more effective as features to identify specific
categories. As a result, TF-IDF is introduced to deal with the
issue [26].
TF-IDF represents term frequency-inverse document
frequency as a short form. It’s a combination of two metrics,
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term frequency (tf) and inverse document frequency (idf).
This technique was originally developed as a metric to rank

Forest is a group of unpruned classification or regression
trees which are made by using bootstrap samples of the
training data set and randomly-selected features [15] [16].
Toconstruct each decision tree, a top-down partitioning
approach is used. A decision tree divides the search space into
a set of separate areas and it assigns a response (a vote) to
each area. For classification issues, prediction or response of
the random forest is based on majority votes. But in
regression, prediction or response is based on average
responses of all trees for that particular area. At each stage of
tree growth using training examples, search is done among
features to select the best split point so that impurity reduction
(entropy) in the node is achieved.
In fact, the random forest classifier consists of a
combination of tree classifiers where each classifier is created
using a random vector sampled independently from the input
vector, and each tree gives a vote for selecting the class for
an input vector [17].
Moreover, Random Forest adds more randomness to
bagging algorithm. Not only constructing each tree using a
different bootstrap sample of the data set, but also it changes
how the classification or regression trees are made. In
standard trees, each node is split using the best split among
all variables. In a random forest, each node is split using the
best features among a subset of features which are chosen at
that node randomly. In addition, Random Forest just needs
two parameters, namely the number of features in the random
subset at each node and the number of trees in the forest to be
set [15].

the results of search engine based on user queries and TF-IDF
has come to be a part of information retrieval and text feature
extraction. Moreover, the whole idea of having TF-IDF is to
reflect on how important a word is to a document in a
collection.
c) Extract TF-IDF Features using NLTK
It is not always necessary to create features using a Bag of
Words or count-based model before engineering TF-IDF
features. The TfidfVectorizer in Scikit-Learn is used to
calculate tf-idf directly by taking the raw text data as input
and then calculating the term frequencies as well as the
inverse document frequencies. Hopefully, this eliminates the
need to use CountVectorizer to calculate the term frequencies
based on the Bag of Words model. Moreover,
TfidfVectorizer enable us to add n-grams to the feature
vectors.
B. Classification Methods
In order to analyze the opinions, the following classifiers
were used: Decision Trees, Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, Support Vector Machine (SVM), and Neural
Networks. These methods are explained briefly below.
1) Decision Trees
The decision tree is a non-parametric method of data
classification that does not require setting up parameters in
advance, as well as initial knowledge of the data is not
required. This method is one of the Supervised Learning
Methods. In this method, a structure called the decision tree
is created using the training data. Using this tree, rules can be
determined for the problem and these rules are used to
categorize the data without labels [11].
Generally, a decision-tree learning algorithm adopts a top
- down approach which looks for a solution in a part of the
search space. A decision tree consists of nodes and leaves. It
starts with all the training sets at the root node and a feature
is selected to divide these samples. A branch is created for
each value of the feature, and the corresponding subset of
samples which have the feature value are specified by the
branch and are moved to the newly created child node. The
algorithm is performed recursively to each child node until
all samples at a node are of one class. In the decision tree each
path to the leaf shows a classification [11].

3) Gradient Boosting
Gradient Boosting Decision Tree (GBDT) is one of the
ensemble learning methods. It is largely used because of its
efficiency and accuracy. According to [14], GBDT achieves
state-of-the-art performances in many machine learning
tasks, such as multi-class classification, click prediction, and
learning to rank. However, in conventional implementations
of GBDT, it calculates the information gain of all the possible
split points, every feature, in all instances in the data set.
Therefore, their computational complexities will be
proportional to both the number of features and the number
of instances. This makes these implementations very time
consuming when handling big data.
Gradient Boosting method is based on decision trees,
which are trained in sequence. It takes an iterative approach
to combine weak learners to create a strong learner by
focusing on mistakes of prior iterations. In each iteration,
GBDT learns the decision trees by fitting the negative
gradients (also known as residual errors).
The main cost in GBDT lies in learning the decision trees,
and the most time-consuming part in learning a decision tree
is to find the best split points. One of the most common
algorithms to find split points is the pre-sorted algorithm,
which enumerates all possible split points on the pre-sorted
feature values. This algorithm is simple and can find the
optimal split points; however, it is not efficient in training

2) Random Forest
Due to the great attractiveness of decision trees, many
researchers have tried to improve its prediction accuracy. It
has recently been discovered that one of the best ways to
increase the performance of decision tree algorithms is to use
an ensemble of trees.
Random Forest is one of the effective algorithms used in
both classification and regression applications. Random
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speed and memory consumption. Another
algorithm is the histogram-based algorithm.

popular

experiments, the proposed NLP techniques are used to preprocess the corpus and to extract features (like finding all 1-

Random Forest and Gradient Boosting are based on
decision trees. But the difference is that Gradient Boosting
uses a method which is called boosting.

gram, 2-gram and 3-gram). After that each opinion is
vectorized by the mentioned methods like TF-IDF approach.
Therefore, texts (or words of each opinion) are converted into
vectors of numbers with the help of TF-IDF method. Then
various classifiers are used to classify the data.

4) Support Vector Machines (SVM)
The support vector machine (SVM) is a supervised learning
method which creates an input-output mapping function from
the available training data set with labels [12] [13]. SVM
theory is mainly derived from the problem of binary
classification. Its main idea can be concluded as the following
two points. First, it constructs a nonlinear kernel function to
present an inner product of feature space, which corresponds
to mapping the data from the input space into a possibly highdimensional feature space by a nonlinear algorithm. Thus, it
is possible to analyze the nonlinear properties of samples in
the feature space with linear algorithm. Secondly, it
implements the structural risk minimization principle in
statistical learning theory by generalizing optimal hyperplane with maximum margin between the two classes.
Although intuitively simple, this idea actually plays the role
of capacity controlling and the learned machine not only has
small empirical risks, but also has good generalization
performance. Therefore, SVM has many advantages in both
theoretical base and practical prospect.

A. Parameter selection in Random Forest
In general, in each algorithm there are a number of free and
effective parameters for the efficiency of the algorithm.
Random Forest algorithms are no exception and it has a
number of parameters, the optimal setting of which increases
the accuracy and strength of the algorithm. Two parameters
are investigated, number of trees and the number of features
in a Random Forest. The performance metrics used to test
and compare the results of the classifiers include accuracy,
precision, recall (or sensitivity) and F-score.
1) Number of trees
Increase in the number of trees in the forest lead to an
improvement of confidence in the final diagnosis based on
the tree's votes. Gini index was used as the splitting criteria
in the nodes of the trees. The number of trees were taken
between 10 and 150 with steps of 10. The experiment was
performed with unigrams, bigrams and trigrams. The number
of features in the dataset for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
were 1539, 4509, and 4279 respectively. The model was
trained on 70% of the data for constructing the Random
Forest and 30% data was used for testing and evaluating the
performance. Figure 5 shows the accuracy of Random Forest
on unigrams, bigrams and trigrams for different number of
trees.

5) Neuraal Networks
A neural network consists of many processing elements
joined together to form an appropriate network with
adjustable weighting functions for each input. These
processing elements are usually organized into a sequence of
layers with full or random connections between layers.
Typically, there are three or more layers, an input layer where
data are presented to the network through an input buffer, an
output layer with a buffer that holds the output response to a
given input, and one or more intermediate or "hidden" layers.
The operation of an artificial neural network involves two
processes, learning and recall. Learning is the process of
adapting the connection weights in response to stimuli
presented at the input buffer. The network "learns" in
accordance with a learning rule which governs how the
connection weights are adjusted in response to a learning
example applied at the input buffers. Recall is the process of
accepting an input and producing a response determined by
the learning of the network [19].
V.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To investigate the effect of various parameters of the
proposed model on the accuracy of identification, some
experiments have been designed and implemented. With
these tests, acceptable values are determined for the free
parameters of the model. In the following, it has been
compared with other available methods to show the power
and efficiency of the proposed method and the obtained
results are presented and discussed. Generally, in all

Figure 5. Accuracy of Random Forest as a function of number of trees for
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams

As can be observed from Figure 5, the best accuracy was
achieved on unigrams with highest accuracy of 76% for 30
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trees and a close second best of 75% for 50 – 140 trees.
Highest accuracy of 64% was achieved for bigrams and an
accuracy of 61% for trigrams. However, as the data is
unbalanced, accuracy does not serve as a good performance
measure. Instead, precision is a better measure in case of
unbalanced data. Figure 6 shows the precision of Random
Forest on unigrams, bigrams and trigrams for different
number of trees.

Bigram

64

88

37

32

Trigram

61

87

34

26

It can be observed from Table 1 that with selected number of
features, the accuracy values are the highest for unigrams,
which is 75%. There is more consistency for the precision
values among the unigrams, bigrams and trigrams. The
overall view of the precision results presented in Table 1 can
be seen in Figure 7.

Figure 6. Precision of Random Forest as a function of number of trees for
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams

Figure 7. Comparison of precision score in terms of different number of
features

From Figure 6 we observe that Random Forest gives a high
precision for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams with different
number of trees. However, trigrams give the most consistent
precision for different number of trees. The highest precision
of 83%, 88% and 87% is achieved for unigrams, bigrams and
trigrams, respectively. The optimum number of trees that give
the best accuracy and precision is observed for 140 trees.

The performance of each feature selection method can be
seen in Figures 8, 9 and 10.

2) Number of features
The performance of Random Forest was also observed with
different number of features (m) selected from the dataset for
“speakers”. The number of trees taken for this experiment
was 140 as abserved in the first experiment. Three different
values were selected for the number of features, namely
SQRT(nvariables), log2(nvariables), and all the features
(nvariables). Table 1 shows the performance of Random
Forest for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams for different
number of features selected.
Table 1. Performance of Random Forest with feature selection
#Features

SQRT(m)

Log2(m)
nvariables

Feature
space

Accuracy

Precision

Recall

F1
score

Figure8. Comparison of performance criteria based on m = Square root
(nvariables)

Unigram

75

83

52

50

Bigram

64

88

37

32

Trigram

61

87

34

26

Unigram

75

84

52

51

As can be observed from Figure 8, bigrams have the highest
precision whereas unigrams have the highest accuracy when
the number of features are SQRT(nvariables).

Bigram

63

87

36

31

Trigram

61

87

34

26

Unigram

75

83

52

50
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selected as 140, number of features were selected as
SQRT(nvariables), split criteria was selected as Gini index,
unigrams, bigrams and trigrams were considered,
hybperbolic tangent was used as the active function in neural
network classifier, the training-to-testing ratio of 70:30 was
used to evaluate the performance of the classifiers. Table 2
shows the performance of all the classifiers for unigrams,
bigrams and trigrams.
Table 2. Performance of classifiers for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams
Measure
ANN
Feature
Linear
Gradient
Random
%
space
SVM
Boosting Forest
Accuracy 73
76
74
75
Precision 65
84
82
83
Unigram
Recall
55
52
51
52
F1-score
57
51
50
50
Accuracy 68
66
64
64
Precision 77
85
78
88
Bigram
Recall
44
39
38
37
F1-score
43
36
35
32
Accuracy 61
61
61
61
Precision 87
87
87
87
Trigram
Recall
34
34
34
34
F1-score
26
26
26
26

Figure 9. Comparison of performance criteria based on m = Log2(nvariable)

Figure 9 shows that both bigrams and trigrams have highest
precision and unigrams have the highest accuracy when the
number of features is log2(nvariables).

As can be seen in Table 2, highest accuracy of 76% is
achieved by Linear SVM for unigrams, the highest precision
of 88% is achieved by Random Forest for bigrams and 87%
precision in trigrams. The recall values and F1-scores are
observed to be low. As the data is unbalanced, precision gives
a more accurate performance measure. Figure 11 shows the
precision of all the classifiers.

Figure 10. Comparison of performance criteria based on m = nvariable

Figure 10 shows that bigrams have the highest precision and
unigrams have the highest accuracy when all the features are
selected.
Generally, the remarkable thing is that this feature space is
very large, and every opinion is converted to a vector. So, if
the features do not exist in this opinion, it takes a value of
zero in the vector. Therefore, the number of zeros in the
samples will be very large and by decreasing the value of m,
the valuable features which have opposite values of zero may
be lost for selecting the splitting features in tree nodes.
Consequently, trees are made with less important features
which are zero in most samples. As a result, the precision,
accuracy and efficiency of the model decrease.

Figure 11. Precision of all the classifiers for unigrams, bigrams and trigrams

VI.

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In this paper a unique model in order to do opinion mining
on raw textual data set (user comments) has been introduced
using various machine learning algorithms and Natural
Language Processing techniques. The detailed steps of

B. Performance of the classifiers
According to the parameters determined for the best
performance of Random Forest, number of trees were
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removing noise and pre-processing using Natural Language
Processing techniques (NLP) is explained and represented
such as converting all words to lowercase, removing
punctuations, removing URLs, numbers, unnecessary
spaces, tokenization, stemming and removal of stopwords.
As user comments are conversational sentences, raw and
unstructured or semi-structured data and contain
insignificant characters (noise), which are not usable
without initial processing, it is fundamental to apply some
sequential pre-processing steps. Bag of words (BOW) and
Bag of N-grams are used to extract features. Appropriate
features, namely 1-grams, 2-grams, 3- grams were
extracted. Bag of words and N-gram provides the output of
user comments in a new feature space. The extracted
features were quantified by using term frequency- inverse
document frequency (TF-IDF). With TF-IDF technique,
there is no need for lexicons. Four classifiers, Random
Forest, Artificial Neural Networks (ANN), SVM and
Gradient Boosting were used to predict the polarity of the
comments.
The results of the proposed model gave a peak of
88% precision by Random Forest with 140 trees with
bigram feature space. Also, Random Forest, Gradient
Boosting, Artificial Neutral Network, SVM gave 87%
precision for trigram feature space. Therefore, selecting
bigram with Random Forest is the best choice and at the
second level trigrams with all the classifiers. As the data set
is unbalanced, accuracy is not a good criterion for
evaluating a classifier with unbalanced data. In such cases
precision is a good measure for evaluating a classifier.
Moreover, when trigram feature space is used, all
performance measures like accuracy (61%), precision
(87%), recall (34%) and F1-score (26%) is the same in
Random Forest, Gradient Boosting, ANN, and SVM..
The present study focuses specifically on special
category of opinions. To evaluate the proposed method,
this model can be used on other datasets which have more
data or can be used in other similar fields such as opinion
mining on social networks having more users and
resources. Furthermore, other criteria can be used for better
evaluation of a model.
In this study, the existing opinions were classified
into only three categories: "positive", "negative" and
"neutral”. In order to examine more comments and extract
accurate information from them, comments can be labeled
into more categories such as "very good", "good",
"ineffective", "bad" and "very bad." Moreover, a bigger
training data is needed to fully train the learning model.
Additionally, the data set should be of good quality.
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Abstract

- The information system for
communication with alumni embodies one of many
ways how a university can keep track with its
graduates. Except for communication between
university and its graduates, the information
system should allow communication between
graduates themselves and their personal
presentation in public. The system also should
collect actual information about working
experience of graduates, which can improve faculty
credits and teaching process. The presented
information system includes all these points and
focuses on usability and comfortable user interface.
The aim of this work is to build an Alumni of
online dashboard, it is intended to manage
especially the Alumni of college with their
respective domains and interests. The current work
manages the new as well as old graduate students
with their respective information in actively
participating in making registering, searching,
managing the alumni information for sharing their
expertise, network, jobs opportunities and
resources. This participation has evolved into
multiple dimensions; and is now eager to formally
enter into the domain of mentorship to students
through a regular program. The Alumni
registration
management
system
(Alumni
Dashboard) is a step towards this, creating
multidimensional interactions between current and
past students of College to broaden the horizon and
keep abreast of all processes being conducted at
institute level.
Keywords: Alumni, College, Directorate, Interaction,
Analysis, mentorship, authentication, verification.

One of the greatest asset of any institution are alumni,
alumni are those who represent the institution in real
world, this is a web based application which allows the
alumni to interact with alumnus at different levels as
well as college authorities and the directorate.[1] The
said application has many features like connection of
alumnus like we have in social media, group chats, blogs
and forums these are mainly to help alumnus get
connected to each other through the system, other than
this there are all sorts features like having a referral for
jobs/internships, posting of events for college authorities,
poting reviews for college and analysis of reviews,
overall the application integrates alumni resources into
employment, teaching, research, management and
service, and finally achieves the efficient use of alumni
resources.

II. BACKGROUND
Through the investigation of alumni information
systems, the survey shows that alumni management
work only relies on simple alumni information systems
in the artificial and semi artificial state. Its workflow
includes collecting alumni information by the artificial
and one-on-one way (alumni archives, telephone,
alumni association) organize information and paper
files artificially, input information into the system
manually. search and export alumni information. The
traditional approach not only caused a lot of repetition
of work, but also caused the loss, dislocation, and
delay of information[2]. In addition, the alumni
websites of some colleges and universities only
provided the function of information dissemination,
and were not integrated and associated with the alumni
information management system.

I. INTRODUCTION
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In [1] Wienkes, Kirk, T., et.al, A LARA model was
proposed and as a result of the software development
process, the end product LARA was successfully
developed. Once deployed, LARA will be a great ﬁrst
step for the local chapter of Campus Crusade for Christ
on the University of Wisconsin - La Crosse campus in
solving the logistical problems faced by the full-time staﬀ
in managing student leader and alumni information.
In [2] Lakshmi Prasanna Andham et. al has
proposed a Framework for Designing Smart Alumni
Systems. The proposed Smart Alumni System has been
implemented using ASP.net with C#. The implemented
system provides a platform for communication and active
interaction between alumni as well as current students,
faculty, and other personnel aﬃliated with the university.
Emerson Antonio Maccari proposes in paper [3], a
system to keep its former students involved with
academic activities. All students of the programs
regardless of the student’s initiative to register. All
innovations seek to establish a portal of an alumni
association that facilitates interaction and information
sharing about issues that transcend academic
graduation, greatly contributing to the development of
society.
The authors of the paper [4] have proposed a
system which helps the universities and colleges in
storing the information of the graduates and accurate
in generating reports such as Information of the old
Student Alumnus. This system will be used in
monitoring and updating the information of a student
alumnus. Furthermore, the data mining techniques
have applied to user data obtained from old student
alumni to enhance the functionality of the Alumni
Interactive System (AIS) framework.
As proposed by [5] this application is a complete
web based application and in every web application
there two techniques are there Frontend & Backend.
The Alumni Information Database is mainly used to
share the views between the users of the application
which is very useful to upgrade the knowledge of
everyone. The Proposed system is a computerized
system but which is maintained at Centralized
databases.
The authors from [6] paper have proposed a
system that will be web based applications so it can be
accessed by alumni and students with the help of
admin.. Each user will be responsible for updating
their own information. Alumni will be able to organize
meetings and ﬁnd out about job opportunities using
this system. This system solves the problem concerned
with alumni feedback to the faculty with an inquiry
module.
The authors from [7] paper have proposed a
platform that can assist school leaders to carry out
many eﬃcient, reasonable and accurate decisionmakings, and provide multi-dimensional analysis
reports including the analysis of alumni employment
trends, the forecast of alumni industry distribution and
the evaluation of alumni job satisfaction. They used
data mining algorithms and web crawling services for
applications optimization. According to [8] paper, the
design and implementation of the ALUMNI

III. PROBLEM DEFINITION
The Directorate of Higher Education has 7
Government Colleges and 26 aided colleges under
it. Altogether, more than 10000 students that pass
out from them every year either choose to opt for
further studies, work or have their own startups [3].
Currently, there is no mechanism for the colleges
and the Directorate to keep a track of the students
passing out [4]. Hence, the problem is to develop a
web based
application for colleges and the Directorate to keep a
track of the Alumni.
The said application should have the following
features:(a) Allow the Alumni members to register themselves.
(b) Allow colleges to verify and authenticate the
alumni.
(c) Provision for alumni members to update their
details. (d) Allow the colleges to search details based
on filtering.
(e) Allow the Directorate to search details based on
filtering.
(f) Send messages and emails to alumni members.
(g)Group chats, create events, publish notices on the
portal.
(h) Security features with login for every user.

IV. OBJECTIVES
a.
b.
c.
d.
e.
f.
g.
h.
i.

To provide Human-Machine Interaction
using Chatbot to make communication
easier.
To help students to update their profile at
any time.
Alumni mentorship program to
help
alumni to suggest mentorship programs for
students.
To keep persistent records of all the
college graduates.
To develop and encourage fellowship
among the students, teachers, senior staff
of the college.
To create an Interactive system.
Use machine Learning and filtering
Algorithms for dynamic listing and
analysis.
To provide faculty members to verify
registered alumnus.
Create a connection between alumnus.

V. LITERATURE SURVEY
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Dashboard system will be available for general
public use through the web interface. A non
registered visitor can look at the list of graduates
according to year of graduation or a ﬁeld of study.
They can also look at alumni proﬁles.The level of
proﬁle details shown to the public is limited. By
default, public visitors can only see the name of a
graduate, year of graduation and a ﬁeld of study. The
faculty endeavors to propagate its alumni, therefore
they can also add some information about
themselves into the system during the study such as
working experience, knowledge.Alumni are enabled
to display this information in their proﬁles for public
visitors.
As proposed by the authors from [9] paper, the
system is divided into three modules i.e Authentication
module, mobile application and web application. It is a
platform for maintaining alumni data and also notify
the alumni to periodically update their proﬁle through
e-mail service. Interactive user interface with
integrated Chabot to enhance user experience.
According to [10] paper, an alumni system is
designed to automate the gathering of alumni
information. The proposed application is a web-based
application that is accessible to all alumni. This will
act as a medium for the interaction between college
graduates and their respective alumni coordinators.
Important alumni data will be captured through this
platform. These data are used as bases in making
strategic decisions, i.e. curriculum revision, research
agenda preparation, potential extension activities
among others. the College Authority. via talks, forums
or blogs, colleges and alumni can connect.College and

alumni can work together to make an alumni magazine
on a yearly basis to share recent trends and opportunities
with each other as shown in the Fig 1.
Through a two step veriﬁcation process, all the
validated alumni are veriﬁed. A proﬁle is created after
authentication and can be changed at any moment. To
view any vacancy in his/her startup or business, alumni
can post the work referrals and listings. One alumni
can connect with other alumni via chat rooms and
alumni can connect with college authority. It is also
possible to subscribe to the college newsletter. Alumni
are able to post content on their feeds. The list of local
alumni on the map application can also be viewed.
Alumni will be reminded to update their proﬁles in an
automated way on a yearly basis.

Fig 1: Methodology stating diﬀerent features
provided to diﬀerent users.
byTOOLS AND SOFTWARE

VI. METHODOLOGY

The proposed system is web based application which
is created using laravel a php framework for web
artisans, apart from this the machine learning server is
developed using django for review analysis of college
and communication between both servers is done
using Restful api as shown in the Fig 2.

The proposed system contains three type of users:
1. Directorate
2. College Authority
3. Alumni
The Directorate manages the list of all colleges
and alumni. To view alumni from universities, ﬁltering
optimization is used. In tabular and pictorial form, all
alumni data is depicted. Based on the keyword based
log monitoring, the activities of the alumni are updated
on the feed. The Directorate would have the right to
send notes, emails, SMS to a group or people. The
registered college will have a college authority which
maintains the list of alumni of that respected college.
In order to recognize the respective college alumni, the
authority authenticates each alumni. Notices and
upcoming activities on the portal are also published

Fig 2: Block Diagram of the current system
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Web Application
●
Front End : HTML5
●
Bootstrap 4, JavaScript and JQuery
●
Back End : PHP 7
●
Laravel Framework
●
Django ML server
Database
●
MySQL

Fig 4: Edit Profile For Alumni.
Faculty can create events and share them on the
website. The guest of the event i. e. alumni will be
able to view the event created for them on their
dashboard as shown in Fig 5.

VII. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At present most universities use the traditional
manual system in tracing its alumni. Tracing of alumni
is done as per respective colleges. As of now colleges
conduct various activities for getting in touch with
alumni and to see the status of the industry where they
are working [7].
The proposed system is developed to automate
these processes and also to increase the interactivity.
The system will be a web based platform which will
be accessible to the public. The application has the
following features in accordance with the objectives
of the project.

Fig 5: Events organized by College.
As shown in Fig 6, Colleges can view all the
alumni of their respective colleges in a tabular form.
They can view the alumnus based on College name,
Graduation year and Current status.

According to Fig 3, Chabot makes basic Questions
and Answers for the website easier. For example, if a
user needs to know about the functioning of the portal,
he/she can get to know about it with the help of this
chatbot.

Fig 6: View Alumni in a tabular format.

Fig 3: Chatbot for basic Question & Answer.
On demand profile updating feature to help Alumnus
to update their profile at any time. This will help
alumni to get updated with their current status. The
alumni can update their organization name and their
profile photo. This is shown in Fig 4.

Fig 7: Veriﬁed Alumni table on the College
Dashboard.
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Chat rooms, Blogs and Forums helps students, college
authorities and students to increase their fellowship
with the alumni. Forum and Chat rooms where
College authorities can resolve queries with alumni.
To view any vacancy in his/her startup or business,
alumni can post the work referrals and listings from
which college students can be benefited with it. Refer
Fig 8, Fig 9 and Fig 10.

Fig 11: Reviews about College posted by alumni.
After the registration of the alumni, respective College
authorities can verify registered alumni users of their
college. As shown in the Fig 12, they can verify
alumni using the verify button. After verification of the
alumni, the college can view the list of verified
alumnus as shown in Fig 7.

Fig 8. Chat Room for discussion about various
topics.

Fig 12: Verify Alumni on College
Dashboard.
One Alumni can connect with other alumni with the
help of friendship module. Through this module one
alumni can send friend requests to other alumnis and
they can either accept/ reject the request. The alumni
can view the friends list as shown in Fig 13 in tabular
form. They can also unfriend any existing friends.

Fig 9: Alumni can post Blogs on the portal.

Fig 10: Forums for discussion
College can also view the reviews posted by alumnus
of that particular college which is shown in the Fig 11.
The list shows the reviews posted by the alumnus of
that college. This data can be used by colleges for
various analysis purposes.

Fig 13. Alumni Friends Table.
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visitor can look at the list of graduates according to a
year of graduation or ﬁeld of study and also, take a
look at the graduate’s proﬁles. The level of user
information shown to the public is restricted. The
college endeavors to propagate its graduates. Therefore
the information related to the alumni can be added into
the system such as working experience, year of study,
knowledge, etc. Graduates will be able to display the
information in their proﬁles for public visitors. This
information will be used as an input for generating
alumni curriculum vitae in pdf format, which is
provided automatically. It is in a graduate’s
competence, which information will be in the
searching pages with their crawlers. Alumni can use it
for the building of their virtual web identity on the
internet. This Alumni Tracking System solves the
problem of graduate’s feedback to the faculty with an
inquiry module. In this module, the faculty can deﬁne
questions with answers to which active graduates can
respond. This module will be used for collecting data
that are not embraced in graduate proﬁles and have
inﬂated information value for the faculty.
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be of the brain, spinal cord, or both, depending
on the type of tumor suspected and the likelihood
that it will spread in the CNS. There are different
types of MRI. The results of a neuroexamination, done by the internist or neurologist,
helps determine which type of MRI to use.
Hidden patterns can be extracted to find
differences in the pattern of an infected brain and
a healthy brain. Applying data mining
techniques to model healthy brain data records
can help to understand the characteristics of an
infected brain, tumor type and a healthy brain
that are usually connected to each other. We will
use different machine learning algorithms to
analyze those patterns. This can help decision
makers to generate an early report.

Abstract
Brain tumor is one of the most dangerous
diseases which require early and accurate
detection methods, current used detection and
diagnosis methods for image evaluation depend
on the decision of neuro-specialists, and
radiologist which are possible to human errors.
Medical diagnosis via image processing and
machine learning is considered one of the most
important issues of artificial intelligence
systems. In this paper, we present a machine
learning approach to detect whether an MRI
image of a brain contains a tumor or not. The
results show that such an approach is very
promising.
Manual classification of brain tumor is time
consuming. This study describes the processes
and techniques used in detecting brain tumor
from magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) and
ANN techniques, which are of the most
application of artificial intelligence that are
used in biomedical image classification and
recognition.

II. BRAIN TUMOR PREDICTION MODEL
II.1.

MRI

Magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) is a medical
imaging technique used in radiology to form
pictures of the anatomy and the physiological
processes of the body. MRI scanners use strong
magnetic fields, magnetic field gradients, and
radio waves to generate images of the organs in
the body. MRI does not involve X-rays or the use
of ionizing radiation which distinguishes it from
CT and PET scans. MRIs create more detailed
pictures than CT scans (see below) and are the
preferred way to diagnose a brain tumor. The
MRI may be of the brain, spinal cord, or both,
depending on the type of tumor suspected and the
likelihood that it will spread in the CNS.

Keywords: —Dicom, Artificial
Intelligence, Machine Learning, MRI
scans, Convolutional Neural Networks,
Image Processing.
I.INTRODUCTION
An MRI uses magnetic fields, not x-rays, to
produce detailed images of the body. MRI can be
used to measure the tumor’s size. The MRI may
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the dataset are interrelated to each other and to
see in what way algorithms can be used to
generate the frequent valuable pattern using
certain algorithms like clustering, association rule
mining, correlation and regression model (Big
Data Analytics) to know how we can apply
artificial neural network to it.

II.3. IMAGE FEATURE EXTRACTION
Features are parts or patterns of an object in an
image that help to identify it. For example — a
square has 4 corners and 4 edges, they can be
called features of the square, and they help us
humans identify it’s a square. Features include
properties like corners, edges, regions of interest
points, ridges, etc. Traditional feature extractors
can be replaced by a convolutional neural
network (CNN), since CNN’s have a strong
ability to extract complex features that express
the image in much more detail, learn the task
specific features and are much more efficient.

Phase3: Implementing the artificial neural
network for generating the road accident pattern
for the dataset. Understanding how for a
particular region the internal and external
parameters affect.
Phase4: Generating solutions to avoid the
reasons that cause the accident.
IV.

DESIGN

IV.1. BLOCK DIAGRAM

III. PROBLEM STATEMENT
A Brain tumor is a mass or growth of abnormal
cells in your brain. Many different types of
brain tumors exist. Some brain tumors are
noncancerous (benign), and some brain tumors
are cancerous (malignant). Brain tumors can
begin in your brain (primary brain tumors), or
cancer can begin in other parts of your body and
spread to your brain (secondary, or metastatic,
brain tumors). our aim to detect brain tumor
with the help of software.
Phase1: Data collection and Data gathering
clearing the data and generating it in a single
format so that it can be processed easily without
any error.
Phase2: Understanding the dataset what all
parameters it consists of and how the attributes in
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IV.3.

simply stores the data again when it receives
new data, and then separates that data into a
section very similar to the new data.

USE CASE DIAGRAM

V.
RESULTS AND
IMPLEMENTATION
Classification Algorithms- A. KNN (K nearest
Neighbors):
K-Nearest Neighborhood is one of the easiest
ways to learn mechanically based on a guided
learning process.
The K-NN algorithm matches the similarity
between a new case / data and available cases
and puts a new case in the same category as
the available categories. The K-NN algorithm
stores all available data and separates the new
data point accordingly. This means that where
new information appears then it can be easily
categorized into a suite section well using the
K-NN algorithm.
The K-NN algorithm can be used for
deceleration and partitioning but mainly for
partition problems.
K-NN is a non-parameter algorithm, which
means it does not make sense in basic data
thinking.
It is also called an algorithm for lazy students
because it does not learn from set-up training
faster than it retains a database and during
classification, performs action on the
database.
The KNN algorithm in the training phase
77

Logistic Regression:
Logistic regression is one of the most popular
Machine Learning algorithms, which comes under
the Supervised Learning technique. It is used for
predicting the categorical dependent variable using
a given set of independent variables.
Logistic regression predicts the output of a
categorical dependent variable. Therefore the
outcome must be a categorical or discrete value. It
can be either Yes or No, 0 or 1, true or False, etc.
but instead of giving the exact value as 0 and 1, it
gives the probabilistic values which lie between 0
and 1.
Logistic Regression is much similar to the Linear
Regression except that how they are used. Linear
Regression is used for solving Regression
problems, whereas Logistic regression is used for
solving the classification problems.
In Logistic regression, instead of fitting a
regression line, we fit an "S" shaped logistic
function, which predicts two maximum values (0
or 1).
The curve from the logistic function indicates the
likelihood of something such as whether the cells
are cancerous or not, a mouse is obese or not based
on its weight, etc.
Logistic Regression is a significant machine
learning algorithm because it has the ability to
provide probabilities and classify new data using
continuous and discrete datasets.
Logistic Regression can be used to classify the
observations using different types of data and can
easily determine the most effective variables used
for the classification.

MULTICON-W 2021
V.1.
SCRUM
Scrum is an innovative approach to
getting work done in efficient way. It is
iterative & incremental agile software
development method. These iterations are
time boxed with various iterations &
each iteration is called Sprint. The Sprint
is basically 2-4 week long & each sprint
requires sprint planning estimation.
According to latest surveys Scrum is the
most popular agile project management
methodology in software development.
Scrum is ideally used where highly
emergent
or
rapidly
changing
requirements. Scrum is basically worked
on a self-organizing, cross- functional
team. In the overall scrum team there is
no team leader who assign the task to
team rather whole scrum members work
as a team & they decides the task on
which they will work on. Also the
problem will be resolve by team.
VI.

of accident and deceased age, distribution of
accidents by deceased emotions, distribution of
accidents by hospital reported and ambulance
used is also made. Future work is to make
analysis on road accidents’ dataset by
considering more features and clusters and also
to use deep learning techniques so as to better
cluster the records.
VIII.
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Abstract - Queues are an integral part of our lives.
They are present almost in every sector of our daily
workflow. We, in this project, are focusing on the
queues in a hospital environment. Waiting in a
queue can be stressful and exhausting for clients
because of the imposed downtime, and can result in
decreased client satisfaction. Queue theory was
extensively used to assess customers' wait times,
optimize employee schedules, and increase the
robustness of a queue system in relation to a variable
need for service. Many systems have been proposed
to estimate the wait-times of customers in a queue
using traditional Queueing Theory. But those
systems had many limitations. In literature survey
many models were studied that had their limitations.
In the proposed system, instead of a statistical
approach, we opted for a Machine Learning
approach in which we use a fully connected Neural
Network trained on a real-world dataset to predict
the wait-times. The proposed system is then
presenting an android application that is managing
queues of different scenarios and industries and
provides predicted time required in a particular
queue and also predicted exit time by which the
patient might depart the hospital. The system
predicts the wait-time per person and further
communicates it to each patient standing in the
queue.
Keywords-Queue,
Queue
Machine Learning, Neural Network.
I.

Theory,

INTRODUCTION

Hospitals have a vast workflow. Different hospitals

function differently and have their own patient
management systems. Thus, queues in hospitals can
vary largely depending on their daily workflow
procedures. For simplicity, we generalise the stages of
operation that every patient has to deal with while
visiting the hospital.Based on the assumption that the
hospital has multi- stage queues as:
Registration of Patient → Doctor Consultation →
Billing → Medicine Counter
The proposed system is to create an android application
that provides predicted time required in a queue at every
stage and also predicted exit time by which the patient
might depart the hospital. We predict the queue waittime according to the number of people standing in the
queue. At any stage, every person that joins the queue
uses our application to perceive the wait-time by signing
up for the concerned queue. As each patient signs up for
the queue, we get the total number of patients standing in
that queue, say ‘n’. By using a fully connected Neural
Network model, we predict the wait-time for ‘n’ people
and further provide wait-time per person to each patient
standing in the queue.
When a patient starts his hospital journey from the
beginning, he clicks the “Start Visit” option on our
application and once he finishes the journey, he clicks the
“End Visit” option. By this, we get the data of time
required by him in doing all the processes during his
journey that require different times for different patients
respectively. Based on this information we predict the
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entire journey time for patients with similar activities
and keep updating our dataset to provide more
accurate predictions. Queuing problems exist when
multiple people need access to a resource, and
therefore the service cannot match the extent of
demand. On the one hand, queuing may be a
necessary evil when accessing valuable resources
like health-related ones, because the vacant time of
these resources is costly [1]. On the opposite hand,
queues may get unnecessarily big even for this
purpose and may cause long idle times for the
purchasers. Time is a treasured resource, and
consumers need to make decisions with reference to
the utilization of it when purchasing services or
goods [2]. It is rightly said that “Time is Money”.
There's also a link between long waiting times and
customer disappointment [3], and thus, industries
should strive for better resource allocation which
will optimize waiting time in queues.

bide one’s time to order at a fast-food restaurant.
Research has shown that most queuing scenarios would
benefit from queue management to reduce the cost of the
used resources, in terms of personnel cost and consumer
waiting times [7].

II.

A. Survey of Existing System
1.

Prashant Patil et al and Sanjay Thakur et al
proposed a system Patient Waiting Time
Prediction in Hospital Queuing System
[8] which provides the patients with an idea of
wait time while performing a certain diagnosis
in the hospital. A patient getting admission in
the hospital for treatment of any disease, say
cancer, must know the total number of patients
already seeking treatment for cancer in the
hospital and how much time is required for one
patient to be treated completely. This will
implant a sense of relief in the patient’s mind
as he will have an idea of when he will be
reaching home after being diagnosed
completely.

2.

Catherine Curtis et al, Chang Liu et al, and
Thomas J. Bollerman et al proposed a system
Machine Learning for Predicting Patient
Wait Times and Appointment Delays [9] in
which the intended to predict waiting times for
patients and delays in scheduled appointments
to increase customer satisfaction and enable
staff members to more accurately assess and
respond to patient flow.

3.

Roopa et al concluded that due to the manual
operation and various unexpected events
during treatments, a large amount of incomplete
or inconsistent data appeared, such as time
inconsistencies caused by the time zone
settings of medical machinery from various
manufacturers, and treatment histories with
only one start time but no end time.

4.

Ju-Won Park et al said that in the case of a
normal queue, queue waiting time cannot be
predicted through a mean value due to high
deviation.

How much time do people spend in queues? Half an
hour a week? An hour? Turns out, we Indians spend
a staggering 74 billion hours waiting in line each
year. As the length of time spent in queues grows
longer, the customers’ patience ages shorter:
●
●
●

LITERATURE SURVEY

25% would only wait for an apogee of
two minutes.
59% would wait no more than four
minutes.
73% would abort getting served if they
had to queue for more than five
minutes.

Fig. 1 Waiting ratio of customers [16]
To overcome customer dissatisfaction, queuing
optimization techniques are used in several
industries to improve customer service. In the
healthcare sector, queuing models are used to
enhance resource utilization in hospitals [4], and to
handle the trade-offs that will improve the efficiency
and the quality of the provided services of healthcare
systems [3]. In pharmacies with large assignments,
queuing models can help assess service and waiting
times [5]. At airports, queue management and
planning are necessary for security controls and the
check-in process [6]. Queues can also be observed
in everyday life activities, such as at grocery stores,
hanging onto your hat for a table at a restaurant, or

B. Limitations of Existing System
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The above proposed systems focus on
calculating the treatment times in a hospital,
which is equally important but at the same time
is time consuming because the treatment times
range from 5 days to 5 months or even more in
chronic diseases. On the other hand, many
physical queues in a hospital. Standing in
queues for registration, billing, and to buy
medicines without any idea of time that is going
to be elapsed might be frustrating for many
patients. Even sitting outside the clinic waiting
to be consulted without any information when
an individual will get consulted is also quite
irritating. Hence, a patient remains in the
dilemma when he gets registered then further
proceeds towards consultation and finishes the
billing and medicine procedures to exit the
hospital. Thus, it is also important that a patient
entering the hospital for acute disease treatment
or a simple diagnosis must have an idea of when
he gets done with all the required jobs of the
hospital.
III.

PROPOSED SYSTEM
i.

A. Hardware Requirements
As the input of the parameters that affect the
processing of the queue is taken through the
android app itself by users signing up, there is
no special or dedicated hardware requirement of
our project. The only hardware requirement is
that the hospitals should have functioning
computers to implement our system.
B. Software Requirements
Table 1 Software configuration
Platform
Android App
Coding Language
Python, Java/Kotlin
Framework
Django/Flask, Android
Studio
Database
MongoDB/
MySQL/Firebase
External Tools
Scikit-learn,
NumPy,
pandas,
Matplotlib,
TensorFlow 2.2.0
Server
Locally hosted
Technology Used:
•
•

C. Design Details
The workflow of the architecture is as follows:

Fig. 2 Flowchart
This project will consist of creating three important interdependent modules. They described as follows:
Android Application
This application consists of multiple pages for multi
staged queue hospital environment.
• Home page to predict entire journey
• Unique page for every queue
•
up

Takes input at every stage by asking user to sign

•
Takes input for every queue by asking user to start
the queue
•
Gives predicted time i.e., output for every queue
on the screen
ii.

Dataset Queues:

Entire journey Dataset, Registration Queue Dataset,
Billing Queue Dataset, Medicine Queue.
Dataset Considered parameters: Arrival rate, Service rate.
Queue: Doctor Consultation Dataset Considered
parameters: Symptoms, Appointment time
Note: For every doctor and every server different dataset
is considered.
Example: Physician consultation Dataset

Deep Learning (Artificial Neural Network)
Android/Mobile Application development
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Table. 2 Physician consultation Dataset

iii.

CONCLUSIO
N
In this paper, we created a small demo for the
problem of waiting times in hospital queues,
which was tackled with the use of deep learning
algorithms, particularly using neural networks. We
have studied the queueing theory and analyzed the
hospital queues on the basis of service rates and
arrival rates. The rates are then used to predict the
wait time through an artificial neural network. For
the Doctor Consultation queues the symptoms and
appointment details of the patients are studied by
the ANN and corresponding predictions are made.
Experimenting on varied/unseen dataset to
maximize performance evaluation on the unseen
dataset has been done. The proposed ANN
architecture is expected to exhibit high
performance in all scenarios in which it will be
tested.

Artificial Neural Network

Regression ANNs predict an output variable as a
function of the inputs. ANN model follows the steps to
predict the data.
•

pre-process the data from Dataset

•

Trains the model on training dataset

•

Tests the model on testing dataset

•

Prediction operation

•

Returns predicted data to the Android Application
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Abstract—The system will boost the supply chain by removing

conventional farming practices. This conventional farming

middle man will minimize food wastage and increases

not only affects our health but also the environment, causes

availability of organic food to consumers at proper rates.

pollution too as it consists of the usage of urea, DAP,

Complete profit is available to farmer makes direct connection

chemical fertilizers,etc harmful components.

of farmer with consumer reduces the farmer suicide rate of

Farmers switch toward conventional farming as they don’t

farmers due to burden of loan by the costing of material

have customers for organic products so they don’t get much

required for conventional farming stops the damage of
environment due to conventional farming leads to good

profit to fulfill their basic needs. The costing of the

healthy, diseases free life, boosts the immunity to fight against

components used for conventional is high which makes the

viral infections also enhances lifestyle of farmers. Trust based

farmers to take loans but due to unpredictable bad weather

means it makes a close connection, good relationships of

conditions they don’t get good crops so don’t get much

famers-consumers so the consumers can anytime cross-verify

money so they again take loan this way the loan amount

the farming process, components used, etc by visiting to farmer

increases higher and then they have to take horrible steps

at any time so that consumers have fully assurity that they are

like suicide.

getting quality product which is value to their money also it

Nowadays people are getting aware, serious about their

helps to development of nation.

health so they are going toward organic products they search

Keywords—trust based, conventional farming, middle man,
immunity

on e-commerce platforms, shops, etc but the products
available there are very high cost also these platforms don’t

INTRODUCTION

give assurity of the product quality. So the nobel customer

We all know that we are going through a hard time the

have no alternative then buying from them but the customer

situation is getting worst day by day due to the COVID-19

gets cheated on the name of organic as they charge high, no

pandemic an urgent solution or treatment is required to

quality assurity of these products. So an approach is needed

control & stop it but we are not fortunate enough we don’t

to fill this gap between farmer and consumer.

have solution till now. The infected victims are getting

After identifying, analyzing these serious issues we have

recovered by simply boosting their immunity making their

came up with the solution that our system directly connects

immune system more stronger to fight with the virus. We

the farmers and consumers together with no middle man

suffer with cough/cold/fever and viral infection frequently

involved so that the consumers get the good quality organic

due to change in climate or getting in contact with the

product with assurity at proper rates. Complete profit is

infected one this is our immunity is not strong or good

available to farmers which helps them to fulfill their need,

enough to fight with the virus. Our immunity is weak and

increases their living standard. The consumers gets quality

becoming more weaker due to the consumption of the

organic products which leads to healthy lifestyle, protects

inorganic components which are cultivated using

them from is harmful causes diseases slows down their
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immunity to fight against viral infections. Protects nature
from damage, harmful effects caused by components used
and conventional farming methods. In this work we are
intending to focus on good relation between farmer and
consumer also the amount of organic products cultivated is
directly sold to consumers which stops wastage of food and
fasters the food supply chain.
I.

BACKGROUND
Fig 1. Overall Structure Of System

we don’t have a dedicated/specific research papers so based
on the facts and figures with the relation and coordination
with the topic we have gathered these informations:We all are facing the Covid-19 pandemic we know how
serious is the issues and we require a urgent solution on it
but till now there is no strong solution / vaccine available ,
the victims are curred by boosting there immunity.People
get infected with the virus due to weak immunity their
immune system is not strong enough to fight with the virus.
We frequently get sick with cough/cold/fever due to climate
change our weak immunity does not adopt it easily and we
become sick.Our immunity is weak due to consumption of
inorganic products which is cultivated using conventional
farming practices which decreases our immunity.

The Customer will login to system and see the available
products by the farmer select the products then and then do
confirmation.The Farmer can modify the details of products
and also can delete the products.After the confirmation from
farmer the customer will receive the products.

Farmers go towards the conventional process because they
don’t get enough profit to fulfill there needs by doing
organic as they don’t have a customer for it.The
conventional farming involves the usage of DAP, urea,
fertilizers which causes soil pollution, water pollution and
air pollution, it makes the soil barren, reduces the ground
water level. The products cultivated with conventional
farming when consumed causes various health diseases like
blood pressure, various heart diseases and most important it
decreases our immunity and makes it weak. Nowadays
people are getting aware towards their health and they are
gently switching towards the organic ones. People look for
organic products on various e-commerce platforms but their
prices are very high and no assurity of the quality ,
components used. The nobel consumers on the name of
organic pay high amounts to ecommerce websites but their
is no assurity of its quality and the real face (farmers)
behind it get only a small percentage of it. Their is no trust
on the quality, components used to cultivate the products
sold on existing e-commerce platforms.Our country faces
hunger issues even though we grow very high amount of
crops, cerils, etc where as lots and lots of products gets
wasted daily this is due to cold and weak supply chain.
II.

Fig 2. Flow of System
III.

RESULTS

Builds a trust based system by connecting the Farmer and
consumer together. Direct supply from Farmer to
Consumers.Reduces the burden of loan on Farmers by
providing complete benefit to them.Leads to a healthy and
disease free environment improves the health ratio index.

METHODOLOGY

The customer will register by creating a account with the
system.The Farmer will directly login to system by their
username and password because a dedicated/common
farmer will be there for perticular area customers.The
Farmer will upload a product with its details like price, type,
qty, etc. enter the quantity and place the order, choose
payment option.The Farmer will receive the order details

Fig 3. Working model farmers end
Increases the standard of farmers by providing a healthy and
good lifestyle.Reduces the damage to the environment by
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quality organic food will boost immunity to fight against
viral infections. The process of organic farming will stop the
danger to the environment which is caused due to
conventional processes. And as the system name says “ trust
based “ so the consumers and farmers will have contact and
good relation with their meet and greet and this will enable
the consumers to any time cross verify the process, products
used by farmer for cultivation by simply visiting to them,
this will lead to healthy diseases free lifestyle, enhance the
standards of farmers and help in the growth & development
Fig 4. Working model consumer end

of nation.
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surface of attendance system which can make the surface
contaminated, different types of viruses and bacteria can
sustain on that surface for a long time and transfer to the others
easily.To overcome from these challenges, we have developed
our model based on RFID technology which is a contactless
process and has better accuracy than face recognition as it has
only 0.005 FRR value, to make the model more secure we have
integrated face recognition based verification so that there is no
chance of false attendance. As our system is contactless there
is no chance of spreading the virus through a contact although
we have attached FAR-UVC light container for automatic
sanitization of the system. In most of the viral infections, fever
is a common symptom so to reduce community spread of virus
we have to integrate IR thermal sensor which and detect the
higher body temperature.

Abstract— The institutions and organization generally use
fingerprint recognition and signature-based attendance system
to mark the attendance. The fingerprint recognition system is
secure and reliable but in both the process user has to get in
contact with the surface of the attendance system, which can
cause the spread of viruses and bacteria among the people, for
example, diseases like COVID-19, influenza and the common
cold can spread through getting in contact with a contaminated
surface. So, in the pandemic of COVID-19 and other future
infections, uses of such systems are not feasible. For that, this
paper presents the model which is secure, reliable and
contactless. The model is consist of serially connected face
recognition and Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) module
for marking the attendance, Infrared thermal sensor for
scanning body temperature and FAR Ultraviolet-C light
container for self-sanitization of the complete module.

II. LITERATURE REVIEW

Keywords— Facial Recognition, RFID, IR Thermal Sensor,
FAR Ultraviolet-C.

In most of Institution, organization and hospitals the
attendance tracking system is the manual signing on the
attendance sheet or fingerprint recognition based attendance.
Manual signing on the sheet can be prone to bogus attendance
as it is not secure, reliable and it takes a lot of manual efforts
to keep the data of the attendance

I. INTRODUCTION
The behaviour of workers in a company is judged on the
basis of their job performance, particular assessment role
which is tracked by their daily attendance. Members will be
kept responsible for observing their proper work schedule in
order to ensure adequate service, good workplace ethics, and
to achieve expected productivity and functional expectations
within the organization. If the person is unable to satisfy these
conditions and duties, he/she shall refer them to his / her
supervisor.

Comparatively biometric attendance system such as
fingerprint recognition is secure and reliable which makes it
most popular in the market with the market share of around
50% [10], although it offers easy and reliable process the
system has some challenges like false acceptance (FAR) i.e.
a person that was not registered previously was falsely
enrolled for attendance, false rejections (FRR) i.e. system
failed to identify some registered users. These challenges can
happen due to improper placement of finger, dirty finger or
some injury to the finger, which can reduce the accuracy of
the system up to 2.56% [11].

In assessing the performance of the students within the
class, the same scenario can be observed. The student must
follow the percentage and schedule of attendance required to
assist educators in evaluating each student's failure and
strength in the class.

One hidden factor of this attendance systems is they are
not contactless process so that user will get in contact with
the surface of the systems, which can lead to spreading
viruses among the community. Contagious diseases such as
COVID-19, Influenza and Common Cold can transmit
through the physical contact with the surfaces touched by the
infected person [13]. As per research, the basic reproductive

For such organizations, the secured, reliable and fast
attendance system is required. The current tradition of
tracking the attendance is fingerprint recognition but there are
some challenges to this technology such as FAR and FRR,
the value of FRR of face recognition is 0.019 which can
reduce the accuracy in some extent. Another main challenge
to this system is that number of people used to touch the
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rate (R0) of COVID-19 in India is approximately 2.09 [12].
So, in such cases, it is necessary to have contactless, secure
and reliable attendance system.

Most of the institutions are using RFID based attendance

system as it is contactless, cost-effective, fast and has

There are several algorithms and function for face
recognition, LBPH (Local Binary Patterns Histograms) is
one of them with the accuracy of around 98.5% [16].
Local Binary Pattern ( LBP) is a basic but very effective
texture operator that marks an image's pixels by
thresholding each pixel's neighbourhood and considers
the outcome as a binary number and Local Binary Pattern
(LBP) can be used together with histograms so that we
can represent the face images in the form of the simple
data vector. Mainly there are 4 parameters used by LBPH
algorithm they are as follow:

and above, as per research 550 microns of aluminium foil
can reflect 75% of UVC light. Due to this maximum light
get to concentrate on our system which can save power
and use less electricity [19].
III. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
A. Registration Process
For registration of users, the system will have an
integrated website from which registration of individual
face and RFID card can be done. Our system has HD
camera module attach with raspberry pi 3 which can
capture high- quality pictures of the face. We are using
NODE MCU ESP-8266 with inbuilt wi-fi module as well
as our system has RFID-RC522 module for registering
the users by using their unique RFID tags, after successful
registration the ID and personal information of the user
can be reflected to the database and website using wi-fi
communication.

 Radius: the local circular binary prototype can be
created by using radius as a parameter and it
represents the radius around the central pixels,
generally it is set to 1.
 Neighbors: the number of sampling points to
create the local binary pattern of the circular. Bear
in mind: the more you have sampling points, the
greater the cost of computation. Typically it is set
at 8.
 Grid X: In the horizontal direction, the number of
cells. The further cells, the better the grid, the
larger the vector of the resulting function
dimensionality. Typically it is set at 8.

In face recognition and registration process initially,
our system must have the ability to detect the faces in the
images and video frame, OpenCV is an open-source
machine learning library helps in detection of objects in
the frame moreover Haar cascade classifier is an adaptive
machine learning-based approach in which cascade
function is trained by some positive and negative images,
in our case we are providing images of the faces and after
training of the classifier it can extract the features from
the new image of the face and detects the particular faces
in the video frame.

 Grid Y: the vertical direction of the number of
cells. The further cells, the better the grid, the
larger the vector of the resulting function
dimensionality. Typically it is set at 8.
The first computational step of the LBPH algorithm is
to create an intermediate image that better describes the
original image, then the intermediate image is used for
extracting the histogram for that image is divided into

a long lifespan [14]. This system has some reliability issues like
RFID scanner can only identify the ID of the particular tag but
it cannot recognize the person who is marking the attendance,
in such scenario people can mark bogus attendance of others
by using RFID card of a particular friend and other people [2].
Types of attendance system

FRR value

Fingerprint Recognition

0.019

RFID

0.005

TABLE I.

Types of RFID Tag
Active Tag

Semi-passive Tag

Low Frequency10cm
High Frequency1m
Ultra-High
Frequency- 12m

Low Frequency10cm
High Frequency1m
Ultra-High
Frequency- 12m

Low Frequency10cm
High Frequency1m
Ultra-High
Frequency- 12m

Battery

No

Yes

Yes

Cost of
system

Cheap

Very Expensive

Expensive

lifespan

20 years

5-10 years

10 years

Operatio
nal range

Average Execution Time (seconds)

Fingerprint Recognition

4.29

Manual Entry

18.48

RFID

0.2

Bar Code

2

To overcome the reliability issues of the RFID we can
integrate voice password with attendance system however it is
easily sharable with others, so it is not the perfect solution to
the problem [2]. Face recognition is the technology which we
can integrate to the RFID attendance system as a validation
process, it makes the process more secure as we provide the
same ID to both systems.

Features of RFID Tags

Passive Tag

The execution time of different attendance System

Types of attendance system

False Rejections (FRR) value

TABLE I.

Features

TABLE II.

We are considering our system for institution and
organizations; hence the system must have better performance
as well as less costing. For that we are using RFID-RC522,
NODE MCU ESP-8266 [15] and Raspberry
Pi module. Raspberry Pi 3 is integrated with quad-core
1.2GHz 64-bit CPU along with 1GB RAM and 400MHz GUP
which can easily handle all computations during the facial
recognition process [16].
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IR Thermal sensor-based thermometer can scan body
temperature as accurate as digital thermometer without any

RFID and Face Recognition Verified Temperature Monitoring Contactless Attendance System

contact with our body. By which we can detect symptoms like
fever and prevent that person to get in contact with other
people [17].

The system will work on the concept of Verification of two
ID’s, Face recognition and RFID respectively [1]. When user
will try to mark attendance, the individual face will be
Recognize by the system, ID that is assigned to the face will
be transferred to the ESP 8266 by the serial communication
where the ID will be verified with the ID of RFID card which
is scanned by the user via RFID-RC522 during the face
recognition process, if both the ID’s are matched then
verification will be done, otherwise, attendance will not mark
by the system.

Based on recent research we get to know that 207-222nm
FAR-UVC light can efficiently kill the COVID-19 viruses
without harm to exposed human tissues, the result says that
90% of virus inactivation can be happened in only 8 minutes
of FAR-UVC light bombarding and 99.99% of virus
inactivation in just 25 minutes [18].
To ensure more safety from FAR-UVC light we can build a
container having multiple inner layers of 550 microns
multiple grids using Grid X and Grid Y parameter and then
histogram can be generated from each grid.

To perform a face recognition of a new input image, the
LBPH algorithm uses the input image histogram to represent
the image from the training database as the algorithm is
trained with the face images and their particular labels which
are same as the IDs we obtained from the registration of
individual RFID tag, we can compare two histograms to find
the matching image as the input image and return the image
which has the closest histogram. there are various ways to
compare histograms such as Euclidean distance and absolute
value. In this scenario, we can generate the ID of the user
from the face recognition process.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of the Verification Process

C. Body Temperature Screening
Our system will be integrated with Infrared Red thermal
scanning sensor, which will automatically measure the body
temperature of the user during the attendance process and if
body temperature is above normal temperature then the
buzzer will initialize.

Fig. 2. Temperature Screening

D. Self-Sanitizing Process
After Fix interval of time, UV light arm will come over
the system and bombard 222nm FAR-Ultraviolet-C rays,
which can kill 99.99% germs on the system. UV light will fix
under a box-like structure coated with the aluminium foil so
that UV rays cannot leak. Movement of Robot like arm will
be control through DC motors having gears, we are using DC
motors with gears to ensure correct movement of the arm,
Gears have the mechanism to lock motion of DC motors
while they are in steady state.

Fig. 1. Block diagram of the face recognition process

Fig. 2. Serial Communication between Raspberry PI and ESP-8266

B. Verification Process

Fig. 3. Sanitization by using UV light
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[9]

Fig. 4. Flowchart of the Proposed Model
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Abstract-Asha Workers are hired by the Government of
India for the non-availability of doctors and nurses in rural
areas of India. They are paid based on information collected
from rural people and submitted to the Department of
Health. We will be able to deliver their payment to them
without any hassle and find out the status of the service so
that it is convenient for everyone. and take biometric from
people. They can easily convey the collected information to
the health department.
Keywords-Medical care services, website, households,
application system, voucher, vaccination, map
I. INTRODUCTION
Nowadays, with many health problems in the world, it would
be very difficult to provide home-based medical care
services in the villages of Maharashtra. In this way, ASHA
(Accredited Social Health Activist) workers are active in the
village every time and its works to provide medical facilities
at home. In this case, ASHA Workers have to go to every
house and get information about the people in the house and
register it. Due to documents take so many times. They
report the total number of visits. The salary is calculated
according to the number of households uploaded to the
ASHA Workers website in the same way as the number of
household members uploaded to the website. In this paper is
explored that the ASHA workers have to face the problem
and also the solution to it. ASHA Workers work in a given
area. When they are working, they may encounter signature
problems while uploading information. Also, it is becoming
very difficult to handle all this information. So, considering
all these problems, we are developed in this application
system. We want to design some forms for ASHA workers
so that the information of patients can be uploaded quickly
by filling the forms. And so far, ASHA was getting a salary
by submitting vouchers. We want to do that online.
Similarly, if ASHA has visited a house for vaccination, you
will see on the map whether she has reached any area of the
village so far Information can be handled easily as
paperwork is reduced. In this way, it will easily understand
the salary of the workers and how much area they have
visited with the help of a map. So, this system is important
for ASHA workers in India.
ASHA workers are work in the government of
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SVKM’s Institute of Technology
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India for the unavailability of doctors and nurses in rural
areas. ASHA workers provide medical services at a home to
home. The work of ASHA Workers is very important to go
to a given specific area. Going from house to house giving
medical advice to people as well as information about new
schemes. ASHA Workers records them by asking them for
his health information. These records are documented. So it
was difficult to handle the information of the visitors. While
uploading more information on the website, sometimes there
is a problem with the signature. It was also difficult to
understand where ASHA Worker had visited. So, ASHA
workers required more time to complete their works. And the
overall system is complicated to work and understand.
This system is being built keeping all these things in
mind. In this application, different forms have been designed for
ASHA workers. With the help of these forms, ASHA workers can
fill up and upload people's health-related forms. This application
has two sides, one is the user side and the other is the admin side.
On the user side, ASHA Workers use ASHA's biometric figure
print to fill in people's information and also easily understand
which area they have visited. And ASHA gets a payment receipt
from work. The information filled in by ASHA Workers is stored
in the database. Similarly, the other side is the admin side. When
new health schemes come into it, different forms are created. This
daily report is generated from the work of ASHA Workers. Once
the report is generated, their payment receipt is generated from
this work. A Biometric system is provided for authentication
purposes. Using the Google API and ML, they will know exactly
where the vaccination has taken place, where they will be
specified. In return, all this information is stored in the database.
Admins and users will use their credentials to use the system. So,
it is very useful for ASHA workers in India. Problem-related to
the payments of ASHA’s overcome. And easy to explore the
information about the new scheme. If ASHA has visited a house
for vaccination, you will see on the map whether she has reached
any area of the village so far. So, this system is unique, effective,
and affordable.

II.LITERATURE SURVEY
In [1], authors have mentioned Upasana measures following
parameter ECG (ElectroCardiogram), SpO2 rate (Saturation of
Peripheral Oxygen), Pulse Rate, Blood Pressure, Body
Temperature, etc. The ASHA worker will visit all the villagers in
her village one by one. She will connect the electrodes from
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UPASANA to the body of the patient. Then she will assign a maternal and child healthcare does not improve up to the mark.
unique ID to the patient using the numeric keypad provided in the They suggested that each and every worker should be trained
device. After ensuring that the patient is not moving and is seated from time to time by video conferencing or creating mobile based
comfortably so that the medical artifacts are reduced, the ASHA
In [5] authors have analyzed that the application is made for
worker will press the MEASURE button. With just one button
ASHA workers. To stop the uncertified users from utilizing
the readings from all the devices will be taken automatically.
the application, ASHA will login through credentials. which
Thus, it is simple for the ASHA worker to understand and use.
are provided by medical supervisors working at primary
Also, we have provided an mp3 player which will play prehealth care centers. If an ASHA worker clicks on the login
recorded instructions, so that the ASHA worker can learn to use
page then all the information is collected in the database.
the device. The language of the instructions can be chosen by the
The collected information contains the name of ASHA
ASHA worker. After measuring all the biomedical data, it can be
worker, Contract number, village unique ID, unique
stored in the device memory by pressing the STORE button. This
identification number etc. Information is also useful for
device logs the data samples along with a timestamp and a unique
online work.
ID that identifies the patient. Later on, the ASHA worker can go
to a nearby Primary health care center having internet access and
transfer the data stored on the device to cloud storage such as
Google drive. To transfer data to the computer via the LAN cable
the TRANSFER button has to be pressed. Doctors can remotely
access this data and he can analyse it to identify health conditions.
The software interface was created so that both the ASHA
worker and the Doctor can use the same platform with unique
login ids and passwords to upload and view the data respectively.
In case the doctor finds some abnormalities, he can ask the ASHA
worker to bring the patient to the hospital, or else he can give
instructions to the ASHA worker on how to diagnose and give
proper treatment to the patient concerned.
In [2], Authors wrote in their reports that most of the people in
rural areas get medical services from the community healthcare
center which is operated by ANM or ASHA workers. This paper
was created on a mobile app and is implemented by taking care
of ANM or ASHA guidelines.
In [3], The authors of this paper state that child health screening
is a fundamental component for the health of the people as well
as in it to detect neonatal screening, infection related diseases and
nutritional examination in the body. Similarly, sometimes it can
be a mistake to take documentary information from people. From
this they are given a lot of clinical training or education. With all
these needs in mind, we have created a low-cost screening
platform. That platform is called Baby Naapp, in which
communicative health workers start a system in which
information is authorized to be collected from undocumented
children. The system works on smartphone cameras, machine
vision software, and augmented reality. It has a mobile app. In
that app, they automatically create traditional weighing scales
and custom baby blankets using children's height and weight. We
have created a camera
based app that automatically collects child’s Middle Upper Arm
Circumference (MUAC) information. It uses standard
malnutrition fertilizers. Also, the heart rate of young children is
monitored using a pulse oximeter device. Children are still being
monitored using the thermal camera module. All this data is
being digitally uploaded to the central server by clinicians and
the public health office.
In [4], Authors have analyzed that India’s result in the field of
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IV.EXISTING METHODOLOGY
The system designed for ASHA Workers in India. The
reason for making this system is that ASHA will reduce the
load of workers and make the work easier. This system is
unique, easy to handle and effective, affordable. ASHA
Workers from the Government of India visit the homes of
people in the village to provide health advice. They think
about people's health. They take all the information from him
and send it to the government. We have created this system
keeping all these things in mind. Hopefully this will reduce
the paperwork of the workers and make it easier to handle
the record. Also, the salary problem that comes to them will
be overcome and it will also be possible to see in which area
they have visited. This means that the problem of salary and
the area visited will be removed and it will be easier for
ASHA Workers to reach out to the newly arrived scheme
people. All this process can be done only by authorized user
i.e. ASHA Workers Biometric system is used for
authentication. This system is very safe for ASHA workers.

V.PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The system of ASHA workers in India has two sides, one is
the user side and the other is the admin side. Let’s first look
at the user side. The user side is the ASHA Workers side.
Users can login with the help of username and password. If
one of the hopes is not registered, they will sign up. After
this login process, enter ASHA in the homepage. After that
you can submit the information forms of the people
surveyed. You can also see which areas they have
surveyed. And their work will generate a salary receipt.
And biometric figure print has to be used while submitting
all this information. When all this is done, all the
information will be stored in the database.
The other side is the admin side. In this, authorized users
will enter the system. They can login and sign up. Will then
enter the homepage. When new health schemes come into
it, different forms are created. This daily report is generated
from the work of ASHA Workers. Once the report is
generated, their payment receipt is generated from this
work. Biometric systems are provided for authentication

Analytic and Reporting System for ASHA Workers in India
purposes. With the help of Google API ASHA visited areas We are developing an application for ASHA users to track the
easily understood. In return, all this information is stored in ASHA workers and eliminate the possibility of copying the same
person's information by using biometric. The use of the biometric
the database.
system will not allow ASHA workers to submit a report of the
same person and abuse the payment system. The system will
provide a salary sheet for ASHA workers once they submit the
peoples' information form. The system will also create a graph to
illustrate and assess the hidden meaning in ASHA workers' salary
data. The application will also allow the admin to track the ASHA
workers' movement using Google Maps to keep track of the area
surveyed by the particular worker.
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Abstract—Data mining is the process of extracting
knowledge from large amount of database. Medical
databases have accumulated vast amounts of
information concerning patients and their medical
conditions. Analysis of these data will give new medical
information. Data mining is a technique where we
extract information from raw data, in our project we will
be making prediction for patients having health records.
Medical data contains digitally stored health information
of patients, such as observations, laboratory tests,
medical reports, psychological conditions, allergies and
individual’s information. Analysis on this data would be
useful for diagnosis of the further patients. It would
effectively help to prevent as well as to cure particular
disease. The algorithm we are using is graph based semisupervised learning algorithm for risk predictions to
classify a progressively developing situation with the
majority of the data unlabeled. In the end we will be
generating a graph which will help us to give summary
about patients and risk of diseases. The major problem
is unlabeled data, in dataset there is huge data which is
unlabeled. Most existing methods do not consider this
data. It gives less accuracy in predicting the risk.
Accuracy is most important in case of health related
scenarios. So, in this paper we proposed a method to take
consideration of the unlabeled data and use it for
predicting the results of the upcoming data. We propose
a dynamic dataset approach in this paper. As the result
of new data is generated it would be stored in dataset for
further analysis. It improves the accuracy of the
predicting the risk of the further patients
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I.

INTRODUCTION

The process of digging large amount of data and
finding some useful information, patterns or hidden
connections is used in every sector. The term data
mining was coined after 1990s and which comprises
statics, artificial intelligence, machine learning. Data
mining is evolving constantly as the volume of data
produced is multiplied by 2 every two years. But it is
not necessary that more data means more knowledge,
it should be relevant. Data mining helps to filter
chaotic, noisy data and segregates the relevant data on
which we can work. Eventually we can predict some
factors from this raw data.
In this paper we are discussing a technique
through which we can mine the Health records to find
out some interesting patterns, graphs basically the
relevant data. This extracted information from health
records will be useful to predict the risk associated to
patient for particular disease. In this paper we are
taking the help of semi supervise learning. Learning
refers to how machine acquires the knowledge in
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training process and how it applies that knowledge in
testing process to classify or predict some relevant
data. Mainly there are 3 types of learning:
1. Supervised learning: Here data is labeled
before training, so it is easy for the machine to
understand and classify.
2. Unsupervised learning: In this type data is not
labeled, most of the classification is done using
clustering techniques.
3. Semi-Supervised learning: This learning
overcomes the problem of supervised learning that is
the dataset has to be hand-labeled either by a Machine
Learning Engineer or a Data Scientist and problem of
unsupervised learning that is limited range of
application.
This algorithm is trained upon a combination of
labeled and unlabeled data. Typically, this
combination will contain a very small amount of
labeled data and a very large amount of unlabeled data.
Semi supervised learning makes 3 assumptions about
data which are Continuity assumption, cluster
assumption, manifold assumption. The major problem
with healthcare/medical data is unlabeled data. Most
existing methods do not consider this data. It gives less
accuracy in predicting the risk. Accuracy is most
important in case of health related scenarios. So, in this
paper algorithm we are using to build an application is
Semi supervised Heterogeneous Graph.
This proposed method will take consideration of
the unlabeled data and use it for predicting the results
of the upcoming data. We propose a dynamic dataset
approach in this paper. As the result of new data is
generated it would be stored in dataset for further
analysis. It improves the accuracy of the predicting the
risk of the further patients.
II.

RELATED WORK

This section reviews various research done in
filed of health examination and data mining. Many
researchers have applied different methods and
algorithm in process to make their system more
accurate. We have reviewed various work and
gathered information which could help our system to
result in more accurate results.
In [1] a recursive algorithm is suggested and the
result of crossway is provided. It overcomes the

problem of not considering the unlabeled data. They
formulated the work of disease prediction as a
grouping issue using the Death reason value as tags,
concerning the health-related death a major risk. To
handle diversity, it traverse a graph based on Health
diagnosis results, where training items in various
categories are arranged as different types of nodes and
their interim connections as links. It proposes a semisupervised graph-based algorithm as a proof based
disease prediction perspective to mining health
diagnosis. To take on huge unlabeled data, it highlight
a semi-supervised learning method that makes use of
labeled as well as unlabeled occurrences. In addition,
it is able to study a supplementary K + 1 unspecified
class for the candidates who do not belong to the K
known high-risk disease classes.
In [2] we observed various data mining methods
that has been applied for health data because there’s
huge data in this area since it’s become necessary to
use data mining methods to assist in judgment support
and prediction in the field of Health to detect the type
of disease. This paper highlights onto different data
processing approach that are used for pharmaceutical
dataset for various diseases which are already
recognized and diagnosed for human health. The
medical data processing makes business intelligence
which is of great advantage for analyzing and curing
of the disease. Various data mining approaches are
discussed in this paper in detail. This paper highlight
various Data processing approaches like clustering,
classification, association and also highlights
connected work to experiment and predict human
disease. It gives us a fair knowledge about the data
mining approaches to be used in our project.
In [3] author compared various data mining
utilization in the healthcare sector for withdraw
valuable information. Developing effective data
processing tools for an application could reduce the
price and time constraint in terms of human resources
and expertise. The prediction of disease using data
processing utilization could be a difficult task but it
heavily lower the manual work and increases the
analysis precision. Traversing knowledge from the
pharmaceutical data is such a risk task because the data
found are irrelevant, large and noisy too. During this
context, data processing tools are accessible in
studying the pharmaceutical data and it is more
interesting. The aim of data mining utilization is to
show that data are numbers, text or facts. It might be
processed by a computer into knowledge or data. It is
analyzed from this study that a mix of over one data
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processing approach than one approach for determine
or predicting diseases in health maintenance sector
could capitulate more brilliant solutions. The main aim
of data mining utilization in health maintenance
systems is to unfold robotic tool for analyzing and
expand alike health maintenance information.
In [4] it is analyzed that the support vector
machine due to its uniform limit is generally suggested
by a lot of the researches to overcome over-fitting of
data. With some of the assistance of its kernel method
it can combine to make a skillful deduction system. It
also assumes the important number code, and it is
determined honestly by the answer. In clustering
models k-means based predicting and forms of it also
produce satisfying outcomes. The decision of data
mining approaches is done on the basis of the character
of the data in dataset. If the dataset is with not labeled
characteristics then the clustering methods are best
suited for pattern. If the dataset consists of the labeled
characteristics then the classification methods is
suggested for best prediction. It also suggests Medical
data processing Techniques for Health care Systems.
Data processing can represent new biomedical and
healthcare details for clinical preference.

III.

1) Collecting dataset in which various health records
of patients are available.
2) Segregating and preprocessing the selected data.
3) Take input in the form of new data from patient.
4) Discretized values are regenerated into 0/1 binary
based on positive or negative symptom.
5) Classification is done on the basis of physical and
mental health of patient.
6) Type node according to category.
7) Link the attribute and record the typed node.

PROPOSED WORK

A. Overview of our approach
The proposed system utilizes the concepts of
data mining. There are different algorithms in data
mining, the proposed system uses graph based semi
supervised algorithm for this project. The overall
approach of our system is shown in the figure 1. The
system is a java application. The problem definition of
our proposed system is as follows:
1) It becomes very tedious job when it comes to

frequent health checkups. System will help to predict
disease based on patient’s symptoms.

2) To record and maintain proper classification of

medical data.
3) To

consider
prediction.

unlabeled

data

during

disease

Fig 1. Block Diagram

B. Requirement Analysis
For proper working of the proposed
application user’s system must satisfy following
requirements:
1. Software Requirements

4) Key challenge in health data examination is






heterogeneity of data.

We have used following approach to examine:
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2. Hardware Requirements




250 GB hard disk
Min 512 MB RAM
Intel Pentium IV 2.4GHz

2.

C. Design Phase
1. Design Goals










The system should be minimalistic, that is
less complex to use.
Maintain proper classification which will
eventually help to reduce the amount of
unlabeled data.
To use the previous record efficiently to
predict the risk associated with new record of
patient.
Prediction should be inclined towards more
accuracy and less errors.
The health examination using semi
supervised learning will help to analyze
record classification.
Proper analysis of the records classification
leads to generation of labelled data.

2. Design Choices



The system is made for the administrator staff
having high privileges in hospitals.
It uses the records of previous patients as well
as new records to generate predictions.

3. Architecture and Implementation
The system is developed using JAVA, JDK
1.6 which can work fine on windows 10. The
dashboard/homepage of the application consist of four
buttons which work for viewing patients records,
adding patients record, adding disease record and
show the graph.
The system is developed in java as it is
platform independent and robust. To store the dataset
of existing records as well as new records MySQL is
used. User enters the details of patient with 32
parameters including distinct patient Id. This data will
be processed with existing data and prediction graph
is generated.
The process flow is as follows:
1.
Binarization: It is data preprocessing phase in
which all the record value are discretized and
regenerated into 0 and 1. This helps to cluster

3.

4.

the records into two main groups. The group
having value 0 is ignored whereas the group
having value 1 is sent for the next step.
Node Insertion: The every element which
comes in this process through binarization is
modeled as node for the graph. Also, the
abnormal results represented as 1 modeled as
node.
Node Typing: Now the next process is node
typing in which each node is typed that is
categorized according to the category of
examination such as physical test, mental
tests etc. In addition, a new type of nodes is
introduced to represent individual records.
Link Insertion: Every feature type node is
now associated to a record type node serve as
the record that the observation was formerly
from.

In our project we used graph based learning
algorithm for risk prediction. This algorithm is
effective in giving accurate results. It is based on semi
supervised learning. Our project deals with the
unlabeled data for the prediction. We use graph based
learning algorithm to use the unlabeled data for the
prediction. It helps to improve the results of risk
prediction. Primary data is stored in database will be
labeled data. The working of this algorithm in our
project is as new data gets into the database it labels
the data by performing prediction on the basis of
available data. It is stored in database as temporary risk
of the patient but it is not the final risk. In short it
makes the new unlabeled data as labeled for
prediction. So by using this algorithm we make the full
database labeled. While predicting the risk of
particular patient it uses full database as training
dataset for predicting risk of particular patient.
D. Analysis Phase
1. Dataset
The dataset we used for training purpose consists of
about 1222 patient’s data. The data consists of six
types of diseases. The system is trained based on the
dataset and we used 400 records for testing purpose.
2. Accuracy for patient with disease
The patients with the disease are correctly predicted
with the accuracy of approximately 88.87 % It has
predicted false positive rate of 10.87 %.
3. Accuracy for patient with no disease
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The patients with no disease are predicted with
accuracy of approximately 89.13 % and it has depicted
false positive rate of approximately 11. %.
Table 1 Confusion Matrix

Fig 3.shows the primary view of the proposed
system with various menu options to add patient
record, view patient record, add disease record and to
show graphs.

4. Accuracy of the System
The accuracy of the system is calculated by combining
both the predicted accuracy of patient with certain
disease and patient with no disease. So, according to
the results the system accuracy comes to 88.5%

Fig 4.Add Health Record
Fig 4.depicts the health data entry page from
where the patient’s physical, mental and lab tests data
can be recorded.

Fig2. Accuracy of System
IV.

RESULT

Fig 5.Binarization
Fig 5.indicates the patient’s data converted
into binary format. The positive symptoms are
indicated by 1 and negative symptoms are indicated by
0. The classification is done as biomedical, physical
and mental data.
Fig 3.Main Screen
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Fig 6. Prediction
Fig 6 depicts the cause of death or disease at
risk for particular patient mapped by patient id.

Fig 7. Graph Summary
Fig 7 depicts the graph summary of the
patients and the disease.

V.

REFERENCES

CONCLUSION

Data mining is playing an important role in every
sector for creating recommendation system, prediction
system and other applications. In Health sector using
data mining techniques such as machine learning is
quite difficult task since the data generated in this
sector is diverse, noisy and also it has large quantity of
unlabeled data. In this paper we have implemented the
semi supervised graph based algorithm to overcome
the challenges of large data. The proposed system uses
the health examination records to predict the risk
associated with health of patient. This will help the
participants to know the possibilities in advance so
that they can start the treatment as early as possible.
Thus, the efficient algorithm and effective
classification lead us get accuracy of 88.5%. Thus,
blending the data from different origins can be
processed through effective algorithms to accomplish
useful prediction.
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Abstract— Social media have became one of the best
platforms where users can share their views, feelings,
opinions and advice on different business. People usually
give reviews in text form and with growing social media
videos are becoming a new source of reviews. People
opinion matters a lot to analyze how the product will
impact the business. Sentiment analysis on social media
determines the distribution and preference of huge
population towards specific topic. These days, the
applications of such sentiment analysis can be easily
observed during elections, movie reviews, brand
endorsements and many other fields. In this project, we
are going to do the memory computation framework
'Apache Spark' to extract social media data and perform
sentiment analysis of textual and visual data. The primary
aim is to provide a method for analyzing sentiment from
the social media for better analysis of the specific data so
both the text and video sentiment analysis is done. This
paper reports on the design of a sentiment analysis system
and extracting vast number of social media data.
Keywords— Sentiment Analysis, Big Data, Hadoop,
Pyspark

I. INTRODUCTION
Some of the popular social media sites such as
Twitter, Facebook, YouTube as well as e-commerce
sites as in Flipcart and Amazon, have resulted in
generating large set of data. People are now sharing
their views and opinions on these social media sites.
The increase in use of internet has made people around
the world to share their views globally using social
media applications. So, people’s decisions depend on
the reviews and opinions. Large volume of such data is
generated each day on social media which can be
analyzed to make optimize decisions. The use of
emotion recognition systems have great potential in
intelligent systems and in decision making process. For
example, a recommendation system for tourism using
context or emotion was presented in [6]. Similarly in
online gaming, health care, marketing, feedback

assesments of customers, automatic emotion recognition
systems are very useful. Sentiment analysis helps us to
understand a person’s behaviour towards a specific topic. Size
of the data matters in extracting the data, as the size of the data
is small it is very easy to analyze the data, but if the size of the
data is huge, then it is quite difficult to analyze the data.
As, all the data from the social media will be in the
unstructured or in semi-structured format. It turns out to be the
biggest challenge in analyzing this type of data to carry further
survey. The powerful framework that has been efficient in
processing large amount of data is Hadoop, which is considered
to be the efficient for distributed storage of large set of data and
distributed processing of data.
Unstructured data can be in the form of text and video, so
with the help of Hadoop the analysis of such type of data will be
done. Textual and visual data can be extracted from Facebook,
Twitter and Youtube for sentiment analysis. In our proposed
system, text data from tweets and visual data from youtube is
used to perform sentiment analysis.
II. BIG DATA
Big Data refers to the massive amount of the data generated
everyday through various data sources for business needs to
reveal insights for optimized decision making. Bigdata can be
structured, semi structured, unstructured, complex or real time
data. The major sources of bigdata includes social media,
machine data which includes sensors such as road cameras,
satellites, medical devices, games and transactional data like
invoices, storage records, delivery receipts and payment orders.
With increasing use of internet and social media, huge amount
of structured and unstructured data is generated that can be
helpful for business organizations to learn more about their
customer needs and use this knowledge to improve their
business. The three main characteristics of Bigdata is Volume,
Velocity and Variety.
Volume of Data Bigdata includes huge amount of data coming
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from variety of data sources. Facebook alone generates
500 terabytes of data everyday. High volume of data is
created everyday by mobile devices, security cameras,
satellites, medical devices.
A. Velocity of Data
Speed of data generated everyday is known as
velocity of data. Stock trading algorithms
generate
data in high frequency, transactions
of millions of
customers is supported by Ecommerce and internet
banking, huge number of
users involved in online gaming producing multiple
inputs.

B. Variety of Data
Big data is not just numbers or strings, it
consist of
images, video, audio, text, real time
streaming data, 3D data, log reports and many more
unstructured data.

The need to analyze such huge volume and variety of
data is increasing day by day. OLAP tools were used
for business analytics in traditional methods. But these
reactive analytic tools cannot be used for Big Data
analytics. To solve this problem, Yahoo released
Hadoop as an open source project in 2008. Today
Hadoop is developed as framework for distributed
computing by non-profit organization Apache. Hadoop
Distributed File System and Map-Reduce processing
tools are widely used for handling Big Data in IT,
finance, health care, pharmaceutical industry and
telecommunication. However, the Map-Reduce
processing is not designed for iterative data processing
or iterative data analysis as explain in [1]. The solution
to the problem was to use Apache Spark[2].

III. APACHE SPARK
Apache Spark is an open source distributed
framework and has become one of the key clustercomputing frameworks in the world. It has a thriving
open-source community and is the most active Apache
project at the instant. Spark provides faster and easy-touse analytics than Hadoop Map Reduce. Spark allows
you to run programs up to 100x faster in memory, or
10x faster on disk, than Hadoop. Spark supports
applications in java, python, R. Spark runs anywhere
like on Hadoop, Mesos, standalone, or in the cloud.
Spark combines streaming and complex analytics
and powers a stack of libraries including SQL and
DataFrames, MLlib for machine learning, GraphX, and
Spark Streaming. These libraries can be combined
seamlessly in the same application.

Fig. 1 Spark Stack

Spark consist of three main data structures, RDD, data frames
and SQL schema. Spark introduces the concept of an
immutable, fault-tolerant, distributed collection of partitioned
records that can be operated in parallel, called as RDD
(Resilient Distributed Dataset). each partition is the subset of
the data from which the partition is created. If any partition is
lost during the process they can still be created from the original
datasets. Despite its beauty in processing big data,
RDD remains a touch distal from the data structures that people
are familiar with, e.g., SQL schema, data frame. The recent
release of Spark introduces DataFrame into its ecosystem. The
columnar organized data structure is conceptually similar to a
data-frame in R and it also offers relational data operations like
SQL.

IV. LITERATURE REVIEW
In today’s world, automatic emotion recognition systems are
getting popular in every field from E-commerce to health care,
from online gaming systems to pharmaceutical industry. With
increase in the use of social media, reviews about products in
the form of text and video has increased. In this section we will
discuss various sentiment analysis techniques and their
application in real world.
[3][4] proposes an emotion-aware- e-health systems where
various keywords were searched from feedback from the
patients and emotions were recognized from these keywords. It
was text based sentiment analysis. [5] describes an intelligent
tutoring system integrating emotion-aware framework in which
students are allowed to express their emotions using texts or
emoticons. A healthcare recommender system called iDoctor
was introduced in [7] using a text sentiment analysis based on
emotions. In [8],
Ng et al. used the CNN with the transfer
learning from the ImageNet to recognize emotions from static
images. Data set used was the 2015 Emotion Recognition subchallenge dataset of static facial expression, the authors
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achieved 55.6% accuracy. In [12], a customized CNN
network for lung image patch classification was used
where a 2D CNN model was designed to extract
discriminative features from training samples and
perform classification at the same time.

Ng et al. used the CNN to recognize emotions from
static images with the transfer learning from the
ImageNet [13]. The authors used the 2015 Emotion
Recognition sub-challenge dataset of static facial
expression and they achieved 55.6% accuracy. In [14]
Deep Neural Networks with Relativity Learning
(DNNRL) model was developed to recognize emotion
from face images using the FER-2013 database. An
interlaced derivative pattern (IDP) and the ELM based
emotion recognition system from images was
introduced in [15]. The authors used eNTERFACE
database.

V. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY

First step is to clean the tweets after they arrive and store
cleaned tweets in a file for further processing. Cleaning consist
of removal of stopwords and punctuations that are not required
for feature generation. These clean tweets are provided to the
trained model for classification of sentiments associated with
each tweets which is explained later. Logistic Regression
algorithm is used for classification which is provided by
Pyspark’s MLLib.

Logistic Regression

Logistic Regression(LR) is a popular methods in machine
learning and data mining that is used for classification of large
scale data[9]. It is a probability based prediction technique that
is used to assign observations to discrete set of classes.

The figure 3 shows several pre-processing modules, the
framework is composed of.

From the above literature review, we see that the
existing systems were not evaluated in Big Data.
Therefore, in this paper, we propose, a system that will
work well using Big data. This section is divided into
two parts. Each section explain the working of text and
video emotion recognition technique proposed in this
paper.

1. Text Sentiment Analysis
Predicting sentiments of streaming social media data,
that is, short text, is a difficult task as these text arrive
at huge number. Twitter has become very popular
where a number of user expresses their views regarding
some topic in comments or tweets. The traditional
methods are inefficient to handle text streams from
social media. In this paper, we propose an in-memory
processing technique using spark for faster prediction
of streaming text data. The figure 2 shows overall
block diagram of text sentiment analysis.

Fig. 3 Sentiment Analysis of Text Framework

Fig. 2 The overall block diagram of proposed
text sentiment analysis system.

The first phase of training framework separates the data on
the basis of the class. The dataset consist of labeled tweets, 1 for
positive and 0 for negative, hence the input data is divided into
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two categories, positive text and negative text. In the
next phase, the text is converted into vectors which is
performed by identifying the TF-IDF values of the text.
Term Frequency/ Inverted Document Frequency (TFIDF) [10] is a statistics based technique that is widely
used in information retrieval. TF_IDF can be used to
identify the significance of a word inside a text
document by comparing it with text in a huge document
corpus. It identifies the weightage of words and hence
identifies the relative importance of the word in
document or corpus. [11] shows the calculation for TFIDF.

Fig. 4 The overall block diagram of proposed video
sentiment analysis system.

Video signal preprocessing
Figure 5 shows the preprocessing steps of the video signal in
the proposed system.

Term Frequency:
TF measures how frequently a term appears in a
document and it is calculated as shown below.

TF(t) = (Number of times term t appears in a document)
/ (Total number of terms in the document).

Inverse Document Frequency:

Fig. 5 Video Processing

Step 1: Divide the video into frames of 0.25 sec.

Step 2: Convert the frames into grayscale so that we get a 2D
matrix.

IDF measures how important a term is.

IDF(t) = log_e(Total number of documents / Number of
documents with term t in it)

After the calculation of TF/IDF, the next phase is to
divide the data into training data and testing data.
Dataset is divided in the ratio of 4:1 i.e 80% of the data
is used for training and 20% of the data is used for
testing. Then the training data is sent to logistic
regression classsifier for training.

2. Video Sentiment Analysis

Figure 4 shows an overall block diagram of proposed
video sentiment analysis system. There are two main
steps in the system. The steps are pre-processing and
deep networks using the CNN which will be explained
later.

Step 3: Detection of the frames containing faces. In the
proposed system we used python’s dlib library to
perform this task which is Histogram of Oriented
Gradient Based(HOG) detector combined with linear
classifier.
Step 4: Extracting faces from frames.
In this step, we first crop the detected faces and
resize it to 48*48 pixel.

Step 5: The frames with faces

CNN Framework

In Deep Learning, for Convolution Neural Network(CNN) is
most commonly used for analysing images. It is a very good
learning technique because it learns local and spatial textures of
the signals by applying convolution and non-linearity operations
[16]. In our proposed system, we use a 2D CNN for the video
signal. Figure 6 shows the basic structure of a 2D CNN
followed by the softmax in the proposed system for video
signals.
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Conv2d_6 (Conv2D)

(None,11,11,256)

590080

Batch_normalization_5(Batch)

(None,11,11,256)

1024

Max_pooling2d_3
(MaxPooling2

(None,5,5,256)

0

Dropout_3(Dropout)

(None,5,5,256)

0

Conv2d_7 (Conv2D)

(None,5,5,512)

1180160

Batch_normalization_6 (Batch)

(None,5,5,512)

2048

Conv2d_8 (Conv2D)

(None,5,5,512)

2359808

Batch_normalization_7 (Batch)

(None,5,5,512)

2048

Fig. 6 The structure of the basic 2D CNN architecture
for video signals.

Max_pooling2d_4
(MaxPooling2

(None,2,2,512)

0

In the proposed system for video sentiment analysis,
we used a 2D CNN model with 8 convolution layers
and 4 pooling layers. Table 1 shows this CNN
architecture details. A softmax function is applied to
the output of the fully-connected layer. In the proposed
architecture, a max pooling is used for downward
sampling. The pooling is obtained in every 2 × 2, with a
stride of 2.

Dropout_4(Dropout)

(None,2,2,512)

0

Flatten_1 (Flatten)

(None, 2048)

0

Dense_1 (Dense)

(None, 512)

1049088

Dropout_5(Dropout)

(None, 512)

0

Dense_2 (Dense)

(None, 256)

131328

Dropout_6(Dropout)

(None, 256)

0

Dense_3 (Dense)

(None, 128)

32896

Dropout_7(Dropout)

(None, 128)

0

Tabel 1: Summary of the layer
implement classifier.

in CNN used to

Layer (type)

Output Shape

ParanDense_4
#
(Dense)

(None, 7)

903

Conv2d_1 (Conv2D)

(None,46,46,64)

(None,5,5,256)

0

Conv2d_2 (Conv2D)

(None,46,46,64)

640 Max_pooling2d_3
36928(MaxPooling2

Batch_normalization_1(Batch)

(None,46,46,64)

256 Total params: 5,905,863

Max_pooling2d_1
(MaxPooling2

(None,23,23,64)

0

Dropout_1 (Dropout)

(None,23,23,64)

0

Conv2d_3 (Conv2D)

(None,23,23,128)

73856

Batch_normalization_2(Batch)

(None,23,23,128)

512

Conv2d_4 (Conv2D)

(None,23,23,128)

Batch_normalization_23(Batch)

(None,23,23,128)

This section is divided into two each of which presents a
description of datasets used in the experiments, some
147584
experimental setups, results, and discussion for textual and
512 visual emotion recognition system respectively.

Max_pooling2d_2
(MaxPooling2

(None,11,11,128)

0

Dropout_2(Dropout)

(None,11,11,128

Conv2d_5 (Conv2D)

(None,11,11,256)

Batch_normalization_4(Batch)

(None,11,11,256)

Trainable params: 5,902,151
Non-trainable params: 3, 712

VI. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS

A. Emotion recognition from Text
Data and setup

0

Hadoop 3.0 was used as the base file system and PySpark
was
used as the preferred language to implement Logistic
295168
Regression Classifier. The proposed method of Text sentiment
1024 analysis was evaluated using Bigdata of emotions. Dataset
contain an already fetched, clean and labeled tweets. Tweets are
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labeled as 1 for positive tweets and 0 for negative
tweets. 80% of the data was used for training and 20%
data was used for testing. The tweets were fetched
using Twitter API and the emotions are classified into
one of the two categories[1-positive, 0-negative].
Figure 7 shows the fetched tweets with recognized
emotions.

Fig.8 ROC Curve

The figure 9 shows the confusion matrix for text sentiment
analysis system. Test data of 574 labeled tweets were used to
test the model. The confusion matrix shows the performance of
the proposed logistic regression model for text sentiment
analysis. It can be seen that the model made 563 correct
predictions out of total 574 data. The showed 98% accuracy in
testing phase.

Fig.9 Confusion matrix
Fig. 7 Fetched tweets with Emotion
Prediction

Experimental Results and Discussion
The Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) plot
for the proposed work in presented in figures 8. It could
be observed that the proposed technique exhibits high
true positive levels and low false positive levels,
making the prediction robust. Hence the proposed
technique is considered to be a reliable and robust
method for sentiment prediction.

B. Emotion recognition from video

Data and setup
The proposed model for video sentiment analysis was
evaluated using Facial Emotion Recognition 2013(FER2013)
dataset [16]. The data consists of 48x48 pixel grayscale images
of faces and the emotion in faces is classified to one of seven
categories (0=Angry, 1=Disgust, 2=Fear, 3=Happy, 4=Sad,
5=Surprise, 6=Neutral).

Experimental Results and Discussion
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The video stream was first divided into frames and
frames were converted into grayscale images of 48x48
pixels. The figure 10 shows original image frame and
the frame after preprocessing.

Fig.11 Confusion matrix

Original frame

VII. CONCLUSION
This work presents an effective sentiment prediction
technique in Big Data, using Spark and machine learning.
Logistic regression, a classification algorithm was used with
pyspark for text sentiment analysis. 2D CNN model was used
for analyzing image frames of video. The proposed model for
text and video sentiment analysis has been identified to provide
better accuracy levels. The proposed technique analyzes text in
terms of positive and negative sentiments and classify image
frames of video to one of seven categories(Angry, Disgust,
Fear, Happy, Sad, Surprise, Neutral). Hence future extension of
the proposed work can be extended to include neutral sentiment
for text and video analysis model can be trained with additional
data to achieve higher accuracy.
The models will give us an effective output which is easy to
understand. These models can be used in application useful for
decision making in various domains. With the use of bigdata,
pyspark and machine learning algorithms models have achieved
great accuracies and it becomes easy to process the data in less
time.
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visual or physical disabilities to switch from one location to
another. Also, the wheelchair is fitted with an obstacle
warning device that eliminates the risk of a crash during the
ride. As it has in recent times gained heaps of attention. The
devices can also be used in old-age homes wherever the
movement of older people is difficult. The con-wheels are to
turn a wheelchair into a reclining bed and reduce the
caretaker's effort as well. Depending on the need, it will
include a safer movement of patients to hospitals as well as
to locations. The goal is to build a wheelchair that is light in
weight, low maintenance costs, and robust. The Con-wheel is
not only an ordinary wheelchair but a wheelchair with
advanced technology. This device is constructed with the
assistance of electronic components that control the
wheelchair's actual movement rather than an ordinary
wheelchair that needs powerful labor to operate. Not only is
the Con-wheel an ordinary wheelchair, but a wheelchair with
sophisticated technology. This system is designed with the
help of electronic components that control the actual
movement of the wheelchair rather than an ordinary
wheelchair that requires powerful work to operate. The smart
features of this device are Ultrasonic Sensors, Diabetic
Sensor, Body Pulse Rate Sensor, Blood Pressure Sensor,
Biometric Vehicle Start Sensor, Thermo Rifle, Lipid Sensor,
and Vitamin Level Sensor.

Abstract—This paper deals with a variety of features that are

integrated into the advanced variant of the wheelchair. The
advanced version of the wheelchair is electrically directed and
controlled by the use of a joystick or an electronic monitor for
smoother movement of the chair. As noted, it can also be
difficult for the caretaker to switch the patients from the
wheelchair to the stretcher or medical bed. There is a
wheelchair movement presently that is regulated by the needs
and wants of a person. The "Convertible Smart Wheelchair for
Patients" helps the patient with disabilities to be mobile. The
highlight of this design is to transform the wheelchair into a
reclining bed and also to minimize the effort of the caretaker.
It would provide a more efficient transfer of patients to
hospitals, depending on the need. The goal is to create a
lightweight, low maintenance cost, and robust wheelchair. The
smart features of this model are ultrasonic sensors, diabetic
sensors, body pulse rate sensors, blood pressure sensors, and
biometric sensors to start the car. A Thermo gun, a lipid
sensor, and a vitamin level sensor. This would make it easier
for patients to have access to medical assistance and to
communicate with medical professionals as well.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Owing to injuries or accidents, many families are impacted
by temporary or permanent disabilities. The use of a 'conwheel' A Convertible Smart Wheelchair for Disabled Persons
is becoming necessary for such adverse or impossible
instances. For many of the low and medium-level disability
cases, manual or electric chairs are satisfying, where patients
can use the wheelchair according to their needs. In severe
situations, however, it is difficult or not possible to use the
wheelchairs separately, since they lack independent mobility
and have to rely on someone else to operate the wheelchair.
The ordinary wheelchair ranges from approximately 8k to
44k. Whereas scientific and technical advancement is
abundant. In certain fields, the medical specialty area is
lacking as an example for individuals who are physically
disabled or because of some disabilities or illness. With the
aid of the user's command, the Smart Wheel Chair is an
automatically operated system. This decreases the human
effort and power of the consumer to push the chair's wheels.
What's more, it also offers an opportunity for people with

Fig1: Ordinary Wheelchair
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The external battery is connected while the wheelchair is
moving, which in turn lets the motors travel from one
location to another, and we can plug it into the DC supply at
the moment of rest, which will perform all the wheelchair's
necessary functions. The patient will be tested via routine
check-ups, and the same will be transmitted using the GSM
module to their respective guardians/doctors.
III. CIRCUIT IMPLEMNTATION
F

ig 2: Modified Wheelchair (Smart Wheelchair)

Sr.No.
1

Ordinary
Wheelchair
8k – 44k

Modified
Wheelchair
50k – 75k

The diagram design plays a critical role since the structure as
a whole showing the components of the scheme is visually
represented. The diagram suggested is as shown below.

Future
Modification
85k –
1.5lakhs

Table 1: Comparative analysis of the cost of the wheelchair

The above table shows the cost of the Wheelchair varying
from ordinary wheelchair to future wheelchair. These are the
estimated cost.
II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK
Electrically operated and self-controlled, the smart
wheelchair can be quickly transformed to a reclining bed, the
smart wheelchair has an additional benefit. The smart
wheelchair removes the dilemma that an ordinary wheelchair
faces. By using the biometric sensor or by entering the
default pin on the keypad, the wheelchair starts. The
wheelchair movement can be controlled in two ways, one by
the use of a joystick on the left side of the wheelchair, and
the other by the use of a keypad on the right side of the
wheelchair. To prevent a collision, the ultrasonic sensor is
attached to the front of the chair. To drive the wheelchair,
the hub motors and the wheels are used.

Fig 4: The block diagram of electrical and control system

The block diagram of the electrical and control system of
the designed prototype of the smart wheelchair is shown in
Fig.4. Initially, a person has the right to choose a control
mode for a wheelchair that he wishes to control. After
selecting the control mode, a function corresponding to the
selected mode is executed. In the voice control mode, a
microphone is used to record user-provided voice
commands. Similarly, the gesture interface utilizes a leap
motion sensor to record the movements of a user's palm.
The sensor or microphone commands for Leap Motion are
sent to the main controller and the order is evaluated
(checking whether the received commands are predefined
command). A laptop is used as the key controller in the
assembled prototype of the intelligent wheelchair. If the
received command is similar to the predefined list of
commands, a command-related signal is sent to the subcontroller, which is implemented by the Arduino controller.
A serial communication connection mechanism determines
the communication between the main controller and the subcontroller. The Arduino sends a signal to the engine driver
to shift the wheelchair. If the joystick is the chosen mode of
control, another signal is sent to Arduino to execute the
relevant functions of the joystick input. The joystick is
attached directly to the sub controller, which is why the sub
controller performs functions similar to the control mode of
the joystick. Similar to the other two modes, according to
the coordination offered by the joystick, the wheelchair is
controlled by the motor driver. The encoders coupled with
the engines are used to obtain the speed input of the engines

Fig 3: Hardware Component
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And are used to monitor the engines' speeds at the desired
levels. This speed regulation is done by the Kangaroo
motion controller by (a self-tuning feedback motion
controller). The use of this feedback motion sensor reduces
the overheads of the sub-computational controller, such as
counting the encoders' pulses.

deviating from the expected route, the travel path is
automatically corrected.
Uses of the Switches:
To switch the input control device to the accelerometer or
the control panel, these switches are connected to the chair.
Microcontroller:
It is the primary computational and processing aspect of the
Smart Wheel Chair that receives and processes input from
the sensor and provides output accordingly.
Relay Switch:
An electrical device is a part of electromagnetically driven
electrical equipment. The multiple relays use the related
magnet to automatically control a shift mechanism. Using a
low DC control voltage, it is used to start or off electrical
circuits in service at high voltage.
Motor Drivers:
Motor drivers act as a connection interface between the
motors and the control circuits. Whereas the controller
circuit works on low current signals, a high amount of
current is needed for the motor. For the output of motor
drivers, therefore, a low-current control signal is required to
turn it into a higher-current signal that will drive a motor.

Fig5: Design model at the time of conversion

IV. DESIGNING OF MODEL
The following models explains the design of con-wheel – A
Convertible Smart Wheelchair For Disabled Person.

Fig7: Design model as a smart hospital bed

Fig6: Block Diagram

The diagram above explains the implementation of the
system's software and hardware circuit implementation by
the circuit.
The Atmega 32 inputs are as follows:
Accelerometer:
To change its position, the accelerometer sensors are
mounted on the wheelchair.
Synthesizer for Speech:
This module works by supplying a voice command for user
input and transmitting a signal to the actuators.
Ranging Ultrasonic Module:
It is used to describe an obstruction. As a preventive
measure, it is used to regulate the wheelchair's speed.
The (L3G4200D) gyroscope:
The gyroscope measures the need for input from a joystick,
comparing the source of the instrument with the way the
chair is trailing. If the system notices that the wheelchair is

Fig8: Flowchart of movement of the wheelchair
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V. FUTURE SCOPE
system attempts to prevent such circumstances. The
introduction of the con-wheel to the world would be a huge
development in medical assistance facilities and will turn the
ordinary wheelchair into a wheelchair.

By increasing the battery size and automatic charging of the
battery by the motion of the wheels, the potential
development of the wheelchair is feasible. With the help of
phones or other devices, the machine can also be run. For the
motion of the wheelchair, optical sensors may also be used.
Extra sensors such as heartbeat sensors can be added, line
followers can also be integrated into a certain region to shift
the device. To prevent direct contact, we can also enforce a
no-touch policy by seeing the current scenario, i.e. COVID19, and after it is taken to the outer setting, we will also
sanitize the bed and chair.
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design. But the process of vending can be revolutionized by
using the technology of Internet of Things. The main

Abstract - A vending machine is a computerized machine that

gives things such as snacks and lottery passes to customers
after cash, a card or uniquely planned card is embedded into
the machine. This idea can be actualized utilizing credit only
installment. Even after reaching the spot the process takes
additional time for locating, and billing process. Another
hindrance of the current framework includes cash which has a
few issues. A client consistently needs to convey cash with him
which is not a good option in today’s era as every money
transfer takes place in the form of digital transaction. Also,
there is a possibility in the theft of money. From the previous
project background (in conventional vending machine), the
issue that the projects needs to solve is the issue with the
installment technique. The problem is that the tank gets filled
with the coin or the coin gets stuck in the machine. Payment
Vending Machine is introduced to lessen the labor, time and
money payments. It is like which we get the necessary items at
vending machine any time & any place 24*7.The pandemic has
fueled the need for contactless deliveries as well as cashless
payments. With the cashless payment system the problem with
the payment method will be solved. Therefore we intend to
build an online payment incorporated vending machine that
should dispatch product. The consumer has to perform
payment of the given product. Once the payment is done he
can receive the corresponding product from the nearest
vending machine.

objective of designing a cashless vending machine is to provide
fast and reliable vending facility to the consumers as well as make
all transactions online. It also allows the consumer to remotely
have a glance of the items present in the vending machine and prebook the items whenever needed.
Novel Coronavirus illness (COVID-19) is a communicable
disease caused by a new discovered coronavirus. We touch
uncountable objects every day, from house keys to our mobile
phones. The infection that causes Coronavirus can last somewhere
in the range of 30 minutes to a few hours noticeable all around (as
airborne drops) prior to floating down onto surfaces, where it can
make due for a long time. During this pandemic customers not
only fear to have a close contact with the delivery person in the
shop but also fear to have cash payments (i.e. give and take of cash
with the shopkeeper). This situation has fueled the need for
contactless deliveries as well as cashless payments. Contactless
options should be utilized due to legitimate need right now, yet
they may set the establishment for a more extensive versatile
transformation later on. The consumers quickly will not return to
their old practices prior to everything shut down. Likewise
Advanced installment exchanges through the Unified Payment
Interface (UPI) and versatile wallets have been expanded. The UPI
increment is because of buyers progressively taking care of utility
and shopping bills through contactless modes, specialists said.
Along these lines we show the utilization of IOT based Smart
vending machine to have contactless conveyances just as credit
only installments.
The remainder of the paper is coordinated as follows: In section
II, we present the writing review. In segment III, we talk about the
proposed model. We talk about the outcomes and results in section
IV. In section V, we give the finish of our work.

Keywords – Arduino, Cashless System, Contactless, Covid-19,
IOT, Vending Machines.

I. INTRODUCTION
A vending machine is a robotized machine that gives distributing
of things each in turn, for example, snacks, refreshments, lottery
passes to customers after cash, a Master card, or exceptionally
planned card is embedded into the machine. The principal current
vending machines were created in Britain in the mid1880s and
dispensed postcards. Vending machines exist in numerous nations,
and in more recent times, specialized vending machines that give
less regular items contrasted with conventional vending machine
things have been made and given to consumers.
As the vending machine industry rapidly moves forward, so do
the payment systems available. Cash is becoming a thing of the
past and Cashless Vending is a growing trend in vending machines.
Credit only Innovation empowers the shopper to utilize their
Master card, Visa or American Express cards to make a buy from a
vending machine utilizing Credit or Check Cards. This type of
Cashless Vending innovation does not require any human efforts
and therefore creates a quick and easy experience for the consumer
on the go.
Cashless Vending Machine is an often-overlooked business case
for the Internet of Things because it does not really fit into the

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Work of credit only and secure installment system in vending
machines can be executed and planned by utilizing radio
recurrence recognizable proof technology that improves the
conventional money based installment framework which included
parcel of issues and dangers i.e., hacking, examining, putting away,
cash and material of coins and notes. The proposed methodology
comprises of detached RFID distinguishing proof cards and per
user for customers. This Paper presents the framework which
works not on coin or note, it works on RFID framework. This
system gives the entrance through just RFID which evade the
misuse of machine. It additionally portrays how such item arranged
RFID card based candy machine can greatest encourages the
framework designing [1]. Prof. Smt Usha Rani J et al., (2020)
recommended that the writing material vending machine has three
units which is interface with every thing allocator. 1. The credit
only installment given by the QR code in the primary unit. 2. In
second unit, Raspberry pi is go about as primary processor, is
executed the programming area utilizing python complier. 3. At

well-known categories such as health, mobility or industrial
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long last the machine conveys the item and show the fruitful data
on LCD display. The Automatic stationery Vending machine
delivers different miscellaneous of items available at any time
through scanning the QR code. The particular QR code resembles
the kind of payments wallets like Google pay, Phone pay etc [2].
A website is designed for the interface. The admin logs into his
account and he will enter that details regarding the products
available in the machine. Then the customer can choose the
product of his interest .When he enters he can see the list of
available products. In both cases after that the user can move on to
the payment section. Online payment is done. From the previous
project background, the problem that the project wants to solve is
payment method. Cashless based approach is used to solve this
problem [3].
There have been many problems in the current technologies being
used for the vending machine related to the payment methods, the
false product dispatching and the product availability, this project
overcomes these problems by implementing the IoT technology
which indirectly fastens the payment system by removing the third
person barrier and direct transaction between the user and the bank
along with that the database helps to keep track on the items that
has been dispatched and if needed to refill again.

Arduino compatible electronic components is used to interact with
the vending machine controller. Arduino is less expensive than
Raspberry pi and appropriate for repititive works like hold the
slave driver synchronization component, which needs to send each
200ms recognize messages to the vending machine controller.
Figure is the block diagram of the vending machine hardware
prototype that shows how all the components of the hardware have
been integrated. Esp8266 wifi Module is used for the convenience
and affordability compare to SIM900,800 GPRS module. SIM card
wifi router has been used in this module to provide a wifi access
Point to connect more than one device within a specific
range,which saves cost and works more efficiently. The API will
update the status in the database.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed system the application is designed for the
interface. When the person opens the application he will see the list
of available products. Then the customer can choose the product of
his interest. Once the customer chooses the products then the
machine will check for the availability of the products if the
products are available then the customer can move on to the
payment section. Online payment is done through gpay. Once the
payment is done then the motor will start rotating and the
respective product will be dispatched and the customer can collect
the product. First an account needs to be created on Thinger
platform.
From the previous project background, the problem that the project
wants to solve is the problem with the payment method. The
problem is that the tank gets filled with the coin or the coin gets
stuck in the machine.
Secondly for vending machine utilizing notes as installment
strategy, the notes should be in acceptable condition meaning great
state of the notes, not collapsed, and unique one. In the event that
we use noticed that are in the terrible condition, for example,
folded and grimy, the vending machine can't peruse the notes and
consequently the installment is dismissed. The vending machine
will stop the activity and this will cause no more purchase.
With the cashless payment system the problem with the payment
method will be solved.
The cashless payment system will overcome the fake currency
problem and also will be more secure.
Secondly, we have real-time data of the products which will be
available using cloud database technology.

Fig. 2. Picture of arduino
With the help of NodeMCU (An open source IOT platform)
attached arduino mega checks the database to verify the data.
Arduino is an opensource equipment and programming
organization, venture and client local area that plans and produces
singleboard microcontrollers and microcontroller units for building
computerized gadgets and intuitive articles that can detect and
control both actually and carefully. Its items are authorized under
the GNU Lesser Overall population Permit or the GNU Overall
population Permit, allowing the assembling of Arduino sheets and
programming circulation by anybody. Arduino sheets are
accessible financially in preassembled structure or as DIY units.
Arduino board plans utilize an assortment of microchips and
regulators The boards are furnished with sets of advanced and
simple information/yield sticks that might be interfaced to different
extension sheets or breadboards and different circuits. The boards
highlight sequential interchanges interfaces, remembering
Widespread Sequential Transport for certain models, which are
additionally utilized for stacking programs from PCs.
THINGER.IO It is an open source stage for IoT. It gives adaptable
cloud foundation to associating things, gadgets.
THINGER.IO
It is an open source platform for IoT. It provides scalable cloud
infrastructure for connecting things, devices. With the ThingerIO,
devices can be controlled from internet within minutes.To use the
Thinger platform first create an account in the Thinger platform. In
the console a dashboard, it will show the number of devices
connected. It can connect up to 4 devices at a time in the platform.
In Devices, you can manage and access the item .it displays how
many devices are connected in the project. A dashboard is created
using a dashboard id, each dashboard can be connected to different
sensors and actuators. Widgets are created in the dashboard for
monitoring the values.

Fig.1. Overview of the proposed system
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IOT Based Contactless Vending Machine with Cashless Payment System.

ESP8266 WI-FI MODULEThe ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module is a self-contained SOC with
coordinated TCP/IP convention stack that can give any
microcontroller admittance to your Wi-Fi organization. The
ESP8266 is prepared to do either facilitating an application or
offloading all Wi-Fi organizing capacities from another application
processor. The ESP8266 can be controlled from your nearby Wi-Fi
organization or from the web (after port sending). The ESP-01
module has GPIO pins that can be customized to turn a Drove or a
transfer ON/OFF through the web. The module can be customized
utilizing an Arduino/USB-to-TTL converter through the serial pins
(RX, TX)
HARDWARE COMPONENTS


Arduino Uno



Servo motor



IR sensor



Vending Coils



ESP8266 Wi-Fi Module

SOFTWARE COMPONENTS


Arduino IDE



Thinger.io



PHP (HYPER TEXT PROCESSOR)

The cost of an already existing vending machine is very high in
addition to this the feature of online ordering and payment is not
available in a considerable amount. The proposed vending machine
is cost-effective and enabling online ordering and payment.

Fig. 3. Flowchart of proposed system

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPECTED RESULTS
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The main problem addressed by the existing system was
delay in purchase and dispatching of product due to the

This project will develop a new system to build an online payment
incorporated vending machine that will dispatch product. The
customer has to perform payment of given product. Once the
payment is done he/she can receive the corresponding product
from the vending machine which will be installed. The machine
will keep a track on the items purchased and will generate a daily
sales data accordingly also t

application of heavy duty motors which do a complete rotation of
360 degree to dispatch a product. This proposed system is
developed using the servo motors whose one rotation consist of
180 degree and can dispatch the product easily taking less time
than it was previously required. The servo motors are connected
with the Arduino Uno board. Arduino Uno is programmed to rotate
the servo motors in clockwise direction for 180 degrees. Vending
coils consisting 3 maze are been attached with the servo motors for
dispatching out the products. Node MCU module has been
integrated to the Thinger.io platform and is installed on the
Arduino Board.
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE
Covid-19 situation has fueled the need for contactless deliveries as
well as cashless payments. Contactless options should be used out
of necessarily at the moment, but they may set the foundation for a
wider mobile revolution in the future. In any event, the post-Covid
climate in India recommends that things will not promptly recover
to normal. Additionally Computerized installment exchanges
through the Unified Payment Interface (UPI) and versatile wallets
have made a close to Angular recuperation this month. The UPI
increment is because of buyers progressively taking care of utility
and shopping bills through contactless modes, specialists said.
The cost of already existing vending machine is very high in
addition to this the feature of online ordering and payment is not
available in a considerable amount. The proposed vending machine
for beverages is cost effective and enabling online ordering and
payment. The project can be used in restaurants, offices, schools,
colleges and many other places. Vending machine with online
payment will give 24 hours service without any inconvenience. In
conventional vending machine there is a threat of fake currency
being inserted; making the vending machine cashless will
eliminate this flaw.
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where output comes and also sends to previous layers for
further process [2].

Abstract— Nowadays artificial intelligence systems are
being used everywhere. In that there are lots of systems which
helps the human to do difficult things easily. GUI based
handwritten digit recognition using Convolutional neural
network ‘CNN’ is the system which fulfils the todays
requirements which is nothing but recognition of handwritten
digit. Because handwritten digits or alphanumeric may have
different patterns or shapes. For computer it may difficult to
classify as well as recognize that digit so that time neural
networks come into the picture. Convolutional neural
network CNN is used in this system because it can classify and
recognize the digit very efficient manner. In this system CNN
is used as main classifier as well as GUI and MINST data sets
are being used for input training and testing for the system.
Till now 50% work is completed i.e., CNN model has built.
After completing training and testing it show the accuracy of
99.25% with the validation accuracy 99.23 and test loss
0.02912% and test accuracy 99.23%. After that compatible
GUI is the next part for this system. Main aim of this system
is to make efficient learning style.

Hidden layers are playing most important role in neural
network systems. Basically, whole process is depending
upon the weights updating for desire output. As numbers of
hidden layers increases accuracy of systems output also
increases. But there is disadvantage, which is nothing but if
hidden layers increase the complexity of the system are also
increases with computation as well as it makes processes,
more time consuming. [3]
This GUI based handwritten digit recognition using
CNN is the system which helps to recognize the digits
efficiently. Basically, this system is for the primary students
as a product which help them to write a digit on it as well as
this system will give instant result with respect to what they
have written on GUI, which has provided by the system. [4]
This system further will be used in different kind of
application like car number plate digit recognition,
handwritten digits on cheque book or digits written on
another document. Now there are systems present which
does arithmetic operations on handwritten digit. [5].

Keywords— Handwritten digit recognizer, CNN, MNIST
dataset, hidden layers, GUI.

I. INTRODUCTION
Increased in number of deep learning areas where
various types of neural networks can be applied. In deep
learning, convolutional neural network is being used in
object detection, robotics, video analysis, segmentation,
regression analysis natural language processing, speech
recognition as well as image classification are some
examples which have done using convolutional neural
network. In these all-system high demand of accuracy
recognition, consistence performance as well as lesser
complexity are must because of they deal with large
database [1].

This system will help further to recognize alphanumeric
which helps to understand handwritten alphabetical as well
as digits simultaneously. Main advantage of this system is
its gives real time GUI supports by which user only have to
give an input like drawing digits or alpha bate on it to a
system, and system will instantly recognize that digit and
give instant recognize digit as output.
II. BACGROUND OF HANDWRITTEN DIGIT RECOGNITION
SYSTEM

From Reference [1], this paper focused on CNN
accuracy at different Batch size and epochs. Addition of this
system is to observe the variation in the overall classification
accuracy by varying the number of hidden layers, batch size
and also worked on finding performance of CNN’s hidden
layer, by using CNN and take reference as MNIST data set.
The network is trained using stochastic gradient descent and
the backpropagation algorithm. Scope of system is to adding
feature like GUI to take real-time input. this reference paper
will help to improve filters and layers efficiency.

Handwritten recognition of digit become a very large
area where researchers can research for various future
scopes for the system by updating weights which are going
through the hidden layers. Basically, structure of neural
network is divided into three parts first is input from where
input enters. Second intermediate field or hidden layers
where that weights are processed. Third part is output stage
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From Reference [2], this paper focused on KNN and
CNN’s Error rate, advantage, disadvantages. MNIST data
set are used and result is based on accuracy. By using
algorithms, KNN’s error rate is 3.8% and accuracy about
96.2% whereas in CNN’s algorithms error rate is 1.9% and
accuracy around 98.1%. Scope of system is to choosing
CNN because it produces high accuracy then KNN and GUI
improves user interface.

From figure 1. is the basic block diagram of purposed
GUI based handwritten digit recognition using CNN. In this
block diagram first stage is input stage which consist of GUI
input it gives canvas window to the user for drawing digit
whereas reference data model which consist MNIST data
set. This is used for training and testing for the CNN model.
Second stage is classifier which is based on CNN model
this helps the system to classify and recognize the digits. The
CNN model consists of different layer such as hidden layer,
convolutional layer, RELU layer, max pooling layer and
fully connected layer. the fully connected layer is
classifying the input with reference data set and gives
output.

From Reference [3], this paper focused on ANN and
accuracy at different layers, batch size and epochs. ANN
has all layer with fully connection. Scope of system is to
planning about using of convolutional neural network
instead of artificial neural network because CNN is less
complex as well as more efficient than ANN.

Final stage is output window on that result will be
present as recognize digit with accuracy.
B. Data Flow Diagram

From Reference [4], Handwritten Digit Recognition using
CNN. this paper focused on different neural network
algorithm and used GUI for selection of algorithms
compared different neural network. such as K-Nearest
neighbour ‘KNN’, Support Vector Machine ‘SVM’,
Random Forest Classifier ‘RFC’, and CNN. Scope of
system is use CNN and GUI for Canvas input.
From Reference [5], The Four Arithmetic Operations
for Handwritten Digit. Recognition Based on
Convolutional Neural Network. this paper focused on
combined dataset of MNIST dataset and arithmetic dataset.
This dataset helps to calculation simple equation.
Algorithms are used KNN, SVM, CNN, SNNs algorithms.
In image rectification filter used are histogram
equalization, median, normalization, etc and the accuracy
of this system is 97.42%. Scope of system is to used CNN
with GUI.

Backend
(Developer)

Frontend
(User)

MNIST
dataset

User input
using GUI

Preprocessing

Preprocessing

Training and
testing of CNN
model

Hidden Layer
Fully Connected
Layer

III. STEPS FOR PROPOSED SYSTEM
This section of paper focused-on block diagram, flow
chart, algorithms, planning and description as well as
programing structure of the system.

Classification
by CNN

Trained CNN Model

Saving and loading
into GUI

A. Block diagram

Result
with
accuracy

Figure 2: Purposed flowchart

GUI
Input

Referenc
e Data
Model

Convolutio
nal Neural
Network

From figure 2. shows flow chart of GUI based
handwritten digit recognition using CNN. this system uses
CNN model to recognize a handwritten digit and also
providing a GUI window on which user can draw digit and
get appropriate output.

Outp
ut

Process in backend importing MNIST data set with
required library like keras and tensor flow. Pre-processing

Figure 1: Purposed block diagram
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the MNIST data set and training and testing of CNN model.
Model will be saved and load to GUI.

processed by system. And then again goes to next set of
hidden layer. After that processed pixel values goes to fully
connected layer.

Process in frontend as user draw the digit. this input preprocessed and move to CNN model in backend on that it
compare input with MNIST dataset and give recognized
output with accuracy to GUI window.

Fully Connected layer. Softmax Classifier is applied that
returns a list of probabilities for each of the 10 class labels.
The class label with the largest probability is chosen as the
final classification from the network. And this classification
will give appropriate output.

C. MNIST data set

IV. PROGRAMMING STRUCTURE
Model structure is divided into 5 section are as followed.
First section, Importing of libraries and load data set. In this
step all libraries as well as loading of data set will complete.
Libraries consist like keras as well as importing of keras
models like sequential model, importing keras layers like
dense, dropout, flatten. Importing of keras layer like
convolutional layer, max pooling layer in 2D. Other hand in
this step only loading of MNIST data set will complete.

Figure 3: MNIST data set

Second section, Pre-processing the data. this step is present
because input cannot directly transfer to the system so that
there is need of pre-processing. In this step dimensions for
the training data set is (60000,28,28,1).

Figure 3 shows the images of digits which contains by
the MNIST dataset. There are lots of data set but most
popular dataset for digits in neural network is MNIST data
set. It contains 70000 images in which 60000 for training
and 10000 for testing. MNIST data set have 10 different
classes.

Third section, Creation of model. this step is main part of
system which is CNN model. In this section the system has
set batch size 128 because it is standard chosen for trial and
success fully done. Number of classes chosen 10 because 0
to 9 digits are present. Each digit consists one class. Epochs
are 10 because at 10 epochs system gotten desired output.
After that start of sequential model, The system uses three
layer 32, 64 and 256 size hidden layer. Each one consists
convolutional layer as well as RELU activation function and
after that max pooling layer is present. After that fully
connected layer has soft max activation function. Then
model goes for compilation.

The handwritten digit’s images are represented as a
28×28 matrix where each cell contains grayscale pixel
value.
D. System disciption & planning
Currently, planning to create multi-layer neural feed
forward network using and Keras and Tensor flow - an
interface for expressing deep learning algorithms in Python.
This network consists of perceptron’s in layers that take
inputs form GUI and pass information on to the next layer.
In this system planning to build a CNN with multiple
convolutions and maxpool layers and a final output layer
with softmax activation.

Fourth section, Training of model. in this step training part
has done. This step is consist samples based on training data
from MNIST data set, batch size, validation data, epochs as
well as batch size.

Steps for building Convolutional Network Architecture:

In fifth section, Evaluation of model. in this testing has done.
This testing has done by the 10000 data image which are
provided by MNIST data set.

Convolution Layer. In this layer, convolutional filters are
defined which are computed with input data to get the pixels
features with most intensity value.

Here the 50% of system part is completed after that GUI
work has started which will give real time input to the
system which makes user friendly environment. Result
obtained In result section, output screen as well as
discussion of result obtained has presented.

RELU layer. use for avoiding negative value.
Max pool Layer. It gets the data from the Convolution layer
which come to this layer by RELU layer. It pools all the
pixel values obtained from previous layer and again forms a
new image matrix of a smaller size. These images goes to
second set of hidden layer which contains layers like
convolution, RELU as well as Max pooling layers and
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This system will provide GUI which make the system user
friendly. 50% part of the system has done till. this system
had made one model which gives accuracy 99.25% which
shows model is successfully trained which shown in section
V. For further 50% system will be going to associated with
GUI which compatible with this model and which will
make this system user friendly and by which user can give
real time input and then system will give instant output.
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Figure 5: output window 2
figure 4 & 5. are the screenshot of output windows of the
system which comes after training as well as testing part of
the system. This output shows that model has success fully
trained. Where it shows accuracy around 99.25%.
Till here 50% part of the system has completed i.e., CNN
model of the system is now completed means base of
system. This part is for classification purpose. Above figure
4 and 5 are showing that 60000 training samples have used
for training purpose with 10 epochs. And after completing
training and testing it show the accuracy of 99.25% with
the validation accuracy 99.23% and test loss 0.02912% and
test accuracy 99.23%.
V. CONCLUSION
GUI based handwritten digit recognition using CNN is the
system which gives the output as recognized digit. In this
system uses Convolutional neural network which does
image processing and classifies the digit using dot product.
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can used in schools, colleges and in universities. This
system can be installed outside the staffroom so, the visitors
can get information about staff members present in the
staffroom and to maintain work environment of staffroom.

Abstract— This paper presents a design and
implementation of a system which shows the availability of
staff member within the office space or staffroom to visitor
waiting outside the staffroom and will maintain the work
environment of staffroom. The proposed work comprises of
two most popular trend in technology research; Arduino -UNO
and RFID.

The system is aimed at reducing the amount of time that
students, visitors and faculty members spend looking for
specific employees without being hindered by the ethical
issues surrounding RFID based staff tracking. It focuses on
the availability of the staff members within their allocated
office space [1].
This work introduces a new method of monitoring student
attendance using Radio Frequency Identification (RFID)
based on the Internet of Thing (IoT). This proposed project
gives idea about interfacing of RFID and IoT in our case we
are going to interface RFID reader EM-18 using ArduinoUNO [2].

Keywords-work environment, Arduino-UNO, RFID reader
EM-18, Staff availability.

I. INTRODUCTION
The main aim of this project is to construct a staff room
management system with minimizing the limitations of
existing method and also enhancing the privacy level of the
staff members which hindered in previous existing systems.
The staffroom management system will provide an interface
and means through which visitor can get know about the
staff members present in staffroom. So basically, this project
focuses on the availability of the staff members within their
allocated office space. In the survey conducted, few papers
on design and implementation of an automatic staff
availability tracking system have been studied thoroughly
and analyzed to understand the various technologies used
for web applications such as html, java, php [1]. After
studying the IEEE papers and other technical paper we got
an idea about the use of RFID and its implementation and
using it in a way which doesn't hinder privacy of the staff
members [2]. Apart from research papers other sources from
internet were used to understand the previous developments
in the field of staff availability-based. Using this
information to design a system that can provide with
different functionalities. The staffroom management system
focuses on maintaining the work environment of the
staffroom. Maintaining the work environment of the
staffroom is very important as many important works is
carried out by the staff members and also to provide visitor
with details of the staff member so that student time can be
saved. Using RFID tags to detect the presence of staff
members in staffroom, provide information to visitor about
presence using LCD touchscreen, and interactive user
interface for visitor [2]. This system is not only helpful but
worthy to implemented. The staffroom management system






The staffroom working environment won’t be disturbed
by continuous arrivals of visitors/students.
Students/visitors can easily get the details of the
concerned staff members available in staffroom, thus
saving their time. There are many systems available for
tracking staff members.
A good percentage of them involve personal wearing
RFID tags that are scanned when move from one
building to another building. This has brought about
ethical issues regarding privacy of staff members as
they were tracked continuously, so this issue is also
solved [1].

Maintaining work environment of staff room is very
important as teachers and other staff members have many
other responsibilities apart from teaching such as
maintaining students record for particular semester,
preparing marksheets and many other important works. And
getting disturbed frequently may lead to some serious
mistake for example if marks of student is wrongly got
entered due to frequent disturbance caused due visitors. So,
to overcome this problem we have proposed a Staffroom
Management System which will help in maintaining
staffroom work environment by providing list of staff
member who are available inside the staff room outside the
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staffroom itself and even staff members will be informed
about the visitors or students.

Software on Computer will contain details of staff present in
Staffroom. Software will also contain form for student to fill
his details for meeting staff in staffroom. Student will put
his details in software viz, his name, branch and to whom he
wants to meet. This information will be transferred through
serial cable to Arduino based system.
Arduino based system will contain a RFID module. A Staff
who enters or exits the Staffroom has to show his ID Card at
the RFID module. If card is valid, He / She is allowed to
enter. Otherwise, there would be alarm on Buzzer and LED
will Blink. Staff members present in staffroom will be
detected using RFID and Arduino.

II. FEASIABLITY STUDY
After thorough of various research papers and reports on
different system based on Raspberry-Pi and other
component, we got clear view for our project such what
language and software we have master so that we proceed
with our project. Our Project would provide visitors the
details of staff member available in the staffroom, so that
they should not disturb the work environment of the
staffroom, thereby providing details of visitor to staff
member sitting inside the staffroom. Market potential of this
system is very high. In India, there are 789 universities,
37,204 colleges and 11,443 stand-alone institutions. If this
system is integrated in universities and colleges, market is
huge. Hurdles: In college staffroom managing the large
crowd of visitors is a problem. Because normally in
college’s break is of 30 to 40 minutes and at that time
majority of people gather around the staffroom to solve the
doubts and queries due to low speed of system it can cater
one student at time. Due to which very less queries will be
solved. So, use of IoT and web technologies speed of the
system can be improved. Man, hours required will be about
300 hours for development of project, testing, analysis, user
manual, report. If product is developed with full integration
on a single PCB, with all sensors and modules as an integral
part of system, cost can be reduced. Procurement of material
in mass scale will also reduce overall cost. Product selling
price will be based on market conditions and availability of
other products in this field at the time we introduce it in
market. Other things to consider are the geographic
influence on the market, demographics, analyzing
competitors and more.
III. PROPOSED SOLUTION
We are going to make use of Arduino-UNO and RFID for
hardware implementation of Staffroom Management
System. Our proposed system is demonstrated with help of
diagram shown in fig. 1

Fig. 2. Arduino system flowchart

A. Hardware implementation:
a) Arduino – UNO:
The Arduino Uno is an open-source microcontroller board
based on the Microchip ATmega328P microcontroller and
developed by Arduino.cc. The board is equipped with sets
of digital and analog input/output pins that may be
interfaced to various expansion boards and other circuits.
b) RFID Reader EM-18 and Tag:
Fig. 1. Basic diagram of Staff room management system
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EM-18 is used like any other sensor module. First, we
choose the mode of communication between MODULE and
CONTROLLER. Next, we will program the controller to
receive data from module to display. Next power the
system. When a tag is brought near the MODULE it reads
the ID and sends the information to controller. The
controller receives the information and performs action
programmed by us.
c) LCD 16x2:
Alphanumeric LCD display module, meaning can display
alphabets and numbers. Consists of two rows and each row
can print 16 characters. Each character is built by a 5×8pixel box. The 16x2 LCD is interfaced with Arduino to
display different messages at teacher’s side.
Fig. 4. Arduino-Uno and LCD 16x2 Interface.

A Liquid crystal display is a form of visual display used in
electronic devices, in which a layer of a liquid crystal is
pack in between two transparent electrodes. We are using
basic-generic 16x2 liquid crystal display (i2c bus module
version) with an Arduino.
Each I2C bus consists of two signals: SCL and SDA. SCL is
the clock signal, whereas SDA is the data signal. The
current bus master generates clock signal; some slave
devices require more time to prepare data before the master
attempts to clock it out. This is called “clock stretching”
There is a inbuilt PCF8574 I2C chip that converts I2C serial
data to parallel data for the LCD display in I2C module.
These modules are currently come with a default I2C
address of either 0x27 or 0x3F. To find version, check the
black I2C adaptor board on the underneath of the module. If
there 3 sets of pads labelled A0, A1, & A2 then the default
address will be 0x3F. If there are no pads the default address
will be 0x27.
This module has a contrast adjustment pot on the bottom of
the display. This may require modifying for the screen to
display text properly. It has total of 20 male pins. Out of
which 16 pins are faced to rear side and 4 pins faced
towards front side. The 16 pins for connect to 16x2 LCD
and the 2 pins out of 4 pins are SDA and SCL. SDA is the
serial data pin and SCL is the clock pin.I2C Module has
POT on it. We can control the variance of the LCD display
by revolving this POT. And there is a jumper fixed on the
module. When we remove the jumper, the backlight of the
LCD display will go OFF.
I2C Character LCD
GND
VCC
SDA
SCL
Fig. 3. I2C LCD Connections

In RFID systems, a tag is a tiny silicon chip plus an antenna.
The tag can be mobile or static. It is scanned by stationary
or mobile readers using radio waves. The microcontroller is
an integrated circuit or a chip with a processor and other
support devices like data memory, I/O ports, a serial
communication interface, etc. which all integrated into one
board [2]. We use RFID EM-18 reader to interface with
Atmega328P [2].

Fig. 3. The Hardware Interface [2].

Figure 2 shows the hardware interface of Atmega328P
Microcontroller and MFRC522 RFID Reader. Figure 3
shows the flow chart for reading the tag and sending it to the
Local machine.

Arduino
GND
5V
A4
A5
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V. CONCLUSION
Our goal is to develop an easy to use, efficient and ready to
deploy RFID-based staff availability system. The system
provides a practical and efficient solution for maintaining
work environment and providing names of faculty present
within the office space to visitor thus saving the visitor’s
time. The proposed staff availability system uses the
concept of Arduino and RFID interfacing for showing the
faculty members name on local machine present outside the
staffroom. For future work, we would also like to give
access to students about faculties present in staffroom on
their mobile phone and also to teachers so that they can
know about visitor directly on phone using IoT, so that
multiple queries can be catered at one time.
REFERENCES
[1.] Kyle Stone, Jan Spies,"Design and Implementation of
Automatic Staff availability Tracking System", IEEE
Transactions on communication and security, pp 1-3,
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Fig. 5. Flowchart for reading RFID data.

B. Software implementation
The Login page at student side is developed using HTML
and CSS. The proposed framework will include aspects of
engineering from data collection and aggregation, analysis,
data processing, profiling, classification, to hardware
modeling, simulation, and integration [2].
IV. RESULT
The system is simple and flexible for the users because it
has a simple window. Figure (below) shows the login
window which will be at the student side it will be
containing different sections which will be used for taking
students/visitors details.
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From various research papers and reports on road
accidents studied, it was clear that the maincause for road
accident death was the delay in providing help to the
accident victims. Our Project would inform accident
victim’s family members about the accident immediately, so
that help to the injured in road accident could be delivered
as soon as possible, thus improving the victim’s survival
chances. Many systems available have only alert system, we
are integrating preventive methods like fire and high
temperature detection which may prevent accidents [2].
Automatic accident detection emphases on increasing the
safety, emergency aid,automatic accident detection and road
hazard warning diffusion [3].

Abstract—Now a day’s major part of the accident due to
uneven interruption of vehicles and irregular driving by the
owner. There is a lot of scoperegarding sensing the vehicle
accident but there is no pre insinuation to the car driver about
the accident. In this project, we intend to overcome the
accident. Therefore, we deliver a resultbuilt on accident
detection using sensors this system will collect the necessary
information or data from the sensor, and through a machine
learning algorithm, the accident will be predicted using data
sets. The essential data or values are collected using a vibration
sensor are processed and when it reaches the threshold value
which exceeds the predefined value a notification is passed to
the user’s predefine contacts, nearby police station, and
hospital. Some people can be saved at that time, but because of
lack of information, time, and place it may not be possible. Our
project will provide an optimum solution to that drawback.
According to this project when a vehicle encounters an
accident an alert message will be sent to the registered
contacts.
Keywords—GSM, GPS, Accident,
Sensors, Vehicle, Emergency Services.

I.

Detection,

The effect of swift accident Detection on expressway
accidents deathsemphases on decreasing the period between
the incidence of accidents and guesses the impact of
expresswayaccident detection systems along with providing
death reduction advantages in an fiscal way. Using
smartphones to sense car accidents and provide situational
alertness to emergency response deliversclarifications to the
key problems in detecting traffic accidents to avoid false
positives and increases readiness to emergency responders
[4,5]. This system is not only effectual but also wellintentioned to be employed. The Accident Detection and
Alerting System can be fitted in the vehicle (Police and the
Ambulance) and they are informed about any such
unfortunate incident at the go [6].

Alerting,

INTRODUCTION

The main objective of this project is to buildaautomatic
vehicle system with diminishing the drawbacks of
presentmeans and also improving the safety of vehicles and
human beings and also decreases the accidental injuries.
Automatic vehicle system will entail a speed and other
factors of vehicle detectingappliance which automatically
messages to personal contacts with the particulars of vehicle
location when an accident occurs using the GSM/GPRS
system [1].

The system also containsfire sensor.So, in this project
they have used GSM/GPRS modem to locate the exact
position of thevehicle. The sensor for the accident detection
is the GPS receiver. GPS receiver providesspeed
information in every second. The GSM/GPRS modem uses
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the GSM network tosend the location of the accident. The
modem can be controlled by Arduino UNO.

area where the mishap has happened and guides setback
caution to the specialists concerned.
Spurti Shinde [4] proposed an Accident Detection and
Alert Systems for Immediate Emergency Services which
explains accidents are accountable for a huge number of
fatalitiesper year. In some cases,deaths are caused because
of inaccessibility of quick clinical guide to the casualty
which can be dodged with the assistance of a mechanized
framework that will decrease the time devoured in exercises,
for example, taking the casualty to the closest emergency
clinic, finishing customs, for example, filling structures and
furthermore including police in the event of significant
accidents. This audit analyzed different calculations and
innovations that have been created for recognizing various
kinds of mishaps. The object is to investigate different
calculations concentrated in this review as far as
effectiveness.

II. RELATED WORK
In the survey conducted, few papers on accident
detection algorithms have been studied thoroughly and
analyzed to understand the previous developments in the
field of accident detection, the different ways in which such
a system can be developed to provide different
functionalities and also to design a new system which can
combine the advantages of these algorithms. Market
potential of this system is very high. In India, passenger
vehicles purchased in 3.4 million in 2019. If this system is
integrated in vehicles as a part (component), market is huge.
Old vehicles can add this system to their vehicles.
Vardhani Radhakrishnan [1] the main aim of this
project is to construct a smart vehicle system with limiting
the limits of existing strategies and furthermore upgrading
the security of vehicles and people and furthermore lessens
the unintentional wounds. Brilliant vehicle framework will
involve a speed and different boundaries of vehicle
detecting component which consequently messages to
individual contacts with the subtleties of vehicle position
when a mishap happens utilizing the GSM/GPRS.The
system also contains fire sensor and an eye blink sensor. A
fire sensor, eye blink sensor which senses numerousfactors
of the vehicle is connected to a microcontroller which
senses when the aberrantcircumstanceshappen or any
accidents occur then sends text message, using GSM
technology, to the driver’s private contacts.

Md. Syedul Amin, Jubayer Jalil, M. B. I. Reaz [5]
proposed an Accident Detection and Reporting System
using GPS, GPRS and GSM Technology, where the
information sent as a GPRS data and SMS will be received
by a GSM/GPRS modem connected to a computer. A
middleware will be written to interpret the SMS and GPRS
data. Asuitablecode will be written so that Google Maps can
be combined and the accident location is automatically
plotted in the map using the info from the interpreted
SMS/GPRS data. It will also display the preceding speed of
the vehicle before committing the accident. This information
will assist the Alert Service Center to evaluate the harshness
of the accident depending on the speed.
Bharath P, Saravanan M, Aravindhan K [6] have
proposed a Smart Vehicle accident prediction using machine
learning algorithm where the machine learning algorithm
can be categorized into supervised, unsupervised, semi
supervised and reinforcement learning. Here we use
supervise machine learning algorithm for executing vehicle
accident prediction and detection system using an IoT
technique the vehicle tracking system (VTS) can be built.
Vehicle tracing system syndicates the use of automatic
vehicle location of separate vehicles with software that
gathersthisinformation for ainclusivedepiction of vehicle
locations.

R. Kannan, R. Nammily, S. Manoj, A. Vishwa [2]
Wireless Vehicular Accident Detection and Reporting
System informs emergency responders instantaneously by
using in-vehicle sensors, such as accelerometers and airbag
deployment monitors to detect car accidents.
Hossam M. Sherif, M.AmerShedid, and Samah A.
Senbel [3] the main objective of this paper is to create a
Real Time Traffic Accident Detection System (RTTADS)
using Wireless Sensor Network (WSN) and RadioFrequency Identification (RFID) Technologies. This paper
clarifies the equipment model arrangement for RTTADS,
the calculations utilized, the favorable circumstances and the
restrictions of the whole framework. Likewise, the
arrangement of the arrangement and application
programming is explained. Sensors introduced in a vehicle
identify the mishap's area, the vehicle's speed not long
before the mishap and the quantity of travelers in the
vehicle. The sensors at that point impart an alarm sign to an
observing station. The observing station, thus, tracks the

Accidents not only bring loss to life and property but
also to our economy. Transportation has evolved greatly
over time. With modern technology, the automobile industry
has obtained new heights with respect to speed, security,
efficiency, and comfort. But with this development in
machinery, there has also been asurge in the rate of
accidents, and occasionally these accidents even lead to loss.
Majorly these fatalities are triggered due to the delay of the
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appropriate medical assistance provided to the road accident
victims.We’ve proposed to build an automatic vehicle
accident detection system which will entail speed and other
factors of vehicle detecting mechanism which automatically
messages to personal contacts with the details of vehicle
position when an accident occurs using the GSM/GPRS
system.

A flame detector is a sensor premeditated to sense
and react to the occurrence of a flame or fire,
letting flame detection. Replies to a detected flame
depend on the connection, but can contain
sounding an alarm, deactivating a fuel line (such as
a propane or a natural gas line, and triggering a fire
suppression system.
4) Temperature Sensor:

III. PROPOSED MODEL

The LM35 series are accuracy integrated-circuit
temperature devices with an output voltage
linearlyrelational
to
the
Centigrade
temperature.The LM35 device is rated to operate
over a −55°C to 150°C temperature range, while
the LM35C device is rated for a −40°C to 110°C
range (−10° with improved accuracy).

A. Block Diagram

5) SIM800 GSM module:
It is a whole Quad-Band GSM/GPRS module that
comprises GPS technology for satellite navigation.
The compact design which integrated GPRS and
GPS in an SMT package will significantly save
both time and costs for customers to develop GPS
enabled applications.
6) GPS Neo 6m:
The NEO-6M GPS module is a wellactingcomprehensive GPS receiver with a built-in
25 x 25 x 4mm ceramic antenna, thatdelivers a
strong satellite search ability. With the power and
signal indicators, you can monitor the status of the
module. Thanks to the data backup battery, the
module can save the data when the main power is
shut down accidentally.

Figure 1. Block Diagram

1) Arduino UNO:
The Arduino Uno is an open-source
microcontroller board based on the Microchip
ATmega328P microcontroller and developed by
Arduino.cc. The board is equipped with sets of
digital and analog input/output pins that may be
interfaced to various expansion boards and other
circuits.

B. Flowchart

2) Impact/Vibration sensor:
An impact sensor is a device thatshows
whether impact or a physical shock has occurred.
Shock detectors can be used on shipments of
delicatevalued items to specify whether a
possiblyharmful drop or impact may have
happened.
3) Fire detection Sensor:
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The 16x2 LCD is interfaced with Arduino
to display different messages when the accident
takes place. As in this simulation, it shows the
message “ACCIDENT ALERT”. We can also
program the Arduino to display the impact speed,
location of vehicle and temperature within the
vehicle when it faces an accident on the LCD. The
Arduino UNO collects data from the different
sensors to be shown on the LCD screen.

Figure 2. Flowchart of the accident detection and reporting
system.

Accident/fire is detected by the vibration sensor
and flame sensor and alarm is raised. If temperature
exceeds 50 degree Celsius, a warning signal is
displayed as a precautionary measure. This data is sent
to the Arduino UNO which communicates with the
GPS module to retrieve the location of accident. GPS
module uses GPRMC sentences. Once the location is
known, Arduino UNO will communicate with GPS
module which will send a message containing alert
message along with the location of accident, date and
time.

B. Interfacing Flame Sensor with Arduino UNO:

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS
All the simulations have been carried out with Proteus 8
Professional on Intel(R) Core (TM) i3-3220 CPU @
3.30GHz. Proteus 8 Professional is a software that can be
used to draw schematics, PCB layout, code and even
simulate the schematic. It is developed by Lab center
Electronic Ltd.The Proteus Design Suite is a Windows
application for schematic capture, simulation, and PCB
(Printed Circuit Board) layout design.The micro-controller
simulation in Proteus works by applying either a hex file or
a debug file to the microcontroller part on the schematic. It
is then co-simulated along with any analog and digital
electronics connected to it.We have simulated the
interfacing of various sensors with Arduino UNO separately
along with interfacing GSM and GPS module with Arduino
UNO.

Figure 4- Interfacing Flame Sensor with Arduino UNO

The flame sensor is interfaced with
Arduino UNO. The Flame sensor will detect if fire
ignites in the vehicle and thus ring the alarm. The
Arduino will then send this data to the GSM
module which will send fire alert to the respective
emergency facilities. In case of simulation on
proteus 8 software, when toggle “1” is given it
shows as if fire is detected and when toggle “0” is
given, it already shows no output.

A. Interfacing LCD with Arduino UNO:

C. Interfacing LM35 sensor with Arduino UNO:
The temperature sensor will give a
warning alarm when the temperature within the car
exceeds 50 degree Celsius. This could be an
indication that a fire could start within and hence
can be prevented by the emergency services like
fire department. The temperature within the car is
monitored by the LM35 sensor and sent to the
emergency services.

Figure 3 - Interfacing LCD with Arduino UNO
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Figure 5- Interfacing LM35 temperature sensor with Arduino
UNO
Figure 7 - Interfacing GSM and GPS module with Arduino
UNO

D. Interfacing Vibration Sensor with Arduino UNO:
The vibration sensor is used to detect the impact of
the vehicle and hence is a crucial part of this
project. The detected impact is sensed by the
vibration sensor which immediately sends signal to
the Arduino, which will further pass the data to the
GSM module to send the alert message. In case of
simulation in Proteus 8 software, when toggle “0”
is given, it interprets no vibration is detected and
when toggle “1” is given it detects vibration.

The GSM module will show the coordinates where the
accident has taken place and the GPS module will use the
data collected by the sensors with the help of Arduino to
send the alert messages to the emergency services. The
GSM module uses AT commands to access the SMS
service.

V. CONCLUSION
Automatic Vehicle Accident Detection and Alerting system
makes improved fleet organization and which in turn
conveys large profits. Enhancedroute planning or scheduling
can allow you to handle greater loads within a specific time.
Vehicle tracing both in case of a private as well as business
purpose advances security and safety, performance
monitoring, communication medium and improved
productivity. So, it is going to play a significant role in our
day to day living. The keyaim of the accident alert system
project is to decrease the chance of losing life in such an
accident that can’t stop from occurring. Whenever an
accident is detected the paramedics are reached to the
specific location to upsurge a chance of saving life. This
device invention is much more useful for the accidents
that occurred in deserted places and midnights. This vehicle
tracking and accident alert feature plays a much more
critical role in day-to-day life in the future.

Figure 6 – Vibration detected by the sensor (toggle “1”)

E. Interfacing GSM and GPS module with Arduino
UNO:
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VI. SCOPE OF PROJECT
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Abstract-This paper provides securing data flowing in
optical fiber through steganography. Steganography is a
process that involves hiding a message in a carrier, then
the carrier is sent to receiver without anyone else
knowing that it contains a hidden message. The original
files can be referred to as cover text, cover image, cover
audio or cover video. This paper provides an overview of
steganography and steganography technique to secure
data i.e. video.

information. In steganography information can be hidden in
carriers such as images, audio files, text files, and video and
data transmissions. When message is hidden in the carrier a
stego carrier is formed for example a stego-video.
Steganography hides the message so that there is no
knowledge of the existence of the message in the first place.
Steganography includes the concealment of information
within computer files. In digital steganography, electronic
communications may include steganography coding inside of
a transport layer, such as a document file, image file,
program or protocol. Steganography today, however, is
significantly more sophisticated, allowing a user to hide
large amounts of information within image and audio files.
In this project video steganography is used for securing
secrete video respectively. So, whatever be the technique
will be developed in the future, the degree of security-related
with that has to be kept in mind.

Keywords — Steganography, optical fiber, hiding data, security,
communication, video.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Since security is one of the important issues in our day to day
life. Everywhere such as banks, shops etc. we require
security. Password can be used to access our private
information. Because of that data security is one of the most
important fields which overcome the problem of data
leakage and its misuse. This proposed technique comes
under data security which can be used to provide more
security. The main motivation of this paper is to provide high
level security to sensitive digital data against eve droppers,
while keeping the operational time low. This can be achieved
by encrypting and authenticating the video (image + audio)
that has user’s sensitive data and then embedding the
resultant document on to a carrier. Also since the,
exponential growth of technology in every aspect of life is
observed. And improvement of technology provides facilities
to both users and hackers/intruders too. Advancement in this
technology encourages hackers/intruders activities which
results in lack of security to user’s confidential data. The
most common and popular techniques for data hiding that is
being used in this paper is steganography.

One of the most important issue in networking is the
tremendous demand for a huge bandwidth with a great
security. Optical network is an efficient telecommunications
networks used to transfer data with great facilities. To
provide an additional capacity for higher bandwidth,
different frequencies and longer distance, optical Dense
Wavelength Division Multiplexing (DWDM) and ErbiumDoped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA) will be used. Currently
many steganography techniques have come into existence.
Encoding of plain text is achieved using DES, AES, Triple
DES, RSA and many other algorithms. Any individual can
use its own approach as encryption method. As described
above all the available techniques used in early tools are old
and follow some specified process with some improvements
to previously proposed techniques. This makes the intruders
work easy. The intruder may try a counter attack by making
some changes to counter existing techniques. None of the
existing techniques offers protection through multiple levels.
That is one of the reasons why an intruder is able to
view/obtain hidden data with just one or two attacks.

The primary idea behind developing this project is to protect
confidential data from an intruder’s counter-attacks and to
block the intruder through various levels in his/her attacks. In
today’s world, we often listen to the popular term “Hacking”.
Hacking is nothing but unauthorized access to data that can
be collected at the time of data transmission. Concerning
steganography, Steganography is the science of hiding

II. RESEARCH BACKGROUND
Bernard B. Wu and Evgenii E. Narimanov [1] In the
paper, they have emphasized the various advantages of
Fiber optics but since over the past two years, it has been
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seen that fiber optics can be extracted through various
taping methods. And one of the famous taping methods is
the Optical taping Method. To overcome this we use
Steganography Method.

at the receiver side we have to extract the cover image or
cover text with the private keys used for encryption, the text
is then decrypted and the secrete text is revealed. Since there
are algorithms and coding available for image & text
steganography it can be easily implemented by deciding
which method or techniques is limited to the different file
formats. Whereas for Audio & video steganography there is
no particular method or coding available for different file
formats.

Arwa Moosa and May Hattim [2] An optical network
is an efficient telecommunications network used to transfer
data with great facilities. To provide additional capacity for
higher bandwidth, different frequencies and longer
distance, optical Dense Wavelength Division Multiplexing
(DWDM), and Erbium-Doped Fiber Amplifiers (EDFA)
will be used. To transfer data securely, an important
encryption method RC4 will be used to protect data on the
common channel as its cryptographic technique is faster,
simpler to implement and the key stream is an arbitrary
sequence of bits which guarantees the security of the used
cipher. MATLAB program will be used to encrypt and
decrypt the image by transferring it optically by the Optical
system simulation program.
Harpreet Kaur, Jyoti Rani [3] The paper surveys the
different types of Steganography and techniques to detect
steganography. All the techniques discussed in this paper
can secure the hidden data. Steganography used in the text,
image, video, audio to hide the data. There are different
techniques of Steganography used in different domains as
per requirement such as Spatial Domain, Transform
Domain, Vector Embedding Spread spectrum, Statistical
Technique, Distortion Techniques, Masking, and Filtering
& comparison is made from different techniques.

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Steganography process
III. RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
After various research about audio steganography and image
steganography works, the concept of what is Steganography
process and how Steganography techniques are used is
known. Then acquiring the desired Steganography
techniques the process is carried out. After that the
implementation of code and then implementation of data
transfer is being done. Then there is set up for
communication between one computer and other computer
through optical fibers which will be carried out. Then the
testing of the project is done.
IV. PRPOSED SYSTEM
The given Fig 1 describes the methodology in the proposed
system, basically for security purposes we are using fiber
optics cable for transmission of data. To send and receive
the message from one computer to another we are using
MATLAB software and the algorithm which has the best
efficiency as compared to another algorithm is AES
(Advanced Encryption Standard). From the sender side, a
cover text or image is required to be inserted in the system
from which the secrete message is to be transferred, this
secrete message is to be encrypted with a secret key for the
ciphertext (i.e. any one method) then encryption of
embedded object is done with the key, after doing this all
the data is hidden in a cover text and then it is being
transferred to the receiver through the fiber optics cable then
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fiber splicing, etc. For this this paper has used a famous
terminology know as Steganography which is the art and
science of communicating in a way which hides the
existence of the communication. In the process of
steganography, the carrier which hides the message in it will
be sent to the receiver The carrier gives the receiver no
information about the message but reveals it only after using
the tool or algorithm that is used by the sender., for securing
data flowing through fiber optics cable.

Fig. 2. Data flow Diagram
V. VIDEO STEGANOGRAPHY
Video files are generally a collection of images and sounds,
so most of the presented techniques on images and audio
can be applied to video files too. The great advantages of
video are the large amount of data that can be hidden inside
and the fact that it is a moving stream of images & sounds.
Therefore, any small out otherwise noticeable distortions
might go unobserved by humans because of the continuous
flow of information.
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and C is a cover image. If PSNR value is less than 30
dB then indicates low quality and if it is 40 or above that
then high quality. In order to measure the performance
several parameter are given as below
Perceptibility: It means embedding the data in cover
medium up to a visually unacceptable level.
Capacity: Amount of data can be hidden.
Robustness to attacks: Type of attach on a stego image to
read, access or destroy the embedded data.
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Table 1.Comparison of the characteristics for LSB algorithm

VII. CONCLUSION
Since fiber serves as an essential supporting infrastructure
for wireless and other network and has real strength lies
closer to the core of the network than that at the edges. It
provides high data rate in gigabyte per second with good
quality link, but it is always expensive when compared to
other technologies. However, in recent times Fiber optics
has been subjected to many security challenges which made
them to be susceptible to many physical attack and accidents
which include; fiber cut and tapping, fiber clamping and
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the gas leakage ought to be detected and controlled to shield
individuals from risk. A gas leakage detector gets vital and
assists with shielding individuals from the perils of gas
leakage. In this paper, the user gets an alert notification about
the gas leakage through SMS, which contains the amount of
gas in percent. In addition, the location of the site will be sent
to the fire station and user using the GPS module if gas
leakage exceeds 50% and the relay will disconnect the main
power supply.

Abstract—A major problem in industries and residential
complexes is the leakage of gas. Many accidents and loss of
lives and property has taken place because of gas leakage and
the results of that leakage. One of the preventive methods to
stop accidents associated with gas leakage is to install a gas
leakage detection kit at vulnerable places. There are some
devices in the market, which do this job, but currently,
available leakage detectors warn using on-site alarms. There
are no facilities to warn people, which are off-site. This project
proposes a leakage detector, which not only will send the
warning to the concerned people on site but also offsite
through SMS. Besides, the current location will be sent to the
fire department using GPS. In addition, different color LEDs
will be used to specify the amount of gas leaked. Continuous
monitoring of surrounding temperature will be done by adding
a temperature sensor, as some gases are flammable after a
certain temperature so it is essential to know the temperature.
The relay will also be there so that if the leakage crosses the
threshold main power supply can be switched OFF
automatically to avoid any fire accident due to a short circuit.
This proposed system will provide a safe, secure way for
avoiding accidents. By implementing this modern gas detection
system in actual practice, cannot only give more Benefits but
also, can bring the safety system towards global standards.

II

LITERATURE REVIEW

This system is not taking any measures to reduce the chances
of an accident. In the present world, there is a need for a
system that not only detects the leakage but also alerts the
user before any further damage, which may lead to a huge
loss. There is also a need to cut-off the main power supply.
This system can be improved by using a relay, which is
connected to the main power supply, and if the leakage
exceeds a threshold value, the main power supply will be
disconnected [1]. This system uses three gas sensors for
different gases to sense the gas and alert if the amount of gas
crosses the threshold value, but although it gives alert
notification there is a need for a display so that the
continuous monitoring of the gas leaked and temperature.
This system can be improved by using LCD and LED’s for
displaying and indicating the different percentage of gas
leaked [2] This system uses the gas sensor and notifies the
user using the LCD, which is installed on-site. So, an alert
notification system is needed to notify the user if there is no
one on-site during the leak. Besides, the fire departments
need to be notified if in case there is a fire breakout. As the
weight sensor detects a sudden change in the weight of the
container, so if there is a small leak this system will fail to
detect it as the containers in industries are intones. Hence,
this system is not suitable for industries. This system can be
improved by using a GSM module to give an alert
notification to the user as well as to the fire department [3].
This system senses the leakage of gas, alerts by displaying on
LCD, and sends an alert message to the registered mobile
number using a Wi-Fi modem. Wi-Fi is not very reliable,
especially for safety systems. In this case, a Wi-Fi modem is
used to send the alert notifications but there are many
drawbacks of using Wi-Fi as a default source for
communications such as internet problems, and also user
should have an internet connection to receive the alert
notification. This system can be further improved by using a
GSM module for sending alert SMS. In addition to that, the
system can include the GPS module for sending the exact
location [4]. This system has a gas sensor for gas leakage

Keywords—Gas leakage, detection, LPG, GSM.
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INTRODUCTION

Gas leakage is a serious problem and nowadays it is
observed in many places like residences, industries, and
vehicles like Compressed Natural Gas (CNG), buses, cars,
etc. It is noticed that due to gas leakage, dangerous accidents
occur. The Liquefied petroleum gas (LPG), or propane, is a
flammable mixture of hydrocarbon gases used as fuel in
many applications like homes, hostels, industries,
automobiles, and vehicles because of its desirable properties
which include high calorific value, less smoke which harm
the environment. Liquid petroleum gas (LPG) is highly
inflammable and can even burn at some distance from the
source of leakage. This energy source is primarily composed
of propane and butane, which are highly flammable chemical
compounds. In homes, mainly LPG is used for cooking
purposes. At the point when a leak happens, the spilled gases
may prompt a blast. Gas leakage prompts different mishaps
resulting in both material loss and human injuries. Home
flames have been happening habitually and the danger to
living souls and properties has been filling lately. The risks
of explosion, fire, suffocation depends on their physical
properties such as toxicity, flammability, etc. The number of
deaths because of the blast of gas cylinders has been
increasing in recent years. The Bhopal gas misfortune is an
example of accidents because of gas leakage. In this manner;
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detection but does not include a temperature sensor because
certain gas at a certain concentration might not be flammable
at low temperature but might have explosives at high
temperature. For this reason, the addition of a temperature
will be very helpful. This system can be further improved by
having a temperature sensor for continuous temperature
monitoring and displaying the same, information using an
LCD [5].
III

The LM35 series are precision integrated-circuit temperature
sensors, whose output voltage is linearly proportional to the
Celsius (Centigrade) temperature. The range of LM35 is
rated for −55˚ to +150˚C range. It has low self-heating,
0.08˚C in still air.
C. GSM Module (SIM900A)
SIM900A is a dual-band GSM/GPRS engine that works on
frequencies EGSM 900MHz and DCS 1800MHz. The
SIM900A is integrated with the TCP/IP protocol; extended
TCP/IP AT commands are developed for customers to use
the TCP/IP protocol easily, which is very useful for those
data transfer applications.

GAP ANALYSIS

After analysing all the above papers it is clear that there exist
some devices for this purpose but every device is missing
some of the other features, which are essential for maximum
safety. Features like not taking any measures after the gas
will leak, not specifying the amount of gas leaked in the air,
not providing an alert notification, not measuring the
surrounding temperature. The above-mentioned research
gaps will be overcome in the proposed project. The proposed
project will be using a relay, which is connected to the main
power supply, and if the leakage exceeds a threshold value,
the main power supply will be disconnected. It will also be
using LCD and LED’s for displaying and indicating the
different percentages of gas leaked. The proposed system
will be using a GSM module to give an alert notification to
the user as well as to the fire department. Also, a temperature
sensor will be added for continuous temperature monitoring,
as some gases are flammable after a certain temperature and
displaying the same information using an LCD. Lastly, the
addition of a GPS module to send the location co-ordinates
to the fire department in case the gas leaked is very high and
vulnerable to fire accident.
IV

Fig. 1. Block Diagram of Gas Leakage Detection System

D. GPS Module (NEO-6M)
The NEO-6 module series is a family of stand-alone GPS
receivers featuring the high-performance u-box 6 positioning
engines. These flexible and cost-effective receivers offer
numerous connectivity options in a miniature 16 x 12.2 x 2.4
mm package.

PROPOSED MODEL

Fig.1 shows the overview of the proposed gas leakage
detector. The system consists of a gas sensor and a
temperature sensor, which will act as an input to the ADC.
The ADC will convert the analog input from the sensors into
digital output and provide input to the microcontroller. There
is an LCD connected to the microcontroller, which will be
displaying information regarding the gas leak. LED’s are
connected to the microcontroller to indicate the condition of
the gas leakage. An Alarm system is connected to the
microcontroller, which will be triggered which leakage
crosses the threshold value. GSM and GPS module are
connected to the microcontroller, which will send the alert
SMS and the location coordinates which gas crosses the
threshold value.

E. LCD (16x2)
LCD is used for displaying information. In 16x2 LCD each
cursor is of 5x8 dots. It has 2 lines for displaying 16
characters on each line. The brightness of the LCD can be
adjusted using a potentiometer.
V

METHODOLOGY

Fig.2 shows the flow of the proposed methodology and
following is the algorithm for the same.
1. Start
2. Check whether the gas is leaked, if yes go to next step else
continue to check.
3. Is the gas leaked less than 25%, if yes go to next step else
go to step 5
4. Glow green LED, display the parameters on LCD and go
to step 2.
5. Is the gas leaked greater than 25% and less than 50%, if
yes go to next step else go to step 7.
6. Glow yellow LED, show the parameters on the LCD and
send SMS and go to step 3.

A.Gas sensor (MQ-5)
MQ-5 is gas sensor, which is highly sensitive to LPG, natural
gas and has a fast response time. It can sense the gas from
200-10000 ppm. They are used in gas leakage detecting
equipment’s in family and industry, are suitable for detecting
of LPG, natural gas, town gas, avoid the noise of alcohol and
cooking fumes and cigarette smoke.
B. Temperature sensor (LM35)
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7. Glow red LED, display parameters on LCD, turn ON
alarm system, send SMS and location and switch off the
main power supply.
8. Stop.

message also the red LED will be turned on and the alarm
system will be activated. When the yellow led is turned on
the microcontroller will command the GSM module to send
the alert notification that the gas leaked is greater than 25%
to the registered mobile number [4]. When the red led is
turned on the microcontroller will command the GSM
module to send the alert notification that the gas leaked is
greater than 25% to the registered mobile number as well as
to the fire department and also, the GPS location coordinate
of the site will be send using GSM module is the gas leakage
detected by MQ-5 sensor is above 50%.After all this process

The MQ-5 sensor will sense the gas in form of ppm and will
convert it into voltage. The gas sensor has the range of the
sensor resistance Rs is from 10-60K; therefore, the load
resistance should be chosen such that the output voltage VO
is maximized which leads to increasing the sensitivity of the
entire detection system. The supply voltage VCC was 5
Volts, thus the range of the output voltage is 0.25-3.33 V,
which covers most of the ADC range (0-5 V) [1].

the Relay used in the system will disconnect the main power
supply [4][5].
VI

RESULTAND DISCUSSION

The Proposed system is simulated in proteus and following
are the results. Fig.3 shows the parameters which are
displayed when the gas leaked is less than 25%.

Fig.3 LCD output of gas leakage <25%

Fig.4 shows the parameters that are displayed when the gas
leaked is between 25% and 50%.

Fig. 2. Flow Diagram of Gas Leakage Detection System

The LM-35 sensor will sense the temperature and if the
output is 100 mV, the temperature in centigrade will be 10
degrees centigrade. ADC will convert the analog input from
the sensor to the binary digital input for the microcontroller.
Microcontroller works with00 hexadecimal values so the
binary input will get converted to hexadecimal then this
value will get converted into a decimal value. If there is a
normal gas concentration detected, the microcontroller
displays a message onto the LCD indicating normal
conditions [3][4]. The message also contains the percentage.
In the normal condition where the level of gas concentration
is less than 25%, the green LED will be turned on. When the
level of gas concentration is between 25-50%, the yellow
LED will glow. In case of an elevated gas concentration level
i.e., Greater than 50%, the LCDs the dangerous gas level

Fig.4 LCD output of gas leakage <50%

Fig.5 shows the parameters that are displayed when the gas
leaked is greater than 50% and Fig.6 shows the status of
relay, which is off. In addition, Fig.7 shows that the SMS is
send to the registered number through GSM.
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installed at the industry, colleges, buildings, offices, school,
will consist of gas sensor, GSM & GPS module,
microcontroller unit, alarm system and relay.The future
scope will include a load cell which will measure the weight
of the gas cylinder and also the pressure sensor which will
measure the pressure coming from the gas pipe and if the
measure value is drastically changed from the average value,
further preventive actions can be taken to reduce the risk of
an accident. Also, more sensors can used simultaneously at
different corners for a large-scale industry.
Fig.5 LCD output of gas leakage >50%
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Fig.7 SMS through GSM

Fig.8 shows the latitude, longitude and altitude i.e, the
coordinates of the location which is send to the registered
number through GSM

Fig.8 GPS coordinates through SMS

VII

CONCLUSION

The proposed system will provide a safe, secure way for
avoiding accidents. The proposed system, which can be
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the laborer in a coal mineshaft has become a significant
issue to be tended to. It is very hard to screen all climate
conditions ceaselessly in a coal mineshaft by people. Be that
as it may, this errand can be effortlessly done by monetarily
feasible sensors set at various areas in coal mineshafts.
These sensors will be live monitoring the different
parameters which can cause incidents. The information from
this observing will be synchronized among the sensors and
alarms, hence alarming when threat happens. The same data
can be uploaded and can be stored on cloud; in this way, we
make Internet of Things framework for safety and alerting.
IoT is a trend-setting innovation in which all the
information from sensors is put away in the cloud where it
tends to be handily gotten to from the cloud. Sensors and
actuators for get-together the information and sending
across the web are likewise remembered for this headway.
We use cloud not exclusively to store information yet in
addition for information examination, gathering, perception.
A particularly arising innovation can be utilized in different
IoT applications like farming, wellbeing, brilliant home and
so on to make the generally existing frameworks more
proficient. The critical attributes of the cloud remember for
request administration arrangement, pervasive access, asset
pooling and, flexibility. So we have proposed a coal mine
safety system. In our work, we will handle the issues by
checking all of the data accumulated by the sensors which
we have used and the noticing is done using the Thinger
platform. controlling is conceivable by both automatically
and manually. The microcontroller here in the work we have
used is NodeMCU.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section
II, we present the literature survey. In section III, we discuss
the proposed model. We discuss the results and outcomes in
section IV. In section V, we provide the conclusion of our
work.

Abstract - Coal is quite possibly the main fuel sources and is

of fundamental significance to numerous enterprises,
frequently viewed by numerous individuals as Black Diamond.
In any case, laborers in coal mineshafts face numerous climate
related issues, for example, high temperature, dampness,
arrival of destructive gases to give some examples. These
components establish a fairly risky climate for laborers to
work in and consequently represents a genuine danger to their
actual lives. As a method for decreasing the force of the issue,
we have proposed a model which will detect these natural
boundaries from various areas in the mines and sends alarms
to the mines control room so that suitable moves can be made
at whatever point there is by all accounts a perilous
circumstance. Different low-force and savvy sensor stages have
been created dependent on late advances in remote
correspondence and microsystem innovations. The expanding
investigation of WSNs expects to empower PCs to more readily
serve individuals via naturally checking and collaborating with
actual conditions. Here NodeMCU will be utilized as a MQTT
distributer for these boundaries detected by the various
sensors. The estimations of these boundaries from various mine
areas are sent by means of MQTT, by being bought in by a
Raspberry Pi which goes about as a MQTT representative
here. At the point when these values will surpass certain
threshold values, a caution by email can be shipped off the
mine control office so that necessary moves can be made. This
likewise creates a caution for the laborers to clear the spot.
This distributed information can likewise be put away in files
for data collection and big data analytics with the goal that
more proficient frameworks can be created to improve the
effectiveness and lessen the danger of laborers possibly losing
their lives.

Keywords - IOT, MQTT, Safety Sensors, Thinger IO, Wireless
sensory network.

I. INTRODUCTION
Coal is an Important natural resource to our country. The
main employments of coal are in generating electricity, steel
production, cement manufacture and as a liquid fuel and
numerous industrial applications. However, there are
numerous perilous conditions like expansion in temperature
and humidity, arrival of hurtful gases. These conditions
establish a hazardous climate for laborers to work in and
represent a danger to their lives. In this way, wellbeing of

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
ZigBee is a wireless communication Technology to collect
the various parameters of the terminal transmitted to the
sensor on the tunnel gateway. Rajkumar Boddu, P. Balanagu
and N. Suresh Babu have presented a solution suitable to
mine wireless communication, safety monitoring, give a
proof to the further study [1]. The integrated mine safety
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monitor system using ZigBee and CAN technology,
combines the personnel positioning system with the gas
detection system to achieve the staff attendance, distance
measurement positioning, gas detection and other functions.
T. Asesh Kumar and K. Sambasiva Rao have shown that in
this Paper they have used CAN Bus along with Zigbee
technology to reduce the cost and increase improve the
speed of communication between base station and sync
nodes [2]. The Zigbee technology is widely used technique
for underground communication. The use of RFID
technology is far better for positioning or localization of
underground mine workers and the locomotive devices
inside mines. C. Shobana Nageswari, C.G. Sangeetha and
V.B. Yogambigai have developed a better communication
technology which has to be employed for an intelligent
sensing and warning system. For this, RF technology is
chosen for the communication inside the mines [3]. The
NodeMCU is a very cost effective and low power, Wi-Fibased microcontroller. This data is subscribed by the
Raspberry Pi which acts as an MQTT broker. Raspberry pi
is a low-cost, low-power standalone computer. Ravi K
Kodali and Shubhi Sahu have proposed A model which
senses these environmental parameters from different
locations in the mines and sends alerts to the mines control
room so that appropriate actions can be taken whenever
there seems to be a dangerous situation [4]. Coal mine
safety systems are fixed with gas sensor modules, the LDR
sensor, temperature/humidity sensor, buzzer and led.
Everything is integrated to the Arduino Uno using IoT. D.
Prabhu, V. Naga Nikhil and J. Shiva Kumar have given an
overview of IoT based coal mining safety for workers using
IoT and Arduino. Apart from this, it consists of LDR, Gas
sensor, Temperature and Humidity sensor which are used to
monitor the underground hazards [5]. A coal mine safety
system is implemented using Arduino and comparative
estimations is given to webserver by beginning ESP8266
module subject to Wi-Fi correspondence. At the same time
using NRF24L01 handset module to transmit data from the
mine fragment which can be used to screen and brief move
to be made. S. Kumari, T.K. Divya, K. Keerthana, S. Nisha
and S. Pallavi have presented a system making using
explicit sensors sort out subject to MEMS used to screen the
ecological variables parameters of underground mine place
and drives each and every perceived parameter/ascribes
to/characteristics to ARDUINO based ATmega2560
Microcontroller Unit (MCU) [6].
The systems utilizing Zigbee and RFID were not cost
effective and produced a certain communication delay
which made them less efficient. These systems did not store
collected data into a database. If the data can be dumped
into data buckets records can be maintained. Moreover,
personnel tracking can be implemented for improved safety
and attention towards each miner.

III. PROPOSED SYSTEM
In this proposed system, we aim to reduce the overall cost
while maintaining good efficiency and fast communication
between sensors. This is achieved by implementing
NodeMCU (ESP8266) as the building block for the sensor.
For parameter monitoring gas sensors and temperature
sensors will be interfaced with this Wi-Fi module. A
network of sensors will be publishing data to a central unit
using MQTT protocol. Besides detecting critical conditions
and alerting the workers, this system will be storing the
monitored values in a database. For the database we will be
using an IOT platform ThingerIO. This platform allows us
to easily manage all our connected devices, monitor the data
on a dashboard with widgets such as time series chart.
COAL MINE SAFETY SYTEM

In this proposed system the coal mine safety systems are
fixed with gas sensor modules, temperature/humidity sensor
and buzzer. We interface every sensor with the Node MCU.
In this system we mainly have monitoring and controlling
systems monitoring system we monitor all the data from
different sensors. gas sensor detects the gas in the coal mine
environment, if the gas level exceeds the normal level then
the buzzer gets high so that the mine workers gets notified.
These sensor values are continuously uploaded to the cloud
(Thinger.io) for analysis and also for further use.

MQ2 Sensor
NodeMCU
ESP8266

Raspberry Pi with
Mosquitto

DHT11 Sensor
Thinger Cloud
Buzzer

Fig. 1. Represents an overview of the proposed system
GAS SENSOR

MQ2 gas sensor is an electronic sensor used for sensing of
gases in the air such as LPG, propane, methane, hydrogen,
alcohol, smoke and carbon monoxide. It has a sensory
material whose resistance varies when it interacts with the
gases. This sensor contains a detecting component, mainly
aluminum-oxide based ceramic, covered with Tin dioxide,
encased in a steel network. When gases are present, these
oxygen atoms respond with the reducing gases subsequently
reducing the surface thickness of the adsorbed oxygen.
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Presently current can course through the sensor, which
produced analog voltage values. These voltage values are
estimated to know the concentration of gas. Voltage values
are higher when the concentration of gas is high.
Fig. 2. MQ2 Gas sensor [7]
DHT11 SENSOR

DHT11 sensor comprises of a capacitive humidity detecting
component and a thermistor for detecting temperature. The
humidity detecting capacitor has two cathodes with a
moisture holding substrate as a dielectric between them.
Change in the capacitance value happens with the
adjustment in moistness levels. For estimating temperature
this sensor utilizes a Negative Temperature coefficient
(NTC) thermistor, which causes a reduction in its resistance
value with increase in temperature. The adjustment in
resistance between the two cathodes is corresponding to the
relative humidity. Higher relative humidity diminishes the
resistance between the electrodes, while lower relative
humidity increases the resistance between the electrodes.

Fig 5: Buzzer
MQTT

Message Queuing Telemetry Transport (MQTT) is a light
weight transport protocol that proficiently utilizes the
bandwidth of network with a 2-byte fixed header. MQTT
chips away at TCP and guarantees the conveyance of
messages from node to the server. Being a message-oriented
data exchange protocol, MQTT is best suited at IoT
applications than any Restful services on the grounds that
MQTT has an exceptionally lightweight necessity on
memory, thusly prompting lower transmit power. MQTT is
a publish/subscribe based protocol including clients and
brokers. Clients can be publishers or subscribers. At the
point when a publisher publishes information, the broker
gets the data. The broker is responsible of receiving
subscription requests from subscribers and sending the
published data from the publishers to the subscribers.

Fig. 3. DHT11 sensor [8]

NodeMCU
The NodeMCU is utilized as a gateway. It has inbuilt Wi-Fi
module. We can send the sensor information to users through
internet for storage and analysis. The main reason behind
selecting NodeMCU is that the sensors used in our project
uses only digital pins and one analog pins are required. Also,
it consumes less power (3.3v) and is of low cost when
compared to other microcontrollers /processors like Arduino.
Node MCU is connected to gas sensor and temperature
sensor. All the values are connected and send to Cloud server
(Thinger).

Fig 6:Image of MQTT Protocol [10]
MOSQUITTO

Fig. 4. Node MCU [9]

Mosquitto is an open source MQTT broker. A lightweight
implementation of the server of MQTT protocol is given by
Mosquitto. MQTT protocol is utilized to send and get the
messages. All together for the Raspberry Pi to work in as a
MQTT broker, Mosquitto should be installed on the
Raspberry Pi. The installation is simple and basic. Likewise,
memory designation is also less on the Raspberry Pi.

The piezo-electronic buzzer here is an audio device of sorts,
providing a sound of a particular tone when electricity is
passed through it. We can get different types of buzzers with
respect to its frequency, decibel level, etc.
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RASPBERRY PI
Raspberry Pi is a low cost, low power standalone single
board PC. It very well may be handily controlled up by
micro USB link utilizing power bank or PC. It has an
Ethernet port and on-board Wi-Fi 802.11. It runs on the
Raspbian working framework, which is an adaptation of
Debian customized for the equipment of the Raspberry Pi.

For demonstrating a single sensory unit and its response to
change in environment (here, gas) we have used Tinkercad
simulation. The simulated sensory unit consists of a MQ2
sensor connected with Arduino UNO board with a buzzer for
indicating values going beyond the threshold.

Fig 7: Raspberry Pi 4 [11]
THINGER.IO Platform

It is an open source platform for IoT. It gives adaptable cloud
framework to associating things, gadgets. With the Thinger
io, gadgets can be controlled from internet in no time. To
utilize the thinger stage initially create an account on the
thinger platform. In the console a dashboard, it will show the
quantity of gadgets or devices connected. It can interface up
to 4 gadgets all at once in the platform. In Devices, you can
oversee and access the item.it shows the number of gadgets
are associated in the task.

Fig 11: Reading when smoke is detected

EXPECTED RESULTS

These monitored values will be represented using widgets
like time series graphs, text/value, LED indicator etc. on the
ThingerIO platform.

FLOWCHART OF PROPOSED SYSTEM

Fig 12:Screenshots values of all the sensors that will be
displayed on the Thinger Cloud using widgets.

The widgets can be modified as required, according to what
needs to be observed. Here in the sample screenshot shown
below, two widgets are selected which are a time series
graph. It shows the live monitored values of temperature and
humidity. An LED widget can be added (as shown above) to
indicate whether the parameter values have exceeded

Fig 9: Proposed flowchart

Fig 13: Expected graphics on widgets

IV. SIMULATION AND EXPECTED RESULTS
SIMULATION
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V. CONCLUSION
We have come up with the Implementation of Coal mine safety
system is implemented using MQ2 Gas sensor, DHT11 sensor [6]
&
Buzzer to increase the safety of the workers in the coal mine and to
prevent them from danger.
We have also come up with the implementation of a network where
the different NodeMCUs keep publishing sensor data to the
Raspberry Pi. By using this system constant checking of the
coalmine and alerting the worker is done by using Thinger IO. [7]
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literature. Minnesota Rate of Manipulation—Placing: The
examinee is required to place 60 cylindrical blocks in the
proper holes as fast as possible. Minnesota Rate of
Manipulation—Turning: The examinee must remove the
blocks with one hand from the holes, turn them over with
the other hand, and insert them in the same holes, going as
quickly as possible from block to block. [1]. Due to a fine
focus on the methods involved in assessment of
physiological aspects of motor movement and hand
dexterity, the paper concludes with the factors which are
involved in the assessment. Thus, to comment about the
interpretation of the results obtained from performing
such tests cannot be done. This creates a bottleneck in the
automation aspects of the test.

Abstract - Dexterity refers to the motor skills which are
in the hands of an individual. There are called fine
motor skills as well. The dexterity test is an exercise
conducted to measure the motor skills in the hands of
a patient. The paper mostly focuses on automating the
activity by integrating it with an embedded system.
For recording the elapsed time during the task, digital
timers will be included. Automation will also enhance
the variability of the system output and enable
additional diagnostics. The existing data recorded for
existing activities will be used to generate the relevant
normalized results needed for evaluation of tests
conducted by this test. This paper also demonstrates
the use of standard statistical methods of data analysis
to create a new set of data relevant with the device
parameters.

On 64 subjects with normal hand function and 10 subjects
reported to have disorders involving fine dexterity, a new
instrument that tests the speed of interdigital handling of
items by each hand independently was tested. Testing
proceeded from one subtest to another without a rest
between test [2]. The speed of interdigital manipulation
may be unstable over time due to a learning effect or other
unknown factors. The subjects all lived in the Los Angeles
metropolitan area; the data gathered might not be
generalizable to those living in other geographical areas
reliability was assessed with a nondisabled population.
Finally, the sample was small, which increases the
likelihood of sampling error and decreases the power of
the statistical tools.

Keywords - Dexterity, Hand movements, MMDT, Placing,
Turning.

I. INTRODUCTION
In our day-to-day life activities, we need coordination of hand, eye and co-ordination of various
parts. To carry on our essential task smoothly coordination is necessary. The most important part of the
body is the hands. It helps us grasp object. We learn
these activities as we grow up and it requires years of
practice for it. Human dexterity plays an essential part
for hand movements. Dexterity helps us to improve our
hand movements and make them better.
Under controlled conditions, the Dexterity Test measures
the precision of hand and finger movements. Minnesota
Manual Dexterity Test ( MMDT) is a test with two
patterns. MMDT helps in focus on dexterity and fine
motor skills and helps to improve them.
Physiotherapists typically use the Dexterity test to create
patient recovery plan and to assess the success of their
services. They can help to recognize and diagnose certain
causes of brain injury, identify learning disorders based
on neurology, and musculoskeletal disabilities.

The Functional Dexterity Test was created as a measure of
dexterity that has to be administered for a minimum period
of time, but includes details about the patient's ability to use
the hand for normal tasks that include a 3-jaw chuck
between the fingertips and the thumb. The doctor instructs
the patient to turn over all the pegs with the non- damaged
hand starting at the top (away from patient) at the opposite
side of the row. The test is then performed twice, first with
the non- injured hand followed by the injured hand [3].
No test or measure can capture the total array of
impairments of a patient's hand performance, and
consequential disability and limitation in participation in
all societal activities. Most dexterity tests rate, which is
an important component of dexterity; however, as
Marcus warned, dexterity is a measure of how easily an

II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Dexterity tests such as Minnesota rate of placing and
turning were described in the studies performed in the
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individual can perform a task and not whether a person
can perform a task. Certain practical steps should
complement most of the dexterity tests.

right from childhood. This activity steadily increases in
complexity when we start integrating tools in our day-today life. Thus, evaluation of human dexterity becomes an
essential part in areas like physical therapy, occupational
therapy, vocational therapy, pre-employment screening,
evaluation of degree of disability, etc. The automation of
the activity will provide more opportunities at new
activities and evaluation methods along with time saving
benefits and more intuitive such that the activity can be
carried out without external supervision.

To accomplish the study goals, four separate test protocols
were used. First, with a satisfactory sample of 35 subjects
were chosen from the total sample, the test-retest reliability
of the MMDT was calculated. Secondly, to compare the
two related MRMT and MMDT (Placing Test and Turning
Test) subtests, 44 samples from the study were tested with
the two tests conducted on the same day in random order.
Third, in order to check the simultaneous validity of the
MMDT, the Box and Block Test, the Purdue Pegboard and
the MMDT. In order to enhance morale and competition,
each subject in this study was tested on its own [4]. Further
testing may create new data about unknown causes of
deterioration of motor functions and it may be the key at
unlocking physio- therapeutic activities and cybernetic
arms.

IV. METHODOLOGY
The proposed methodology for this paper is design
research methodology. By identifying the problems in the
existing architecture, various objectives and goals are
defined for the design and development of the Automated
Minnesota Dexterity Test. The design process undergoes a
wide range of iterations until an acceptable design
tolerance is obtained. The later phase involves the
demonstration of the test on sample sets and evaluating
the results obtained.

Two situations have been enforced in this system: standby
and evaluation. The standby scenario is a forest in which 2inch cubes travel close to the user for interaction. The user
can move easily and can grasp any cube. For the user to
become comfortable with grasping virtual objects, this
standby scenario can be helpful. The primary scenario
depending on the assessment stage is the BBT box, a black
button, various information display panels, and a clear-grey
table [5]. The disadvantages of VR can be eliminated by
augmented reality (AR), wherein we could use smart
phone application to create the virtual environment while
highly simplifying the construction of the kit. Slow
processing chip would be the bottleneck for this system.
The machine automatically detects the two sides of the
box, blocks the boxes inside, and then grades the reports
that can be transmitted remotely to the doctors' office. The
device also offers supplementary information for
clinicians to carry out more outcome evaluations of the
patient, such as hand gestures, speeds and locations. In
this paper, we discuss the role of the technology, how it
improves the current practice, and describe the system
implementation and future directions [6]. The system can
be applied for other manual dexterity tests and similarly
automated. Machine learning may even improve the
diagnosis and precision and may also create new insights
in diseases related to human dexterity.

Figure 2: Flowchart of methodology
V. PROPOSED ALGORITHM
In this work, a 4x4 kit is prepared as an activity to be
performed by the patient. The kit has 16 slots and also 16
pegs which has a LED above each slot. In total there are
14 patterns where 7 are unique patterns also there are 2
variations for each pattern. The first variation is that the
preceding LED will stay on for the duration of the
activity. The second variation is such that the preceding
LED will turn off for every next state of the activity.
There will be 2 methods i.e.,

III. SCOPE
In much of our everyday tasks, our hands are centrally
active. It is typically an almost effortless task to search for
objects and grab and control them. Even if these activities
simple at first glance, they require many years to learn
148
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a) Minnesota Rate of Manipulation—Placing.
In this method, the examinee has to place the pegs
according to LED pattern within a given period of time.
b) Minnesota Rate of Manipulation—Turning.
In this method, the examinee has to pick up the peg from
one hand and turn it over from the other hand and place it
again into the slot within a given period of time.

7) The last pattern will be random.
Block diagram:

Figure 4: Black box diagram for automation system

Figure 3: Geometric diagram of 4x4 kit.
Implemented Activities are mentioned:
1) Horizontal pattern:
a1 a2 a3 a4
b1 b2 b3 b4
c1 c2 c3 c4
d1 d2 d3 d4
2) Vertical pattern:
a1 b1 c1 d1
a2 b2 c2 d2
a3 b3 c3 d3
a4 b4 c4 d4
3) Diagonal pattern:
c1 b2 a3
d1 c2 b3 a4
d2 c3 b4

Figure 5: Microcontroller and its related peripherals
for sensing and outputs

4) Square pattern:
a1 a2 a3 a4
b4 c4 d4
d3 d2 d1
c1 b1
5) ‘N’ pattern:
d1 c1 b1 a1
b2 c3 d4
c4 b4 a4
6) ‘Z’ pattern:
a1 a2 a3 a4
b3 c2 d1
d2 d3 d4

Figure 6: Power circuit block diagram
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wherever appropriate. Decrement of manual dexterity
with advancing age was presented graphically.
Differences were considered significant at p<0.05 for all
analyses [7].
Expected Outcome:
There is an LED matrix in the system. High side switch
and low side switch are responsible for controlling each
and every LED in the matrix. The pegs will contain an
element to create a feedback with the system. All the
data available will be provided in the display [7].
VII. CONCLUSION
Correlation analysis revealed that with increasing age,
participants took longer time to complete the MRMT test
r=0.708. To summarize, while age had a detrimental effect
on manual dexterity, no association was noted between
MRMT scores and gender and occupation. Normal
distribution is represented by mean and standard
deviation. By using these values, we can extrapolate other
values or we can use live examples [7].

[1]
[2]

Figure 7: Proposed Flowchart

[3]

VI. RESULT AND DISCUSSION

[4]

Method of calculation:
For analysis of the test, there was total sample size of 900
and sub sample of 300 each. The ratio of sub sample size
was 1:1 i.e., 150 men and 150 women. The majority of
men and women were engaged in different occupations. It
was divided into 3 groups according to age. First group
was between 18-30 years, second group was between 3160 years and the last group was 61 and above. Among
them 96.1% were right hand dominant and 3.9% were left
hand dominant. Subjects with disorders were excluded
from the test. The MRMT kit was used to evaluate manual
dexterity. The test kit is a wooden rectangular peg board
with 60 color coded pegs. The 60 pegs are arranged in 15
columns and 4 rows. It consists of 3 subtests i.e., placing,
turning and displacement. There will be one practice and
two repeat tests where the average of the scores is taken.

[5]

[6]

[7]

Statistical analysis was performed using the Statistical
Package for the Social Sciences (SPSS). Differences in
manual dexterity scores between the three age groups
were compared using one-way analysis of variance
(ANOVA). Subject demographics were presented with
frequency distribution, mean, and standard deviations
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Abstract: With already existing technology revolving around
Smart Security Systems based on RFID Technology, location
tracking modules based on RFID modules and Information
Systems implemented for IoT Administration – our project
takes up an audacious goal of bringing various latest
technologies together to build a future ready infrastructure
that takes the existing products available in the market to the
next level. This Digital Infrastructure offers multiple
components that are coming together as an ecosystem to
enhance student security and ease of information access for the
people inside institutional campus. The infrastructure will
include four major parts that are student in-campus tracking,
bus location tracking, visitor tracking and information system.
This ecosystem in comparison to its existing version available
in the market brings latest standards in security and smart
information systems together to make a product uniquely
tailored to the Indian school realities and is designed with
Market research based on Tier 2, State-board and Govt.
School expectations and realities in consideration. The above
components will be managed by a web-based data management
system and web app enabling transfer of information to the
necessary stakeholders, update real time location information
and activity to admins and guardians, as well as work as an
ERP module for school to host its educational materials, data
and notifications on one unified platform for Students,
Teachers and Guardians.
Keywords: Information System, Internet of Things (IoT), Location
Tracking, RFID, School Security System, Smart School Bus,
Wearable Sensors

I. INTRODUCTION
Child security in the school grounds is significant in building
a decent society. In and around the globe, kids are ill-treated
and even kidnapped sometimes by individuals who are not in
acceptable attitude in the school premises. The developing
worries of families about the wellbeing and security of their
kids incited a significant interest in creating strong systems
that offer efficient supervision of youngsters commuting
among homes and schools. To track and resolve such issues
an enhanced security system is required [1]. Consequently,
this paper proposes an upgraded form of security system and
furthermore expands its highlights into a savvy real-time
information system by actualizing IoT system for kids. With
the rise of the Internet of Things (IoT), Radio Frequency
Identification (RFID), inventions of such systems got
practical. In this paper, we present the plan and execution of a
far-reaching minimal effort system dependent on IoT that
permits schools, guardians to constantly monitor their wards
while in school transports. The system depends on passive
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NFC readers that are introduced in school transports, close to
transport stations, and at pick-up points at school campus.
With the world constantly moving towards computerization,
as new innovations like 5G NR uRLLC, make super low
latency monitoring and data transfer possible. The world is
moving to truly utilize the capability of IoT and innovation in
our regular day to day life. While the need of such systems
may have been interrogated 10 years back, today we are
moving towards a reality where organizations and society are
more comprehensive and perceive the worth digital
infrastructure can bring in day to day life.
In the event where there is no automation, the information is
not stored digitally, accessing this huge amount of data is
either troublesome or tedious. To access the data quick and
precisely, a digital system is required. Presently, there are a
lot of technologies that help in achieving that. Systems based
on Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) are one of them
and in this research, RFID is utilized. RFID is a term that is
used to describe a system that transmits the details of an
article as a unique tag with the help of radio waves.
The proposed work based on statistical surveying, risk and
financial analysis, and the overall components utilized in the
proposed project. Followed by this, there is a detailed
practicality study to comprehend the scope of this project in
various School Infrastructures. According to the research and
scope - the paper proposes the project planning, schedule to
make the project model ready and the final outcomes and
conclusions based on the project work. The project hopes to
incorporate most recent NFC Standards into cost-effective
wearable sensors, to overcome the issues existing in past
models.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: In section II, we
present the literature survey. In section III, we discuss the
proposed model. We discuss simulation and results in section
IV. In section V, we provide the conclusion of our work.
II. LITERATURE SURVEY
Near-Field-Communication
(NFC)
is
a
set
of
communication protocols for communication between two
electronic gadgets over a short distance (4 cm) or less. NFC
offers a low-speed association with basic arrangement that
can be utilized to bootstrap more-capable remote
connections. NFC gadgets can act as electronic identity
documents. They are utilized in contactless payment
systems. NFC can be utilized for sharing small files like
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contacts, and bootstrapping fast connections to share bigger
files like photographs, audio or video recordings as well.

missing children, and then send a text message notification
to their parents.

C.Deenadayalan, M.Murali and L.R.Baanupriya proposed a
paper which is a blend of most recent innovations utilizing
RFID, GSM, image processing, WSM, web-development
using Php, VB.Net language, apache web server and
SQL[1]. Fundamental idea of this paper is to get information
about the students, like in and out time from the transport
and campus will be recorded and GSM system sends this
data through SMS to the administration [2]. Anwaar AlLawati and Shaikha Al-Jahdhami proposed a paper where
they present a system to supervise pick-up/drop-off of
students to enhance their security during the day-to-day
transportation to and from the school. The idea of this paper
is, there are two principal units, a transport and school unit.
[3]. Asif Ahmed, M Rayhan Parvez and Md Hridoy Hasan
proposed a system which incorporates an Android
application that can be utilized to send warnings during
passage and exit of the students using radio frequency
identification (RFID) just as Fingerprint scanner,
guaranteeing appearance affirmation of the child by double
verification. The system informs the guardians when the
transport is 15 minutes away from their home. The main
focus of this system is to show the possibility of a safe and
smart school transport using global positioning system
dependent on dual authentication systems [4]. Dhanasekar,
N. Valavan, C. and, Soundarya worked on a paper where
each RFID tag has information about each individual
student which was read by a RFID reader and sent to their
parents using GSM.This GSM modem can send the
messages to authorized people as indicated by the received
information [5].

Fig1: The Proposed System Architecture

Our proposed system has the following advantages:




The system utilizes RFID labels for kids’ detection
which is not harmful since it utilizes safe and
legally approved frequency ranges.
The deployment cost is sensible.
The system is automated and easy to use.

RFID Technologies:
Radio Frequency Identification (RFID) is generic term for
technologies that use radio-waves to automatically identify
people or object [2]. The chip typically, is capable of
carrying up to 2000 bytes of data. RFID provides a unique
identifier for the object. As RFID technology is capable of
automatically identifying each item by using radio waves, it
replaces 'bar code ' technology because of its contact-less
recognition, batch processing of data and reusability of
information, contact-less recognition between RFID tag and
reader provides much flexibility and RFID technology gives
longer recognition range [9].

Literatures show that RFID has been applied in different
fields like supply, construction, library, heath, airline
baggage tracking, electrical security keys. The utilization of
RFID system can diminish operating costs and improve data
storage and recovery. Currently, the administration has to
record the students in and out times manually, the focus of
this project is to to improve security of the children by
keeping track of their locations and thus improve attendance
management system. To solve the above-described
limitations, with the aim to outline the system requirements,
to investigate the impacts of RFID signals to environment
and to justify whether RFID can be used for monitoring
students.

Fig2: RFID/NFC module for 13.56 MHz and antenna

RFID System:
An RFID system is composed of three mains components 1.
An Antenna or coil, 2.A Transceiver (with decoder) and 3.
An RFID Tag. The antenna will transmit radio signal to
activate the tag so the data could be read or written. Data
storage and retrieval purposes are performed using special
devices, the RFID tag.

There is an increased trend in wearable sensor technology
and its use in educational institutions for administration and
security purposes. This paper attempts to overcome the gaps
faced in recent system while evolving the system to be
appropriate for Indian schools.
III. PROPOSED SYSTEM

RFID Tag:
RFID tag is a component that can be attached to an item. It
contains antennas to empower them to send and receive
radio frequencies to and from handset. There are two types
of RFID Tags: Passive and Active. Inactive labels require no
inward force source, and are regularly utilized. Conversely,

System Architecture:
The proposed system is divided into two main units:
transport unit located inside the school transport, and a
school unit located inside the school campus. The school
unit is the central unit where it collects data from all the
buses, adds them to the system database, checks if there are
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dynamic labels require a force source, and are more
expensive.[3]. There is another kind of label which is called
Semi-passive RFID which is like detached labels with the
exception of the expansion of a little battery permitting them
to have a modest quantity of consistent force.

determine entities, attributes and relationships of the
database. The business rules followed by our system are:
 A child can be in only one bus, but a bus can have
many children.
 A child has one or many relatives.
 A relative may have many children registered at
the school.
 A bus may be driven by one or more drivers, but a
driver can drive only one bus.
 A child may have many attendance records, but
an attendance record has one child.
The Entity-Relationship (ER) diagram of the database is
shown below:

RFID Reader:
RFID Reader is gadget that is utilized to query a RFID tag.
The reader has an antenna that transmits radio waves, the
tag reacts by sending back its information. Various variables
can influence the distance at which a tag can be read.

Fig3: Typical RFID/NFC operation

GSM:
GSM (Global System for Mobile communication) is a
digital mobile telephony system. It works at either the 900
MHz or 1800 MHz frequency band.

Fig4: ER diagram of database[2]

The Transport Unit Description:
The transport unit will recognize the children when they
board/leave the transport. It will utilize RFID technology to
accomplish this task. This technology comprises of a reader
and tags. There are three types of RFID readers depending on
their frequency ranges, low, high and ultra-high frequency.
We chose to use UHF RFID reader because it has a faster
data transfer rate than the others. Also, the distance can be
controlled to be short or long as required [6].

System Web-based Application:
One essential part in our system is the database-driven
web- based application to manipulate the system, update,
and query the database. There are two options to log into
the website, as a parent or as an administrator. The
administrator can add, modify, delete or view information
about students and their relatives, buses and drivers. On
the other hand, each parent can view the status of his/her
child if they board/leave the bus.

The RFID reader will be situated inside the school transport
near the entrance, positioned such that it has a clear view and
can recognize the children as they enter. Every kid will wear
a card with RFID tag appended to it. The transport unit is
responsible for sending relevant data to the school unit where
it will be stored and processed further.

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULT
The overall infrastructure includes multiple key elements
that can be classified into hardware and software. The
hardware elements include the body tags, sensors, internetenabled reader devices, database servers and WLAN
networks. These combine with software – Simulation for
hardware readers, web application, WhatsApp API for
notifications, as well as database management tools.

The School Unit Description:
The school unit comprises of a server interfaced with
GSM modem to receive information from the transport.
The server at the same time acts as a database and a web
host to have the web-application created to control the
system setting, update, and query the system database.
Along with this, the server communicates with the SMS
gateway to send warnings if a kid is identified missing.
System Database:
The database of the system has to meet certain business
rules. A business rule is ‘a brief and precise description
of a policy within a specific organization’. It helps to

Fig5: Virtual Simulation of RFID
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V. CONCLUSION

We virtually simulated the RFID tags using the Proteus
Design Suite software to check whether the circuit was
feasible and worked as per expectations.
The steps followed are as follows:
Step 1: Open Proteus and select the required components
viz. Arduino Uno R3, COMPIM (used to connect the virtual
serial port to Proteus simulator), Virtual terminals.
Step 2: Connect the pins of the components as shown in the
above figure
Step 3: Open the Arduino software and write the required
code.
Step 4: Compile the program and generate a hex file to be
used in the Proteus Design Suite.
Step 5: Load the previously generated hex file in the
Arduino Uno R3 module and start the Simulation.

This paper introduced a RFID-based system that targets
improving the wellbeing of kids during the everyday
transport excursion to and from the school. It then sends,
through a GSM modem, the important information to the
system database server. The system checks and detects
which child did not board or leave the bus and issues a
warning. The system also checks the child’s attendance and
updates the database. The parents can log into system
website and monitor the details of their wards. Future scope
of the project is to build a robust data management system
with encryption and real-time data-updation based on
firebase technology.
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signature is naturally attached to someone. Modern
document reviewers often compare suspicious
signatures with several examples of well-known
signatures. They look for counterfeit signals that
include: Signatures written at a much slower pace than
real signatures; frequent changes of start-up grip; the
end of the circle and the beginning; poor line quality
by doubting and moving the line; retracing and
patching; and stops at places where writing should be
free. Compared with other electronic diagnostic
methods such as finger scanning and vascular pattern
testing, it is easier for people to move from a popular
paper and paper signature to a handwritten online
signature and computer-certified signature. Most of
the time, signatures are not readable even to people.
The signature verification problem is therefore
concerned with determining whether a particular
signature is personal or not. There are two ways
signature authentication, online and offline are
classified according to how the data is received. In
offline mode, the signature is available on paper and
scanned later. Handwritten signatures occupy a very
special place in these various biometric features. This
is because they have made handwritten signatures that
are used as a variety of authentication methods.
Signatures are often regarded as legal means of
ensuring personal ownership of administrative and
financial institutions.
The biometric system can confirm or identify. In
authentication mode, it verifies a person's identity on
the basis of the identity you want. Instead, in the
identification mode, it establishes a personal identity
(among those registered in the database) without the
titles that should claim their identity. Online signature
verification is a prominent biometric behavioral
feature.
Wavelets can be integrated, using a replication
process and a whole number called convolution,
which contains unknown signal elements (data) to
extract data from an unknown signal. Usually,
wavelets are designed to have specific areas that make

Abstract— Online signature verification is a method

used by banks, intelligence agencies and state-of-the-art
institutions to verify personal identity. Signature
verification is often used to compare signatures at bank
offices and other branch offices. In the proposed
method, we used DWT with SVM classifier to verify
signature. DWT analyses the signal to different bands
often with different resolutions by rotating the signal
into approximate speculation. Sub-band decay is used to
extract individual features from DWT features to
enhance individual signatures. The extracted feature
vectors are used to train support vectors that are used as
a classifier. Promising research has recently been
devoted to investigating the diversity, complexity, and
stability of signatures. These features are of great
academic and practical value because they highlight the
great differences between humans and machines in
acquiring, operating and validating signatures, while
providing basic information for developing nextgeneration programs, with high adaptability.
Keywords— Support Vector Machine (SVM), Signature
Verification, Handwritten Signature, Discrete Wavelet Transform
(DWT), FAR & FRR.

I. INTRODUCTION
There are many biometric methods right now, e.g.
Signatures,
fingerprints,
iris
scanning,
etc.
Fingerprinting and iris confirmation requires the
installation of expensive equipment which is why it
cannot be used in everyday places such as banks, etc.
There is a great deal of interest in verification based
on the handwritten verification system as it is the
cheapest way to authenticate a person. Banks and
government agencies see signatures as legitimate
means of verification. Signature verification
technology uses different signature features to verify
people's identity. Crime experts cannot be hired
everywhere so there has been a great deal of effort in
developing computer-based strategies that can verify
and validate a person's identity. A handwritten
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them useful for image processing. In this paper, an
online signature verification system using a vector
support machine (SVM) is proposed. SVM, a learning
approach presented by Vapnik et al. attempts to find a
suitable hyperplane to separate the two classes.
Therefore, the error of data misclassification in both
the training set and the test set is minimized.
Basically, SVM is defined by dividing two classes in a
row. When data is not evenly distributed, the kernel
function is used as a polynomial function, radial base
function (RBF) or multilayer perceptron. SVM-based
segments include training and evaluation phases. The
training phase consists of finding the appropriate
parameters Two parameters must therefore be
determined: kernel parameter and practice parameter.
These two parameters are determined by statistical
analysis. The test section allows you to test the
strength of the separator.
SIGNATURES RECOGNITION SYSTEMS
Handwritten signatures are divided into two
categories:

main

Online System: Data is obtained using a graphical tablet
and other electronic devices. A pen and tablet connected to a
computer are required to enter the signature details.The On–
line approach acquires additional data concerning the
signature which has the dynamic properties of signature. .
Extract signature data related to many aspects: typing speed,
press points, strokes and acceleration.
Offline System: Signatures are obtained using a scanner or
camera, and this signature is taken as an installation image.
The purpose of the offline signature verification is to
determine whether the signature belongs to the signatory by
a scan of a signed signature and other photographs of the
signer's original signature. These comprehensive
applications provide a computer signature verification
program. However, in most programs, the signature image is
therefore available; Offline signature verification comes
with additional features compared to the online signature
verification system. The big problem is that a person's
signature can vary according to his feelings, his health, etc.
Even a real signatory may not copy his signature as such. In
many cases, it seems difficult to distinguish between a
genuine signature and a forged signature.



Random Forgery: this sort formed with none
knowledge of the signer's name or the signature
shape. The name of the victim is employed by the
signer in his own vogue to make a forgery
signature called the straightforward forgery or a
random forgery. This forgery accounts for the
majority of the forgery cases though they're terribly
simple to a sight even by the attention.



Unskilled Forgery: The one that made the
signature with their vogue regarding that he
hasn’t any data of the orthography and
knowledge. this may be through with observant
the signature closely for associate within enough
time.



Skilled Forgery: There is no doubt that the
greatest difficulty in deception is caused by skilled
forgers or professional people in the repetition of a
signature. To find out this may require searching
for or copying a signature in a complex way.
Various types of forgeries and related original
signatures are shown in Figure 1

Fig. 1 Types of Forgery
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
There are many methods that used for signature recognition,
this section explains some of these methods:

LEVELS OF FORGERIES

Fauziyah S., Mardiana B., Zahariah M., Hazura H.(2009) In
this system, the development of an online signature
verification system using Support Vector Machine (SVM)
and VB Tablet 2.0 to validate the signature input by
comparing the database. This can be done by signing
directly into a computer with a computer connected to a

Forgeries generally, supported making, forging, or fixing
nearly any document, with the intent to different sorts
of forgeries are classified into the next categories:
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Universal Serial Bus (USB) port, because each person has
his or her own way of presenting his or her signatures on
paper, there is a certain level of confusion such as how to
hold a pen, lashes used in signing and the time / pressure
applied to the paper involved in this verification process.
Typical online verification procedures are pre-processing,
feature extraction, data matching and post processing. The
standard verification algorithm is one of the Global Feature
Vector Machine (Support Vector Machine (SVM) machines.
The signature is characterized as pen-strokes consisting x-y
coordinates and the data will be stored in the signature
database in the form of a txt.file [4]. This paper involves
mainly the use of dynamic information. The error rate used
to measure the accuracy and reliability of this software has
to be as low as possible and within an acceptable range.
Thus, the FAR and FRR has to be low and if possible 0%.

III. BLOCK DIAGRAM

hristian Gruber, Thiemo Gruber, Sebastian Krinninger, and
Bernhard Sick (2009).Here, new kernel function for SVM
was proposed and applied to online signature verification.
This kernel function measures the similarity of two time
series by determining the length of an LCSS. In order to
obtain meaningful results, they used a data set with more
than 100 test persons, applied some other classifier
paradigms on the same training and test data, used a realistic
number of genuine signatures to train a reference model, and
evaluated several performance criteria. The methodology
includes data capture, data acquisition, size normalization,
feature extraction and matching image [3]. They could have
used or added more feature extraction techniques to lower
the FRR and FAR percentages.
Fig.2 Block Diagram

Emre Özgündüz, Tülin Şentürk and M. Elif Karslıgil.(2005).
In this system for each person 8 original and 8 forgery
signatures are tested. Possible cases of confirmation of true
acceptance (TA), false denial (FR), false denial (TR), false
acceptance (FA). In the verification phase 77 similar
features are used. They proposed and introduced a new
offline authentication and signature process based on
international symbols, masks, signature grid and SVM. The
training set was designed using a one-size-fits-all approach.
The results show that SVM surpasses ANN in both
verification and detection processes.Carefully chosen
discriminating features of signatures combined with the use
of SVM made our system more powerful compared to other
existing systems both in terms of success ratio and ease of
implementation and optimized run time [2]. Although SVM
is better than HMM in many ways as it gives a better result
and accuracy. HMM is considered to be better in
recognizing handwritten signature

•
•
•

•

•
•
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Software used: MATLAB
Datasets: Using SVC2004 datasets
Normalization using DWT: Size normalization is
then applied to the captured data points of each
signature.
Feature Set of Signature: The next task is the
computation of feature set of each signature
trajectory from the normalized data points of the
signature.
Training and testing: Generate Training and
testing using Files
Verification using Classifier: After training and
testing phase here, we will be making use of SVM
classifier to identify whether the signatures are
forged genuine.
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IV. PROPOSED TECHNIQUE

set utilized in this research contains signature data collected
from five users. Each genuine/forgery signature is stored in
a separate text file. In each signature document, the
signature is just represented as a sequence of points.
Examples of user's handwritten signature images created
from both x points and points used in this study are shown
in 4. One can see the high diversity of people emerging from
these signatures.One also can notice low interpersonal
variations appear from a number of these signatures.
Examples of handwritten skilled forgery signature images
for these genuine signatures are shown in 5.

A. In this project, we have used SVC 2004 dataset. The
proposed method is as shown Fig. 2
B. The
proposed
online
handwritten
biometric
identification system consists mainly of three phases:
Signal modeling, feature extraction, and have matching.
The x and y positions of signature points are extracted
and every signal is represented as 1D time domain
signal. Pressure data points are extracted using graphical
pressure pad. It is then used as the third time domain
signal. These signals are then normalized and resampled.
This is to beat the matter of various sizing and different
number of points exists in every signature even for an
equivalent user. Discrete wavelet transform is used to
extract features from these signals. Sub-band
decomposition has been used to extract personality traits
from DWT features to strengthen individual signatures.
The output vectors used to train the support vectors are
used as a separator. In the test phase, signals taken from
an anonymous signature are inserted into the output.
Leading features are included in the vector support
machine separator. The resulting result allows an
anonymous signature to be identified if it is a real
handwritten signature or not. In summary, two
algorithms are very important in a handwritten
identification system. The first is the feature removal
process (derived from discriminatory information). The
second is the separation process (features are used to
create a valid signal, corresponding to the appropriate
handwritten signature)

Fig.4: Examples of user 1 genuine signatures.
C. OC-SVM (also referred to as single-class classification
or novelty detection) is a training algorithm developed
by Schölkopf et al. One-class classification allows
classifying just one-class objects, and distinguishing it
from all other possible objects. Objects are often
classified well by the classifier, but the others are going
to be classified as outliers. The concept of the OC-SVM
consists to find an hyper sphere in which most of
training samples are included in a minimum volume.
The main advantage of the OC-SVM lies within the
description of an object through training samples.
Hence, when a sample is presented to the OC-SVM
classifier, it's granted accepted or rejected according the
resemblance with the training set, as show in Fig 6.

.
Fig. 3 DWT computation process. The signature database
used in this study is the one used in the First International
Signature
Verification
Competition
(SVC2004).
Handwritten signatures are taken electronically after signing
using the PDA. A set of ratings representing the points of
each signature is kept during the document. In this case,
only x (n), y (n) are used and then, the pressure signature
data associated with the handwritten signature is
determined. All data is stored in the signature file. The data
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currently working on SVC2004 database, on which we are
trying to identify the signatures for which the system fails
and to minimize the Equal Error Rate. We are currently
identifying the signatures for which the system creates an
error and we came to a conclusion that, even the genuine
signatures are having errors. So, the expected outcome is to
create a system using 1D DWT on the pressure parameter
and then working on other parameters for feature extraction
using one class approach in SVM for the classification
purpose, keeping the FAR – FRR rates as low as possible.
VI. FUTURE SCOPE
We can explore more unsupervised machine learning
algorithms which would offer more versatile method of
identifying forgery by image processing. These methods
may be based on some computational clustering technique
and which can be evaluated on the basis of recall and
precision values. We can further improve the system by
reducing the complexity. The accuracy of classifier can also
be enhanced by using more and equal number of training
patterns. As the number of input devices and techniques for
handwriting acquisition increases, device interoperability
will become an area of greater relevance and need specific
investigation. The result of these developments is that
signature capture will be feasible in many daily
environments by means of fixed and mobile devices, and
automatic signature verification will be used in even more
applications. ―Soft biometrics, ‖ the deployment of
metadata-based systems for large-scale applications, which
can expect both multiethnic and multilingual users, is very
important and needs specific consideration.

Fig. 5: Examples of skilled forgery signatures for user 1.

Fig.6: Sample classification based on OC-SVM when
training samples are near the hyper sphere.

VII. CONCLUSION
This project presents the real time implementation of online
signature verification which is interesting field in this world
since there is a demand for it. The proposed system achieves
accuracy which supports its algorithm, yet the accuracy of
the system could be further increased by using different
techniques and research and implementation of a
generalized system needs to be done. A minimum EER rate
will definitely make the system relevant for use in real time
applications and will make human life much easier. In the
future, efforts will be made to make the system for reliable
efficient. The idea of automatic signature verification using
machine learning and understanding the implementation of
code to produce a product feasible for real life application
will be achieved in the process of making this project.

V. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
During the course of this project, we did a thorough study of
Biometric systems, Support Vector Machine and formation
of Discrete Wavelet transform and how it is useful in image
compression through various research papers. Automatic
signature verification can produce two types of errors: Type
I errors concern the false rejections of genuine signatures
[false rejection rate (FRR)]; Type II errors concern the false
acceptance of forged signatures [false acceptance rate
(FAR)]. Therefore, the performance of a signature
verification system is generally estimated in terms of FRR
and FAR. Depending on the applications, a trade-off
between the two error types must be defined since any
reduction of FAR increases FRR, and vice versa. In
addition, the equal error rate (EER), which is defined as the
system error rate when FRR =FAR, is widely considered to
be a measure of the overall error of a system. We are
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Phishing Website Detection Using Machine Learning
based on URL Features
Gaurang Pandit
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Abstract—An attempt so as to collect vital sensitive
important personal such as OTP, password, CVC number by
different ways of mean in electronic information is referred to as
phishing. Phishing website appears same as of a legitimate
website. It will direct the user to a fake website which appears to
be same as original one and try to steal his identity and thus
cause damage to the user’s information structure. This type of
attacks can be detected by using various techniques. Some of the
technique include blacklisted technique and heuristic technique.
Here in this paper we have tried to use heuristic based technique
by making use of URL based features. The model being
proposed here has been to demonstrate a very good amount of
accuracy which is being close to 98.53% of all the results being
tested here.
Keywords—phishing sites, URL-based features, heuristic,
machine learning, random forest.

I.

Introduction

With the recent boom in technology internet has become
very much a part of very one’s life. Phishing is a type of
social engineering attack that targets a user‘s sensitive
information through a phony website that appears similar to a
legitimate site, or by sending a phishing email [1]. According
to research of the Anti Phishing Working Group (APWG),
85,062 phishing sites were globally detected in the second
quarter of 2010; by the second quarter of 2014, 128,978 were
detected [1]. These figures mark an increase of 1.5 times the
value that count of occurred phishing attack in one quarter
[2,3]. In addition, there is a huge lose of time as also
infrastructure. In terms of economic loss is also being faced.
It will have an overall impact on the company revenue in case
of corporate world as also on personal level.

technique being used is very accurate one and the very
commonly used. It has low false negative and false positive rate.
Consequently, it has the disadvantage of being unable to detect
temporary phishing sites [5]. Phishing fraud leads

to malware use of our personal vital details. It can even lead to
economic crisis due to leak of banking details such as CVV,
OTP details. Phishers make use of phishing site and phishing
malwares to do so. They take into consideration at times the
problems the user may face while extracting information.
Dr. Lochan Jolly Professor
Electronics & Telecommunication Department Thakur College
of Engineering & Technology
Mumbai,India.
The heuristic-based detection technique analyzes and extracts
phishing site features and detects phishing sites using that
information [6]. In this paper, we tried to overcome the problems
faced while using blacklisting approach. The heuristic approach is
being used to overcome them. It employs URL features and makes
use of different machine learning algorithms. This method or the
proposed system at times may be consuming too much time so as
to extract the required features. It can help reduce the damage that
have been caused so as to overcome the disadvantages of
blacklisting methods or procedure required

In recent times there are many incidents of phishing. Also
there have been incident of data theft. All these are the main
things that constitute our purpose of study that is phishing.
There have been many techniques so as to detect whether the
website is phishing or legitimate. The main techniques
include the likes of blacklisting and heuristic approach for
site detection. The blacklist-based technique maintains a
uniform resource locator (URL) list of sites that are classified
as phishing sites; if a page requested by a user is present in
that list, the connection is blocked [4]. The
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II.

Related Works

Phishing is an attempt to steal a user‘s personal information
typically through a fraudulent email or website [1]. We
have tried to consider a large of websites. These websites
are mainly taken from phish tank. These website include
both phishing as also legitimate websites. The legitimate
sites are such that there is no need for any checking. They
are rather much safe in nature. However the phishing site
are main purpose for which we are taken all our study into
consideration. They mainly are the one for which the study
is being used. This is because from which there are chances
of theft identity. These mainly include capturing our
sensitivity vital information mainly in the form of CVC.
OTP, credit/debit card details. At times there are also
chances of gaining access to system and as also to our
social
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networking sites which might also have our some
personal information

The subdomain is being the domain to indicate which domain is
being present. The TLD is the domain in the highest position in
the domain name hierarchy architecture; e.g., .com, .net, .kr, .jp,
etc. [7]. Here we have tried to examine all different features.
These different features are further then being used to determine
whether the website is phishing one or legitimate one.
B. URL Features

Detection techniques to detect such malicious presence
of sites may at times take into consideration the user
details and its personal vital info. The techniques have
been said to classify into different categories and make
use of the features that are being extracted. The
extractor does this purpose of URL features extraction If
a user requests a site that is included in this list, the
connection is blocked [4]. The blacklist-based approach
has the advantages of easy implementation and a low
false- positive rate; however, it cannot detect phishing
sites that are not listed in the database, including
temporarily sites [5].

Table 1 shows 26 URL-based features that are used in the
proposed detection technique.


there are chances that the domain may of low rank
value. It is such times and cases thatthe website
user is using is phishing site cause.

The heuristic-based approach analyzes phishing site
features and generates a classifier using those features
[6]. Whenever there is a webpage request from the user
the classifier comes into picture it will help to determine
phishing nature of the webpage. This is the approach that
is being taken into consideration while designing the
model which is then being used. It helps to detect
phishing sites and temporary at times block such
malicious URL based websites. Such an approach helps
very easily to overcome the overfitting problems at
times.
III.
A.

Features 1 to 6 are mainly related and considered to
Google Suggestion. They mainly return a word
whenever there is such a request. The user whentimes

Features that take into consideration are presence of any
special characters. These special characters include @, /, etc.
Therefore, patterns of many TLDs in a URL signify a
fraudulent site [10]. Therefore, in the above cases, we
classify these sites as phishing when and then there is a
chance of phishing being used
Table 1.shows URL features
No.

Proposed Approach

URL Structure

1

A URL is being considered as a protocol that will used to
give us for the location where the data network is being
present.

2

3

4

Figure 1. URL Structure.

The URL mainly consist of protocol, sub domain also there is
a presence of primary domain and path domain. It also
includes TLD. All these components together constitutes
what will say or call is URL.
The protocol refers to a communication protocol for
exchanging information between information devices; e.g.,
HTTP, FTP, HTTPS, etc. Protocols are of various types and
they are in consideration as and when the features obtained
are used to give special character presence. They act as
barrier overcoming the required amount of data into
consideration.
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URL-based features
Feature name

Similarity of primary
domain
and Google
(primary
Suggestion
domain)
Similarity of subdomain
and Google Suggestion
(subdomain)
Similarity of path domain
and Google Suggestion
(path domain)
of
Google
Safety
(primary
Suggestion
domain)

Description

Levenshtein distance between
primary domain and Google
Suggestion (primary domain)
Levenshtein distance between
primary domain and Google
Suggestion (subdomain)
Levenshtein distance between
primary domain and Google
Suggestion (path domain)
Whether
result
of
Google
Suggestion (primary domain) is
present in the whitelist
Whether
result
of
Google
Suggestion (subdomain) is present
in the whitelist
Whether
result
of
Google
Suggestion (path domain) is
present in the whitelist

5

Safety
of
Google
Suggestion (subdomain)

6

Safety
of
Google
Suggestion (path domain)

7

Google page rank

PageRank value of domain

8
9

Alexa rank
Alexa reputation

10

Via IP address

AlexaRank value of domain
Alexa reputation value of domain
Whether domain is in the form of
an IP address

Thus, the user URL features at times are very tricky in nature
to track the root. At times there are chances that the website
we are making use of may be phishing in nature but at times
has been considered as legal in nature. It is the measurements
or parameters that have to be considered while making such
choices. requested for a URL it is at such times there is a

Phishing Website Detection Using Machine Learning based on URL Features
request to overcome at times to such suggestion. We will
try to analyze at such instance whether the request at times
be a valid one or not. If at all there is a similar search term.
It must always match the features which we have used. This
is when we are able to say that there is a legitimate website

many machines learning algorithm at times used for the
purpose of calculation of sites. They will used as sample
dataset. The dataset along with the URL features are used for
classification purposes. The presence of IP Address and its
similar match are also taken into picture while making use of
the characters which are being placed into use while making
decisions. The primary domain and the one we are using are
matched with google suggestion so as to overcome the
required no of matches hence after required. While taken
into being the presence of google suggestion which is being
considered as in case there are present in the white list or
whether they are being blacklisted in that case. The value of
page rank are also well considered so as to overcome the
phishing cause extraction
C. Architecture
Fig. 2 has been trying to illustrate the proposed model being
used here which includes mainly two stages: the training
sequence and the detection process.

or not. This is how we are able to say website detection
takes place . We use Levenshtein distance between the two
terms—the Google Suggestion result and the search
term—as a feature for detecting phishing sites [6,8]. In
addition, if a suggested result is the same as that of a
domain that is present in the trustworthy whitelist, that
search term site may be emulating a legitimate site [8]. This
is the reason why we are able to have detect such cases at a
time whenever there is a user request


Features 7 to 9 are extracted so as to help the user
determine the main rank of the page. Low rank is indication
that the website being used is of low value and is said not to
be legitimate in nature. Phishing sites have a very low page
rank value or no value because phishing sites are not often
visited by many people and they exist for a short time [9].
If at
The presence of HTTP or HTTPs. At times the suspicious
character helps the user to determine the phishing nature
of website. All these measurements at such cases have
been taken into consideration while making such choices
and measurements prove to be very true in nature at times.

In the training sequence phase both the website legitimate and
phishing website both are taken into consideration as input to
features extractor. The feature extractor gives values based on
the URL features and taking into relation different aspects of
URL features. The features being obtained from feature
extractor act as an input for classifier generator. It will take
both features and the different machine learning algorithm as
an input to give a certain output which will be given as an
input to classifier.
Here the detection phase whenever there is a request for a
certain website from the user will first go to feature extractor
which will try to extract various different features based on
the URL which ultimately goes to the classifier block. The
main aim of classifier is to classify and provide website
which are either phishing or legitimate in nature. If the
website appears to be a fake one it will alert the user on the
basis of classifier that the website is a malicious and help the
user from avoiding such fake website
D.

Algorithms

To examine the best performance of the system and its ability
to detect phishing sites at will we have different machine
learning algorithms being used here. Some of those being
used extensively for the purpose of detection have been
clearly being illustrated here so as to have very good
proposed model and have a very good accuracy and
efficiency of the system

There are also considerations of dots that are being used.
A website having too much of dots are considered to have
been phishing one. The consideration of dots is also one
of the features of feature extraction. The sub domain use
also comes into being. the sub domain is calculated on
that basis and matched with legitimate website so as

Support vector machine are nothing but a classification
method that are mainly used whenever there is a user
suggestion request. It is such an algorithm that classifies
samples on the basis of training samples obtained so.

to have been determine the nature of website. There are so
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The advantage being is that its capability of learning
the samples in high dimensional spaces even in
the presence of small sub spaces being present over
there. It is also one of classification method which is
being able to supervise. It is also very easy to use
and helps in classification process. The classification
is being done so as to classify methods on the basis
differentiation points in different planes. The sub
space samples are classified and then able to
differentiate on it.




Decision tree is another classification model being
used in the proposed model. It was being first
implemented and introduced by Quinlan in 1992.
The main purpose of such classification method is
the creation of random tree. Hence the name
decision tree is given to this algorithm. Decision tree
mainly consist of a decision area and leaf node. The
purpose of decision area is to check the condition of
the samples which have been included in the model.
It also then separates them into next decision area as
and when required manually. The advantage of
using this classification model is that it is very easy
to implement and very fast in nature. However one
problem arises is of overfitting which may occur
while implementing this algorithm. Each node of
decision tree corresponds to a feature and the edges
thereafter produced separates into each data sample
or the sample space as and when required as per the
user requesting the site details
Random forest is a tree based algorithm which mainly
depends on decision tree to make majority vote or
majority selection. The output is being decided by
majority selection. It can handle a large amount of

decision tree on its classification method. It takes into
consideration different decision tree. The decision tree
are taken into being from a random set of values. Each
random vector can handle both regression as also takes
into being the classification. It has the capability to
handle a large set of sample values which have further
been classified into different sets. It however lacks
reproducibility because the values we have considered
are random in nature and there is spontaneous. There
is also a presence of HTTP features which gives an
additional boost to the feature extraction.


called classification model. In some cases they are
commonly know for their discrete and they are said to
be considered as discrete in nature Adaboost are
mainly used whenever there is a requirement of the
classification. It rather does not takes into
consideration the classification and does not makes
use of regression It can be used to boost the
performance of the model. It provides best
ensembling and combining the result that are being
obtained. It combines the ratio of all used algorithm


taking into consideration the best possible machine
learning algorithm that can be used so that the best
possible. The most suited and therefore most
common algorithm used with AdaBoost are decision
trees with one level. [10]. The reason why adaboost is
used is that it is very and provides best possible
results: weight(xi) = 1/n Where xi is the i’th

training instance and n is the number of training
instances. .
IV.

Evaluation

To conduct classifier evaluation and training which is being
conducted here we have tried to gather information of sites. The
study includes taking into account a number of websites. These
websites are mainly taken from Phish tank. The study involves
3,000 websites and its details which have been obtained . These
details are then being evaluted using k-fold cross evaluation. Kfold evaluation divides the data into cerrtain data set values.
These are then being considered for inputs to classifier. The
classifier then makes use of it which is then obtained It is then
given for detection processes and to detect the site features . This
method is typically used to mainly evaluate the accuracy of
classifier. It considers only a certain amout of data. The dataset
then considered is very much small in nature.The accuracy
obtained include true positive (TP), true negative (TN), false
positive (FP) and false negative (FN). These are the
measurements that help us to detect how much accurate the
model and algorithm have been.
TP is the ratio whether a phishing site is classified as a phishing
one or not. FN helps to determine that phishing site is actually a
legitimate legal site. In addition to taking these into
consideration TN tells us a determined legitimate website is
indeed a one to be legitimate one or not. FP is considered to be
truly a legitimate to be classified as a phishing site
The result of experiment is such that we are able to obtain TP,
TN, FP, FN. These measurement are the one which will help in
identifying whether we are accurate enough in classifying
algorithm. It will help determine the accuracy of each algorithm
which are then used along the URL features. The measurements

AdaBoost is mainly used for performing the boost
of the model being used. They are mainly used
rather for ensemble of the process of the system
that are being taken into consideration into so

also include specificity, sensitivity and accuracy of the model.
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Each of these measurements have very own unique
performance measurements which helps in determining the
very said parameters of classifier taken into consideration
In determining the classifier performance, the different
equation is being shown here. The first equation is of
specificity while second is of sensitivity and the third is of
accuracy

Specificity =

(1)

Sensitivity =

(2)

Accuracy =

(3)

sites being used which mainly involves phishing websites. The
high accuracy and low false positive rate that is being showcased
here clearly is been able to show us that the proposed heuristic
based url features model is able to quite being detect the
phishing site and the legitimate website.
V.

Results

TABLE II. TF, TN, FP, AND FN OF MACHINE LEARNING ALGORITHMS
Measureme
nts

Algorithm
TP

TN

FP

FN

SVM

97.05%

94.80%

5.16%

Decision Tree

96.70%

96.70%

3.12%

Random Forest

98.16%

98.40%

1.69%

3.08
%
3.16
%
1.92
%

Fig 3 shows confusion matrix
The gaph has been plotted for actual label versus predicted label.
The confusion matrix has been represented. A confusion matrix
is used to describe the performance of classification model on a
set of test data in which true values are known.
It is simple to understand but terminology is confusing. Hence
the name confusion matrix has been given to the result. The
graph can labeled into true positive, true negative, false positive
and false negative.

Here the different performance parameters which involves
accuracy, sensitivity, specificity are being illustrated. The
table also involves the result of different machine learning
algorithm being used extensively.
TABLE III.

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS OF ALGORITHMS
Measureme
nts

Algorithm
Specificity

Sensitivity

SVM

96.93%

95.00%

Decision Tree

96.90%

96.90%

Random Forest

98.10%

98.30%

True negative: we predicted no and they are not phishing.
Accur
acy

True positive: These are the cases where we predicted
phishing and they are phishing.
 False positive: These are the cases where we predicted
yes but they are not phishing
The result report shows Classification of accuracy of model.it
shows how much better results can be obtained. It shows its
prediction ability. It shows better efficient model can be done. It
shows the scale of accuracy in which system is developed and how
it evolves. It is very necessary to obtain efficient system.


95.95
%
96.88
%
98.23
%

As a result of the experiment being used we are able to say
that random forest provides the best accuracy and different
parameters being used. The classifier in the case of random
forest was successfully being able to detect 98.3% of all the
 False Negative: We predicted here no but they are After the requirements have been determined, the necessary
actually phishing.
Precision: Precision is the value of correctly phishing classified
URls from all the URLs which the classifier tagged as phishing.
The formula for calculating precision:
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Recall: Recall is the value of correctly classified
phishing URLs from all the phishing URLs that exists in
the dataset.
F1 score: They are used to measure model accuracy
while making predictions. It takes into consideration
positive and negative values. If the model avoid making
mistakes in both phishing and legitimate websites then
the model is considered to be having F1 score. F1 score

MULTICON-W 2021
is the balance of both precision and recall. It is used
when the prediction made in one class are correct
whereas the prediction made during other class goes
wrong.

referred to as the domain. The protocol refers to a communication
protocol for exchanging information between information devices,
e.g., HTTP, FTP, HTTPS, etc. Protocols are of various types and
are used in accordance with the desired communication method.

 Fig 5 shows claasification classifier method
specifications for the hardware, software, people, and data
resources, and the information products that will satisfy the
functional requirements of the proposed system can be
determined. The design will serve as a blueprint for the system
and helps detect problems before these errors or problems are
built into the final system. Professionals create the system
design, but must review their work with the users to ensure the

Fig 7.shows result of feature test dataset
This section discusses the overall implementation of building the
anti-phishing software recommendation system. It includes a
detailed description of all the tasks carried out in this research to
successfully recommend the software to the user. All the phases are
discussed below:
A URL is somewhat a protocol that is used to indicate
the location of data on a network. The URL is composed of the
subdomain, primary domain, top-level domain (TLD), and path
domain. In this study, the subdomain, primary domain, and TLD
are collectively referred to as the domain. The protocol refers to a
communication protocol for exchanging information between
information devices; e.g., HTTP, FTP, HTTPS, etc. Protocols are
of various types and are used in accordance with the desired
communication method. Feature train and test dataset are
considered of the same type. They are taken to be same as the
algorithm would be working smoothly. Hence we have taken
feature test and train data to be the same.

design meets users' needs.

Fig 6.shows Feature Test Data
The dataset developed by us consists of phishing and
non-phishing URLs this data is first processed i.e. important
features finalized by us are extracted from these URLs to get the
final dataset. The phishing URLs for our dataset is taken from
Phish Tank while legitimate URLs are taken randomly from the
day to day websites visited by the users. The total data set
comprised of 3000 rules (legitimate + illegitimate). Out of which
2000URLs were used for training and 1000 were used for testing.
A URL is a protocol that is used to indicate the location of data
on a network. The URL is composed of the subdomain, primary
domain, top-level domain (TLD), and path domain. In this study,
the subdomain, primary domain, and TLD are collectively
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Fig 8. Shows Training URL
Training URL are taken into consideration. A set of URL are
taken here. 3000 phishing sites are taken from phish Tank. Those
websites which are classified as yes are considered to be phishing
website whereas those which are taken as no are considered to be
legitimate. Fig 4.3 shows test URL. Training and test url are of
the same type. This is done so as to ensure smooth working of
algorithm which are random forest and naïve bayes in our case.
Random forest works on decision tree and naïve bayes works on
bayes theorem. Accuracy of train as well as test dataset of both
algorithms is calculated. The time taken to train the model is train
dataset whereas the time taken to test the model is test dataset
VI.

Conclusion

In this paper we have tried to showcase a heuristic
approach for detection of each and every website. It mainly
employs URL features which will help in its detection
purposes. We have tried to make use of different machine
learning algorithm. The method makes use of URL
features with addition to certain more additional features
the system becomes best suite and fit for the process and
study of site detection. The only disadvantage that might
cause a problem includes the time consuming nature of the
approach being used. The URL features with these
algorithm may at times become time consuming. At
conditions where there is time constraint can become very
much a problem. This involves the further study and future
scope to overcome them.
Future work will involve to overcome the challenges
being faced while using the different algorithm. Here after

we will try to give more algorithm to classify and propose a
very good model which will ensemble and give us a more
detailed output. We will try to examine and provide a more
proposed features.
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Abstract— Biometrics based security system provides high
level of accuracy. The most commonly used biometric
based security system is fingerprint recognition. This
paper focuses on enhancement of fingerprint and
extracting features using Minutiae based approach in
order to provide high accuracy in pattern recognition.
This approach involves extraction of important features
from fingerprint such as ridge ending and ridge
bifurcation. The method used for feature extraction is
called as Crossing Number Computation in order to have
high accuracy in pattern recognition.
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unique fingerprint, which is the only criteria required to
get access. The fingerprint based security system is
faster, more convenient, provides a better authentication
and offers low FARs.
The project focuses on applying rigorous pre-processing
which involves filtering, normalization, segmentation,
binarization and thinning. This will ensure removal of
noise from the input image which will make the feature
extraction process more efficient. The feature extraction
process involves extraction of minutiae points such as
ridge ending and ridge bifurcation from the fingers
which will help in marking the unique points.

Keywords—Minutiae, Ridge ending, Ridge bifurcation,
Security, Fingerprint, Feature Extraction

II. METHODOLOGY

I. INTRODUCTION
The password authentication system cannot be
considered as a reliable system due to confidentiality
and cost issues. The legal ramifications of losing
sensitive data and the consequent breach of privacy is
huge. Anyone, with the knowledge of password can
gain access to unauthorized information, making the
password authentication system more vulnerable to
hacking because the possibility of human error cannot
be ruled out. With the rising technological
advancements each day, organizations need to have an
adaptive and agile security system. The Biometric based
systems are in great demands now-a-days because of
their higher efficiency, convenience, better security.
Biometric System uses the distinctiveness of physical
characteristics (face, iris, fingerprint) or behavioural
characteristics (voice, signature, etc.). Various
application uses different number of biometric traits,
however the fingerprint is the most common and
reliable biometric in terms of application because of
their universality, high distinctiveness and high
performance.
The term “Security” defines the protective measure
which need to be taken in order to protect the data or the
system from the unauthorized access. With an aim to
provide digitized security system the Biometrics
involving the Fingerprints provide a very beneficent
System. With fingerprints being unique, it is next to
impossible for someone to break into the premises with
use of a biometric system because each person has a

The enhancement of fingerprint can be performed using
either average filter, fixed median filter or adaptive
median filter. But, it is observed that the average filter is
sufficient in removing the Gaussian Noise but fails for
the removal of impulse noise. Median filter comes into
picture for the removal of Impulse noise, but due to the
fixed window size and shape of the filter it is found to
be less effective and the use of this filter degrades the
image enhancement process. Instead of Median filter,
Adaptive Median filter can be used. In this, the size of
filter window is adjusted by calculating mean of the
pixel[1].
For feature extraction, the different computational
algorithms like Learned templates-based minutiae
extraction is used to detect the presence of minutiae and
templates are applied with appropriate orientations to
the binarized fingerprints only at selected potential
minutiae locations. Experimental results shows that
learned templates can improve both the detection of
features and the performance of an identification
system. In this Primitive features, based on the
orientation image, are used that allow incorporation of
domain knowledge into the evolutionary computational
process. The experimental results of the proposed
approach, Learned templates-based minutiae extraction
system not only shows that the proposed approach can
achieve good performance when a large portion of
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fingerprints in the database are of poor quality, but also
shows that it is better than other approaches [2].
An automated latent fingerprint recognition algorithm
utilizes Convolutional Neural Networks (ConvNets) for
ridge flow estimation and minutiae descriptor
extraction, and extract complementary templates (two
minutiae templates and one texture template) to
represent the latent. The comparison scores between the
latent and a reference print based on the three templates
are fused to retrieve a short candidate list from the
reference database. Though experimental results show
that the proposed method performs significantly better
than published algorithms on two benchmark databases
(NIST SD27 and WVU latent DB) against 100K rolled
prints, it is not considered to improve the recognition
effectiveness [3].

distinctiveness and high performance. A fingerprint
security system consists of enrolment, verification o
user as well as identification of a user. Although
fingerprint has been present from a very long, distortion
of impression of fingerprint makes it a challenging
problem.
Fingerprint is a group of curves which consists of
valleys (white curve) and ridges (dark curve).
Fingerprint has some unique points called minutiae
points. The minutiae points can be of two types: Ridge
ending where ridges or dark line end and Bifurcation
where ridges split into two. The minutiae points are
shown in Figure 1[6].

III. GAP ANALYSIS
The filtering process involves the use of Adaptive
Median filter for the removal of noise from fingerprint
[1]. Adaptive Median filter can be used to solve the
problems of fixed window size of the median filter. The
window size of the adaptive median filter can be
changed according to the pixel value which results in a
clear image eradicating the blurriness. But, the main
disadvantage of this filter is that, in order to remove the
noise and preserve the fine details adaptive median filter
needs to be applied repeatedly which slows down the
system to a certain extent. For, feature extraction
process, the different feature extraction algorithms like
Learned templates-based minutiae extraction and
Automated latent fingerprint recognition algorithm can
be used[2][3]. But, although these algorithms perform
efficient feature extraction, there are still lot of
challenges that needs to be addressed. The distortion of
fingerprint makes feature extraction process more
difficult, if the recognition system can reject the bad
quality image before processing them, performance can
be improved better. Also, the features in fingerprints
including minutiae and grayscale features are weighed
differently depending upon the algorithm[3]. There is a
need to improve the speed of feature extraction and
comparison as the above process is too lengthy and time
consuming. Instead, it is required that the feature
extraction
process
should
extract
dominant
characteristics in fingerprint and their location like
Crossing Number Computation.

Fig.1. Example of Ridge Ending and Ridge Bifurcation

Fig.2. Block diagram of Feature Extraction

The fingerprint recognition system in figure 2 is
comprised of:
a. Input: Reading Fingerprint from sensor
b. Pre-processing: Removal of noise
c. Minutiae extraction: Extracting features from
fingerprint
I. Input: In order to read fingerprint, nowadays Scanners
are used with sensing element in it. It consists of
Sensors, A/D converter and Interface. The different
types of Sensors mentioned are as followsOptical Sensors: Converts light rays into electrical
signals.
Solid State Sensors: It’s surface is of silicon which
consist odd array of pixels which user touches directly.
The selected Scanner should give more area, no of
pixels, resolutions. Before moving to Minutiae
extraction. The process is further classified into preprocessing.

IV. PROPOSED METHODOLOGY
The Biometric based systems are in great demands nowa-days because of their higher efficiency, convenience,
better security. Biometric System uses the
distinctiveness of physical characteristics (face, iris,
fingerprint) or behavioral characteristics (voice,
signature, etc.). Various application uses different
number of biometric traits, however the fingerprint is
the most common and reliable biometric in terms of
application because of their universality, high

II. Pre-processing: It is an important step to acquire a
quality image by processing the input image and thus
proves to be crucial stage between image acquisition
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and feature extraction. In order to locate the ridge
endings and ridge bifurcations, commonly termed as
minutiae points which is the most commonly used
feature in the fingerprint due to the small template size
and impressive speed, the acquired image is required to
pass through a series of pre-processing stages viz.
Filtering, Normalization, Binarization, Segmentation
and Thinning.

works on binary image which is interested in two levels
:0 for ridges and 1 for valleys. After binarization, the
fingerprint is highlighted with ridges and valleys.
5. Thinning: Thinning basically refers to the process of
reducing the thickness of the ridge lines present in the
image. The process is also referred to as
Skeletonization. The process is very important in terms
of getting a better analysis of the features necessary for
feature extraction. The process also helps in reducing
the processing time making the system fast and also
helps in reducing the template size of the image which
leads to a better database management.
III. Minutiae Extraction: It is a process of Extracting
Minutiae points such as Ridge endings and Bifurcation
from a fingerprint images. The applied algorithm should
be able to retain as much minutiae as possible.
Crossing Number Computation: Crossing Number is
used for extraction of minutiae points such as ridge
ending and ridge bifurcation. These points are extracted
from a skeleton form of fingerprint image. In this
method, 3x3 matrix around each ridge pixel is obtained
from the fingerprint by using the formula:
CN=0.5⅀|Pi-P(i+1)| [3]

1. Filtering: The input image acquired from the
fingerprint module contains various kinds of graphic
disturbances or noises which needs to be discarded to
obtain an image of high quality in order to get a better
grasp over the fingerprint patterns. It is often believed
that the process of fingerprint image enhancement
process determines the accuracy of the feature
extraction and feature recognition to a certain extent [1].
The query image acquired from the input contains
various types of noises like Impulse Noise, Gaussian
Noise, Speckle Noise and Poisson Noise etc. The
system mainly focuses on removal of impulse Noise
which is also called as the Salt & Pepper Noise which
leads to appearance of spots on the query image
resulting to its deterioration. Since the signal intensity
of the Impulse noise is greater than the intensity of the
query image, it appears to be black point (minimum
gray scale) and white point (maximum gray scale) [1].
An adaptive median filter is used in order to remove the
impulse noises as the fixed median filter is capable of
partial removal or blurriness of the image [1].
2. Normalization: The image obtained from the filtering
process contains a wide range of pixel intensity values.
The fingerprint mainly consists of ridges and valleys
due to which the query image acquired contains a
variation in the Gray- Scale levels leading to a different
contrast levels in the acquired image [4]. The series of
calculations of mean and Variance from the pixels of
the noiseless image enhances the quality of the
fingerprint image. Histogram Equalization is adapted to
overcome this variance and the region with poor
contrast are stretched to obtain an image of higher
performance value.

Using Crossing Number computation, out of the minutiae points
mentioned in table 1 [3], only ridge ending and bifurcation are further
used for matching of input fingerprint with query image in the
datasets.

The algorithm for proposed methodology is shown in
Figure 3.

3. Segmentation: To get a better grasp over the patterns
of the acquired image, segmentation is performed over
the image. The segmentation process basically divides
the image into the background and the foreground, the
foreground image contains the part of interest i.e. the
patterns and the background part is ignored.
Segmentation leads to the conversion of a low-level
grayscale image to a high- level image description in
terms of features, objects and scenes [5]. It partitions
the image on the basis of similar characteristics
containing the pixels. An Otsu segmentation method
comprising of Otsu Threshold calculates the levels of
spread for the pixel levels each side of threshold and
iterating through all possible threshold values [5].
4. Binarization: In the binarization process, the 8- bit
Gray-Scale image is converted to a 1- bit Binary Image
for better processing. Most of the Minutiae algorithm

Fig.3. Flowchart of Fingerprint enhancement and Feature Extraction
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1. Start
2. Input the 2D fingerprint from dataset
3. Filter the image using Adaptive median filter.
4. Convert the input image into a grayscale image
5. Find histogram of an image
6. Calculate Cumulative frequency of all pixel values
7. Divide the cumulative frequencies by total number of
pixels and multiply them by maximum gray count (pixel
value) in the image
8. Select initial threshold value T(T=350) and segment
the image in a group of 2.
9. If-pixel value <T
set pixel value=0;
Elseset pixel value=1000;
End
10. Convert the grayscale image into Binary Image
11. Skeletonize the fingerprint.
12. For Minutiae: Set a Window size of 3x3 and move it
each pixel
13. Calculate each pixel using CN=0.5⅀|Pi-P(i+1)|
14. If-CN=1
set the co-ordinate=Ridge Ending
If-CN=3
set the co-ordinate=Ridge Bifurcation.
15. Store the minutiae template in another Dataset
16. Stop

In Figure 4, the four fingerprints belong to LiveDataset
FVC2002 and these fingerprints consists of noise.

Fig.5. Filtered Fingerprint Image

In Figure 5, noise redundant images for four different
fingerprints are obtained using the Adaptive Median
Filter.

V. RESULT & DISCUSSION
The main aim of pre-processing stage is to enhance the
quality of fingerprint image by removing noise in order
to efficiently extract features from fingerprint image.
Minutiae-based approach is used because it makes
feature matching efficient by focusing on only two main
points on fingerprint which is ridge ending and ridge
bifurcation.

Fig.6. Normalized Fingerprint Image

In Figure 6, each pixel is brought in contrast with the
other pixel using Histogram equalization in all the four
different fingerprints.
Fig.4. Original Fingerprint Image
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Fig.9. Thinned Fingerprint Image

In Figure 9, skeletonized image of each fingerprint is
obtained for clear visibility of minutiae points.
Fig.7. Segmented Fingerprint Image

In figure 7, background image is separated from the
foreground image and only foreground image is
retained using Global Thresholding for four different
fingerprints.

Fig.10. Fingerprint Image containing Minutiae Points

In Figure 10, red points represent Ridge Ending
whereas blue points represent Ridge Bifurcation for all
the four fingerprints.
VI. CONCLUSION
Fig.8. Binarized Fingerprint Image

In this paper, a base of fingerprint based security system
is supposed to implemented by performing
enhancement of fingerprint and using efficient feature
extraction method which can help in creating a more
advanced security system. Instead of texture based

In Figure 8, binarization is used for zooming the images
for clear visibility of ridge lines.
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analysis and ridge bases analysis, an enhanced way of
pattern recognition known as Minutiae based approach
is used to obtain features such as ridge ending and ridge
bifurcation from fingerprint. This system will provide
more accuracy because the fingerprint first undergoes
pre-processing which involves filtering of fingerprint
image to eliminate noise, normalization, segmentation,
binarization followed by thinning of fingerprint before
feature extraction stage. The proposed system will also
meet the challenge of locating minutiae points in a
distorted fingerprint.

processing time can be used. Further, different systems
can also be fused with other biometrics to increase the
security significantly.
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VII. FUTURE SCOPE
Pattern recognition also called as pattern matching can
be performed using Neural Network Algorithm which
will compare important features of two fingerprint
image and the proposed security system will estimate
whether the fingerprint belongs to an authorized user or
an unauthorized user. The matching of these features
using different Neural Network Algorithm will ensure
increased speed of the system. The difficulty of defining
a quantitatively reliable match between fingerprint
images, recognition performance is still a matter of
study among researchers. However, for feature
matching different CNN models like MobileNet-v1
CNN model, Xception model, Inception model, ResNet
model, etc. can be tested and the one which takes less
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the proposed approach. The methodology used in the
proposed approach is discussed in section 3. Section 4
describes the performance analysis of the proposed
system. The conclusion of this work is presented in
section 4.

Abstract— People Detection in video surveillance is critical
for various application areas include abnormal event
detection, human giant characterization, person
identification, gender recognition and etc. In this paper, a
novel fast multiple people detection and tracking method is
proposed. The temporal frame differencing is one of the
simple, very easy to implement method for object detection
and which is very adaptive to dynamic scene change in
video. But, it generally fails in detecting some type of
objects. Hence, this algorithm integrates temporal frame
differencing, HoG, linear SVM for detecting an object
accurately and use Channel and Spatial Reliability Tracker
(CSRT) for accurately track the objects in all the frames.
Experimental results show that the proposed method is
robust when compared to other technique.
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II.

PROPOSED ALGORITHM

We have proposed a people detection and tracking using
temporal frame differencing integrates with HOG
descriptor, SVM classifier and uses channel and spatial
reliability tracker (CSRT) for tracking detected object.
The system overview of the proposed work is shown in
the Figure 1.

INTRODUCTION

In the recent years, video surveillance system becomes
most popular for the purpose of security in private and
public domain. Most of the researchers try to develop
intelligent video surveillance systems to replace the
traditional passive video surveillance system [1,2,3]. An
intelligent people detection system detect the people at
initial stage and subsequently process for various
application such as people classification, people tracking
and people behaviour analysis. But the successful
automatic people detection and tracking is more
challenging task due to many reasons viz. different type
of clothing, fake detection [4] (i.e. Non-people
detection), body shape and etc. There are three typical
methods for moving object (people) detection [3]:
background subtraction, temporal frame differencing and
optical flow. Background subtraction is susceptible to
dynamic changes due to lighting and extraneous events.
Temporal frame differencing is suitable for dynamic
environment; but it often extracts incomplete relevant
moving object pixel. Hence in this paper, we integrate
temporal frame differencing approach with HOG feature
descriptor to improve the detection and classify the
people for tracking by using CSR tracker. The remaining
of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 presents

Figure. 1 Proposed System Overview

In this proposed algorithm, we studied tracking-bydetection. First step of this proposed algorithm is to
extract the frames from input video, apply temporal
frame differencing to separate the foreground mask from
the video frame. Then, use the HOG descriptor to extract
the feature of foreground mask which is tracked by using
correlation filters with CSRT tracker. It will predict the
position of the moving objects.
III.

METHODOLOGY

In this section, the methodology of our detection and
tracking method is described.
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Horizontal Gradient: Ix=I(x+1,y) – I(x-1,y) ……….. (3)

3.1. Detection:

Vertical Gradient: Iy=I(x,y+1) – I(x,y-1) ………….. (4)

3.1.1.Temporal Frame Differencing:

Magnitude: m=√𝐼𝑥2+𝐼𝑦2 …………………………… (5)

The detection of object in frame by using temporal frame
differencing technique which is based on difference
between two consecutive frames in a video

Direction: Θ = arctan 𝐼𝑦/𝐼𝑥 ……………….……… (6)
Spatial/ Orientation Binding:
Each pixel spreads a weighted vote for an edge
orientation histogram channel with in cells which is
based on elements obtained in the gradient measurement.
The shape of the cell may be either rectangular or radial.
The orientation bins are equally spaced over 0o – 180o
when the gradient is unsigned whereas which are spaced
over 0o – 360o when gradient is signed.

sequence. It is highly adaptive to static environment. Let
Ik , Ik+1 are the value of kth and (k+1)th frame in video
sequence. The temporal frame difference between the
frame is defined as:
Id (k,k+1)=|𝐼𝑘+1- 𝐼𝑘|, for k=1,2,... n=number of frames… (1)
Due to holes in the moving object area, contour of the
moving object is not closed. Hence the absolute
difference image is transformed to gray image by the
following formula:
RGB to Gray:
Y <- 0.299*R+0.587*G+0.114*B …………………. (2)
The sample temporal frame difference based video
frames are:

Detection Window and Context:
The descriptor size should be decided after
extracting the feature. The 64x128 descriptor size,
containing around 16 pixels which improves the
performance.
Support Vector Machine(SVM):
After extracting feature, SVM is applied to
determine if the feature belongs to human or not.
Generally, linear SVM trained with SVM Light is used
for detecting human. SVM is a machine learning
technique which is used to analyze data for classification
and regression analysis. The mathematical model for
SVM is:
f(x)= WTx+b ………………………… (7)
3.2. Tracking:

3.1.2. HOG Feature extraction:
The HOG feature is extracted from the moving
blobs generated by temporal frame differencing
technique. The HOG feature extraction process consists
of the following steps:

3.2.1. CSRT Tracking:
Once system found the human RoI in video, which has to be
track by using Discriminative Correlation Filter with Channel and
Spatial reliability tracker (CSRT). It uses two features HOG and Color
names. This tracker uses spatial reliability map for adjusting the filter
support to the part of the selected ROI from the frame for tracking.
Also, it ensures enlarging and localization of the selected ROI and
improved tracking of non-rectangular region or object.

Normalize Gamma/Colour:
It is one of the pre-processing steps for HOG
feature extractions which can be omitted because of
obtained result by succeeding descriptor normalization
are similar. With power law (gamma) equalization D.
Dalal and B.Triggs evaluated some gray scale RGB and
LAB colour space in their experiments [6].
Gradient Computation:
Several masks are used for gradient
computation viz un centred [-1,1], centred [-1,0,1], cubic
–corrected [1,-8,0,8,1], the 3 x 3 sobel or 2x 2 diagonal
mask. Simple 1D centred mask will produce best result
[6] which requires filtering the gradient of gray-scale
image with [-1,0,1] and [-1,0,1]T kernels for computing
gradients of image in both horizontal and vertical
directions. Mathematical model for computing gradient
is shown below.

3.2.3. Algorithm Pseudo Code
With each image frame f in video v:
Id(k,k+1)=|𝐼𝑘+1- 𝐼𝑘|, for k=1,2,... n=number of frames
Extract the HOG feature of foreground by
Ix=I(x+1,y) – I(x-1,y)
Iy=I(x,y+1) – I(x,y-1)
m=√𝐼𝑥2+𝐼𝑦2
Θ = arctan 𝐼𝑦/𝐼𝑥
Apply SVM
f(x)= WTx+b
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Check any new feature is identified ?
V.

If yes then,

The main aim of this work is to detect and track the
people using Improved Temporal Frame Differencing
and CSRT Tracking. This algorithm integrated temporal
frame differencing, HoG, linear SVM for detected an
object accurately and used channel and spatial reliability
tracker (CSRT) for accurately track the objects in all the
frames. Experimental results show that the proposed
method is robust when compared to other technique. The
proposed were tested in various set of dataset with
varying nature of videos.

Apply Correlation filter
Else:
Use the previous frame feature and track the
objects feature in current frame
Create tracker for each individual object
End:
IV.

CONCLUSION

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The following figure shows the people detection and
tracking of each frames in videos and the corresponding
frame processing time
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Figure.2. People Detection and Tracking with processing Time of
Each frame
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have been developed to overcome the problems, electric and
hybrid electric vehicles are the two leading alternatives. It
not only reduces the carbon emissions within
the environment but also reduces the maintenance cost.
An electric vehicle (EV) operates on a
motor instead of an internal combustion engine that
produces power by combustion of fuel and gases. Hybrid
electric vehicles (HEV) on the opposite hand are powered
by both an internal combustion engine and an
electrical motor. The electric motor of EVs and HEVs are
powered by batteries. Lithium-ion batteries are
generally utilized in these vehicles due to their high power
to weight ratio and high energy efficiency. The batteries
work on the principle of a potential difference. The electrons
inside become excited which decreases the potential
difference between the two electrodes of the battery.
Discharging the battery generates heat; the more rapidly you
discharge a battery, the more heat generation occurs. The
performance of lithium-ion battery cells is greatly affected
by their operating temperature. These batteries suffer from
the Goldilocks effect; they do not perform efficiently when
the operating temperature is too hot or too cold. The
optimum operating range of lithium batteries is between
20℃ and 45℃. When the temperature exceeds the
permissible range then series of chemical reactions take
place and thermal runaway occurs in batteries. The
temperature rises rapidly within milliseconds and the energy
stored within the battery is suddenly released. The risk of
thermal runaway begins at a temperature of 80℃ and
becomes extremely critical at 110℃. A Battery Thermal
Management System (BTMS) is therefore important for
extending the life of the cells by controlling the battery
temperature level. Research and scientific evaluations are
continuously going on to overcome the above-mentioned
problems. The essential need of creating the battery compact
and lightweight makes the technological advancement in
this domain a difficult task.
The aim of this study is to design and compare
conventional BTMS for prismatic batteries. This project
tackles these problems by modifying the cooling plate setup

Abstract— The increasing environmental pollution and energy
shortage problem has led to looking for clean energy and
energy-saving technologies to be used in the transportation
field. Electric Vehicles are one such technology that can reduce
pollution significantly. It is observed that electrical and
thermal conditions greatly affect the temperature distribution
of lithium-ion cells. Thermal runaway occurs when the battery
internal temperature exceeds the optimum temperature range
thus exposing the battery to a fire break. The project is
designed to overcome the problems that current electric
vehicles face due to inefficient battery thermal management
systems. In this proposed design a thermal management system
with a mini channel embedded in aluminium plates with
silicone pads is developed. The high conductivity of aluminium
plates is exploited to effectively drain heat from the battery.
The thermal contact area is increased using silicone pads.
Ethylene glycol water solution flowing through the mini
channels extracts the heat from the aluminium plates. The
Ansys Fluent simulations showed promising results and it is
seen that cooling plates with embedded mini channels is an
effective solution to overcome the challenges of the battery
thermal management system.
Keywords— Lithium-ion battery, Mini-channels, Silicone pads,
Ethylene glycol

I. INTRODUCTION
Industrialization and globalization have increased
the demand for energy considerably. The depletion of nonrenewable energy is one of the foremost threatening
phenomena in the whole wide world. The energy
consumption pattern has indicated that the planet energy
consumption will increase by 50% before 2030. The
majority of the demand for energy in the current world is
met by fossils like oil, gas, and coal. Degradation of the
environment occurs from the large-scale consumption of
those energy sources. The costs of those sources have
increased considerably over the past decade. These reasons
have led researchers to seem for more efficient and ecofriendly energy sources. Transportation is a major sector in
which large scale consumption of these sources occurs.
Therefore, a number of alternatives to standard vehicles
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with a mini channel design and using cooling pads. For
space reduction, a cooling plate is sandwiched between two
cells which provide the required surface cooling to the
cells. In addition to that, the placements of the cell are in
such a way that they also get cooled by the air flowing
from the bottom of the car. The weight of the system is
decreased by selecting aluminium as the cooling plate
material. The high thermal conductivity aluminium plates
are exploited to effectively drain heat from the battery. The
thermal contact area is further increased by using silicone
pads. Ethylene glycol water solution flowing through the
mini channels extracts the heat from the aluminium plates.
This design avoids the thermal runaway problem in vehicles.

causes the organic solvents to break down with the release
of hydrocarbon gases. This process starts at about 110℃. 4)
The temperature inside the cells is built up by the gas and
the temperature crosses the flashpoint. The gas does not burn
due to a deficiency of oxygen. A vent is needed to release
the gas to keep the cells under suitable pressure. 5) After
this, the separator is melted, and short-circuits occur
between the anode and cathode at 135℃. 6) Finally, the
lithium metal oxide cathode breaks at 200℃ which results in
the release of oxygen. This oxygen will react with the
electrolyte and hydrogen gas which can result in an
explosion [2].
“During over-voltage, the charging voltage
exceeds bearable cell voltage which results in excessive
current flow. Due to excessive current flow, lithium ions are
deposited more rapidly than intercalation to anode layers.
These lithium ions are deposited on the surface of the anode
as metallic lithium. This is called lithium plating and it gives
rise to a reduction in free lithium ions and an irreversible
capacity loss. It is in dendritic form and then results in a short
circuit between the electrodes. As mentioned the problems
of over-voltage, under-voltage also brings about problems
that give rise to a breakdown of the electrode materials.
During under-voltage, there is an increase in battery
discharge rate and battery voltage which is caused due to
breakdown of the copper current collector at the anode.
Copper ions are precipitated as metal copper which is an
irreversible process. This can result in short-circuit between
anode and cathode. At the cathode, the cobalt oxide or
manganese oxide will be decomposed after many cycles
under low voltage. Meanwhile, oxygen will be released and
the battery undergoes capacity loss. Therefore, the battery
should be controlled carefully during excess heat as well as
during lack of heat to avoid the problem as mentioned
above” [1].

II. THERMAL ISSUES OF LITHIUM-ION BATTERY
Lithium-ion batteries have a small operating
temperature range and the battery cell and the entire EV rely
to a large extent on the battery cell remaining in the optimum
range for functional protection, service life, and cycle
stability. “Chemical reactions that occur in the battery have
a linear reaction to temperature. The decrease of the
operating temperature will reduce the reaction rate and the
capacity of carrying current during charging or discharging.
Whereas the high temperature increases the reaction rate
with higher power output which increases higher heat
dissipation. Whatever heat is generated must be dissipated
for the proper thermal management. If the heat generated is
greater than the heat dissipated then the temperature will
keep on increasing.” [1]. At a point when the temperature of
the cell reaches a certain limit, a series of undesirable
exothermic reactions will occur, further increasing the
battery temperature. This sequence of reactions will proceed
and lead to the thermal runaway event. Thermal runaway
leads to chances of fire break out in vehicles; therefore, a
thermal management system is essential.

III. OBJECTIVES
●
●
●
●
●

To operate the battery within the proper voltage and
temperature limit.
To protect the cells of the battery from damage in
abuse/failure cases.
To enhance the service life of the battery pack.
Maximize the performance which includes power and
energy delivered by the battery.
To protect the operator of the host application.
IV. CONVENTIONAL METHODS

While advancements have been made in electric
vehicle batteries that allow them to deliver more power, the
design of an effective cooling system still remains a major
challenge. In the face of life-threatening safety issues,
innovation is continuously happening in the electric vehicle
industry to improvise the battery cooling system. Cooling
systems should be able to keep the battery pack in the
temperature range of about 20℃ to 45℃, as well as keep the
temperature difference within the battery pack to a minimum
of about 5℃. Methods such as air cooling, fan cooling, liquid
cooling, cooling using PCM, cooling plate, heat pipes, and

Fig. 1 Thermal runaway of a battery cell

Thermal runaway consists of a series of stages and
this series of stages gives more irreversible damages to cells.
The series of steps are as follows: 1) SEI layer is dissolved
to electrolyte at 80℃. Here the primary heating may occur
from excessive current or high ambient temperature. 2) After
the breakdown of the SEI layer, electrolyte begins to react
with the anode which is an exothermic reaction in nature and
drives the temperature higher. 3) The higher temperature
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direct refrigeration cooling are usually employed in current
vehicles. The choice of heat transfer medium has a
significant impact on the performance and cost of BTMS.

system, there are two loops namely the primary loop (upper)
and secondary loop (lower). The primary loop is similar to
the loop in a passive liquid system, where heat transfer fluid
is circulated by the pump. The secondary loop consists of an
air conditioning loop” [1].
General Motors Chevrolet Volt uses the pouch cells
for its battery pack. They use a plate-type sandwiched
layered structure which is made up of Aluminium. Five
individual paths are passing through the plate. The frames
with the coolant plates are then stacked longitudinally to
make the entire pack. Audi uses directional cooling because
of the orientation of the battery pack. They use 4 heat
exchangers which are interleaved within the battery pack,
but the heat exchangers appear to be deliberately positioned
at the base end of the cells from the tabs. This increases the
complexity of the system. Also, tab cooling is difficult due
to the need to electrically isolate the cooling system to
prevent short circuits of the pack and also to ensure that no
failure of the cooling at joints results in the battery pack
itself.

A. Air cooling
Air cooling uses convection for heat transfer. As air
runs over the surface, it will carry away the heat emitted by
the battery pack. It is the most conventional cooling method
and has been widely used in various industries, but it is
unsuitable for high-performance applications. It is not
possible to remove the heat from the battery with an air
system cooling alone, some air cooling will definitely occur
on the battery which is positioned on the underside of the
vehicle due to the airflow during driving but this is
insufficient to meet the full cooling needs of the battery.
However, due to its low cost, it is still an good cooling
solution. This type of cooling is divided into two parts 1)
Natural Convection (Passive Cooling) 2) Forced Convection
(Active Cooling). Passive Cooling is used for batteries
having low energy density but for batteries having high
energy density such as lithium-ion requires an active cooling
system.
Nissan uses an air cooling system in which a fan
blows air over a dedicated A/C chiller inside the pack to
actively cool the inside of the pack. The battery discharge
rate is higher when the vehicle regularly changes speed or
operates at high speed, thus air cooling does not satisfy the
cooling requirements alone. This increases the chances of
not getting uniformly cooled which increases the risk of
thermal runaway of the battery pack.

B.2 Direct cooling
This type of cooling is also called as Immersion
Cooling because It protects and evenly cools the whole
surface of the battery cells. It produces hot/cold spots in the
cell that are less intense and increases cell efficiency.
Dielectric coolant is often used in this, with low viscosity,
high thermal conductivity, and thermal power. Due to cost
and safety factors, this method of cooling is not commonly
used in the mass manufactured EV industry.

B. Liquid cooling
Liquid coolants have higher heat conductivity and
heat capacity, in other words, it has a higher ability to store
the heat in the form of energy in its bonds. The liquid system
delivers the best performance for maintaining the battery
pack in the optimum temperature range. If this system is not
properly designed then there may be chances of leakage of
coolant which can lead to short-circuiting in the battery
pack.

C. Direct refrigerant cooling
A direct refrigerant system consists of an air
conditioner loop but uses refrigerant directly as heat transfer
fluid circulating through the battery pack. The liquid
refrigerant is used directly in the cooling coil i.e.,
Evaporator. This system has a high heat transfer rate and
creates uniform distribution but during cold ambient
temperature, it is not able to heat up the battery.
BMW i3 electric vehicles use the direct refrigerant
type of cooling in their vehicle to maintain their battery pack
at an optimum temperature level. They use a base plate that
incorporates liquid cooling with the presence of water and
glycol as a refrigerant. The refrigerant comes from the
existing A/C of the vehicle. The battery pack has a bottom
cooling plate with refrigerant flowing through it. The design
is simple but heavier in construction. It also uses tab cooling
which is mounted on the top which helps in the directional
cooling of the cell but also results in improper cooling of the
cell which can give rise to hotspots in the cell. These
hotspots on the cells may damage the cells.

B.1 Indirect cooling
In this type of design series of pipes are routed
through the battery pack. With direct cooling with water or
some other fluid, the short circuit potential is the biggest
problem. Therefore, indirect approaches are used to escape
the battery pack's electrical conditions while preserving high
thermal conductivity. In this system, a possible layout can
be discrete tubing around each battery/module with the use
of plates. This type of cooling is further divided into two
parts i.e., Passive Cooling & Active Cooling. “In a passive
liquid cooling system, the heat sink for cooling is the
radiator which has no ability to heat. A pump with a closed
structure circulates heat transfer fluid. The fluid absorbs the
heat from the battery pack and releases it via the radiator.
The cooling capacity depends heavily on the temperature
between the battery and the air, and can be increased by the
fans. If the ambient air is higher than the battery temperature
or the difference between them is too small then the passive
liquid system becomes ineffective. In an active liquid

D. Phase change material
The phase change material (PCM) has high latent
heat and, during the discharge of the battery, serves as a heat
sink. When the cells are on standby, the absorbed heat is
released into the environment. PCM also acts as a shield in
case one cell enters the thermal runaway. However, they
suffer from the problem of not changing phase within the
required temperature range of the application, large volume
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expansion, and high cost. If the batteries operate for a long
time or the ambient temperature is high then the PCM may
melt due to its low thermal conductivity and in some cases,
it may act as a thermal barrier. “If the atmosphere is too cold,
the PCM adds the thermal mass to the battery module which
makes it more difficult to achieve the optimal temperature
for the battery cells Eventually, PCM can be the best
solution for the batteries operating at a low rate or combined
with active cooling for higher rates and extreme ambient
temperatures” [2].
Various thermal management techniques were
analyzed and understood to overcome the challenges and
bridge the gap between commercial manufacturers and
developers. Despite of the significant developments, an
urgent need remains for developing safe, high‐efficient, and
cost‐effective thermal management systems. Eliminating
battery thermal impacts by optimizing the existing cooling
system and exploring new technologies is encouraged.

runaway of the fully discharged battery. Two different
designs of the cooling plate were constructed and simulation
results showed that both cooling plates were capable of
maintaining battery temperature but it was observed that the
coolant pressure-drop for one of the designs was much lower
than the other design. Hence, the pressure-drop became the
deciding factor for the selection of the cooling plate.
Jian Xu [6] carried out the simulation of a minichannel cooling plate on the nail penetration. Three of the
five cells were wrapped by square aluminium shape mini
channels. Nail penetration was used to release the energy,
which results in temperature increase. The process consisted
of two mechanisms i.e. the short circuit and the thermal
abuse. The simulation showed that increasing the flow rate
will not prevent the thermal runaway and nail penetration
depth will cause a more severe and faster thermal runaway.
It was concluded that at the battery module level, a minichannel cooling system with independent control of the
coolant flow rate for individual cells can prevent the
propagation of thermal runaway from one cell to its
neighboring cells.
Cong Wang et al. [7] performed experiments and
simulations related to cooling capacity provided by cooling
plates to the batteries. The material used for cooling plates
was thermal silica and copper tubes were passed through it
for flow water as a coolant. Simulations were performed
based on various factors which included the effect of charge
density, number of channels, the direction of flow, and the
velocity of the flow. The experiment showcased the nonlinear relationship of the temperature of the battery to the
number of cooling plates and liquid channels. Iterations
were also performed to establish a relationship between the
capacity rates of battery with the inlet flow rate; for example,
a 5C discharge rate battery required an inlet flow rate of the
simulations showed that liquid cooling was more efficient
along with PCM than air cooling 0.25m/s. It was also
verified that the direction of coolant flow had no appreciable
effect on the temperature, but the rate at which the coolant
entered the channel had an appreciable effect on the
performance.

V. LITERATURE REVIEW
Kaiwei Chen [3] developed a method of heat
generation measurement for a prismatic battery which
applies to any prismatic battery regardless of chemistries.
An experimental facility is developed to study the effects of
battery operating temperature on discharge characteristics.
A constant temperature thermal bath is created and 50-50
water-ethylene glycol solution is employed for battery
temperature control. The heat generation rate of a 20Ah
prismatic A123 LiFePO4 battery is measured under a wide
range of discharge rates and operating temperature with
discharge ranging between 0.25C and 3C and operating
temperature ranging between -10˚C and 40 ˚C. It is shown
that the heat generation rate of the tested battery increases
with the discharge rate and decreases with the operating
temperature.
Ben Ye [4] developed a methodology for the design
and optimization of the cooling plate for the battery module.
The battery module consisted of 15 cells having nominal
voltage 3.2V making the battery module voltage 48 V. A
complex heat transfer model for the whole module was
created including batteries cooling plates and coolant. In the
analysis, cooling plates were placed above and below the
combination of cells, and 50-50 ethylene glycol and water
are used as a coolant. The orthogonal experimental design is
implemented to optimize the main parameters of a module.
The parameters under consideration were the Battery gap,
cross-section size, and the number of coolant channels of the
cooling plate. In the design optimization, the numbers of
cooling channels were iterated, the inlet charge rate was also
changed and the results showed that the pressure drop
decreased with the increase of the cross-section and number
of the coolant channel when the coolant flow rate is constant
at the inlet.
Abdul Haq Mohammed et al. [5] developed a
cooling plate that featured pins with staggered arrangements
inside the cooling plate to extend the effective heat transfer
area between the cooling plate and the coolant with
minimum coolant pressure drop in the cooling plate. The
performance of the battery was examined for aggressive
discharging during the normal operation and thermal

IV .METHODOLOGY
A. Heat generation
Heat generation in a battery cell can be attributed
to two main sources [7]:1) entropy changes due to
electrochemical reactions and 2) ohmic heating. Depending
on the electrode pair, reaction heat can be endothermic for
charging and exothermic for discharge. Ohmic heating is
due to the transfer of current across internal resistances.
The heat generation rate in a cell can be calculated from:
𝑄 = 𝐼(𝑉𝑂𝐶 − 𝑉) − 𝐼 [𝑇 (

𝑑𝑉𝑂𝐶
𝑑𝑇

)]

𝑑𝑉

(1)

The second term in Equation (1), 𝐼 [𝑇 ( 𝑂𝐶 )] is the heat
𝑑𝑇
generated or consumed because of the reversible entropy
change resulting from electrochemical reactions within the
cell. The first term, 𝐼(𝑉𝑂𝐶 − 𝑉) is the heat generated by
ohmic and other irreversible effects in the cell.
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The curve fitting formula of the curve is expressed as follow:

For the model proposed in the paper, the heat
generation is calculated through the modeling as shown in
fig.2, and simulation of average cell temperature versus the
time was carried out. After getting the simulation results,
mathematical regression formulae were used to get the value
of heat generation. Modeling and Simulation were
performed in MATLAB Simulink. In the simulation, the
battery was discharged at a 2C rate resulting in a constant
current flow of 40A. Ambient temperature and cell initial
temperature were taken at 25°C. The second ambient
temperature was considered to be 28°C. The second ambient
temperature gives the second data point for the battery
parameters. This allows the model to change the battery
dynamics/performance as temperature changes. The
simulation was carried out up to 20% state of charge.

T = a + (b*t)

(4)

∑
T = na +b∑
time
4971.7 = 158a + 86377.6b
∑
(T*time) = a ∑
time + b ∑
time2
3010055 = a (86377.6) + b (76429460)
a = 26 and b = 0.009998
T = 26 + (0.009998) *t
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡
𝑑𝑇
𝑑𝑡

=b
= 0.009998

𝑄̇ =0.95*2138*0.009998
𝑄̇ = 20.3 W
Heat flux through one surface of cell=
Heat Generation per unit volume =

𝑑𝑡

𝑊

𝑚2

20.3
0.14∗0.1∗0.02

= 72500

𝑊
𝑚3

Li-ion battery, LiFePO4, with a nominal capacity
of 20Ah and a nominal voltage of 3.2V is selected. The
dimensions of the cell are 20mm*100mm*140mm. It is
assumed that the heat generated inside the cell and thermophysical properties are uniform. The energy conservation of
the cell is described by the following equation:

The heat generation rate can be determined using the
following equation:

Differentiating the above equation w.r.t time, we get
𝑑𝑇
𝑞𝑔 = mCp

=725

B. Selection of Cell

Fig. 2 Simulink Model

Q = mCpΔT

10.15

0.14∗0.1

(2)

(3)

ρ 𝐶𝑃

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑡

=

𝜕
𝜕𝑥

(𝑘

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑥

)+

𝜕
𝜕𝑦

(𝑘

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑦

)+

𝜕
𝜕𝑧

(𝑘

𝜕𝑇
𝜕𝑧

) + 𝑞𝑔

(5)

where ρ is the average density, CP and k present the specific
heat and thermal conductivity of the battery, respectively.
The heat generation rate is represented by 𝑞𝑔 . The
parameters of the cell used are listed in table 1.

where Q is heat, 𝑞𝑔 is heat generation, m is quality of battery
and Cp is the specific heat. ΔT is the temperature difference;
T and t represent the average temperature of the battery and
the discharge time respectively [7]. Figure No 3 shows the
average temperature of the battery when discharged at a 2C
Rate and the T vs t curve which comes from the Simulink
simulation.

TABLE 1 [7]
Property
Specific Heat
Conductivity
Density

Parameter
2138 J.kg-1k-1
8.2 W.m-1.k-1
2700 kg.m-3

C. Design of Cooling System
In the proposed model surface cooling is employed.
In prismatic cells, the selection of a cooling system mainly
depends on Cell Cooling Coefficient (CCCs). It defines the
temperature gradient that is induced across any battery to
achieve a certain rate of heat removal. It is given as CCCratio
= CCC1/CCCtabs. A low CCCratio is suitable for tab cooling
and a large CCCratio indicates that only tab cooling is not
sufficient and there is a need for surface cooling. Tab

Fig.3 Graph from Simulink
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cooling does not show a major effect in thermal gradient
whereas surface cooling does. But if the CCCratio is high then
surface cooling is used because it can remove the heat more
than the tab cooling. Surface cooling is widely used because
the CCCtabs are not too large [8].

TABLE 2
Aluminium 6061
2700
900
201
140
100
5

Parameter
Density (kg.m-3)
Specific Heat (J.kg-1k-1)
Conductivity (W.m-1.k-1)
Height (mm)
Width (mm)
Thickness (mm)

Silicone
3050
0.832
6
140
100
1.5

D. Selection of Coolant
Water is the most efficient heat transfer fluid
known till now but the problem with the water is that it has
poor anti-freeze and anti-evaporative properties. The use of
glycol along with water overcomes the above drawbacks.
The glycol water solution lasts 12 years or longer provided
corrosion inhibitor strength is maintained. Ethylene glycol
has lower heat-transfer efficiency than water and is denser,
resulting in higher volumetric flow rates. Higher flow rates
lead to higher pressure drops, energy consumption, and
equipment wear. As a result, it is important to accurately
determine the minimal concentration of glycol needed to do
the job in order to maintain system efficiency. Ethylene
glycol (C2H6O2) is used due to several reasons:
1. To provide freeze protection and burst protection.
2. To provide anti-corrosive properties to the water.
3. Increases the heat capacity of water when required.

Fig. 4 Cooling System Design

The material selected for the cooling plate is
aluminium 6061 because of its lightweight, high strength to
weight ratio, and high thermal conductivity. The dimensions
of the aluminium plate are 5mm*100mm*140mm. Circular
channels are extruded in an aluminium plate having a
diameter of 3mm. Each plate has 28 such channels as shown
in figure 1. The mini-channels increase the flow rate of
coolant and at the same time provide minimum pressure
drop leading to reduced pumping power. Silicone pads of
1.5mm thickness are placed between the cell outer surface
and aluminium plates to reduce thermal contact resistance.
Silicone pads work as a perfect gap filler and bridge the
uneven surface because of their low hardness and great
compressibility. The following parameters were considered
for the selection and design of aluminium as a cooling plate:
1) Size and weight should be minimized as much as possible.
2) It should be able to dissipate the maximum heat possible
from the battery cell. 3) It should be able to maintain the
temperature of the battery cell at the manufacturer's
recommended temperature. The properties of aluminium
plate and silicone pads are given in table 2.

Governing Equations for Fluid Domain
The first step of the theoretical modeling is to
identify whether the coolant flow is either laminar or
turbulent in the cooling plate for each operating mode of
normal operation and thermal runaway. For this purpose, the
Reynolds number (𝑅𝑒) of the coolant flow is calculated from
the equation below.
𝜌𝑢𝐷
𝑅𝑒 =
(6)
𝜇

where ρ is the coolant density, μ is the coolant dynamic
viscosity, u is the average coolant velocity in the cooling
plate.
For laminar, incompressible, and with no body
forces the following equations were used for continuity and
momentum transport equations [9],
∇ ·u = 0
(7)
𝜕𝑢
1
T
+ (u·∇ ) u -∇ · [v(∇ u+(∇ u) )] =- ∇ p
(8)
𝜕𝑡

𝜌

Where v is the kinematic viscosity, 𝜌 is the density, u is
the velocity field and p is the pressure.
The heat equation used, written in terms of absolute
temperature, and ignoring viscous heating and pressure
work was,
𝜕𝑇
𝐾
Cp + Cpu ·∇ T =∇ ·( ∇ T)
(9)
𝜕𝑡

𝜌

𝜕𝑇

Cp

𝜕𝑡

==∇

𝐾

·( ∇ T)
𝜌

(10)

where, Cp and k is the specific heat capacity and the thermal
conductivity respectively.
Fig. 5 Enlarged View of Aluminium Plate
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In the following design analysis, we have used 50-50 ratio
of ethylene glycol and water for optimum properties. The
properties of the above ratio are mentioned in table 3.
TABLE 3[10]
Parameter

Temperature of air outside cell = T a = 300K
(Rth) =

(Rth)Eq = (Rth)Cell + (Rth)Silicone + (Rth)Al + (Rth)Coolant

50-50 % Ethylene glycol
water solution
1092
3200
0.405
9 × 10−6

Density (kg.m-3)
Specific Heat (J.kg-1k-1)
Conductivity (W.m-1.k-1)
Kinematic Viscosity (m2s)

For Cell
Area = (100) *(140) = 0.014m2
(Rth)Cell =

(Rth)Silicone =

A. Flow Rate
𝜌∗𝐶𝑝∗𝛥𝑇

Number of Cells= 4
𝑄̇ = 20.3 W
𝜌 =1092 kg/m3
𝐶𝑝 =3200
𝛥𝑇 =1
𝑣̇ =

1092∗3200∗1

= 0.01785

𝑘
𝑊

3

𝜋𝑑 2 𝜋∗(3∗10−3 )2

=

𝑣̇

4

4
8.298∗ 10−7

𝐴

7.06858∗10−6

Reynolds number Re=

=

Therefore, the flow is laminar.

28

=

ℎ𝐴

𝑊

𝑊

=0.117 m/s

9∗10−6

445.5∗0.0263 𝑊

Equivalent thermal resistance
𝑘
(Rth)Eq = 0.0871+0.01785+0.004442+0.085=0.1943

=7.06858*10-6 m2

𝜌 𝑣 𝐷 0.117∗3∗10−3
𝜇

2.3237∗10−5

𝑘
𝑊

For Coolant
Surface Area of 1 channel=𝜋𝑑𝐿=𝜋 ∗ 3 ∗ 100=9.4*10−4 m2
Surface Area of 28 channel=0.0263 m2
1
1
𝑘
𝑘
(Rth)Coolant =
=
=0.085

= 2.3237 x 10 m /s

Velocity of flow = =

𝑄̇
2

= 39.13

=

𝑇𝑐 −𝑇𝑎
(𝑅𝑡ℎ )𝑒𝑞
𝑇 −𝑇

10.15 = 𝐶 𝑎
0.1943
Tc= (10.15) *(0.1943) + 300
Tc=301.97 K
The temperature at the center of the battery is 301.97K.

Heat transfer coefficient of coolant
3.3 𝐾 3.3∗0.405
𝑊
h=
=
−3 = 445.5
2
3∗10

1.5∗10−3

6∗14∗10−3

5∗10−3

Volume flow rate through one channel =
8.298*10-7 m3/s

𝐷

𝑘
𝑊

(Rth)Al= (201)∗56∗10−4 = 0.004442

-5

Area of flow rate =

= 0.0871

For Aluminium
Thickness of the channel = L= D= 3*10-3 m
Effective Area of 1 channel=300 * 10 -6 m2
Effective Area of 28 channel=84*10-4 m2
Effective area of aluminium plate=0.014-0.0084=0.0056 m2

𝑄̇∗𝑁𝑢𝑚𝑏𝑒𝑟 𝑜𝑓 𝑐𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑠

20.3∗4

10∗10−3

8.2∗14∗10−3

For Silicone Pads
Area = (100) *(140) = 0.014m2

V. CALCULATION

𝑣̇ =

𝐿
𝑘𝐴

𝑚 𝐾

VI. SIMULATION & ANALYSIS

B. Temperature of battery

The following simulations were performed in the
Dual-Potential Multi-Scale Multi-Dimensional (MSMD)
Battery Model of Ansys Fluent.
A. Steady-state analysis of single-cell and module
The battery was discharged at a 2C rate with the
conductive zones, the positive and negative tabs defined, and
with the help of busbars, the batteries were connected in
series. To assess the performance of the cooling plate the
inlet velocity was defined at 0.117 m/s for a simulation time
of 2600 seconds. The outlet condition was set to constant
pressure. The maximum temperature reached in the
simulation of the cell was 301.7 K and was within the
acceptable range obtained during theoretical steady-state
analysis. In the case of module simulation, the maximum

Fig. 6 Thermal Circuit model
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temperature reached was 303.3 K. In the case of module
design a 1.6 K higher temperature was obtained due to a
single plate being sandwiched between the two cells.

Fig. 9 Transient State Analysis of Single Cell

Fig. 7 Steady-State Analysis of Single Cell

Fig. 10 Transient State Analysis of Module

C. Comparison between Air Cooling and Designed System

Fig. 8 Steady-State Analysis of Module

B. Transient state analysis of single-cell and module
In transient state analysis of single-cell and module,
the input conditions were the same as the steady-state
analysis. The maximum temperature reached in cell and
module was 303.3 K and 304.7 K, respectively. For both
cases the maximum temperature reached was within the
optimum temperature range.

Fig. 11 Graph of Temperature vs Time with Air Cooling for Single Cell
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4. The liquid cooling plate system is more effective in
extracting the heat generated from the prismatic cell and
maintaining the optimum environment for the battery than
the air-cooled system.

Fig. 12 Graph of Temperature Vs Time with Designed Cooling System for
Single Cell

Fig. 13 Temperature vs Time for Module with Cooling Plate

Fig no. 11 and 12 represent the variation of
temperature with time for air and designed cooling system,
respectively. The two models were simulated in Thermal
Transient Ansys Workbench. It is seen that for the air
cooling system the temperature is linearly increasing with
time and eventually will lead to thermal runaway. Cooling
plate system with mini channels the temperature first
increases with time and after reaching 34.16℃, the
temperature becomes constant.
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originally developed by The Welding Institute[5]–[7]. In this
fabrication technique, the reinforcement particles are
thoroughly dispersed in matrix material in solid state. In FSP
process initially the reinforcement particles were filled in the
groove already machined on the surface matrix material[8].
A pinless rotating tool was passed over the groove to
compact the particles. Afterwards, rigorous stirring action of
FSP tool generate frictional heat in matric material which
plasticize it. The transverse movement of tool deforms the
plasticized material and the reinforcement was thoroughly
mixed with it[9]. FSP process is totally accomplished in solid
state and there no melting of material occurred. Due to
absence of melting, the developed surface composite is
sound and free from defects such as porosity, segregation
and agglomeration which are common in liquid state
processing[10].

Abstract—The current work focused on fabrication of
boron nitride reinforced aluminium surface composite through
solid state processing technique called friction stir processing.
The effect of volume percentage of boron nitride on mechanical
and wear behavior of aluminum surface composite was
studied. Microstructure of developed composite was studied
under optical microscope and found that homogeneous mixing
of reinforcement particles was achieved. The fracture surface
of tensile specimen was observed under electron microscope
which revealed the ductile nature of developed composite. The
maximum tensile strength of 410MPa and minimum wear loss
was observed for the composite with 15% boron nitride
particles.
Keywords—Friction stir processing, composite, aluminium,
boron nitride

I. INTRODUCTION

Balakrishan et al.,[11] studied the microstructural and
tensile properties of aluminium reinforced with Al3Fe surface
composite developed through FSP. Due to solid state
processing, the tensile strength and ductility of composite
was improved. Barati et al.,[12] used friction stir processing
technique to reinforce nano-sized SiO2 in aluminium matrix
material. The severe plastic deformation during FSP refines
the grain structure thus result in improvement of strength.
The result showed improvement in strength, ductility and
wear resistant of composite. Dinaharan et al.,[13] utilized the
rice husk ash as reinforcement particle to improve the
properties of aluminium 6061 alloy. The rice husk ash
particles were reinforced through FSP technique and
microstructural and tensile properties of composite was
studied. The equiaxed fine grain structure was formed in
composite due to severe action of FSP tool and the tensile
strength of composite shows significant improvement in
tensile strength. Huang et al.,[14] evaluate the
microstructural and mechanical properties of aluminium
composite material reinforce with tungsten carbide through
FSP. The clustering of reinforced particles were absent and
homogeneous distribution was observed in stir zone. The
increase in volume of WC particles significantly refines the

The development of advanced engineering material is
pioneering to next stage in automobile and aircraft industries
in order to reduce the weight without sacrificing strength[1].
In this context, aluminium metal matrix composite gain more
focus because of different combination of properties which
have potential to replace conventional alloys[2]. The
important properties are high strength to weight ratio, better
wear resistance and higher thermal stability. Aluminium
matrix are reinforced with varieties of ceramic particles like
oxides, carbides, nitrides and even natural particles like
rockdust, fly ash, rice husk ash, etc. Though aluminium
matrix composite shows magnificent change in properties it
sacrifices its well-known properties of electrical and thermal
conductivity.
Dispersion of ceramic reinforcement in aluminium matrix
material through conventional fabrication techniques such as
stir casting and powder metallurgy alters the bulk
properties[3]. These drawbacks can be overcome by
reinforcing the ceramic particles at matrix surface only and
the core remains unaltered. This type of composite materials
are popularly called surface composites[4]. Since, wear
resistance and hardness of material is pertaining to surface
properties and enhancing of surface of material is adequate to
achieve this property[5]. Friction Stir Processing (FSP) is a
latest method of surface composite fabrication techniques.
FSP is derived from the friction stir welding process
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grain structure of matrix material. However the ductility of
material get reduced due to presence of hard reinforcement
particles. Jain et al.,[15] developed hybrid aluminium
composite material reinforced with carbon nano-tube and
micro-sized silicon carbide particles. The composite was
developed through solid state FSP technique and the
microstructural and mechanical properties were evaluated.
Through FSP, silicon carbide particles were homogeneously
dispersed and CNT particles were reacted with aluminum
matrix material and form intermetallic components. The
maximum tensile strength of 316MPa was obtained for
hybrid composite material.

dispersion. The FSP tool was made with H13 tool steel
hardened to 60HRC. Processing tool consist of a shoulder
with diameter 20mm and a stirring pin with diameter 6mm
and length 4mm. A pinless tool was fabricated with shoulder
diameter 20mm to compact the reinforcement particles inside
groove. Initially, the BN powder was filled inside the groove
machined on the surface of aluminium plate. The pinless
rotating tool was passed over the groove to close the groove
opening and compact reinforcement powder. FSP was
performed at tool rotational speed of 1000rpm and traverse
speed of 50mm/min.
The fabricated composites were tested to evaluate
mechanical, microstructural and tribological characteristics.
The test specimen for tensile test was machine using
computer controlled wire electrical discharge machine along
the processing zone with dimensions mentioned in ASTM E8
standard. The wear behaviour of composite was tested on
Pin-on-disc apparatus with developed composite as pin and
hardened EN38 steel as rotating counter body. The parameter
used for testing wear characteristics were load of 10N,
sliding speed of 300rpm and sliding distance of 1000m. In
wear testing, the wear loss and coefficient of friction of
composite material were measured. The wear loss was
calculated by measuring the weight of test pin before and
after test and the loss of material was considered as wear
loss. The coefficient of friction was obtained from data
acquisition of test apparatus.

Kumar et al.,[16] utilized the waste produced from
industries such as fly ash and red mud as reinforcement
particle to develop composite material. The matrix material
was cast aluminium A356 and composite was fabricated
through FSP. The developed composite shows improvement
in strength, ductility and wear resistance than as cast A356
alloy. Mehta and Badheka[17] investigated the wear
behavior of boron carbide reinforced aluminium surface
composite through friction stir processing. Test was
conducted with pin-on-disc apparatus and the result was
supported with hardness and microscopic image. The
homogeneous distribution of reinforced particle shows a
notable difference in wear loss of material.
II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Aluminium 2024 alloy is used as base matrix material in
this study. The dimensions of aluminium plate used are
150mm×50mm×6mm. the major alloying element in Al 2024
is given in table I. Boron Nitride (BN) powder with particle
size less than 20µm is used as reinforcement. A groove was
machined at the centre of the aluminium plate with
dimensions of 150mm length and 4mm depth. Three surface
composites with 5, 10 and 15 volume % of BN were
intended to prepare. The variation in volume percentage of
BN was achieved by varying the width of the groove
machined on the surface of aluminium plate.
TABLE I.
Cu
3.85%

III. RESULT AND DISCUSSION
The ultimate tensile strength of matrix material Al2024
alloy is 460MPa. The tensile strength of developed surface
composite is given in table II.
TABLE II.

Composite
Al/0%BN
Al/5%BN
Al/10%BN
Al/15%BN

CHEMICAL COMPOSITION OF AL2024 ALLOY
Mg
1.66%

Mn
0.48%

Others
0.68%

TENSILE STRENGTH OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Al

Tensile Strength (MPa)

460
210
330
410

Fig shows the variation of tensile strength with respect to
change in vol% of BN. The tensile strength of friction stir
processed composite is lower than the matrix aluminium
material. Though the tensile strength of composite is less
than matrix material, increase in vol% of BN gradually
increases the tensile strength. The reason for increase in
tensile strength of composite upon addition of BN is follows
subsequently. The variation in thermal coefficient of Al2024
and BN particles produces dislocation densities. These
dislocation densities restrict the free movement of
dislocations and act as barriers. This hindrance to dislocation

Bal

The surface composite was prepared through solid state
processing technique called friction stir processing. The FSP
was carried out in a computer controlled vertical machining
centre. During FSP, a rotating tool was made to contact with
workpiece which generate friction heat between. The
frictional heat plasticize the material and the transverse
movement of tool uniformly disperse the reinforcement
particles. In FSP, rotating tool plays vital role as it is
responsible for frictional heat generation and reinforcement
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movement result in increased strength of material. Further
the homogeneous dispersion of BN particle in matrix
aluminium imparts Orowan mechanism during tensile load.
During tensile loading, the BN particles takes some load
which reduces load transferred to matrix material. Thus the
load withstanding capacity of matrix material is increased
result in increased tensile strength. The rotating tool creates
frictional heat between tool and workpiece which plasticize
the material. The plasticized material is severely deformed
under the action of stirring pin which dynamically refine the
grain structure of matrix material. The presence of BN
particles hampers the growth of grain thus fine grain
structure was achieved. It was already known fact that
material with finer grains exhibit higher strength.

b)

Tensile Strength (MPa)

Fig. 2. Fracture surface of a) Al/5%BN b) Al/10%BN

500

The wear loss of the developed surface composite is
given in table III. The wear loss of unreinforced aluminium
matrix material was recorded to be 2.1g. The wear loss of
composite with 5, 10 and 15 vol% of BN are 1.5, 0.9 and
0.5g respectively. The addition of BN particles in Al
increases its wear resistance characteristics as the wear loss
was reduced as shown in fig 3. The reduction in wear loss of
material is due to increase in hardness of material. As
discussed earlier, the addition of hard BN particles in
aluminium matrix limits the grain growth during dynamic
recrystallization. The restriction of grain growth result in
formation of finer grain structure in composite. It is well
known fact that material with smaller grains possess higher
hardness value. The harder materials shows higher resistance
to wear and abrasion. During sliding of composite and steel,
the softer material around BN particle plastically deformed
and detached from surface as debris. This made the BN
particle protrude out of surface and made direct contact with
rotating counter body. The effective contact area between
composite and counter body get reduced and result in lower
wear loss.

400
300

200
100
0
Al

Al/5%BN

Al/10%BN

Al/15%BN

Fig. 1. Variation of tensile strength of surface composite

Fracture surface of tensile test specimens were observed
under scanning electron microscope to analyse the fracture
behavior and the same is illustrated in fig 2. The fracture
image consist of cup cone structure which is the indication of
ductility of developed composite. Upon increase in vol% of
BN, the occurrence of cup cone structure gradually decreases
and flat fracture zone was observed. The occurrence of flat
fracture zone is the indication of transition of composite
material from ductile to brittle nature.

TABLE III.

WEAR LOSS OF COMPOSITE MATERIALS

Composite
Al/0%BN
Al/5%BN
Al/10%BN
Al/15%BN

Wear Loss (g)
2.1
1.5
0.9
0.5

Fig. 3. Variation of wear loss of surface composite

a)
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IV. CONCLUSION

[7]

Aluminium surface composite reinforced with BN was
fabricated through FSP and characterized for various
properties. The following conclusions were arrived through
this study.

[8]

 BN particles with 5, 10 and 15 vol % was successfully
reinforced in Al2024 alloy through solid state processing
technique FSP.

[9]

 Homogeneous dispersion of reinforcement particles
without any clustering was achieved through FSP.

[10]

 The tensile strength of composite increase with BN vol%
and maximum tensile strength of 410MPa was obtained
for 15% of BN composite.

[11]

 Wear loss of composite was decreased with increase in
BN vol% and minimum wear loss was obtained for
composite with 15% BN.

[12]
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Abstract - Tripura is a state, where a number of villages and

hamlets are inhabited by 'adivasis' or tribals. Several districts
in Tripura face the perennial problem of water shortage
despite of getting heavy rains during the monsoons. Lack of
water is an acute problem during the months after the
monsoon season. The majorly affected areas in the state are
situated in Dhalai district and North Tripura. The paper takes
up Dhalai district as the study area as it is the most affected
one.
Shortage of water in the dry season leads to many health and
socio-economic problems. Lack of knowledge at village level
also causes the water scarcity. In the light of current context
watershed management will play a vital role in water
conservation of the region and also reduce water scarcity of the
district. This study aims to cater the water scarcity by
implementing watershed management practices.

bodies (iv) strengthening of ground water recharge
techniques and (v) improvement of drainage systems to
eradicate floods. The challenge of watershed management
needs to be addressed at a broader level ie. from source to
end. The institutional arrangements of judicious governance
should be in place at the level of settlement, watershed,
aquifers and river basin.

Keywords— Dhalai district, Watershed, Review, analyse,
Strengthen

I.
INTRODUCTION
Tripura is a part of Himalayan Ecosystem. Climate change
impact on this fragile ecosystem has its fallout in Tripura as
well. The climate change resulted in various issues like a)
Decrease in total annual rainfall, b) Change in rainfall
pattern, c) sudden bursts of rain over a small period of time
causing floods. The above mentioned points have resulted
either to scarcity of water or causing severe flood.
The topography of Dhalai district is characterised by mostly
rugged terrain with some undulating surface. About 75
percent of the district geographical areas are under hilly
terrain covered with dense forests and 25 percent are under
plains. Three hills range i.e. Atharamura, Longtarai and
Sakhan ranges run almost parallel to one another in a northsouth direction and the valleys are present in between the
hills.
The elevation of these hill ranges is higher in the south and
decrease towards the north; however, the height of these
ranges rises as one move from west to the east direction
(Saigal, 1978). These hill ranges are characterized with
narrow ridges, knife edged and steep slopes. The prominent
hill ranges, isolated hillocks, undulation etc., in the district
give rise to higher runoff, rather than natural recharge.
And that’s the reason many interior tribal localities in
Dhalai are facing acute drinking water crisis mainly caused
during the dry spell.
Urgent action is required to be taken on watershed
management which involves (i) proper monitoring of
rainfall, (ii) river conservation (iii) restoration of water
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Figure 1: Geological formation map of tripura [1]

II.

METHODOLOGY

The following points are considered for methodology:
A. To study what is watershed management and the
steps involved in it.
B. Study the climate, geographical conditions,
physiography and thereby identifying water and
soil (conservation) related Problems in the district.
C. To review the watershed management initiatives
taken by the state government (present condition)
in Dhalai district.
D. To analyse whether the initiatives taken
caters/meets the water demand required in the
District. Suggest strategies to strengthen the
watershed management in Dhalai District.
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III.

LITERATURE REVIEW

A. Watershed management [2]
a. Understanding of Watershed management
The word ‘Watershed’ was coined in the early 20th century
and was used to signify ‘water parting boundaries’. It is
defined as that area of land which passes on or drains runoff
through a single outlet into a larger waterbody like river or
lake.
It includes land surface and vegetation management
strategies for the conservation of soil and water for timely,
speedy and long lasting, prolonged benefits.
The entire community or farmers can get benefitted as a
result of a quality watershed management.

Figure 2: Diagramof watershed [2]

c. Objectives of watershed management
There is a lot to gain as a result of systematic watershed
management. Few of the important objectives can be
discussed which could play a very important role in the
lifecycle. Production of food, fodder, fuel can get better over
the period of time. Environmentally also there are few
benefits of the process including pollution control, flood
control, sedimentation check, soil erosion reduction,
preservation of soil, stoppage of degradation, ground water
recharge and so on. Wild life also gets long term benefits
with the strategic implementation. Over and above daily life
style improves with generation of employment amongst the
locals. All these objectives of watershed management have
potential to improve not only living standards but
environmental balance also.
Main components

e. Steps involved
A systematic sequence or a stepwise progress is crucial in
order to get the desired results. It involves certain phasewise planning to assure the efforts in the right direction. The
steps come in the following order:
 Recognition phase- This primarily focuses on the
problem identification area. Root cause of the
problem detection is a key to have right solution.
All possible solutions that are relevant could be
brainstormed.
 Restoration phase- In this phase best possible
solution is selected which needs to be tested from
the implementation point of view. Application of
solution takes place in this phase.
 Protection phase- The land under consideration
needs to be protected from dysfunction or any other
obstacle which prevents its natural course. Normal
functioning needs to be monitored in this phase.
 Improvement phase- Overall progress enhancement
or upgradation of the entire land comes under this
phase. Objectives of watershed management are
monitored and allied socio-economic impact is
observed. Farms, meadows, forests or community
living can be targeted as various objectives of this
process.
f.


b. Types of watershed management
Depending upon the size, shape or land use pattern,
Watershed can be classified under following:
 Macro watershed for area coverage of 1000 10,000 ha
 Micro watershed for area coverage of 100 -1000 ha
 Mini watershed for area coverage of 10 -100 ha
 Mille watershed for area coverage of 1 -10 ha

d.

Main components of watershed management can be on
following fronts:
 Soil and water conservation,
 Water harvesting and water management,
 Alternate land use system.
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B.

National level relevant Programmes
National Watershed Development Programme for
Rain fed Agriculture (NWDPRA):
Year of start: 1986-87
Objectives: To conserve and utilize rain water from
both arable and non-arable lands on watershed
basis. To increase the productivity of crops and to
increase the fuel, fodder and fruit resources through
appropriate alternate land use system.
Control of Shifting Cultivation:
Year of start: 1986-87
Objectives: Restoring ecological balance in hilly
areas and improving socioeconomic conditions.
Study the geographical and climatic conditions
[3]

Covering around 2312.29 square kilometer area the district
of Dhalai is located in the North-eastern part of Tripura.
“Atharamura range‟ & “Sakhan Range‟ are the main two
hills which surround the district. Having mostly undulating
and hilly terrain the district also has small water streams
(chheras), rivers and fertile valleys. The district headquarter
Ambassa is located about 85 km from state capital Agartala
and connected through a national highway (NH44).
District of Dhalai comes under Tropical monsoon climate.
Monsoon winds enter Tripura by the mid of May and
continue till September. Pre-monsoon thunder shower and
storms are common. Average annual rainfall is high (around
2150mm) out of which 70% occurs during monsoon till the

Strengthening Watershed management strategies for Dhalai district, Tripura

month of September. Average annual temperature reaches to
35 ̊C while minimum drops to 10.50 ̊C. July and August aerthe
hottest months of the year, whereas November to January is
the winter period.
IV.

PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION & REVIEW OF
THE INITIATIVES TAKEN BY THE STATE
GOVERNMENT

A. Problems existing in the District
 Due to hilly terrain and steep slope, water retention
capacity is very low. Due to which there is lack of
water supplies in summer season. 579 habitations
have partial coverage of drinking water supply.
Many villages need drinking water supplied by
tanker in the dry season and 59 such distressed
pockets have been identified.
 Very low irrigation. Except for the areas near
streams and rivers, most of the agriculture is rainfed.
 Dhalai district has high incidence of open
defecation, especially in the interior hilly and forest
areas. Many tribal inhabitations use water from
open streams and ponds for drinking, cooking,
washing utensils and clothes, and bathing. Waterborne disease diarrhoea is common due to mixing
of human excreta into drinking water source in
many villages. Open defecation also leads to
vulnerability to malaria.
 Few of the tribal hamlets situated on the up hills
are not connected to the urbanized areas. The
tankers deployed by the water works department
(PWD) cannot reach the remote areas due to lack
of accessibility or transportation facilities to the
interior parts.
 High rainfall above 2220 mm season causes severe
soil erosion and landslides. During the monsoon
season due to heavy downpours the soil found in
the hills become moistened triggering landslides.
The rainwater drains the humus and nutrient
contents of the soil causing the soil significantly
infertile.
 The hill soils are less fertile in comparison to the
valley soil and it is here that the small communities
practice shifting cultivation which had initially
emerged as a response to the prevailing geoenvironmental and cultural factors but at present
needs to be checked due to environmental
problems, also the growth of population, and
modern lifestyle etc., is leading to smaller jhum
cycles resulting to increasing deforestation and
associated problems.
 High illiteracy level in the district causing lack of
awareness. The lack of awareness leads to many
health and socio-economic problems. Very low
income levels hence low living standard also.

Besides the normal afforestation activities, roadside and
river bank plantations are also taken up regularly every year
under state government initiative.
 Tripura Japan International Cooperation Agency
(JICA phase I & II) Project
The activities in the project included promotion of bamboo
plantation, agroforestry based livelihood, eco-tourism
development, development of value addition for bamboo
and other Non-Timber Forest Product (NTFP) in order to
create alternative livelihood opportunities for local
communities. As bamboo is one of the key resources in the
district, strong emphasis is laid on enhancing the production
base and value addition of bamboo production. From Dhalai
district only Gomati Wildlife Sanctuary is included in the
project.
 Indo-German Development Corporation (IGDC)
Project
Under Indo-German Development Corporation (IGDC)
Project, which started in the year 2009-10 with a budget
outlay of Rs.87.20 crore, a total of 9198 ha of new
plantations has been created and besides other significant
interventions in the livelihood sector, restocking of 1411 ha
plantations has been carried out in the project. The project is
implemented through Village Development Planning and
Implementation Committees of Village Councils in 70 tribal
villages.
Inference : Both JICA and IGDC Projects are more of
plantation projects contributing to afforestation, soil
conservation & significant interventions in the livelihood
sector in Dhalai district. As such no water conservation
schemes are implemented in the district. Watershed
management projects involve combination of vegetative
measures and engineering measures. It is clearly evident that
though lot of initiatives are in place of the plantation part
but less initiative for the engineering measures are taken in
the district.
V.
ANALYSIS OF THE PRESENT SITUATION
After having meeting with different stake holders of the
Gram Panchayat we came to know that there is severe water
scarcity problem faced in the district in the dry seasons. The
major problems are faced by the tribal hamlets which are
situated in the remote areas, on the up hills of Atharamura,
Longtarai and Sakhan ranges. During the dry spell water
tankers are deployed to various water scarce pockets but the
major constrain with the remote tribal hamlet is the lack of
accessibility or transportation facilities to the interior areas.

B. Initiatives taken by the state government
influencing watershed management [9]
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Figure 3: Shifting cultivation practiced in dhalai district , Tripura. [8]
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Sr.
No.

Existing Issues

Negative
Effects

Solution

Watershed
management
practices
applicable

Current
status

1

Challenging
geographical
/
topographical
conditions: Steep
slopes
and
undulating land
profile

Drinking
Water scarcity

Water harvesting
techniques
(roof
top rain water
harvesting,
percolation
pits,
recharge pits)

Engineering
measures:
(h)

Not
practice

Low irrigation

Water
retention
ponds and tanks,
check dams
in
water catchment
areas

Engineering
measures:
(a), (b), (c), (d),
(e), (f), (g)

Partially
in
practice (few
of the areas)

Perennial
cultivation
could
achieved

2

Expected
Outcome

in

Sufficient
water storage
during
dry
season

be

3

Open defecation

Health issues
like Diarrhoea,
Malaria etc.

Awareness
campaigns

Awareness and
skill
development
measures:
(a), (b)

Trial
Initiatives
taken
by
government
bodies

Improved
health
conditions

4

Disconnected
settlements

Water scarcity

Self-sustainable
nodes
through
water harvesting
techniques
Awareness
campaigns

Engineering
measures:
(h)

Not
practice

Awareness and
skill
development
measures:
(a), (b)
Vegetative
measures:
(a), (b), (c), (d)
Awareness and
skill
development
measures:
(a), (b)

Partially
in
practice (few
of the areas)

Dependency
on
external
resources can
be minimized.
Improved
living
conditions.

Awareness and
skill
development
measures:
(a), (b)

Health issues

5
6

7

Heavy
rainfall
and topographical
conditions
Shifting
cultivation

High
level

illiteracy

Soil
erosion
and landslides

Plantation

Soil erosion,
soil
degradation,
air pollution,
social
instability

Limited
exploitation,
Strengthening
communities with
an
alternate
livelihood
opportunities

of

Conducting FGDs
and
community
participation
in
various
training
programs

Lack
awareness

Table 6.1: Present status of watershed management in Dhalai district
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in

In practice

Soil erosion
control

Trial
Initiatives
taken
by
government
bodies

Improved
living
conditions,
pollution
control

Trial
Initiatives
taken
by
government
bodies

Skill
upliftment
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erosion. At the same time obstructed water increases soil
moisture and recharges the ground water.
The rainfall pattern in the hilly area is high (15-year annual
average rainfall is 1800- 2150 mm) and erratic. This area is
one of the high rainfall areas of Tripura. The months from
December to March are dry with 2 to 3 % rainfall. The time
between April and May is transitional period between dry
and wet season with irregular rainfall of 8 - 12 %. The
rainfall data shows that the duration between May and
October is rainy season with 90 % annual rainfall (Fig. 4
and 5). The rainfall data shows that the rainwater can
potentially be harvested in these hilly areas during the
period from May to October (Fig. 4 and 5), which can be
used during the dry period spanning from December to
April. [3]

Practices in watershed management [2]:
1. Vegetative measures/Agronomical measures:
(a) Strip cropping
(b) Pasture cropping
(c) Grass land farming
(d) Woodlands
2. Engineering measures/Structural practices:
(a) Contour bunding
(b) Terracing
(c) Construction of earthen embankment
(d) Construction of check dams
(e) Construction of farm ponds
(f) Construction of diversion
(g) Gully controlling structure
(h) Rock dam
(i) Establishment of permanent grass and vegetation
(j) Providing vegetative and stone barriers
(h) Water harvesting techniques (roof top rain water
harvesting, percolation pits, recharge pits)
3. Awareness and skill development measures
(a) Focused group discussions (FGD)
(b) Training and skill development programs
(c) Community participation
VI.
INFERENCES
Sustainable growth and development is not possible without
appropriate water resource management. Most of the issues
are interlinked and complex in nature, thereby need to be
addressed in an integrated manner so that sustainability of
this precious wealth is maintained from generation to
generation.
The water scarcity problem is more in the remote tribal
areas situated on the Atharamura, Longtarai and Sakhan
hills, than the semi urban areas situated on the plains. Rural
dwellers continue to suffer greatly as a result of nonaccessibility to good quality drinking water. They are the
people who still use contaminated water from the streams to
run daily household duties, resulting in more health issues
and sanitation problems. It is evident that due to lack of
accessibility to the remote areas water related problems and
water-borne diseases are major issues faced in the areas in
the dry spell.
With construction of dams still a pipeline process/project
and available infrastructures not in place, watershed
management has the capacity to provide the district with
solution to clean water access especially to rural dwellers.
VII.
PROPOSALS / RECOMMENDATIONS
Sustainable development of watershed is a very important
factor. This can be achieved with various awareness
programs, water harvesting techniques like roof top rain
water harvesting technology, construction and recharging of
different natural water storage tanks etc. Contour bunding,
contour barriers (vegetative and stone), contour trenches,
contour stone walls are some of the ways to prevent soil
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Figure 4: Average rainfall [3]

Figure 5: Annual rainfall [3]

There can be two types of water harvesting proposals for
Dhalai district. One is water conservation for irrigation and
the other is water conservation for drinking purpose. For
irrigation purpose water can be stored from the surface
runoff (overland ﬂow) directly without any treatment
because the runoff water quality shall well suit for irrigation.
The micro level initiatives could include roof top rain water
harvesting where the water stored is of good quality and
suits the portable standards.
River Dhalai and Manu river are the main water courses of
the district which serve as the source of the drinking water
for the valleys. As the district is characterised with
landforms like structural hills, denudation hill, inter-hill
valley, there are many big and small rivulets or 'charras'
(streams) in the district like Jarulchhara, Kanchanchhara etc.
During the rainy season these 'charras' (streams) serve as
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the major sources of drinking water for the areas on hill top
and hill slops.
Awareness and skill development programs: Different
awareness programs should be conducted by water works
department to harvest good quality water during the rainy
season so that it can be used during the dry spell. Awareness
should be created among the tribal people that they are
already blessed with the precious natural resource i.e water
and they should harvest this in a correct manner and
overcome the major hurdles of their life which they face in
the summer season.
A. Proposals for storage of irrigation water &
Household Work (washing & cleaning etc) water:
a. Kuhl technique:
This is a technique used by the farmers for building canals
aligned with contours from hill streams or springs known as
kuhls. They divert water from natural flowing streams and
run at a higher elevation than the stream to irrigate more
upstream lands. The length of the Kuhls varies from 1 to 15
kms. They convey a discharge of around 15 to 100 liters per
second. Many kuhls collect rainwater and snow melt
running of the slopes from up streams. It has a cross-section
of 0.1 to 0.2 square meters. This type of traditional irrigation
is in practice in the lower belts of Himachal Pradesh like
Kangra, Mandi, Hamirpur. A typical community kuhl
services 6 to 30 farmers, irrigating an area of about 20 ha.
The kuhls are generally constructed and maintained by the
village community.

Figure 7: Naula techniue [5]

c. Khatri techniques:
This technique involves hand-hewn caves carved out in the
hard rock mountain. Specially trained skilled stonemasons
are required to construct them. The size of such storage
tanks are around 10X12 feet and 6 feet deep. Cost of
constructing storage tanks are around Rs 10,000-20,000
each. This traditional technique is in practiced in few of the
districts of Himachal Pradesh. Basically the water is not
harvested from the surface run off but the rainwater that
flows through the rocks of hilly regions. In rainy season,
water drops down continuously from the roof of the khatri
which amounts to approximately 40-50 buckets per day.
Usually, the capacity of a khatri varies between 30,000 to
50,000 liters. Different khatris can be dug on a particular hill
but at the same level. Training to the tribal people can be
given through various skill development programs to
construct such storage tanks in their areas.

Figure 8: Naula techniue [6]

Figure 6: Kuhl techniue [4]

b. Naula technique:
Naula is a surface-water harvesting technique in which
small wells or ponds are created to collect water. Water is
collected by making a stone wall across a stream. They are
primarily used for drinking purpose. Big shady trees should
be planted surrounding Naula to reduce water evaporation.
This is a traditional method used in hilly areas of
Uttaranchal. This type of techniques can be strengthened
with the help of artificial tanks where the water can be
purified and stored for the dry season.
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All the above mentioned techniques are low cost techniques
and can be developed by community participation.
Participation here does not simply mean being involved in
the construction of facilities, it means contributing ideas,
making decisions and taking responsibility. Community
participation shall motivate the villagers to work together
and feel a sense of ownership of the project. They shall feel
proud of the benefit of their involvement.
B. Proposals for Drinking water:
Roof top rain water harvesting is one of the less expensive
and very effective methods of storing high-quality water that
is soft and low in minerals. Rainwater harvesting can prove
to be economically viable for rural areas as well as dispersed
population in hilly areas. In hilly region like Dhalai which
receive a high rainfall, the Government investment for

Strengthening Watershed management strategies for Dhalai district, Tripura

community supply schemes could be replaced by subsidies
for installation of rainwater harvesting system.

Discussed below are both the options
calculations.Option 1: Collective tank system
Projected roof area for 25 sqm house
(Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana) with a
comes to 31 sqm.

along

with

sloping roof,

Estimation of water availability from Roof area of 248
sq. m (31sq.m X 8 household) and water harvesting
potential:

Sr.No. Details of rooftop water
harvesting

Value

3.

40 lit / day

1
2.

Average rainfall per year
Average rainfall per day
(monsoon months)
Average
Drinking
water
consumption per household
Considering 6 people per
household for 8 houses,
drinking water required per
month

2,150 mm
12 mm

5.

Drinking water requirement for
4 months (Considering 4 dry
months December, January,
February, march)

38,400 lit.

6.

Size of the tank considering
water level of 2 mts.

4X5X2.3 m

4.
Figure 9: Roof top rain water harvesting

Following considerations play an important role in the
process
a. Requisites for roof top water harvesting: Every year
several houses are constructed under Pradhan Mantri
Awaas Yojana where the walls are made of bricks and
the roof is made out of corrugated sheets. The
corrugated sloping roof offers a ready-made solution as
the roof catchment of the rain water harvesting system.
The existing houses in the hilly area are also low cost
houses having sloping roof which will actually help in
installation of rain water harvesting system. The size of
the houses under Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana is 25
sq.mts each.
b. Role of Government: The Government shall provide
incentives to the individual users to adopt rainwater
harvesting by providing technical and financial
guidance along with tax benefits or subsidies. It shall
facilitate provision of infrastructure including labour,
construction materials, etc.
c. Procedure of Implementation: It is a simple technique
of harvesting rain that falls on the rooftop. The amount
of water available through this technique is directly
proportional to the total quantum of rainfall, run- off
coefficient of the roof and the roof area. The
requirements for the rooftop rainwater harvesting are
stated below:
• Roof catchment
• Gutters
• Down-take pipe and first flush pipe
• Filter unit
• Storage tank
Generally 6 to 8 households are clustered together in a
particular area. So cluster or community level common
drinking tanks can be proposed for these hilly areas as an
option. however we can also propose an individual drinking
tank collaborating with Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana.
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9,600 lit

Water harvesting potential (Q) = C(runoff coefficient) x I
(intensity of rainfall in mm) x A (area of catchment in
sqm).
= 0.9 X 12mm X 248 sqm = 2678.4 lit (collection of
rain per day)
So, a tank of 38,400 lit will be filled in 15 to 16 days
(considering 12 mm rainfall per day).
Table 7.1: Calculation of requirements

Figure 10: Runoff coefficients for various catchment suraces [7]
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i.

Option 2 : Individual tank system

Projected roof area for 25 sqm house
(Pradhan Mantri Awaas Yojana) with a
comes to 31 sqm.

VIII.

The study shows that there is a high potential for rainwater
harvesting during rainy season and subsequent use of
harvested water in the dry seasons. The ﬁndings of the study
can be useful for supplying water for:
1.Drinking purpose
2.Agriculture
3.Household Work (washing & cleaning etc).
The improved water supply system can facilitate triple
cropping system for valley land and permanent horticultural
intervention at hilltop and hillslope. The perennial
vegetation in hilltop and hillslope would also act as a soil
and water conservation practice. Perennial vegetation is
considered as a best management practice to reduce
sediment and nutrient loss from hillslope farming. Up
scaling of the practices can bring the vast hilly region under
sustaining cultivation, which will improve livelihood of the
local farmers. The watershed management will reduce on
the overall cost of supplying water to the water scarce areas
and in return will help to improve the health and living
conditions of the tribal people. The study can provide
recommendation for appropriate policy guidelines for future
development of hill farming in similar regions to maintain
healthy environment and ecological balance.

sloping roof,

Estimation of water availability from Roof area of 31 sq.
m and water harvesting potential:

Sr.No. Details of rooftop water
harvesting

Value

3.

40 lit / day

1
2.

Average rainfall per year
Average rainfall per day
(monsoon months)
Average
Drinking
water
consumption per household
Drinking water requirement per
month per household

2,150 mm
12 mm

5.

Drinking water requirement for
4 months (Considering 4 dry
months December, January,
February, march)

4,800 lit.

6.

Size of the tank considering
water level of 1.5 mts.

2X1.6X1.8 m

4.

CONCLUSIONS

1200 lit

IX.

Water harvesting potential (Q) = C(runoff coefficient) x I
(intensity of rainfall in mm) x A (area of catchment in
sqm).
= 0.9 X 12mm X 31 sqm = 334.8 lit (collection of
rain per day)

[1]

So, a tank of 4,800 lit will be filled in 15 to 16 days
(considering 12 mm rainfall per day).

[3]

[2]

[4]

Table 7.2: Calculation of requirements

Dependency on water harvesting by this procedure is quite
high due to sufficient amount of rainfall spread over a
longer duration of time. The maintenance is also very low as
cleaning and change of filter medium only is required.

[5]
[6]
[7]
[8]

C. Methods that can be adopted to augment/protect
the existing sources of water:
Deepening of the present reservoirs by removal of silt and
sediments (Dumboor lake): Over a period of years such type
of reservoirs get filled with mud, silt and plant materials,
which either comes as runoff from the catchment area or are
deposited due to wind and other factors, make the water
body revert to marshland reducing the storage capacity of
the reservoir. In the absence of any soil conservation
structures in the catchments, the erosion from such
catchments gets deposited as silt in the lakes. The process of
annual de-silting needs to be undertaken and removal of silt
accumulated over the years should be done.
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[9]
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which create an unforeseen threat to human
life and property. Floods sometimes have
tendency to occur unexpectedly and always
risk likelihood of the people and their
welfare. Hence management of floods and
its planning is very important to rescue
floods affected people and to take necessary
precautionary measures. [1]
The number of flood events has
increased significantly all around the world
over the last three decades. Flood is one of
the main worldwide hazards making major
damage such as horticulture, fisheries,
housing and infrastructures that intensely
influences social and economic activities.
Managing and reducing the flood risk, plays
an important role in keeping up physical
and social environment of different
societies and economic development.
The usage of land and floods are closely
related. So, any chances in land usage for
example urbanization over catchments region,
may trigger an occurrence of flood events and
more monetary loss. Floods in urban area
causes more loss than agricultural land. The
effect of flood not only changes the land use, it
additionally influences the community. [2] It is
important to note that total flood prevention is
not feasible, while the evaluation and
management of future floods can be carried
out.

Abstract— India is one of the many countries in the
world which faces natural disasters frequently which
causes loss of life and property at an unprecedented
scale. Floods are the most common among these
disasters and their occurrence is increased due to
rising sea level and change in climate due to global
warming. Prevention and Management of floods had
been an area of research for a decade now and many
improvisations had been made. The primary concern
is about the collection of relevant data for evaluation
which is lacked due to improper documentation. The
GIS (Geographic Information system), GPS, and
Remote Sensing based information give accurate data
in all periods of floods i.e. preceding floods, during
floods, after floods. This work reviews how geospatial
innovation helps in utilizing the information to create
flood hazard maps, flood risk and damage maps,
flood prediction methods, and prevention systems. It
gives a platform to create a model based on spatial
data and region for better analyses and further to the
adaptation of the Flood Management Information
System (FMIS). The study reviews how GIS-based
and Remote Sensing-based models had been
effectively used for prediction, prevention, and
management of floods.
Keywords— GIS (Geographic Information
System), RS (Remote Sensing), GPS,
Geospatial
innovation,
FMIS
(Flood
Management Information System), Flood
Management.
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The aim of the study is to analyze the
damages according to different land uses like
developed area or agricultural lands and
relation between land use and flood assists with
breaking down the rate of loss in different land
use which will help the future flood

INTRODUCTION

Flood is an environmental hazard which
occurs from extreme geophysical events
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management. [2] This study gives a simple,
basic and short strategy for producing flood
inundation maps from various satellite data by
using Geographic Information System (GIS)
software tools. Geographic Information
Systems (GIS) is outstandingly used to
envision the magnitude and coverage of
flooding and also to examine the flood maps to
produce damage by floods through estimation
maps and flood risk map. Flood immersion
maps are exceptionally fundamental for civil
planning, crisis activity plans, flood protection
rates, and environmental investigations.

I.

established on a kinematic wave for
overland flow and diffusion wave for
channel flow, modeled by FEM integrated
with GIS and remote sensing database. The
model was used for the simulation of four
rainfall events, and the results were
compared with observed data for three
events. The comparison of simulated and
observed stages for the three events (July
14–15, 2009; July 21–22, 2009; and July
22–23, 2009)
was found to be satisfactory. The simulation
of the extreme event on July 26–27, 2005,
showed flooding of the Kalamboli channel,
which was also reported by local authorities.
Results through the simulation provide the
overtopping extent of the channel. A
Sensitivity study showed that peak
discharge is more sensitive to the variation
of Manning’s roughness factor for overland
flow and channel flow. The depth of
flooding in the channel and the maximum
water level in the detention pond had shown
signs of decrease with an increase in the
area of detention and has extended the start
of flooding. And hence the provision of a
detention pond at an appropriate location
can reduce the intensity of flood problems.
Thus, an integrated model can be
effectively used in developing rapid flood
management tools for coastal areas. [4]

LITERATURE SURVEY

The study focuses on Surface water
flooding which arises due to rainwater which is
not sufficiently drained naturally or by
artificial infrastructure, and therefore, it
accumulates in surface depressions. It
researches on a simple method that can be
applied by decision makers to analyze effects
and opportunities of development on surface
water flood risks. The model uses a water
balance approach and is prepared and run by
using ESRI ArcGIS software along with
Surface sinks and their catchment areas which
are recognized by using a Lidar DEM (Digital
Elevation Models). The Excess surface water is
calculated by using a runoff coefficient which
is then applied to rainfall volumes gathered
from sources, and no other losses are
considered. The model is then applied to the
town of Keighley in West Yorkshire which had
suffered from frequent surface flooding.
Sensitivity analyses were performed to test the
main assumptions adopted in the model. It was
demonstrated that the main catchment
processes remained unchanged under the
various tests and the assumptions produce
acceptable model results. Again, un-official
confirmation against informal information on
surface water flooding locations in Keighley
indicated that the model works well for its
intended screening purposes. This simple
methodology gives a quick assessment of sinks
that are potential areas of flooding or that are
critical storage areas within in the catchment,
which could be used to alleviate flooding. [3]

In another study, a web GIS-based
distributed hydrological model of a coastal
urban watershed is created for flood
simulation. The model is such that all the
various GIS datasets regarding the area to
be studied can be accessed and visualize
through the web, thus the need for any GIS
software is eliminated. The IFAM
(Integrated Flood Assessment Model) tool
is a quasi-2D urban flood model, which is
established on the web GIS server which
allows for visualization of flood extent easy
on the browser. The study uses the
integration of different applications
developed on various platforms viz: WGS
on Java and IFAM tool in MATLAB. The
implementation of the model has been
demonstrated for two watersheds of Navi
Mumbai, India. The results of the studies
that were performed showed that IFAM is a
very efficient and effective coastal urban
flood simulation tool. [5]

The flooding problem in the Navi Mumbai
city area is examined by considering a
catchment area of Kalamboli.
An urban flood simulation model is
developed which can predict flooding
stretches of channels within a catchmentbased on given rainfall hyetograph and tidal
variation for the study area. The model is

Another study of the flood mapping
and effective methodology to accurately
represent the flooded region by using
remote sensing and GIS in Naogoan which
is the northern district of Bangladesh. Data
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gathering is done by obtaining the remote
sensing and Geographic information system
(GIS) for which Satellite images which
have been collected from Landsat 4-5
Thematic Mapper for the year 2004, 2007,
and 2012 and Landsat 8 Operational Land
Imager (OLI) and Thermal Infrared Sensor
(TIRS) images for the year 2017. It is
estimated that the LANDSAT image helps
to map the flooded area with an accuracy of
73-81% depending on various indices used.
From the study and analysis its seen that the
area of flood damage from the year 20042017 most damage happened is to
agricultural and vegetation area and in
every five years interval its keep raising
from 3.95.62 sq.km (11.47%) to
16.47% area. It also helps in decision making
for residential planning, urban and land use
planning, it also gives the idea for relocation,
mitigation and modernization. It showed that
high a risk of Naogoan district to flooding since
its surrounded by many rivers and here it needs
proper flood management by accurate flood
mapping which is fully achieved by remote
sensing and GIS. [2]

and 2016 by reviewing on its geographical
pattern and variation in flood-affected villages.
For studying the statistics of floodaffected/non- affected villages, GIS-based
Voronoi statistics were used and to incorporate
and predict the pattern of flood- affected/nonaffected zones Inverse distance weighting
(IDW) was used. It determined the importance
of the use of GIS-base mapping to reveal the
extent and frequency of areas most affected
and are at potential risk from floods. It
recommended that spatial statistics can be
effective for identifying flood risk from
historical data, it indicated if the method wisely
applied can play a big part in recognition and
analysis of floods. [6]
A good approach to flood managing
strategy in a river basin based on the European
Floods Directive, with a goal of determining a
proper flood management strategy and the
determination of the flood-hazard areas with
the help of GIS which was studied on the
Koiliaris river basin which is located 15 km
east of the city of Chania, Crete, Greece. In
order to determine the areas and settlements in
danger of flooding. It gives a model to know
the benefits of a flood warning system as well
as the method to estimate the hazardous area
and this flood management strategy includes:
(i) pre-flood measures, (ii) flood forecasting,
and (iii) post-flood measures. Six factors such
as elevation, land use, geology, slope,
rainfall intensity,
flow accumulation were studied with the
help of the GIS and satellite images and
past records of the river basin in order to
estimate the spatial distribution of the
hazardous area. The studying of these
factors and obtaining a methodology was
presented which could be useful for the
prediction of flooding areas and for better
organization of flood managing plan. [7]

Mongalkote block in West Bengal is in
very severe flood state and flood is most
common natural disaster that block has to face
every year with varying intensity and thus due
to short period massive rainfall, narrow river
channel, low runoff, sedimentation of channel,
and very low elevation the flood intensity is
high in this area. With the help of remote
sensing and GIS has emerged as an
indispensable tool in the study of floods,
particularly with its capacity to provide near
real-time data, enabling the preparation of
maps of inundated areas and assessment of
damages. Geographical Information Systems
(GIS) is also now being used in several studies
to represent the flood- hazard areas. Remote
sensing technologies are excellent tools in the
mapping within a short period of time and it’s
also a very cost-effective way for flood
management plans. Disaster management
includes 4 elements such as mitigation,
preparedness, response, and recovery and it
can be achieved by satellite data since it can be
used before during, or after the flooding. And
since having the accuracy of the key
information and past records flooding the
adverse effect of flooding can be minimized.
[1]

I.

CONCLUSIONS

Floods are natural calamities that
cannot be averted and hence we can only
manage them. During floods, convenient
and nitty-gritty circumstance reports are
required by the executive’s specialists to
find and recognize the influenced regions
and to actualize the relating harm relief; this
is the most fragile administration class since
it includes salvage tasks and the wellbeing
of individuals and property.

Another study focused on flood-affected
villages in Bongoan Sadar sub-division, West
Bengal, India, during the period between 1996

To ensure management of floods efficiently
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GIS and remote sensing had repeatedly
proven itself and using them as resources
assures to create accurate reports, models
that help in the calculation of damages. The

data assist in creating a model through GIS
for future prevention and management of
floods in a way so there are minimum
damages
to
life
and
property.
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Abstract---Stabilization of soil is carried nowadays with
various effective methods, but the concern here is the
induction of severe hazardous elements and
phenomenons such as induction of nitrates and fluorides
into the ground water table, carbonation, sulphate attack
on underground concrete structures which contribute to
dwindling of these structures and moreover pose a
significant threat to the environment. The rationale of
this review is to find the scope of research into the
existing techniques and collect the information which will
be useful in the research of the stabilization of cohesive
soil by the use of chemical admixtures preferably lignin
based products like lignosulfonate which will be
comparatively eco-friendly and economical. The major
methods adopted in stabilizing the cohesive soil are
mostly based on addition of chemical admixtures and
introduction of agents into the soil, while other methods
include cement grouting, lime injection, polymers and
enzymes addition. The methodology used commonly
throughout the various research papers were mainly
compaction test, determination of Atterberg limits,
Unconfined Compressive Strength to determine the
optimum moisture content, maximum dry density, shear
strength which are vital to conclude the overall efficacy
of the stabilization process. The overall conclusion
throughout the literature review can be stated as the
stabilization process of cohesive soils can be effectively
carried out through various agents, chemical admixtures,
methods based on chemical compounds, grouting. Every
method and technique highlight their own limitations and
efficacies which are concluded in this review paper.

Keywords--- Clayey Soil, Stabilization, Cohesive, Organic,
Strength, Tests.

I. INTRODUCTION

Soil is considered as a fundamental material in civil
engineering. Almost everything on our earth, rests on soil.
So studying the properties and analysing it's behavior is very
important to know it's possible applications and
understanding it's limitations. Soil has many forms and
varying properties. Different geographical, topographical
locations contain different types of soils. Specifically, we are
interested here about cohesive soils. Cohesive soils induce
various difficulties to civil engineering works such as it's
swelling behavior, low shear strength, consolidation and
settlement. These difficulties often arise in designing a safe
foundation for concrete structures, pavements and many
engineering structures that require a stable foundation. Now,
stabilizing the soil which contains major proportion of
cohesive soils (Marine clay, Bentonite clay, Marl, etc) is a
challenge which is tackled by compaction, grouting and
many other techniques which successfully modify the
properties of the soil which meet the desired requirements.
This is known as stabilization of soil. In case of stabilization
of cohesive soils, traditional methods of stabilizing the soil
such as compaction, grouting has limited outcomes. So it
becomes necessary to introduce stabilizing agents which
significantly modify or improve the soil that fits for the
engineering structure. In our research, we are using organic
stabilizing agents such as Lignin-based lignosulfonates.
Another word we can use for stabilization of soil is ground
improvement. Now, ground improvement is a rapidly
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developing field because, good sites for construction are
becoming limited day by day. The main objective of the
ground improvement is to improve the characteristics of soil
at the site. Now, the researchers are focusing more on the
use of potentially cost effective and locally available
materials from industrial and agricultural waste (such as our
proposed material i.e. lignosulfonate) so as to improve the
properties of deficient soils and also to minimize the cost of
construction. Increase in population has increased the
demand for land. Ground improvement becomes necessary
at sites, where the soil available, is weak. Researches have
been carried out to utilise the industrial and agricultural
wastes to stabilize the soils.

pH of the soil was remarkably constant which has positive
effects of not changing the behaviour of the soil reactions
with the construction elements on adding this substance into
the soil. [4]

B. CHEMICAL AGENTS
Huayang Lei et al. (2020) carried out this research and a
series of laboratory tests were performed to investigate the
mechanical, mineralogical, and microstructural properties of
lime-treated marine clay with the addition of anionicpolyacryl-amide (APAM). 0.15% APAM was the optimal
additive dosage in this study. And with the increasing
APAM, the UCS first increased and sub-sequently
decreased, while the coefficient of compressibility first
decreased and sub-sequently increased, indicating that an
appropriate dosage of APAM can effectively improve the
stabilization of Xiapu lime treated marine clay with a water
content of 50%. The connection between APAM molecules
and stabilized clay particles was physical adsorption,
enabling the formation of more compact fibrous, reticulate,
and other spatial structures. The addition of sufficient lime
provided a source of divalent cation bridging the clay
surface and APAM and enhancing the adsorption. Moreover,
this beneficial effect of APAM did not vanish over time in
this study. Further, it was found that an excessive amount of
APAM can cause the adsorption effect to be overwhelmed
by the electrostatic repulsion and the inhibition of the
pozzolanic reactions, resulting in a decrease in the strength
and an increase in the coefficient of compressibility of the
stabilized clay. An appropriate APAM dosage can promote
the formation of a tighter clay particle spatial structure
system, thus improving the strength and stability of the
stabilized clay. [5]

II. LITERATURE REVIEW
A. CHEMICAL ADMIXTURES
Geethu Vijayan and Aswathy Sasikumar (2019) reviewed
the results of investigations on the effect of adding
lignosulfonates on cohesive soil (kaolinite clay). It was
observed that the liquid limit decreases and the plastic limit
of soil increses. It was also found that the optimum moisture
content decreases and the maximum dry density increases.
Significantly, the shear strength increases. The optimum
dosage of lignosulfonate was obtained around 4% for
effective stabilization.[1]
Reza Noorzad and Bahram Ta'negonbadi (2018)
investigated the behavior of change of volume of expansive
soil before and after the addition of Lignosulfonate as a
stabilizer. Liquid Limit of the soil decreased significantly.
The swelling behavior of the soil reduced as suggested by
the reduction of Plastic Limit from highly expansive to
moderate. The compression and swelling indexes increased
with increase of moisture content for the LS-treated sample
due to the alteration of the soil expansivity from highly to
moderate. [2]

Mehdi Mirzababaeia et. al. (2018) studied the eﬃciency of
poly vinylalcohol(PVA) and 1,2,3,4Butane Tetra Carboxylic
Acid (BTCA) in combination with ﬁber reinforcement with
short polypropylene ﬁbers for improving the compressive
strength of a clay. The results of soaking tests indicated that
stabilizing clay with PVA and BTCA potentially increased
the durability of the soil when exposed to a soaking
condition (e.g., ﬂooding). The ﬁber-reinforced and stabilized
clay lasted longer under water. PVA is more eﬀective for
clays with higher water content and initial void ratio. [6]

Anita Susan Mathew et. al. (2017) tested marine soil
treated with sodium lignosulfonate and cement for
determining it's engineering properties. The compressive
strength of lignosulfonate treated marine clay increased with
52.4%. It was also found that lignosulfonate treated soil is
less brittle than cement treated soil. The lignosulfonate
treated soil are non toxic and revegetation on the land was
possible , whereas cement treated soil has been observed to
make the soil more toxic. [3]

C. CEMENT
Kai Yao et. al. (2019) Used cementitious binder for
stabilizing the Marine clay. Unconfined compressive
strength increases with increase in cement content at
constant total water content and decreases with increase in
total water content. Unconfined compressive strength
increases with curing time and semi- log formula can be
used to capture the effect of the curing period. [7]

Dennis Pere Alazigha et al. (2016) determined the
properties and characteristics of Lignosulfonate to stabilize.
The results showed that optimum use of Lignosulfonate can
significantly reduce the swelling behavior of the expansive
soil and the extent of reduction of swelling behavior gets
improved over time with curing period upto 180 days. The
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H. K. Preetham and Sitaram Nayak (2019) both studied
the geotechnical properties of marine clay show that the soil
is poor. Hence, quarry dust, GBFS and cement are added to
stabilize the soil. The maximum dry density increase. OMC
and plasticity index decreases with the addition of the
same.The unconfined compression strength enhances with
the age of curing. The reason behind the improvement is the
presence of free lime in slag, facilitating the hydration
reaction, which is similar to the hydration of cement.The
tremendous rise in unconfined compressive strength and
shear strength parameters were observed upon cement
addition to optimum mix. [8]

liquid ionic organic compound and Fly Ash. The ELS and
FA stabilization controlled the critical swelling problem of
BC soil, by significantly reducing the free swell index from
50 to 2 % and treatment of ELS and FA provided 6 to 13
times higher fatigue life to the BC soil. In this study, the
stabilized soil successfully achieved the soaked CBR criteria
and other tests confirmed its suitability as per IRC. [12]

E. ENZYMES
S.S. Kushwaha et. al. (2017) Used Eko soil enzyme for
Stabilizing the expansive clay .In this paper Eko soil enzyme
is mixed with soil in different percentage, ranging from 1%
to 6%. The analyse results showed that, plastic limit
increases and liquid limit and plasticity decreases when
percentage of Eko soil increasing in Expansive clay. OMC
decreases and MDD increases when Soil is treated with 4%
of Eko soil. UCS increased by 334% when soil is treated
with 4% of Eko soil and cured 45 days. CBR is also
increased by 347% when soil treated with 4% of Eko soil
and cured for 28 days. [13]

D. ASHES

Hadi Bahadori et al. (2018) investigated the effect of
volcanic ash on the geo-technical properties of marl soil.
Three different types of volcanic ashes were applied to
specimens containing 5, 10, and 15% of stabilizer. The
addition of pozzolanic material (volcanic ash) to marl soil
increases the optimum moisture content and decreases
maximum dry density and there is a significant increase in
the LL and PL in the marl soil. Also, the efficiency of
stabilized marl soil increases with the increase in the
volcanic ash content and time duration. [9]

Greeshma Nizy Eujine et. al. (2017) used both lime and
enzymes independently and also enzymatic lime for
subgrade stabilization. The soil sample were prepared using
kaolinitic natural soil specimen procured from
Pantheerancavu, in the state of Kerala. The plasticity index
(PI) was lowered indicating the reduction in swelling and
shrinking. From the laboratory studies conducted in the
work, it was found that enzymatic lime imparts better and
quicker stabilization. [14]

G. Sridevi et. al. (2018) investigated the use of red mud and
red mud- flyash for soil stabilization. Dry density of
compacted specimens is found to increase from 15.2 to 16.3
50% by weight of soil, MDD increased to 16.1 kN/m2. With
the addition of red mud 50% by weight Cohesion decreases
from 47 to 32 kN/m and friction increases from 20° to 24°.
Cohesion decreases from 45 to 34 kN/m and friction
increases from 23 to 32. The UCS value is found to increase
with the addition of lime-stabilized red mud and limestabilized red mud-flyash. [10]

Geethu Thomas & Kodi Rangaswamy (2019) Used
Terrazyme and cement as a additive for stabilizing the soft
clay. Terrazyme is organic, non-toxic, eco-friendly nontraditional stabilizer. In this study Cement and terrazyme
mixed in different proportion with soft clay. The test results
showed that , Liquid limit decrease from 91% to 46.5%
when 1% cement content and 0.11 ml/kg Terrazyme in soft
soil. When soft soil treated with 1% cement and 0.06 ml/kg
Terrazyme than it increases UC Strength 354% higher than
the UC strength of plain clay. [15]

Jagadish Haranatti & Shashidhara Hosamani (2018)
Used pond ash as admixture and Sodium lignosulphonate is
used as chemical agent for stabilizing the black cotton soil.
In this research, Based on the test 24% Pond Ash was taken
as the optimumdosage and was mixed with sodium
lignosulphonate by varying its dosages as 3%,6%,9% to the
parent soil. The properties were charged are reduction in
Liquid limit, Plasticity index, OMC and MDD, increment in
when BC soil is mixed with 24% pond ash and 9 % sodium
lignosulphonate. UCS is increasing from 24kPa to 355kPa
when parent soil is treated with 24% pond ash and 9%
sodium lignosulphonate for 14 days. [11]

F. LIME
Yaolin Yi et. al. (2015) studied the use of quicklime and
hydrated lime-activated GGBS was compared to PC for
stabilization of marine soft clay.Both types of lime-activated
GGBS stabilized clays yielded higher UCS than the PC
stabilized clay in the case of L/G >0.10.The hydrated limeactivated GGBS with an L/G of 0.10 is recommended to
replace PC for this soft marine clay stabilization application(
i.e. dry jet mixing application in Ganyu region) for
environmental and economical benefits. [16]

B. M. Lekha et al. (2015) carried out research on the
stabilization of black cotton soil using Electrolyte Lignin
Stabilizer (ELS) which is a new advanced Lignosulfonate
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glass powder is mixed with the black cotton soil.The result
of Atterberg limits test shows that Plastic limit increases and
Liquid limit, plasticity index decreases. Compaction test
shows that MDD increase and OMC decreases when soil
treated with 6-9% waste glass powder. [21]

G. POLYMERS
Nathalia dos Santos Lopes Louzada et. al. (2019)
investigated the use of Polyethylene terephthalate (PET) for
soil reinforcement which is a thermoplastic polymer. The
standard compaction test on the soil sample results in the
reduction of dried weight and water content of soil. In the
triaxial (CD) test, it can be concluded that the influence of
the confining stress is important and there is limiting
confining pressure. There was an overall soil improvement
of the soil sample with the reduction in cohesion. [17]

Fatih Celik et. al (2016) Used Waste Beverage Can
(WBC) for stabilization of lean clay.Waste Beverage can
(WBC) Were cut into 5mm width and the dia. of cans length.
After that WBC strips mixed with soil in 2%, 4%, 6%, 8%
and 10% and test were carried out on the prepared sample.
The results showed that MDD increase from 1.89g/cm³ to
1.94g/cm³ and OMC decreases from 13% to 9% when 10%
of aluminum added in soil. CBR value increases from 2.7%
to 10% and free swelling decrease from 4.3% to 1.8% when
10% aluminum content mixed with clay. [22]

M. Mirzababaei et. al. (2017) Used two polymers for
stabilization of soft clay soil. In this two polymers
Poly(vinyl alcohol) (PVA) was used as main stabilizing
additive and 1,2,3,4,-Butane tetra carboxylic acid was used
to crosslink PVA . For Soil sample with dry unit weight 16.2
KN/m³, UCS and peak strain energy increases when soil
treated with 1%PVA and 0.5% 1,2,3,4-BTCA for 14 days
curing period. For samples with dry unit weight of 10.8
kN/m3 (i.e., e0:1.46, ω=48%), the UCS increased with PVA
content to 1.5%. The UCS of these samples increased
significantly from below 10 kPa to just over 116 kPa with
addition of 1.5% PVA ,1% 1,2,3,4-BTCA and 14 days
curing period. Non treated and treated sample were soaked
in water for 4 days. The results this study showed that PVA
improving the strength of soft soils. [18]

Hanifi Canakci et. al. (2016) investigates the effect of
Waste soda lime glass powder which was crushed manually
into powder size and sieve through 75μm and mixed with
clay in 3,6,9 and 12% of dry weight of the clay. According
to test results, it has been found that MDD increases and
OMC and plasticity index decreases when percentage of
soda lime glass increases in the clay.For CBR test the
sample was cured for 4days and then test were carried out
and results showed that CBR value increases with increase
in % of soda lime glass powder and swelling decrease from
5.5% to 1.65% when %12 of soda lime glass powder mixed
with clay. unconfined compressive strength increase with
curing period when 6% soda lime glass powder mixed with
clay. [23]

Chayakrit Phetchuay et. al. (2016) studied the strength
development and carbon footprints of FA-CCR geopolymer
stabilized marine clay namely soft Coode Island Silt(CIS).A
higher NaOH concenentration mproves the water content
significantly the UCS.The UCS development with time of
FA geopolymer stabilizes CIS is classified into three
zones:inactive,active and quasi-insert.This shows the benefit
of FA-CCR geopolymer as a green and strong binder
alternative to cement portland. [19]

Zuheir Karabash et. al. (2015) Used waste aluminium
pieces (WAP) for Stabilization of clayey soil. WAP is
mixed with clay in 5%,10%,15% and 20%of dry weight of
the clay. The obtained results showed that MDD increases
and OMC decreases when Waste aluminium pieces increases
in clay and unconfined compressive strength is increase until
10% and after that decreases. [24]

H. WASTE PRODUCTS

I. ADMIXTURES

Hawkar Hashim Ibrahim et. al. (2019) Used Waste glass
powder as additive to stabilize the high plastic clay. In this
study, waste glasses are collected then crushed and sieved
through 0.075mm seive, and the glass powder is mixed with
the expansive soil in different percentages: 6%, 12%, 18%,
27%,and 36% of the dry weight of soil. The Analyse results
showed, OMC decreases and Plastic limit, MDD increases
with increasing in percentage of waste glass powder in soil.
The UCS was improved by adding up to 27% waste glass
powder and then reduce. Swelling also decreases. [20]

P. Sai Nikhil et. al. (2020) investigated the use of
naturally available wollastonite powder for the stabilization
of expansive soil, which advances the soil sample bearing
capacity. In compaction test, with increasing the percentages
of wollastonite powder, increase in maximum dry density
and and decrease in optimum moisture content was
observed. From UCS tests results reveal that maximum peak
stress was obtained at 12.5% with an increase of 393.61%
and 253.96% in soil samples S1 and S2 respectively at 28
days of curing. [25]

Niraj Singh Parihar et. al. (2018) investigates the effect
of Waste glass powder on CBR, Plastic index, liquid limit,
Plastic index, UCS and compaction properties. In this paper,
waste glass are crushed and sieved via 4.75 mm and the

Mohie eldin and Mohamed Afify Elmashad (2018)
studied the geotechnical behavior of poorly graded siliceous
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moisture content of the specimen due to the testing of a selected
sample fraction, that may change or deviate to some extent while
considering the total moisture content of the whole soil bed, due
to oxidation of Lignin and other factors. [29]

sand mixed with different typesof cohesive admixtures,
namely two different types of conventional swelling clay and
bentonite. Different mixing ratios, mixing ratios are 4%, 8%,
12%, 16%, and 20%.The changes observed are gradual
increase in Atterberg’s limits of the used plastic mixture,
maximum liquid limit and plastic limit of the plastic
mixtures was noticed for the bentonite mixtures,gradual
increase in maximum dry density,increase in CBR
values,Cohesion strengths of the used plastic mixture
increased by increasing any cohesive admixtures,decrease in
friction angle,decrease in void ratio,decrease in the
permeability values and Increasing the cohesion of the
mixtures leads to increase of the stability of the mixtures and
to be effective mixturesto use in the canal embankments
construction materials. [26]

Cheng Qiangqiang et. al. (2018) studied based on the
experiment the following conclusion were made the stress
strain curves were obtained that were non-linear also the
CID test result indicated that the specific volume change in
the pre-yield regime is different from the post-yield
regime.The stress dependent secant modulus starts
increasing when the confining pressure exceeds the primary
yield stress.The current study considered a typical dosage of
FAC content and other dosage may exhibit different
behaviours which is future work of study. [30]
Tao Meng et. al. (2017) studied the effect of compound NC
addition on strenght development and micro-structure of
cement stabilized soil in the marine environment.The main
reason for the improvement of compressive strength was the
compound NC addition promoted the generation of the
product of cement hydration, which decreased the inhibition
effect of marine environment on cement hydration.From the
point of micro-structure , the nucleation and nano-filling
ofthe addition were helpful to make the soil be more
compact and reduced the corrosion speed in long term. [31]

J. OTHER METHODS
K. Kannan et. al. (2020) observed that biostimulation
technique is not effective in marine clays and
bioaugmentation is needed for soil improvement in which
along with chemicals additional bacteria is also applied to
the soil. After bioaugmentation treatment reductions in the
liquid limit of the order of 29% and plasticity index of the
order of 47% was observed . Compressibility of marine clays
was also reduced about 32%. There was improvement in
undrained shear strength of MICP treated marine clays. [27]

Vivi Anggrainia et. al. (2017) studied the engineering
properties of marine clay soil as pavement layer in road
constructions. Marine clay deposits of the peninsular
Malaysia were employed for the testing. The inclusion of
untreated and treated coconut ﬁbers into soil cement in
addition to the increase of curing periods enhance the
ﬂexural strength, young’s modulus and toughness index
values. .The inclusion of lime treated coconut ﬁbers improve
stiﬀness of the cemented soil and cause an increase of
approximately 100% in elastic modulus of the
specimens.The application of the quick lime (CaO) treated
coconut ﬁber reinforced cement treated marine clay from
Peninsular Malaysia is useful both in strength and ductility
of the stabilized marine clay as pavement layer in road
constructions. [32]

Radha J. Gonawala et. al. (2019) investigated the use of
corex slag (waste generated from iron and steel industry) by
mixing it with expansive soils for its improvement. For soilcorex slag-lime mixtures, the optimum moisture content
decreased and the maximum dry density increased. Soil
stabilized with corex slag and lime increased the strength,
decreased the plasticity index and improves the workability
of it. The unconfined compressive strength increased with
160% of maximum value of 7 days curing. [28]
Chao Zheng et al. (2019) discovered major findings from
the laboratory experiments on stabilization of clayey sand
with alkaline lignin and polymerized lignin such as the effect
of Lignin Compounds on stabilization. It was found that
10% Lignin Content obtained the highest strength when the
curing period is longer than 14 days. The researchers
recommend, heated specimens should be cooled down for at
least 14 days to reach a stable UCS. During the cooling
period, strength would decrease significantly for those
treated with 8% and 10% lignin content due to absorption of
moisture. Specimens with 12% lignin show more stable
strength than those treated with 8% and 10% because the
excessive aqueous lignin covered surface of the specimen to
prevent moisture invasion and UCS can be fully recovered to
the value of prior heating cycle by reheating the specimen.
Notably, this paper advises to consider some deviation in the

V. Ivanov et. al. (2015) evaluated bioencapsulation method
for the strengthening of soft clay in which dry bacterial
biomass was mixed with wet marine clay. The study has
found that soft marine clay can be strengthened through
encapsulation of clay aggregates with biogenic calcite
produced by the treatment of clay with urease-producing
bacteria in the solution of calcium chloride and urea.
Bioencapsulation of marine clay aggregates of 5mm in
diameter produced an unconfined compressive strength of
2175 kPa. [33]
Sarika Desai et al. (2015), through this research paper
concluded that, the use of PVDs (Pre-fabricated Vertical
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Drains) with preload for improving the considerable depth of
soft clay below SH 54 without shear failure was successful.
The 89.7% of degree of primary consolidation was achieved
with final consolidation settlement of 636mm in 180 days
against the theoretical settlement of 709mm at 90% degree
of primary consolidation. The PVDs significantly reduced
the buildup of excess pore water pressure during preloading,
and also continued to dissipate excess pore water pressure
during the rest period of vehicular traffic loading. After the
period of 9 years from opening of the highway to traffic,
negligible differential settlements have been observed and
less maintenance costs have been incurred. [34]

[3] Radha J Gonawala, ; Rakesh Kumar, and Krupesh A
Chauhan, "Impact of Stabilization of Expansive Clay
with Corex Slag and Lime," S. V. National Institute of
Technology,
Surat,
https://doi.org/10.1061/9780784482124.045, 2019.
[4] V. Ivanov, J. Chu, V. Stabnikov, and B. Li,
"Strengthening of Soft Marine Clay Using
Bioencapsulation,"
Marine
Georesources
and
Geotechnology, vol. 33, no. 4, pp. 325-329, July 2015.
[5] Nathalia Dos Santos Lopes Louzada, José Adriano
Cardoso Malko, and Michéle Dal Toé Casagrande,
"Behavior of Clayey Soil Reinforced with Polyethylene
Terephthalate," Journal of Materials in Civil
Engineering, vol. 31, no. 10, Oct. 2019.

III. CONCLUSIONS
1. The geotechnical properties of cohesive soil were studied
with the introduction of various stabilizing agents, chemical
admixtures, polymers, enzymes and waste products.

[6] G. Sridevi, Sanjeet Sahoo, and Subhrajeet Sen,
"Stabilization of expansive soil with red mud and lime,"
in Lecture Notes in Civil Engineering.: Springer, 2019,
vol. 14, pp. 259-268.

2. The optimum moisture content decreases with the addition
of organic lignin based admixtures.
3. The maximum dry density increases with the addition of
stabilizing agents having good adsorption properties.

[7] Greeshma Nizy Eujine, S. Chandrakaran, and N.
Sankar, "Accelerated Subgrade Stabilization Using
Enzymatic Lime Technique," Journal of Materials in
Civil Engineering, vol. 29, no. 9, p. 04017085, Sep.
2017.

4. The shear strength increases mainly with the addition of
chemical admixtures with ionic bonding with soil, polymers,
enzymes and cationic agents.

[8] P. Sai Nikhil, P.T. Ravichandran, and K. Divya
Krishnan, "Stabilisation and characterisation of soil
using wollastonite powder," in Materials Today:
Proceedings, Chennai, 2020, pp. 1-6.

5. The Atterberg limits variation with the addition of
polymers yielded significant changes.
6. The plastic limit increases the most among Atterberg
limits with the addition of organic chemical admixtures.

[9] Mohie eldin Mohamed Afify Elmashad, "Improving the
geotechnical behavior of sand through cohesive
admixtures," Water Science, vol. 32, no. 1, pp. 67-78,
Apr. 2018.

7. The optimum dosage of lignin based products for cohesive
soil stabilization was around 4-7% mostly.
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Automobiles”. This tragic situation motivates us to build
a product that contributes positively. We hereby build
this product “the solar car” which absolutely causes
zero pollution.

Abstract—A solar car is independent of fossil fuels, and
would entirely eliminate emissions. Comparing to the
previous
manufactured
solar
cars
which
were
characterized by expensive, one seat driver and were
unfeasible, the presented solution in this develops a
commercially feasible version of a solar car. With
reference to the concept of ‘Lightyear one’ car, we try to
build, accomplish and focus on tasks such as providing
infinite source of energy to run the vehicle with a very
low cost. Four photovoltaic panels of 100W are parallelly
connected as a photovoltaic array to charge a lithium ion
battery bank of 48V and 24Amp during the day hours.
This car guarantees a successful and flexible design and
promises an effective commercial prototype of solar car.

B. Scope Of The Project.
Most of the automobile companies are coming up
with solar vehicle prototypes that is Mercedes Benz
BMW Range Rover Toyota Nissan Ford acceptor and
are also having their trust Run successfully so far but
these vehicles cannot perform full Torque as compared
to the fuel-efficient vehicles as per as expanding
technology and innovation is concerned is companies
have done a massive artwork of Engineering and
design to make the best models possible.
Solar panels are playing a major role in the economy
today in terms of saving electricity and creating green
or eco friendly atmosphere but when it comes to the
automobile industry and their Quest of power in the
huge engines it is still in the research phase as to
how to compete with the fuel efficient vehicles.
Most concept cars are launched today and a focusing
on solar energy and hybrid Technology but the
problem with the design is that they also carry one of
the most expensive components to assemble a vehicle
such as Titanium carbon fibre and fibre glass solar
powered vehicles extra energy from direct sunlight
hybrid vehicles are restricted to use battery to a
specific speed limit and then automatically convert on
fuel.
We here build this solar car with the most easily
available, versatile and in inexpensive material, which
makes this solar car a budget vehicle.
Technology is expanding and we will definitely
witnessed many additions to this concept in the
coming future of the automobile world.

Keywords—solar car, energy bank, solar power, electric car

I. IMPORTANCE OF THE PROJECT
The idea of driving an automobile which produces
zero harmful emissions, does not require expensive fuel,
is quiet and very low maintenance, has certainly been
around, but has been more of a fantasy, but today, this
is not entirely true. For more than a decade, universities
around the world have been testing those cars. It is the
Solar Car that have several similarities to the everyday
car. They have a motor, wheels, seats, steering wheel,
brakes and more. Also, they require some kind of fuel
and in this case here it’s the sun, which is why it’s
called the solar car. The sun cannot power the car
directly so some conversion must happen between the
sun and the wheels. This is the same with your
everyday automobile. The explosion of the fossil fuel
in the motor gives power to the wheels. For the solar
car, the sun’s energy is converted to electricity with the
help of the solar panels and this electricity is used to
power the electric motor which moves the car. This
project is important as it contributes to mankind and to
the environment.

II. PROPOSED SOLUTION

A. Motivation
Our goal is to abate pollution and to use the never
ending source of energy to run cars and help mankind
promote the idea of pollution free environment and
reduce the increasing graph of Health risks. The global
warming rate has increased in the past few years and it
is rapidly increasing. One of the major factors behind
the global warming is “Pollution” which is causing
tremendous harm to the animals, humans, nature and
mother Earth, and how is pollution caused we all know
the very obvious reason here from which we pick up
one area that is air pollution caused by “Conventional

A. Current Scenario
Integration of renewable energy will make EVs truly
cleaner than conventional fuel vehicles taking into
account the lifetime CO2 emissions. Distributed solar
energy will help reduce transmission and distribution
losses, thereby, reducing the lifetime CO2 emissions as
well as the operating cost of EVs further, and accelerate
their commercial feasibility. Distributed solar will also
help curtail the CAPEX requirement for upgradation of
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transmission and distribution infrastructure resulting from
additional demand from EV charging.

III. DESIGNING OF BLOCK DIAGRAM
Every project is described by using a block diagram
which is important because it shows connection between
each and every components used in the project. Block
diagrams simplify the complicated processes that occur
simultaneously which is extremely helpful when it
comes to debugging. In a nutshell, block diagrams are
structures that provide a high-level overview of major
system components and important working relationships
between them.

B. The Need of Solar Powered Cars
 India targets to have 6 to 7 million hybrid /
electric vehicles (EVs) on road by the year 2020
and go 100% electric by 2030. These goals are
undoubtedly welcome, considering that India has
14 cities out of the world’s 20 most polluted
cities in terms of PM 2.51.

1. Our project uses solar radiation as the primary
source of energy. This energy in the form of
electromagnetic waves gets absorbed by the solar panels.

 However, while adopting these steep targets, we
must be cognizant of the fact that EVs will
increase the overall demand for electricity and
will require massive upgradation in power
transmission
&
distribution
infrastructure.
Simultaneously, in order to make EVs ‘green’ in
true sense, the demand for additional electricity
required for charging of the EVs cannot come
from thermal power plants. Integration of
renewable energy, especially in distributed format,
accompanied with friendly policies will help
alleviate these challenges. In this article, we will
cover why EV adoption and increase in solar
energy integration has to go hand-in-hand.

2. An MPPT is connected to the solar panels which
locks the input voltage of the panels which results in
maximum efficiency.
3. The power harvested from the solar panels is then
boosted using the MPPT and then used to charge the
car's battery pack.
4. in the absence of intense sunlight or at night. The
battery can be charged using a household AC supply.
This is accomplished using a switch mode power
supply. The power supply converts 220 volt AC into 48
volt dc which then charges the battery.

Thus, it is important for all the stakeholders to
strive towards the government set a target not only
from the perspective of achieving renewable energy
goals, but also to make electric vehicles ‘greener’
than equivalent petrol vehicles. .

5. Buck converter is connected to the battery 5 volts
and is used to power microcontrollers. Along with
powering the microcontrollers, USB sockets are also
provided so that the user can charge small devices such
as smartphones, smart watches and power banks using
this USB outlets.

 If we charge our electric vehicle with solar
power, we save an additional 40% off the
average utility electricity rate. It costs about
$0.20 per mile to fuel the typical gas-powered
vehicle ($4 per gallon), while it only costs $0.06
per mile to fuel the typical electric vehicle ($1.20
per gallon).

6. Another buck boost converter is then connected to
the battery which outputs 12 volts. This buck converter
is used to power all the cars devices such as Motors,
headlights, horn, etc. a generic 12 volt output port is
provided so that the consumer can plug in generic car
devices such as vacuum cleaners, air compressors,
cigarette lighters, etc.

C. Proposed Technology Solution
 Solar cars depend on a solar array that uses
photovoltaic cells (PV cells) to convert sunlight
into electricity. Unlike solar thermal energy which
converts solar energy to heat, PV cells directly
convert sunlight into electricity.[1] When sunlight
(photons) strike PV cells, they excite electrons
and allow them to flow, creating an electric
current. PV cells are made of semiconductor
materials such as silicon and alloys of indium,
gallium and nitrogen. Crystalline silicon is the
most common material used and has an
efficiency rate of 15-20%.

7. A small inverter is then connected to the battery
which converts the battery voltage in to 220 volt AC.
this is then connected to a power outlet so that the
consumer can plug in any appliance which works on
AC mains voltage.
A. Accelerator pedal: this acts as an input from the
user. accelerator pedal have a linear sliding
Potentiometer which will be directly connected to the
arduino. Arduino will be programmed to detect the
input voltage in its analogue value that is from 0 1023
B. Arduino: arduino is the brains of the
organisation and is responsible for the total control of
the major parts of the car. it will be program in such
a way that it takes input from various sensors such as
tachometers, Shunts, temperature sensors and voltage
dividers which are used to measure the battery voltage.
all the measured values are then converted into its
appropriate forms and are sent to the analogue display
and esp32 as per the requirement.

 In this project, we try to build, accomplish and
focus on tasks such as providing infinite source
of energy to run the vehicle with a very low
cost. A Four photovoltaic panels of 100 W are
parallel connected as a photovoltaic array to
charge a lithium ion battery bank of 48V and
24Amp during the day hours. This car guarantees
the successful and flexible design and promises
an effective commercial prototype of solar car.
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POSSIBLE APPLICATIONS

C. Esp32 : ESP 32 acts as a Wi-Fi access point to
which the Android smartphone will be connected and
serve as a display. it will be programmed host a
complete web page and the data transfer will be
bidirectional. which means any input from the display
will be sent to the ESP 32 and the ESP 32 can send
information to the display. this will be used to display
numerical sensor values. the display will also act as an
input to control various devices of the car such as
headlights, actuators, etc .
D. Analog display : this section is connected to the
arduino and is used to display various sensor
information such as speed, battery charge, amount of
current flowing in or out of the battery and RPM of
the motor. this display is provided so that it would be
convenient for the user to check various information
without constantly changing the webpage on the
display. this display will use pointers connected with
Servo Motors which will receive the real time data
from the arduino and display it in a linear fashion.
E. Motor driver : it takes an input voltage from 0
to 5 volts and controls the speed of the motor
accordingly . Arduino provide the necessary input
signals with respect to the position of the accelerator
pedal to the driver.
F. Motor and Gearbox : motor is directly coupled
to the gearbox which is then coupled to the rear wheel
. tachometers are added to both of these things which
are used to calculate the speed of the vehicle and the
RPM of the motor.
G. Battery pack : various sensors like shunt, and
temperature sensors are added to the battery pack to
actively monitor the battery current, voltage and
temperature of the battery.

Future upgradations
This project will serve as a base for future
experiments on a full scale solar car. Students from our
college/other colleges will be able to access all the
software and hardware files which would help them to
conduct further modifications and customizations in the
field of electric vehicles. This will indeed reduce the
work required for them as a base model will be already
available.
Scope for mass production
Our car is manufactured at a very low cost when
compared to commercial vehicles. Being a self-sufficient
and feature full car, it makes a good option for Indian
market. Small scale industries can take advantage of
such low manufacturing cost to produce this vehicle in
mass. Some modifications will be needed to be made as
per Indian laws for electric vehicles.
Space exploration where conventional sources cannot
be use:
For a spacecraft/spacevehicle, conventional source of
energy is not a reliable option because of the long term
working. This arises the need of solar energy for fueling up
the vehicle. The solar energy from solar panels charges a
battery in the spacecraft. These batteries can power the
spacecraft even when it moves out of direct sunlight.
Spacecraft travelling far away from the sun have very large
solar panels to get the electricity they need.
In Industry, where small vehicles are used to perform
light weight conveys work from one place to another:
The usage of conventional energy sources like fossil fuels
for power generation in industrial work are having a huge
negative impact on the environment. Replacing this source
with solar energy helps in cutting the cost of conventional
source at a greater extent. With use solar powered small
vehicles for transportation purposes, the need of charging
station can also be eliminated.
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Abstract— Diabetes mellitus is a chronic medical
condition which affects the metabolism of carbohydrates
causing blood glucose levels to exceed than normal.
Oxidative stress caused by reactive oxygen species
generated due to high glucose levels causes damage to
the cells in many ways leading to secondary
complications of diabetes mellitus. To alleviate such
problems patients generally include nutraceuticals in
their daily drug regime.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Diabetes mellitus is a syndrome characterized by the
presence of hyperglycemia resulting from defects in insulin
secretion, insulin action or both [1]. Inhibition of
carbohydrate hydrolyzing enzymes viz., α-glucosidase and
α-amylase delays the glucose absorption thus being an
effective tool in the management of diabetes.
The α-glucosidase inhibitors like acarbose, miglitol and
voglibose retard the breakdown of starch into glucose in the
small intestine, thus decreasing its bioavailability, resulting
in reduced plasma glucose level [2]. Spices have emerged as
a potential complementary and alternative therapy for the
control of hyperglycemia. This can be attributed to the
ability of spices to restore the function of the pancreas
causing an increase in insulin secretion or by inhibition of
intestinal glucose absorption [3]. Cinnamomum zeylanicum
is an aromatic spice associated with varied health benefits.
Its oil, bark powder, extracts, phenolic compounds,
flavonoids has been shown to possess pharmacological
actions for the treatment of various diseases [4]. Studies
have demonstrated positive impact of cinnamon on insulin
sensitivity, glucose, lipids, antioxidants, inflammation,
blood pressure, and body weight. The bioactive component
of cinnamon plays a potential role in prevention of
metabolic syndrome, type 2 diabetes and cardiovascular
diseases [5]. Cinnamaldehyde the active constituent is
involved in modulation of insulin signaling and shows
antihyperglycemic and antihyperlipidemic effects on rodent
models [6].In vitro studies evidence the inhibitory effect of
cinnamon on α-amylase and α-glucosidase enzyme [7, 8].
Methanolic extract of C. zeylanicum exerted 35.40%

The present study was carried out to examine the in vitro
enzyme inhibitory activity of Cinnamomum zeylanicum
and Illicium verum spice extracts. The extracts were
prepared
using
1:1
hydroacetone
and
the
phytochemicals were screened qualitatively. The
potential antidiabetic effects were confirmed using
α-amylase and α-glucosidase inhibitory assay to evolve
an alternative therapy for diabetes management. The
IC50 value of C. zeylanicum and I. verum for α-amylase
were observed to be 473.04µg/mL and 587.92µg/mL
respectively whereas the α-glucosidase inhibitory activity
was found to be 170.11µg/mL and 264.44µg/mL
respectively. The combined effect of spices under study
on α-amylase and α-glucosidase were also evaluated, the
IC50 of which were 417.80µg/mL and 167.80µg/mL
respectively. Standard used was drug Acarbose which
reported the IC50 for α-amylase and α-glucosidase as
384.64µg/mL and 233.24µg/mL respectively. Due to
limitations of the conventional drugs the use of
medicinal herbs as complementary and alternative
therapy can be effective in treating diabetes. The result
of the work is indicative of the potential effect of the two
spices (C. zeylanicum and I. verum) in management of
hyperglycemia.
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inhibition on
α-glucosidase and 38.46% on α-amylase at
maximum concentration of 100μg/mL [8].

The O.D. (test) was subtracted from O.D. (blank) to
avoid the interference of glucose present in the plant
extract.]

Illicium verum commonly known as star anise used in
Indian household in making of biryani and masala chai is an
ingredient of the traditional five-spice powder of Chinese
cooking [9]. Star anise oil contains anethole which possess
antimicrobial, antioxidant, hypoglycemic, hypolipidemic
and estrogenic properties [10]. The aqueous extracts of
I. verum showed presence of alkaloid, triterpenoids, tannins,
saponins, phenols, flavonoids, steroid reducing sugars and
amino acids [11]. Antioxidant and antidiabetic activities of
star anise have been evaluated in vitro [12]. The methanolic
extract of I. verum, have been assessed for their insulin
secretagogue action and antidiabetic potential in diabetic
rats [13].

•

C. Phytochemical analysis:
Phytochemical analysis of C. zeylanicum and I. verum was
conducted using standard procedure [14].
D. IC50 value
In the present study, the IC50 values are obtained using
ED50 software. The data were expressed as mean ± standard
error (SE) for n = 5.
III. RESULT
A. Phytochemical analysis:

In the present study, the hydroacetone extracts of C.
zeylanicum and I. verum are used to demonstrate the blood
glucose lowering effect of the aromatic spice mixtures.

Phytochemical analysis of the hydroacetone extract
outlined presence of carbohydrate, flavonoids, terpenoids,
phenol and tannins for both C. zeylanicum and I. verum, as
depicted in Table 1

II. MATERIAL AND METHOD
All chemical used were of AR and GR grade and
commercially available Acarbose was used.

Table No. 1: Phytochemical analysis.

A. Preparation of spice extract:
Cinnamon and star anise were purchased locally; oven dried
at 45˚ C to remove the moisture content, were finely
powdered and stored in an airtight container. 0.2 g of
powdered spice was extracted with 10 mL hydro acetone
and kept on rotary shaker for 24 hours. The extract was
filtered, and the filtrate dried over electric water bath at
60˚ C. The dried filtrate was then dissolved in DMSO and
reconstituted in concentration of 10, 20, 40, 80, 160µg/mL.

Star Anise

Carbohydrates

+

+

Flavonoids

+

+

Sterols

–

–

Terpenoids

–

+

Phenol

+

+

Tannins

+

+

The in vitro α-amylase and α-glucosidase study of
C. zeylanicum, I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose
(drug used as standard) showed dose dependent increase in
inhibitory activity of 50% hydroacetone extract of spice
from concentration range 10-160µg/mL.

The α-amylase and α–glucosidase inhibitory assay was
performed as per the method [7]. The calculations are as
depicted below.
Calculations for α-amylase inhibition:
% Inhibition for α-amylase = 100 *(A control- A test) / A
control

The α-amylase % inhibitory activity at concentration
10µg/mL, 20µg/mL, 40µg/mL, 80µg/mL and 160µg/mL, for
C. zeylanicum were 12.9 ± 0.5%, 15.8 ± 0.5%, 18.6 ± 0.7%,
21.5 ± 0.8% and 25.3 ± 0.7% respectively; while for I.
verum, the inhibitory values were 13 ± 0.8%, 14.9 ± 0.7%,
17.2 ± 0.8%, 19.5 ± 0.7% and 22.9 ± 0.5% respectively. A
mixture of the two spices was also evaluated for the enzyme
inhibitory activity, which was observed as 14.7 ± 0.8%, 17.3
± 0.7%, 19.8 ± 0.5%, 23.0 ± 0.5% and 28.0 ± 0.4% at the 5
concentrations under study. The standard drug acarbose
depicted % inhibition as 15.0 ± 0.4%, 18.9 ± 0.4%, 22.8 ±
0.5%, 25.4 ± 0.4% and 29.5 ± 0.2% at concentration

Calculations for α-glucosidase inhibition:
Amount of glucose in control:
O.D. (control)/ O.D. (standard) x 100 = X µg/mL
•

Cinnamon

B. Enzyme inhibition assay:

B. Enzyme inhibition assay:

•

Percentage inhibition (%) = (X-Y)/(X) x 100

Amount of glucose present in test:
O.D. (test)/ O.D. (standard) x 100 = Y µg/mL [O.D.
(test) = O.D. (test) - O.D. (blank).
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10µg/mL, 20µg/mL, 40µg/mL, 80µg/mL and 160µg/mL
respectively (Table 2 and Figure 1).

C. zeylanicum, I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose.

The hydroacetone extract of cinnamon showed
α-glucosidase inhibitory activity as 8.1 ± 0.5%, 15.3 ± 1.3%,
24.92 ± 1.1%, 35.7 ± 0.5% and 44.1 ± 0.8%; whereas values
observed for star anise were 13.5 ± 0.5%, 18.36 ± 1.3%,
22.3 ± 0.74%, 28.9 ± 1.0% and 34.6 ± 1.1% at concentration
10µg/mL, 20µg/mL, 40µg/mL, 80µg/mL and 160µg/mL
respectively. The inhibitory value for mixture of spice were
6.2 ± 0.2%, 12.5 ± 0.3%, 18.2 ± 0.7%, 26.5 ± 0.8% and 47.7
± 0.6%;. while those for acarbose were 7.6 ± 0.7%, 14.9 ±
0.9%, 20.9 ± 0.9%, 26.9 ± 0.9% and 35.7 ± 0.7% at
concentration 10µg/mL, 20µg/mL, 40µg/mL, 80µg/mL and
160µg/mL respectively (Table 3 and Figure 2)
Table No. 2: α- amylase inhibitory activity of C.
zeylanicum, I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose.

The IC50 values for the spices as well as the combinations

Table No. 3: α-glucosidase inhibitory activity of C.
zeylanicum, I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose
Conc.

% α- glucosidase inhibitory activity

(µg/mL)

(Mean ± S.E)
Cinnamon

Star anise Mixture

Acarbose

Conc

% α- amylase inhibitory activity

(µg/mL)

(Mean ± S.E)
Cinnamon

Star anise Mixture

10

12.9 ± 0.5

13 ± 0.8

20

Acarbose

14.7 ± 0.8

14.9 ± 0.4

15.7 ± 0.5 14.9 ± 0.7

17.3 ± 0.7

18.9 ± 0.5

10

8.1 ± 0.5

13.5 ± 0.5

6.3 ± 0.7

7.7 ± 0.7

40

18.5 ± 0.7 17.2 ± 0.8

19.8 ± 0.4

22.8 ± 0.5

20

15.3± 1.3

18.4 ± 1.3

12.5± 0.3

14.9± 0.9

80

21.5 ± 0.8 19.5 ± 0.7

22.9 ± 0.5

25.4 ± 0.4

40

24.9 ± 1.1

22.3 ± 0.7

18.2 ± 0.7

20.9 ± 0.9

160

25.3 ± 0.7 22.9 ± 0.5

28.0 ± 0.4

29.5 ± 0.2

80

35.7 ± 0.5

28.9 ± 1.1

26.5± 0.8

26.9 ± 0.9

are depicted in Table 4.

160

44.1 ± 0.8

34.6 ± 1.1

47.7 ± 0.6

35.7± 0.7

Table No. 4: α-amylase and α-glucosidase IC₅₀ values for
C. zeylanicum, I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose.

Figure 1: α-amylase inhibitory activity of C. zeylanicum,
I. verum, mixture of spice and acarbose.

α-amylase

α-glucosidase

C. Zeylanicum

473.0 µg/mL

170.1 µg/mL

I. verum

587.9 µg/mL

264.4 µg/mL

Mixture of
spice

471.8 µg/mL

167.8 µg/mL

Acarbose

384.5 µg/mL

233.2 µg/mL

IV. DISCUSSION
The present study was conducted using 50%
hydroacetone as the solvent due to it possessing less toxicity
than other organic solvents. The phytochemical screening of
cinnamon and star anise showed presence of phytochemicals
like carbohydrate, phenols, tannins, and flavonoids.
The inhibitors present in spice extracts were seen slowing

Figure 2: α-glucosidase inhibitory activity of
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the activity of the enzymes involved in breakdown of starch
to glucose.

Med. 2012;32(3):446-452.

The in vitro α-amylase study of C. zeylanicum and I. verum
showed dose dependent increase in inhibitory activity of
spices from concentration range 10-160µg/mL. With 16
times increase in the concentration, under study, the
inhibition activity increased 96% for cinnamon while it was
76.46% for star anise. In case of α-glucosidase inhibition for
C. zeylanicum and I. verum, the percent increase was
445.12% and 156.22% respectively. Thus, both the spices
prove to be better inhibitors of α-glucosidase than
α-amylase. Similarly, increase in inhibition for the spice
mixture was 90.48% and 664.74% for α-amylase and
α-glucosidase respectively. For both enzymes under study
the results are suggestive of herb-spice interactions which
are very pronounced in case of α-glucosidase.

12. Kalaivanam KN, Dinesha R, N SK. Antioxidant and Anti-Diabetic
activities of Polyphenol-enriched Star Anise ( Illicium verum ) seeds
extract. Int J Biotechnol Biochem. 2018;14(2):77-84.
13. Patil SB, Ghadyale VA, Taklikar SS, Kulkarni CR, Arvindekar AU.
Insulin Secretagogue, Alpha-glucosidase and Antioxidant Activity of
Some Selected Spices in Streptozotocin-induced Diabetic Rats. Plant
Foods Hum Nutr. 2011.
14. Hossein M, Sakha P. Qualitative Phytochemical Analysis of Ajwain
(Trachyspermum Ammi) From North-West Iran. Int Res J Pharm.
2015;6(9):610-615.
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The result of the present study demonstrates that the
C. zeylanicum and I. verum spices have the potential to be
used as nutraceuticals in the management of diabetes.
The spices contain certain bioactive compounds which
inhibit the enzyme activity, thus the extracts have to be
analysed for presence of such inhibitors. A combination of
the spices as well as their mixtures, along with the drug
acarbose might lead to complications like hypoglycaemia.
This implies that for diabetes management the study of
spice-drug interactions should be considered while
suggesting diabetes management. The integration of spices
as nutraceutical along with regular drug regime needs to be
investigated for its benefit or detrimental impact, under
in vitro as well as in vivo conditions.
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The prevalence of type 2 diabetes has raised dramatically in
countries of all income levels in the past few decades. As per
recent projections, India has been placed second in the world
with an estimated 77 million diabetics [1]. It is estimated to
have resulted in 1.5 to 4.9 million deaths each year from 2012
to 2014 and the number of diabetics is expected to reach 592
million by 2035 [2]. An overall decreased quality of life has
been observed with individuals due to severe
macrovascular/microvascular complications such as diabetic
kidney disease, diabetic retinopathy and neuropathy leading to
increased mortality, blindness and kidney failure [3]. Studies
suggest that lifestyle interventions such as loss of weight,
increasing physical activity, making changes in diet can reduce
the risk of developing diabetes [4]. However, the fast paced and
sedentary lifestyle of people favors their reliability on various
antidiabetic drugs available in the markets over such
‘seemingly tedious’ lifestyle modifications.

Abstract—Diabetes has emerged to be a leading cause of
mortality in the past few decades due to its high prevalence
in aging populations. Because of the severe nature of the
disease and related complications, several complementary
medicines and lifestyle modifications form an important
part of therapy along with the administration of antidiabetic drugs. Recent research suggests a growing interest
in remedies such as spices have been cherished since
ancient times as the first line of preference for common
ailments as opposed to oral hypoglycemic agents that are
often associated with undesirable side effects. The present
study explores the anti-diabetic potential of Cinnamomum
tamala (Indian Bay Leaf) and Illicium verum (Star Anise).
Qualitative analysis of phytoconstituents of these spices
indicated the presence of flavonoids, sterols, carbohydrates,
tannins and terpenoids. 50 % Hydroacetone extracts of
these spices were used to estimate their in-vitro αglucosidase and α-amylase inhibitory activities. The IC50
values for α-glucosidase inhibitory activities of
Cinnamomum tamala and Illicium verum were found to be
199.41 and 229.95 µg/ml, while that of α-amylase was 659.62
and 530.8 µg/ml respectively. The combined inhibitory
activities of these spices were also evaluated and the IC50
values for α-glucosidase and α-amylase was found to be
190.93 and 451.74 µg/ml respectively. Results indicate that
these spices exhibit significant inhibition of α-glucosidase
and α-amylase which can help in maintain glucose levels.
Supplementing the drug regime with spices can be
effectively incorporated into diabetes management
strategies. Thus, the potential of Cinnamomum tamala
leaves and Illicium verum can be explored for its
application as a pharmaceutical alternative in diabetes
research
Keywords—α-glucosidase,
α-amylase,
Cinnamomum tamala, Illicium verum
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One of the strategies adopted to manage diabetes involves
inhibition of carbohydrate digesting enzymes such as αamylase and α-glucosidase in the gastro-intestinal tract
which result in reduced postprandial blood glucose levels [5].
However, the use of synthetic enzyme inhibitors leads to
gastrointestinal side effects such as diarrhea, flatulence,
abdominal bloating etc. [6]. Such drugs can induce severe
hypoglycemia which can lead to serious complications such as
myocardial infarction or dementias [7]. Oral hypoglycemic
agents are associated with various adverse effects
hypoglycemia, weight gain, gastrointestinal disturbances, lactic
acidosis and fluid retention [8].
Scientific literature shows that many common herbs
and spices claim to have blood sugar lowering properties.
Herbal medicines are less toxic than synthetic drugs since they
have minimal adverse reactions [9]. The active phytochemicals
responsible for the activities of several herbal medicines have
been identified as polysaccharides, flavonoids, xanthones and
peptides [10]. Natural phenolic compounds influence the in
vitro inhibitory properties of 𝛼-amylase [11].

antidiabetic
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Decrease in blood glucose was reported due to C. tamala
extracted in 95% ethanol at a dose of 250 mg/kg body weight
in albino rats [12].The study suggests insulin secretagogue
effect of C. tamala extract that promotes the peripheral
utilization of glucose resulting in blood glucose lowering
effects. A severe reduction in the risk factors associated with
diabetes and certain cardiovascular diseases was observed upon
consumption of 1-3 g of Laurus nobilis leaves for a continuous
period of 30 days [13]. Consumption of Bay leaves decreases
the risk factors of diabetes [14]

III. RESULTS
A. Phytochemical analysis: The results of phytochemical
analysis of bay leaves showed presence of carbohydrates,
monosaccharides, tannins, sterols, flavonoids. While that of star
anise
indicated
the
presence
of
carbohydrates,
monosaccharides, tannins, terpenoids, flavonoids.

B. ⍺ - amylase inhibitory activity: The % inhibition of C.tamala
leaves were found to be 13.5 ± 0.5 %, 15.7 ± 0.7%, 18.2±0.9%,
20.5±0.9% and 22.4 ± 1.2% at concentrations 10, 20, 40, 80
and 160ug/ml respectively.(Table I). The IC50 value was found
to be 659.6μg/ml (Table II). Similarly, the percent inhibitory
activity of I.verum was found to be 11.1 ± 0.4 %, 13.4 ± 0.6%,
16.1 ±1.0%, 18.5±0.9% and 22.7± 1.3% from the lowest to
highest concentration under study. The IC50 was 530.9μg/ml.
Maximum inhibitory activity of 22 % was observed for the
mixture at 160μg/ml. (Fig .1).

Star anise (Illicium verum Hook. f.) is an important herb,
it contains anethole which has shown several functional
properties including antimicrobial, antioxidant, hypoglycemic,
hypolipidemic and oestrogenic properties [15]. The blood sugar
lowering effect exhibited by aniseeds was probably attributed
to the phytochemicals present in aniseeds. [16]. Use of Illicium
verum in the diet of diabetics may prevent increase in
postprandial glucose levels [17].

Table I

The current study focuses on the blood glucose lowering
effects of Hydroacetone extracts of the spices bay leaf
(Cinnamomum tamala) and star anise (Illcium verum) as well
as their interaction with each other in a mixture in comparison
with the anti-diabetic drug Acarbose.

Conc
(µg/ml)

II. MATERIALS AND METHODS
A. Preparation of Spice Extracts: The spices used for the
present study, were obtained from organic sources obtained
from local markets. 50% hydroacetone extracts of
Cinnamomum tamala leaves and Illicium verum were used for
the study. They were first dried in an oven and ground to fine
powder. The spice powder was dissolved in 1:1 hydro acetone
and placed on rotary shaker overnight. The extract obtained was
filtered through four layers of a muslin cloth and then with a
Whatman filter paper. The filtrate was placed on a water bath at
60ºC.The dried filtrate was dissolved in DMSO and
reconstituted in concentrations of 10, 20, 40, 80, 160μg/ml.
Similarly, Acarbose concentrations (10 –160μg/ml) were
prepared.

Percentage α – amylase inhibitory activity
(Mean + S.E.)
Acarbose

11.1±0.4

C. tamala+
I. verum
12.3±0.4

15.7 ± 0.6

13.3±0.6

15.1±0.3

19.0

40

18.2 ± 0.9

16.1 ± 1

18.2±0.5

22.8

80

20.5 ± 0.9

18.5±0.9

21.6±0.3

25.4

160

22.4± 1.2

22.3±1.3

25.4±0.3

29.5

C. tamala

I.verum

10

13.5 ± 0.5

20

15.0

The values represented are mean ± SE, where n = 5.

B. Phytochemical analysis: Phytochemical analysis of bay
leaves and star anise was performed using hydro acetone
extracts by following standard phytochemical procedures [18].

Fig .1. α – amylase inhibitory activity of spice extracts and
Acarbose

C. Enzyme inhibitory assay:

Table II

α-amylase inhibitory assay: The amount of α-amylase
inhibition was estimated as per the procedure mentioned [18].

IC50 values for α – amylase inhibitory activity of spice extracts
and Acarbose in µg/ml.

α-glucosidase inhibitory assay: This assay was performed
using a method suggested [18].
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Extract

Bay
leaf

Star
anise

IC50

659.6

530.9

Bay leaf
+
Star
anise
451.7

Acarbose
384.6
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ILLICIUM VERUM

present study employed the use of 50% hydro-acetone extracts
for safety concerns and it was observed that the C. tamala leaf
extracts were found to have carbohydrates, flavonoids, sterols,
tannins as well as certain phenolic compounds. The
phytochemical screening of I. verum showed the presence of
alkaloids, steroids, proteins, flavonoids, tannins, and phenolic
compounds [20]. The present study observed the presence of
carbohydrates, tannins, phenolic compounds, flavonoids and
terpenoids in the hydroacetone extracts of I. verum.

C. ɑ-glucosidase inhibitory activity: The in-vitro, percentage αglucosidase inhibitory activity of 50% hydroacetone extract of
C. tamala, I. verum, mixture and Acarbose at highest
concentration 160µg/ml was found to be 40.3±0.95%,
35.96±094%, 41.77±0.83% and 35.72±0.79% respectively,
(Table III, Fig. 2) while their IC50 values, were 199.41, 229.95,
190.93 and 231.373µg/ml (Table IV). Hence, it suggests that
C. tamala and I. verum exhibited a strong inhibition on the
enzyme α-glucosidase.

The percent inhibition observed for α-glucosidase was 41%
at 160µg/ml and IC50 value was 203.0±0.2µg/ml Laurus nobilis
were used. The α-amylase inhibition assay showed maximum
percent inhibition of 24.6% at160μg/ml. The IC50 was found to
be 349.4± 0.1µg/ml [18]. IC50 value of α-glucosidase for
Syzgium polyanthum was found to be 376μg/ml. Similarly, αamylase inhibitory activity, reported IC50 value of 431μg/ml
[21]. The IC50 value of I . verum seeds extracted in distilled
water for α-glucosidase was reported to be 3924µg/ml with
percent inhibition of 69.3±0.2% (1000μg/ml). For α-amylase
inhibitory activity maximum inhibition of 85.2±0.2% was
found at 1000μg/ml. The IC50 was found to be 532.6±1.4µg/ml
[22]. Percent inhibition noted, for I . verum by using rat
intestinal α-glucosidase. at 1mg/ml was 71.8%. IC50 value for
α-glucosidase inhibition was 0.7mg/ml [17]. At the maximum
concentration of 500 μg/ml α-amylase inhibition of star anise
seeds belonging to the species Pimpinella anisum was found to
be 84% [23].

Table III
Con.
(µg/ml)

Percentage α – glucosidase inhibition
(Mean + S.E.)
Acarbose

8.2±0.6

C.
tamala+
I. verum
8.3±0.8

17.4±0.8

14.4±0.3

15.3±0.4

14.9±0.9

40

23.9±0.4

21.5±0.6

23.0±0.6

20.9±0.9

80

30.4±0.9

27.8±0.8

29.6±0.9

26.9±0.9

160

40.3±0.9

35.9±09

41.8±0.8

35.7±0.8

C.
tamala

I. verum

10

8.2±0.6

20

7.6±0.8

The values represented are mean ± SE, where n = 5
Fig .2. α-glucosidase inhibitory activity spice extracts and
Acarbose

The herb extract of C. tamala and I. verum in the present
study depicted positive α-glucosidase and α-amylase inhibitory
activity. The α-glucosidase inhibitory activity of Bay leaf in
comparison to Star anise shows higher inhibition at all
concentrations between 10-160µg/ml with IC50 values of
199µg/ml and 229µg/ml respectively. The combined mixture
showed an IC50 as 190.9 in µg/ml. It shows that the herb
phytoconstituents interaction were minor.
Similarly, the α-amylase inhibitory activity of bay leaf and
star anise at160μg/ml was found to be 22% with IC50 values
659.6μg/ml and 530.9μg/ml. However, when the spices were
combined, the IC50 value stood at 451.7μg/ml which is
significantly lower than the individual spices indicating the
bioactive components of the two spices could have possibly
formed synergistic associations among them to bring about an
effective response.

Table IV
IC50 values for α-glucosidase inhibitory activity spice extracts
and Acarbose in µg/ml.
Extract

Bay
leaf

Star
anise

Bay leaf
+ Star
anise

Acarbose

IC50

199.4

229.9

190.9

231.4

The consumption of these spices together needs to be
considerably monitored in diabetic patients when on a suitable
drug regime, so as to prevent conditions like hypoglycemia.

IV.DISCUSSION

V. CONCLUSION

Ethanol extracts of C. tamala leaf showed the presence of
saponins,
phytosterols,
fatty
acids,
carbohydrates,
monoterpene, sesquiterpene, geraniol and linolol [19]. The

The selected spices, which are native to household kitchens
in India, were found to exhibit blood glucose lowering effects.
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Conclusively, in this work, we have been able to determine that
the spices, which are mentioned above, influenced the in vitro

[12] Seema Mehta, Vijay K. Purohit,Harish C. Andola. (2014)
“Pharmacological Activities of Cinnamomum tamala Nees
& Eberm. and Medical Implication: A Review”. Medicinal
& Aromatic Plants, Volume 3 , Issue 4, 1000174
[13] Abdulrahim Aljamal (2011). Effects of bay leaves on the
patients with Diabetes Mellitus. Res. J. Med. Plants, 5:471476.
[14] Khan, A., Zaman, G., & Anderson, R. A. (2009). Bay
leaves improve glucose and lipid profile of people with
type 2 diabetes. Journal of clinical biochemistry and
nutrition, 44(1), 52-56
[15] Shahrajabian, M. H., Sun, W., & Cheng, Q. (2019).
Chinese star anise and anise, magic herbs in traditional
Chinese medicine and modern pharmaceutical science.
Asian Journal of Medical and Biological Research, 5(3),
162-179
[16] Bi, X., Lim, J., & Henry, C. J. (2017). Spices in the
management of diabetes mellitus. Food chemistry, 217,
281-293.
[17] Patil, S. B., Ghadyale, V. A., Taklikar, S. S., Kulkarni, C.
R., & Arvindekar, A. U. (2011). Insulin secretagogue,
alpha-glucosidase and antioxidant activity of some selected
spices in streptozotocin-induced diabetic rats. Plant foods
for human nutrition, 66(1), 85-90.
[18] Mehrotra, N., Jadhav, K., Rawalgaonkar, S., Khan, S. A.,
& Parekh, B. (2019). In vitro evaluation of selected Indian
spices for α-amylase and α-glucosidase inhibitory activities
spices for α-amylase and α-glucosidase inhibitory activities
and their spice-drug interactions. Annals of
Phytomedicine, 8(2), 43-54.
[19] Bisht, S., & Sisodia, S. S. (2011). Assessment of
antidiabetic potential of Cinnamomum tamala leaves
extract in streptozotocin induced diabetic rats. Indian
journal of pharmacology, 43(5), 582.
[20] Madhu, C. S., Manukumar, H. M., Thribhuvan, K. R., &
Bhimangouda, R. P. (2014). Phytochemical, nutritional
and mineral constituents of illicium verum hook (star
anise). World Journal of Pharmaceutical research, 3,
2888-2896.
[21] Berawi, K. N., Shidarti, L., Nurdin, S. U., Lipoeto, N. I., &
Wahid, I. (2017). Comparison Effectiveness of
Antidiabetic Activity Extract Herbal Mixture of Soursop
Leaves (Annona muricata), Bay Leaves (Syzygium
polyanthum) and Pegagan Leaves (Centella asiatica).
Biomedical and Pharmacology Journal, 10(3), 1481-1488.
[22] Kalaivanam K.N, Dinesha R, Santhosh Kumar N. (2018).
“Antioxidant and Anti-Diabetic activities of Polyphenolenriched Star Anise (Illicium verum) seeds extract”.
International Journal of Biotechnology and Biochemistry
.Volume 14, Number 2 (2018) pp. 77-84
[23] Shobha, R. I., Rajeshwari, C. U., & Andallu, B. (2013).
Anti-peroxidative and anti-diabetic activities of aniseeds
(Pimpinella anisum L.) and identification of bioactive
compounds. American Journal of Phytomedicine and
clinical therapeutics, 1(5), 516-52

inhibitory properties on both important metabolic enzymes (𝛼amylase and 𝛼-glucosidase) which are often related to diabetes
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In terms of the impact of the COVID-19 pandemic on
different countries’ education systems many differences
exist. This lack of homogeneity is caused by such factors as
the start and end dates of academic years and the timing of
school holidays. While some countries suspended in-person
classes from March/April until further notice, others were
less restrictive, and universities were only advised to reduce
face-to-face teaching and replace it with online solutions
wherever practicable. In other cases, depending on the
academic calendar, it was possible to postpone the start of
the summer semester [2].

Abstract - Academia is experiencing enormous reforms globally
amid lockdown in COVID-19 outbreak. The impact of pandemic
COVID-19 is observed in every sector around the world. The
education sectors of India as well as world are severely affected by
this. It has imposed the worldwide lock down creating very
unpleasant effect on the community involved in education sector.
More than 30 crore learners stopped to move schools/colleges and
all educational activities slowdown in India. The outbreak of
COVID-19 has taught us that change is unavoidable. It has worked
as a catalyst for the educational institutions to grow and face the
challenges with optimistic approach and opt for platforms with
technologies, which have not been used to greater extent. The
education sector has been combating to survive the crises with a
different approach and digitizing the challenges to minimize the
risk of the pandemic. This paper emphasizes some measures taken
by Govt. of India and educational sector to provide unified
education in the country. Both the positive and negative impacts of
COVID-19 on education are discussed and some productive
suggestions are also pointed to carry out educational activities
during the pandemic situation.

Fortunately, there is a range of modern tools available to
face the challenge of distance learning imposed by the
COVID-19 pandemic [3]. Using these tools, training was
imparted in the form of FDP which will enhance the
learning level of faculty and ease of operation. Delivery
contents were designed and structured in such a way which
enable the learner to get equipped with knowledge and
ready to face the challenges. There are other important tasks
in the learning process, such as assessments adequacy to
measure students’ performance in exams or self learning,
that can still be challenging without the direct supervision of
faculty. Due to change in assessment and evaluation pattern
variation in student’s performance observed.

Keywords - Education, COVID-19, impact, Govt. of India

I. INTRODUCTION
The coronavirus COVID-19 outbreak disrupted life around
the globe in 2020. As in any other sector, the COVID-19
pandemic affected education in many ways. Government
actions have followed a common purpose of reducing the
spread of coronavirus by introducing lockdown measures
restrictive social contact. Our Institution suspended offline
teaching and exams but provided online tested platform
which has reduced the academic loss. Where possible,
traditional classes are being replaced with virtual classes.
Various e-learning platforms enable interaction between
faculty and students, and, in few cases social media
platforms are being used for imparting education and
complete the co-curricular and extracurricular activities as
per institute academic calendar.

The objective of this article is to predict the uncertainty in
the education sector and adopt collaborative approach for
finding the solutions from student and teacher centric
approach in higher education during the COVID-19
pandemic. To achieve this goal, we explore students’
learning strategies before and after confinement. Altogether,
our data indicates that autonomous learning in this scenario
has increased students’ performance and higher scores
should be expected. We present a study that involves more
than 450 students enrolled in 3 subjects from different
degrees
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II. PURPOSE

3.

The aim of this study is to identify the consequence of
COVID-19 in education sector and its effect on learners
mental and physical health. This main objective leads to the
first suggestion of this study which can be e learning by
following PDCA cycle before implementing any method
which has a significant effect on learner’s performance.
Moreover, a further analysis should be done to investigate
which factors of COVID-19 confinement are responsible for
the change.

4.

A second suggestion has a significant effect on the
assessment process. The aim of the project was therefore to
investigate the following questions:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

5.

Which and why a tool should be selected for
conducting assessment and evaluation process?
Is there availability of ample resources for
conducting examination process?
Are there any difficulties faced by learners in terms
of resources such as internet connectivity, sound
proof room, gadgets etc.?
How institute can ensure the good health of staff
and learners?
What are the expected effects of the differences in
students’ performance (if any) in the assessment
process?

6.

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS
Some means are adopted for converting the academic
challenges in opportunities:
1.

2.

7.

Identify the readiness and choose the most
relevant tools: Decide on the use high-technology
and low-technology solutions based on the
reliability of local power supplies, internet
connectivity, and digital skills of teachers and
students. This could range through integrated
digital learning platforms, video lessons, MOOCs,
to broadcasting through radios and TVs.
Ensure inclusion of the e-content: Implement
measures to ensure that students including those
with disabilities or from low-income backgrounds
have access to distance learning programs, if only a
limited number of them have access to digital
devices. Consider temporarily decentralizing such
devices from computer labs to families and support
them with internet connectivity.

8.

9.
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Protect data privacy and data security: Assess
data security when uploading data or educational
resources to web spaces, as well as when sharing
them with other organizations or individuals.
Ensure that the use of applications and platforms
does not violate students’ data privacy.
Prioritize solutions to address psychosocial
challenges before teaching: Mobilize available
tools to connect schools, parents, teachers, and
students with each other. Create communities to
ensure regular human interactions, enable social
caring measures, and address possible psychosocial
challenges that students may face when they are
isolated.
Plan the time table and schedule: Organize
discussions with stakeholders to examine the
possible duration of school closures and decide
whether the distance learning program should
focus on teaching new knowledge or enhance
students’ knowledge of prior lessons. Plan the
schedule depending on the situation of the affected
zones, level of studies, needs of student’s needs,
and availability of parents. Choose the appropriate
learning methodologies based on the status of
school closures and home-based quarantines.
Avoid learning methodologies that require face-toface communication.
Trained teachers and students on the use of
digital tools: Faculty development programs have
been organized for effective use of online tools
which make the session interactive and interesting
Monitor students’ learning process during
teaching: Define the rules with parents and
students on distance learning. Design formative
questions, tests, or exercises to monitor closely
students’ learning process. Try to use tools to
support submission of students’ feedback and
avoid overloading parents by requesting them to
scan and send students’ feedback
Define the duration of online learning based on
students’ self-regulation skills: Keep a coherent
timing according to the level of the learners’ selfregulation and metacognitive abilities especially
for livestreaming classes. Preferably, the unit for
primary school students should not be more than
20 minutes, and no longer than 40 minutes for
secondary school students.
Emphasize
Collaborative
learning: Create
communities of teachers and learners to address
helplessness, facilitate sharing of experience and

Challenges and Opportunities created by Covid-19 for Education sector
healthy discussion on handling strategies when
facing learning difficulties.

Resource Management

Survey done on adaptability of online tools:

12%
28%

Questions:
1.

60%

Which mode of learning is preferred in this
situation?
Modes
Face-to-face

Responses
58

Online
Hybrid

72
20

Making Schedules
Software Solutions

In the last week of April 2020, on the observation that the
majority of institutions have switched their teachinglearning activities on e-learning mode, an online survey was
conducted using a validated questionnaire containing a mix
of open and close-ended questions.

Modes of learning

There are two stages that must be considered to determine
the effect of the COVID-19 impact. The first one
corresponds to the period in the year 2019/2020 (before
March 16), when all the regular activities are performed in
offline mode as per Academic calendar. The second stage
corresponds to the period of COVID-19 (after March 16),
where mode of conduction of TL process become online as
per the government guidelines. Some measurable activities
were performed in a different format and statistical
differences can be found by comparing experimental and
control groups.

13%
39%

48%
Face-to-face

2.

Online

Hybrid

What are the difficulties faced while learning in
online mode?
Problems
Responses
Internet Stability
38
Logging in Zoom
Time Management

IV. PARTICIPANTS

23
48

This work involves data that has been collected from 156
students of FE of the Thakur College of Engineering and
Technology. This data has been collected in the following
manner:

Difficulties
35%

44%

1.

It involves learners of First Year Engineering

2.

It has been collected in informal manner Students
have been avoiding gathering of any personal
information.

3.

Learners have been informed by the faculty that
some feedback about e-learning will be collected
for statistical purpose.

4.

Learners
session.

21%
Internet Stability

Logging in Zoom

Time Management

3.

How you have managed the resources?
Modes
Responses
Making schedules
78
To-do lists
Software solutions

To-do lists

36
16

Participated

voluntary

in

feedback

Different faculty teaching different subjects were
participated in interactive session which helps in identifying
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area where we obtained verbal consent from the participants
in the study.

access e content materials, in the form of videos, ppt etc.
that can fulfill the need of learners.

Due to the exponential growth of the internet and
information technology [4] E-learning has experienced
significant change. New e-learning platforms are being
developed for teachers to facilitate teacher learning process
and for learners to participate in learning. [4, 5]. Both
assessment processes and self-evaluation have been proven
to benefit from technological advancement. Pandemic has
completely the change the education scenario. It has given
the unlimited opportunities despite the limited sources.
Even courses that solely offer online contents such as
Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) [6, 7] become
popular to address the present need of learner. The inclusion
of e-Learning tools in higher technical education implies
that a vast amount of information can be analyzed,
improving teaching quality [8–10]. In this pandemic period
many Massive Open Online Courses (MOOCs) have been
taken by learners to equip themselves for upcoming trends
in education sector which helps in improving problem
solving skills ,finding solutions and facing the challenges
with optimistic approach in higher education [11].

VII. STUDENT LEARNING OUTCOMES
Closing of educational institute impact positively and
negatively on student learning outcomes. College
environment provides various platform in terms of cocurricular and extracurricular activities which helps in
overall grooming of students. When college close, learners
are deprived opportunities for growth and development.
Due to limited resources, learners have to struggle to
perform the task which slower down the learning process.
Institutes are hub of social activity and human interaction
when college is closed students miss out the social contact
that is essential to learning and development.
Within few days, the COVID-19 pandemic enhanced the
role of remote working, e-learning, video streaming, etc. on
a broad scale [4]. In [5], we can see that the most popular
remote collaboration tools are private chat messages,
followed by two-participant-calls, multi-person-meetings,
and team chat messages. In addition, several
recommendations to help teachers in the process of online
instruction have appeared [Furthermore, mobile learning has
become an alternative suitable for some students with fewer
technological resources. Regarding the feedback of eclasses given by students, some studies [3] point out that
students were satisfied with the teacher’s way of delivering
the lecture and that the main problem was poor internet
connection.

V. BRIEF DISCUSSION
Institute have switched to e-learning mode in a very short
time span with good confidence. Most teaching-learning
curricular and extra- curricular activities and assessment
activities are carried out using multi-device supporting
video conferencing tools such as ZOOM, Microsoft Teams
etc.

Related to autonomous learning, many studies have been
performed regarding the concept of self-regulated learning
(SRL), in which students are active and responsible for their
own learning process as well as being knowledgeable, selfaware and able to select their own approach to learning.
Some studies indicated that SRL significantly affected
students' academic achievement and learning performance
[2-4]. Researchers indicated that students with strongly
developed SRL skills were more likely to be successful both
in classrooms [5] and online learning [6]. These studies and
the development of adequate tools for evaluation and selfevaluation of learners have become especially necessary in
the COVID-19 pandemic in order to guarantee good
performance in e-learning environments [7].

VII. CONCLUSION
The COVID-19 pandemic is proving to be a constructive
disruptor, giving an opportunity for reforming the present
conventional, classroom based educational system. The
quick transitions from offline to online mode assisted in
keeping continuity of implementing the education programs,
engaging students effectively and fulfilling the purpose of
completion of the current academic year. The rapid
transition to online education has not only benefited existed
batch of students but also open the path for aspiring
engineering students by creating a momentum of continued
education for practicing in the country.

Linear tests, which require all students to take the same
assessment in terms of the number and order of items during
a test session, are among the most common tools used in
computer-based testing. Computer adaptive test (CAT),

Online learning has become a lifeline for education, as
institutions seek to minimize the potential for community
transmission Technology can enable faculty and learners to
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based on item response theory, was formally proposed by
Lord in 1980 [5-7] to overcome the shortfalls of the linear
test. CAT allows dynamic changes for each test item based
on previous answers of the student. More advanced CAT
platforms use personalization to individual learner´s
characteristics by adapting questions and providing tailored
feedback. Research contains numerous examples of
assessment tools that can guide students and many advances
have also been developed in the theoretical background of
CAT [12]. In this aspect, advantages offered by CAT go
beyond simply providing a snapshot score, as is the case
with linear testing. Some platforms couple the advantages of
CAT-specific feedback with multistage adaptive testing.
The use of CAT is also increasingly being promoted in
clinical practice to improve patient quality of life. Over the
decades, different systems and approaches based on CAT
have been used in the educational space to enhance the
learning process. Considering the usage of CAT as a
learning tool, establishing the knowledge of the learner is
crucial for personalizing subsequent question difficulty.
CAT does have some negative aspects such as continued
test item exposure, which allows learners to memorize the
test answers and share them with their peers [11,12]. As a
solution to limit test item exposure, a large question bank
has been suggested. This solution is unfeasible in most
cases, since most of the CAT models already require more
items than comparable linear testing [8].

The new learning methodology, or the new assessment
process. For those reasons, we should now answer research
question 2 and establish whether the differences found when
answering research question 1 are only due to the COVID19 confinement.

We have compared results of students from the present
2019/2020 academic year (experimental group) with results
of students from the last two academic years 2018/2019 and
2017/2018 (control group). Students from the two previous
academic years had similar circumstances from the
beginning to the end of their course. When compared to
students of the 2019/2020 academic year, we have two
periods with different conditions. The first period is taught
in the same conditions as in previous years (before
confinement). In the second period, those conditions
dramatically changed, and all the teaching and learning
activities were limited to distance learning. The results of
our studies clearly indicate that there are significant
differences when comparing students’ performance in
confinement with the performance in previous periods
where activities were not limited to distant learning.

Now, we shall discuss research question 3 (What are the
reasons of the differences (if any) in students’
performance?). We have proven that something has changed
in students’ learning methodology. The question is: What is
the common element in those methodologies that caused the
improvement in the learning process?

The problem with confinement is that not only the learning,
and teaching strategies should be modified, but also the
assessment process as it cannot be done face-to-face. There
are some concerns related to these new assessment methods
such as the opportunity for cheating by the students. This is
the reason why we have chosen only subjects that include
several tests that have not been modified because of the
confinement. The results of our study show that students
also achieved significant improvements in their scores even
in tests that were performed in the on-line format in
previous years. Moreover, this improvement is only
significant when comparing data after the confinement (i.e.
there are no significant differences in on-line tests that were
performed before the confinement). These findings reveal
that the new assessment process cannot be the reason for the
improvement in students’ performance because the learners
also achieved better scores when the format of the
assessment did not change. For these reasons, we establish
that the new learning methodology is the main reason for
the change in students’ performance during the
confinement.

We have analyzed data from two different subjects that used
two very different learning strategies during the
confinement:
1.

2.

At this point, it is clear that the variable that correlates with
the change in students’ performance is the beginning of the
confinement. However, we cannot yet establish if the
difference is due to either:
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Impact of pandemic in terms of
a. Learning
b. Physical and mental health
During pandemic e content were uploaded on ERP
and learners were forced to learn either by ppt,
videos. Flexibility was given to students to gain
knowledge and enhance their skills at any time
anywhere.
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In one of the sections, additional e-learning tasks were
imposed on the students. Theoretical lessons were replaced
by written documents. In the other one, no additional elearning tasks were given, but theoretical lessons were
replaced by multimedia classes. In both cases, we have
found a significant increment in students’ performance in
the evaluation tests after the confinement. It seems that
students’ performance is increased independently of the
learning strategies followed by teachers. Since we have
established that the assessment process cannot be
responsible for the differences, and we cannot find any
common elements in the learning methodologies, we must
conclude on a general change in the autonomous learning
process.

measurable improvement in the students’ learning
performance that we believe can guarantee good progress
this academic year despite the COVID-19 confinement.
Answering question 4, we have demonstrated that students
get better grades in activities that did not change their
format after the COVID-19 confinement. Moreover, we
have demonstrated that there is an improvement in their
learning performance. In conclusion, higher scores are
expected due to the COVID-19 confinement that can be
directly related to a real improvement in students’ learning.
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We have also analyzed data from the previous years in two
subjects that demonstrate that students do not work on a
continuous basis[7], in both subjects, students work hard
only in the last days before the final exams. In one subject,
we have found that more than 33% of the autonomous work
was done in the 5 days immediately preceding the final
exam. In the other subject, students only used the e-learning
material in the last 2 days before the final exam, even when
it had been provided three weeks in advance. In this study,
we have also found that students easily change their
learning behavior and study continuously when a reward is
offered. This extra motivation dramatically changed their
learning strategy and students worked in a much wider time
window, increasing their performance. An increase in the
students’ performance due to adequate time management in
the learning process is well-established in the literature [12].
In the present COVID-19 confinement, students can find by
themselves many different motivations (rewards) to work on
a continuous basis. First, the confinement is a new scenario
that has never been faced by the students. For this reason,
students do not have any previous experience to use as a
reference in their learning process. Without any previous
reference, students need to be confident that they are
following the course correctly and therefore, work
continuously in order not to miss any important content.
Another interpretation is that they are afraid of missing the
academic year because of the COVID-19 confinement and
they work harder to overcome any difficulty. Finally,
students might be motivated by their intrinsic responsibility
in a very confused situation and work hard to contribute as
much as they can to solve the problems that higher
education is facing. Most probably, different students will
find different motivations in this new scenario (probably a
combination of many). We conclude that there is a real and
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Abstract—Ethical Education is an important aspect of
education. It creates a strong foundation for the individual to
develop their personality. If ethical education is provided to the
individual from early life, the individuals can sustain in the
society and succeed in their endeavors. Ethical education starts
at family and continues in school, college and society.
Therefore, overall development of an individual depends on the
learning he gets from all these sources. This will help in
developing their behavioral skills which will help them in their
career. Ethics are also important for engineers to become
successful in their career. Ethical education plays an important
role in developing behavioral aspects ensuring the future
requirements. Teachers and students both require ethical
education to be imbibed to ensure the individual and
company’s success. This paper attempts to study existing
problems and tries to resolve them in providing ethical
education to engineers.

of good character, deep thinking and altruistic behaviour1.
It has created a niche of itself in technical education which
can also work as a tool in providing professionalism but
also a purpose in life. The controlling and statutory bodies
of education should reconsider education based on values,
since it is necessary to develop professionals with not just
technical expertise but developing responsible citizens
should be the goal. Teachers should articulate the need to
understand the value of human life and the necessity for
students to understand the purpose of education
respectively. The outcome of value-based education is the
positive transformation of individuals and institutions exactly what our world needs.

Keywords—Ethical education, behavioral aspects, teacher
and student education

Ethical education promotes the feeling of unity and
communal harmony which helps build values in a student
with an interactive environment for the students through the
values incorporated in the curriculum. To build quality
education and holistic development among students,
teachers play an important role in helping students to
imbibe the values. Professional development is vital in
integrating values in the classroom. Understanding the
principles and aims of values, teachers require creating
effective learning environment for value education. This
article suggests steps to construct a value-based
curriculum towards quality education. This also emphasizes
the importance and need for teacher training for better
outcome and suggests a plan to prepare teachers as value
educators.

I.

INTRODUCTION

Learning is a continuous process. One learns from
everybody he comes in contact, learning from leaders and
followers, and learning from good and bad experiences.
During this process of learning, it also provides a set of
skills which can help in building the character of a person.
It is the vehicle of knowledge which provides specific
field’s knowledge, social conduct, strength, character, selfrespect and many such skills which help in overall
development of an individual. Along with these qualities, a
set of ethical values which create a strong impact on an
individual to develop a personality which can help in
developing a strong bond and relationship with all..

II.

ZONES OF LEARNING FOR ETHICAL EDUCATION

Learning happens at every step in our life from the start
of birth till death. It is a never-ending process. Individual
starts learning at home first and spread out his learning zones
at large level. The elements of values can be found at every
juncture of life. At home, where family imbibes some values
and cultural aspects of the family, at society behavior is
groomed along with friends and at school or college, the
values are learnt at curricular extra-curricular and cocurricular activities. To develop one’s personality it is very
important to get these learning imbibe in the person. The
ethical and value-based education is aimed to develop body,
mind, and heart. The internal development showcases

India is a country, where values have been given a
prime importance since ages. Values have been imparted at
home and in schools, which help in building a powerful
relationship among the people. Values are also called as
ethics in professional manner. To build a strong and united
India, ethical education is the need of the hour. Ethical
education provides students with a dynamic compass at
school and throughout the rest of their lives, strengthening
their resilience and well-being. It nurtures the development
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externally and provide unique personality traits to an
individual. The natural acceptance of individual guide his or
her personality. This personality is where human and
humanity lie in. These values and ethics are learnt at various
zones: intimate zone, personal zone, social zone and at
universal level.

B. Personal Zone
i.

The child’s friends influence them a lot. Most of the
time, child spends the time with his or her friends. The
good and bad habits are cultivated with them as they are
exposed to the outer world along with them. The child
shares almost everything with friends. They are the ones
who are nearer and dearer to them and they share those
things which are difficult or awkward to share with family
members in the intimate zone. Therefore, the self is visibly
shown by the friends which might be hidden from them.
The strengths and weaknesses are also observed by him or
her with interference of friends. Considering Johari
Window, the blind and hidden self are surfaced showcasing
the inner self. Therefore, friends have a tremendous impact
on individual personality.

A. Intimate Zone
i. Genes of Parents
It is very rightly said that human beings are born with
genetic inheritance. The genetic impact of parents is seen in
the children. The habits of the child are developed through
these genes. Moreover, these habits become the internal
important behavioral aspect of child. The biological aspect
of individual develops the individual biological aspect
which also impacts the mental or psychological behavior of
child.
ii. Family Members
Mother is the first teacher for her child. Values are learnt
first by mother at home. The child is with mother for almost
the lifetime. It spends most of the time with mother before it
gets the maturity. But the closeness and infinity is always
with the mother. Therefore, the mother is the foundation for
the behavioral development of child. She is considered to
be the responsible person for development of child. She
tends to lend the first lessons about the right and wrong
things, good and bad true and false, etc. To remain truthful,
honest, and worthy the mother ensures to develop child’s
behavior. She also ensures the child’s worthy behavior in
the society. She also ensures to make the child grow slowly
and gradually to develop the morality and values at home.
The father is also the second most important teacher of
child. He is the one who directly or indirectly teaches the
child to be stern, strong, and sound in decisions. The father
is considered as the tough person in all kinds of situations
and take care of family. Both parents are the first
influencers of the child who gave them birth with genes and
develop the character of the child. Later it comes the
siblings and grandparents in the family who also influence
the child to some extent. They also ensure to teach and
provide them learning with affinity.

ii. Relatives
In addition to this, the hidden self is also surfaced by the
relatives who show mirror image of the individual by
talking about behavior in good and bad manners. The
family festivals, functions and ceremonies that are
celebrated along with relatives, the individual learns the
importance of the culture and festivals and the way one is
expected to behave. The individual observes and learns the
values by looking at the elder and younger persons in the
family relatives. The manners and mannerisms are learnt in
this zone of learning, where the individual learns the
behavioral traits one needs to show in some or the other
functions.
C. Social Zone
i. Society
Society is the best teacher for an individual. As
Aristotle said, “Man is the social animal”, individual cannot
survive without being in society. This is the largest source
of learning for an individual, where the individual can gain
enormous ethical and unethical learning at every step. The
individual understands the importance of values and ethics
as well as where to implement those in actual time
scenarios. The experiential learning is brought to the
individual in the society which makes him or her learn from
the good and bad experiences. At every step he learns
something or the other and thereby his behavior is groomed
or doomed. It is the choice of the individual about what to
take and what to avoid or ignore. Society teaches about the
survival of the fittest and strongest and with that the
individual develops his or her psychological mindset. These
experiences impact his or her personality in the long run.

iii. Spouse
The husband or wife who comes in the later phase of
person’s life, but they come directly under the intimate zone
as the person shares almost everything with them. The deep
secrets and even the dark ones with all feelings and
emotions, the person shares with his or her spouse. The
behavioral developments with values, ethics and culture
also have also been seen with their intimacy. The person’s
psychological bent of mind is matured but still the impact is
quite obviously observed in their behavior.
A.

Friends

ii. School or College
School is the strongest source of learning where not just
ethical values are taught but also individual grooming is
done. This is the temple of values where at every situation
individual development is the prime objective. It is also
said the second home of learning values, culture, and ethics.
The child in the school learns from very basic tenets of
values. From the daily timely reporting to the school to
prayers in the morning teach the child to be disciplined and

PERSONAL ZONE
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united. With the prayer, multicultural aspects of Indianness
teach him or her, the unity and national wholeness.
Completing assignments in time, respecting teachers, being
truthful, having values, characterizing with virtues and
many more value-based education is provided the child in
the school. The school provides a value driven environment
which suit to the child to grow and learn. The universal
brotherhood by making them seat with all kinds of children,
respect for peers, staff and teachers without malignity in
their nature are developed from the age of four in the
school. The child starts learning to respect all individual
irrespective of their religion, caste, gender, color, etc.
Celebrating the birth and death anniversaries of great Indian
men and national festivals generate the sense of respect and
pride for Indian culture. The dignity of labor, moral values,
being independent, having respect for elders, having
concern for differently abled are some of the core ethical
values developed during their childhood. This imbibes the
mind of the child and groom his or her personality.

values to survive and sustain. To live a balanced and
peaceful life, engineers are expected to learn consciously by
looking at the people around and experiences they gain.
Engineers should have the consciousness of discipline of
reporting in time, co-working with peers, valuing the
seniors, acknowledging juniors, and maintaining the
personal and professional relationship, etc. This will ensure
ethical values of engineer intact. The mutual interactions
and inter-communion and many such incidents in
engineer’s life teach him to be moral and ethical.
D. Universal Human Values
There are ten universal human values being said to be
followed for mutual happiness of human beings: Love,
Peace, Truth, Wisdom, Integrity, Justice, Co-existence,
Service, Devotion and Contentment. Each of these ethical
values can be branched out further to gain more in that.
Human life teaches each of them at certain period of life
which will not ensure the deep learning and imbibing that
value. It is a continuous process in human life. Similar kind
of value is learnt differently at different levels. Love of
parents and love of friends would not have the similar
experiences. In the same way, peace with life and peace with
situations would not be the same. These human values are
the entire source of knowledge that human beings try to
incorporate in their life. All these human values ensure the
mutual existence of human beings on earth.
Furthermore, harmony is also one of the important
tenets of ethical values for human today. Considering that
AICTE has modeled the curriculum by incorporating
Universal Human Values is one of the important subjects
for the study of engineers where teachers are also trained to
become ethically, morally principled human being. Having
harmonious relationship with all is one of the important
traits of universal human values. Harmony with self is one
of the first parameters which an individual should ensure. It
deals with the self-understanding with natural acceptance of
being human. This is only possible if an individual
introspects to find the internal peace with self and feels
satisfied with it. This seems to be easy but inculcating this
requires energy and perseverance to gain. Human being
should understand the self ‘I’ and its needs along with the
co-existence of the sentient self and the material body. The
requirements of self and body are different and the
characteristic activities of the two are also different. The
self is the doer, seer and enjoyer whereas body sees the
physical needs. Therefore, there is a need to understand the
relationship between the self that is mind and the body
where their needs are different.

The child’s relation with teacher is also an important
aspect. The child keeps teacher as his or her role models
and do remember in their entire life. By giving the children
an opportunity to speak and share their views, teacher
creates an environment which suit to the development of an
individual. Democratic classrooms where children are
given choices for their developing positive habits allow
children to groom further. Teacher becomes conscious
about his or her own behavior ensuring the positive and
long term impact on the child. Teacher encourages the child
by giving opportunities and acknowledge the appropriate
behavior of the child. Teacher listens to the concerns and
opinions of child and respond positively. This ensures the
proper conduct and behavior of the child with respect,
politeness, and courtesy. A great deal of connectivity and
belongingness is felt in the school for children and the child
gets connected to the teacher.
These proper ways of inculcating the culture, ethics and
values ensure the individual develop an ethical behavior
and become responsible citizen of the country. The
professional development of the individual is seen in the
schooling and further developments happen in the college.
The college teacher ensures to enhance this value-based
education to a professional ethical based education which
are widely accepted. College teacher’s responsibility further
approves a focused and directive way to enlarge the
individual’s professional domains to survive and sustain in
the global society. Along with the academic progress,
confidence, leadership, and knowledge become the prime
concern of the college teachers. The self- analysis and selfunderstanding are developed among them to prepare them
for future challenges. The career development and
sustainability with positive interactions and ethical values
generate their vision for future readiness.

Harmony with other human beings is the second aspect
of learning human values where one should know and feel
others and have mutual inter-relations with them.
Understanding human-human relationship with justice and
satisfaction are significant to carry out this relationship. Trust
and respect are the foundational values of this relationship.
The absence of the same would break the harmony and
create a mutual tussle for the domination. Intentional
harmonious relationship with each other’s competence is
required to be developed. The co-existence is only possible

Ensuring all these developments in individual’s life,
engineering education has also created a platform to learn
these values during the course of their education. Almost all
ethical values generated from the family to college are
required for an engineer to sustain and progress in the
workplace. Not just being an engineer in an industry but
also to run an organization, engineer requires all these
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children start witnessing the same from home and engage
themselves with those values to gain the personality traits
which are widely in seek. Ethical education provides a
successful environment for organization to maintain and
sustain the humanity. If it is rigorously offered in the
education system, it will offer a new way of thinking about
education. This will also ensure to develop successful and
happy members of the global society. The co-existence with
sustainable growth can also be nurtured and they will
discover them their secure sense of self which will
empower them to take decisions of life securely. This
underpins continuous improvement of the personal, social,
moral and economic well-being. It has become the part of
educational programme even for the higher and technical
education considering human life is a constant unending
educational process. Ethical Education ensures to furnish
engineers with a dynamic personality throughout their lives
and nourishes their well-being. It fosters the constant
positive evolution in the character, thinking and behavior.
The outcome is the positive alteration of individuals which
will foster the growth of the nation.

when two come on the same platform by understanding each
other. Trust and respect are to be developed among each
other to survive in harmony. Considering society as an
extension of family, human being has to ensure the universal
human order with undivided thought process. This will
create as Rabindranath Tagore says, “Vasudhaiva
Kutumbakam”, the world is my family. As human beings
live on earth and our life depends on the environment,
harmony with environment is also necessary. One needs to
take care of their surroundings as they provide us life and
food. The interconnectedness of human beings and
environment is required to be ensured for mutual comfort
and stay. There are various aspects of understanding nature
such as recyclability of nature and human beings and selfregulation in nature, co-existence of nature and humans,
holistic perception of harmony at all levels of existence.
Therefore, human beings require a natural love and
compassion for the environment. The nature is all-pervasive.
Human beings require to ensure harmony with nature for the
mutual inter-relations and survival. Universal human values
can be inculcated by adopting the harmony in our self,
relationship with humans and nature. For which human being
is required to have natural acceptance of human value,
ethical human conduct, having humanistic education,
ensuring protection of humanistic constitution and universal
order.
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III. CONCLUSION
Ethical values, therefore, is necessary for human
survival and sustainability on the earth. These are are the
principles that help develop behavioral skills and
personality. Each of the actions is influenced by attitude
and nature of individual, and that becomes the skeleton for
living. The wide compass of favorable human ethical values
inculcated from home to schools embraces patience,
respect, fairness, tolerance, respect, compassion, coexistence, and collaboration. As professionals require a
humanitarian approach hence ethical education is the need
of the hour. It is a teaching framework at home and society
where values are taught both explicitly and implicitly. The
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